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Series preface
Since their inception over a century ago, advances in the science and technology of medical imaging and radiation therapy are more profound and rapid than ever before. Further, the disciplines
are increasingly cross-linked as imaging methods become more widely used to plan, guide, monitor, and assess treatments in radiation therapy. Today, the technologies of medical imaging and
radiation therapy are so complex and computer driven that it is difficult for the people (physicians
and technologists) responsible for their clinical use to know exactly what is happening at the point
of care, when a patient is being examined or treated. The people best equipped to understand the
technologies and their applications are medical physicists, and these individuals are assuming
greater responsibilities in the clinical arena to ensure that what is intended for the patient is actually delivered in a safe and effective manner.
The growing responsibilities of medical physicists in the clinical arenas of medical imaging and
radiation therapy are not without their challenges, however. Most medical physicists are knowledgeable in either radiation therapy or medical imaging and expert in one or a small number
of areas within their disciplines. They sustain their expertise in these areas by reading scientific
articles and attending scientific talks at meetings. In contrast, their responsibilities increasingly
extend beyond their specific areas of expertise. To meet these responsibilities, medical physicists
periodically must refresh their knowledge of advances in medical imaging or radiation therapy,
and they must be prepared to function at the intersection of these two fields. How to accomplish
these objectives is a challenge.
At the 2007 annual meeting of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, this challenge was the topic of conversation during a lunch hosted by
Taylor & Francis Group and involving a group of senior medical physicists (Arthur L. Boyer,
Joseph O. Deasy, C.-M. Charlie Ma, Todd A. Pawlicki, Ervin B. Podgorsak, Elke Reitzel,
Anthony B. Wolbarst, and Ellen D. Yorke). The conclusion of this discussion was that a book series
should be launched under the Taylor & Francis banner, with each volume in the series addressing a rapidly advancing area of medical imaging or radiation therapy of importance to medical
physicists. The aim would be for each volume to provide medical physicists with the information
needed to understand technologies driving a rapid advance and their applications to safe and
effective delivery of patient care.
Each volume in the series is edited by one or more individuals with recognized expertise in the
technological area encompassed by the book. The editors are responsible for selecting the authors
of individual chapters and ensuring that the chapters are comprehensive and intelligible to someone without such expertise. The enthusiasm of volume editors and chapter authors has been gratifying and reinforces the conclusion of the Minneapolis luncheon that this series of books addresses
a major need of medical physicists.

xi

xii Series preface

The series Imaging in Medical Diagnosis and Therapy would not have been possible without the
encouragement and support of the series manager, Lu Han, of Taylor & Francis Group. The editors
and authors, and most of all I, are indebted to his steady guidance of the entire project.
William R. Hendee
Founding Series Editor
Rochester, MN

Preface
The intent of this book is to serve as an authoritative text on radiochromic film, covering the basic
principles, advances in technology, practical methods, and applications in many scientific disciplines, but mainly on complex issues in radiation dosimetry. Radiographic films have served over a
century for this purpose, but digital imaging has completely replaced radiographic film technology.
Radiochromic (or GAFchromic™) films have replaced radiographic films and are now widely used
in radiation dosimetry. Radiochromic film changes its color due to polymerization of chemicals in
the film when exposed to ionizing radiation. Thus, it does not require any chemical or physical
processing. The fact that radiochromic films are near tissue equivalent and have high spatial resolution with dose response and nearly energy independent makes them particularly suitable for a wide
range of applications over conventional approaches. This book will encompass development in this
technology, uses in radiation dosimetry from diagnostic X-rays, brachytherapy, and radiosurgery
to external beam therapies (photons, electrons, and protons), stereotactic body radiotherapy, intensity-modulated radiotherapy, and other emerging radiation technologies.
This is the first focused book on radiochromic film dosimetry. Other books addressing the
broader subject of radiation dosimetry might mention radiochromic film and its uses, but not at
the level of detail given here. Here we provide a framework for understanding the basic concepts,
advantages, and main applications of radiochromic films in radiation dosimetry.
There are two main sections covering the basic, background information, and radiation dosimetry applications. Part I (Basics) addresses the characteristics and fundamental physics of radiochromic film, including type classification and safety issues. It also covers scanner technology and
functionality as well as correction techniques. Part II (Applications) gives a detailed discussion of
all the main applications, including kilovoltage, brachytherapy, megavoltage, electron beam, proton beam, skin dose, in vivo dosimetry, and postal and clinical trial dosimetry. It also discusses the
state of the art in microbeam, synchrotron radiation, and ultraviolet radiation dosimetry. We hope
this book fills the niche in two-dimensional imaging and dosimetry that had been missing for a
long time.
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1.1 HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
The current book represents the state-of-the-art knowledge on the fast growing field of two-
dimensional dosimeter such as film for simple and complex dosimetry. Radiochromic film (RCF) is
a class of polymer-based device that changes color when exposed to radiation. A lot of development
in this area was conducted by a chemical company GAF, known as General Aniline & Film located
in Parsippany, NJ, that produced films known as GAFchromicTM. Today, GAFchromic name has
become synonymous to a general name radiochromic film. Detailed description, characteristics,
and usage have been described in TG-55 [1]. A revision to this task group (TG-235) is underway
that may provide additional information in near future when published.
Radiographic films based on silver halides are becoming extinct in digital age, which were also
used for radiation dosimetry [2]. There were numerous problems with such films, but mainly the
chemical processing and energy dependence made it harder to adapt. On the other hand, RCF
does not require any processing and is tissue equivalent. The demise of radiographic films, the
characteristics of which have been described in TG-69 [3] and unfavorable characteristics, made
RCF a compelling choice for radiation dosimetry.

1.2 SUMMARY OF CONTENTS
The necessity of a book was realized because of vast amount of research conducted on the radiochromic class of dosimeter visible clearly from publications in every radiation-related journal. In
addition, there is no other book on this subject. There is a growing need to have an authoritative book for graduate-level courses taught in universities around the world on every aspect of
the radiation dosimetry. Thus, the chapters of this book are divided into application based on
three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT), intensity-modulated radiation therapy,
stereotactic radiosurgery, particle beam, and other aspects of radiation fields. This book contains
20 chapters and is truly an international collaboration, in which expert authors from all over the
world, including Australia, Japan, France, Belgium, Greece and USA, are represented.
3
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Figure 1.1 Electron micrograph of external beam therapy (EBT) film (a) unexposed and (b) exposed
to 2 Gy of X-rays. (Details of techniques and magnifications are also provided in the image.)

Chapter 2 of the book provides a rare historical background and characteristics of RCF.
In addition, it covers RCF action and various characteristics of films. To clearly show the action
of radiation on film, Figure 1.1 shows electron micrograph of the structures in unexposed and
exposed film with 2-Gy X-ray radiation. The polymerization is dose and time dependent, which
is discussed in Chapter 2 of this book. Please note that polymerization reduces the structure to a
flatter level, thereby changing the color from semitransparent to blue or yellow color. Additional
images are also provided in other chapters whenever necessary.
The unique properties of RCF coloration are used to measure the radiation dose in every aspect of
radiation dosimetry. Figure 1.2 shows the growth of research evaluated from publications searched
thorough Pubmed. Until the end of 2015, there have been nearly 1000 papers published, all related
to radiation-related applications of various types of RCF. These data may not reflect actual growth
as Pubmed does not cover basic sciences and nonmedical journals. There are several review articles
that have covered the breadth of this subject [4–6].
Growth of radiochromic film research
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Figure 1.2 Yearly peer-reviewed publications in research journals.
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The writing style is kept standard on, with introduction of modality, how RCF can be used with
a summary and up-to-date references. Due to a large number of authors from various countries,
uniformity of writing style was a critical factor that has been kept in mind. In addition, the presentation is made simple such that undergraduate and other students can follow on with minimum
knowledge of the subject. It is hoped that this book will provide a badly needed literature for this
unique topic.
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2.1 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RADIOCHROMIC
MATERIALS
The history of development of radiochromic materials dates back to the early nineteenth century
before discovery of X-ray by Roentgen (1895) and prior to the use of conventional silver halidebased radiographic films for radiographic imaging and radiation dosimetry. Radiographic films
became an important tool for detecting ionizing radiation and measuring dose [1]. However, there
are numerous problems associated with quantification of ionizing radiation dose using radiographic films. One problem is the energy absorption and transfer properties of radiographic films
that are not similar to those of biological tissues. The radiographic films also have the disadvantages
of being sensitive to room light and requiring wet chemical processing. Some of these difficulties
led scientists to search and develop an alternative to radiographic films for radiation imaging and
7
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dosimetry with high spatial resolution, which did not require a special chemical processing and/or
developmental procedure. The radiochromic processes always involve the direct coloration of a
material by the absorption of electromagnetic radiation, without requiring latent chemical, optical,
or thermal development or amplification [2–4].
In the early 1800s, a radiochromic process was first demonstrated by Joseph Niepce, a French
scientist, inventor [2]. He applied a light sensitive tar-like material known as bitumen of Judea
solution (an unsaturated hydrocarbon polymeric mixture) to a pewter plate, made of an alloy of
tin, copper, and antimony. Niepce projected a view from a window onto a pewter plate and after
about 8 h of exposure to sunlight he saw a permanent bitumen image on the plate. This image
production was attributed to an unsaturated hydrocarbon polymeric mixture in the bitumen that
underwent cross-linking upon irradiation [5].
By the mid-1800s, an important direct-imaging process was developed. This involved papers
and gels impregnated with potassium dichromate, which was known to undergo photo-reduction.
This development led to daguerreotype, collotype, photogravure, and photolithographic prints—
a process that is an inverse of radiochromism, in that the brownish color is left in the unreduced
portions of the image [6]. Since then, cross-linking organic systems have been developed for
radiographic imaging. Such processes typically involve pairing of free radicals to form radiation
cross-linked carbon-chain materials, resulting in covalently bonded growing chains [6]. Another
type of organic free-radical imaging medium involves combination of photopolymerization with
leuco dyes that produce color upon irradiation [7]. The direct-imaging effects include radiationinduced vesicular films giving light-scattering properties and the radiation-induced changes in
the hardness of polymeric microcapsules containing diffusible dyes, inks, and pigments that are
released mechanically [8,9]. Some other radiochromic organic image-forming systems involve
cis–trans isomeric conversions, or dissociations resulting in enolic, ketonic, and anilic bonds
and other molecular rearrangements. Such tautomerizations lead to double-bonded coloration of
spiropyrans, anils, organic acids, stilbenes, and other polycyclic compounds [4,10].
About a century ago, barium platinocyanide pastille discs were developed along with color
wheels to quantify absorbed dose defined as the amount of ionizing radiation required to produce
visible reddening of the skin of the hand or arm [11]. Since then, triphenyl tetrazolium chloride
salts were developed that could be used as direct-imaging biological stains for botanical specimens and for characterizing normal and malignant mammalian tissues [12–14]. The triphenylmethane leucocyanides (e.g., formyl violet nitrile) salts are colorless in aqueous solutions but upon
irradiation become highly colored, insoluble formazans [15]. The hydrophilic triphenyl tetrazolium chloride salts are also used for radiographic imaging in hydrocolloids and other aqueous
gels, and for mapping ionizing radiation-dose distribution directly in animal tissues [16,17].

2.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
Since the 1960s, McLaughlin et al. [18] and other investigators reported on the development of
colorless solid solutions of particular materials: derivatives of the triphenyl methane molecule,
which underwent radio-synthesis to produce dyes [19]. Much of these early research and development of the radiochromic materials are attributed to the U.S. National Bureau of Standards
(present U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology). The initial support for development
was provided by the Division of Isotopes Development, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and
with the assistance of the inventor of ultraviolet sensitive systems, by Chalkley [20]. The earlier
forms of radiochromic media had a useful dose range of 103–106 Gy, and as such their use was
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limited to high-dose applications such as food irradiation, medical instrument sterilization, and
other industrial applications.
The materials in the radiochromic films that are responsible for the coloration are known as
crystalline polyacetylenes, in particular diacetylenes, and upon thermal annealing or radiation
exposure they undergo polymerization, turning blue or red depending on their specific composition [21,22]. The hydrophobic-substituted triphenylmethane leucocyan materials, upon irradiation,
undergo heterolytic bond scission of the nitrile group and form highly colored dye salts in solid
polymeric solution. The basic foundation for such films is generally nylon, vinyl, or styrene-based
polymer. These films have also been used for high-resolution, high-contrast radiation images and to
map radiation-dose distributions across material interfaces [23]. Since the 1960s, radiochromic thin
films giving permanently colored images were also developed as high-dose radiation dosimeters for
104–106 Gy dose range [6,24,25]. On the contrary, this kind of radiochromic films is not sensitive
enough to be used for clinical or radiological applications.

2.3 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
OF GAFCHROMICTM FILMS
By the mid-1980s, a new radiochromic film medium was developed for nonindustrial applications
[26]. The radiochromic film, known as GAFchromicTM, was produced by the International Specialty
Products (ISP) Technology, which was a division of GAF Chemical Corporation (GAF Corporation,
Wayne, NJ). In 1991, the GAF Chemical Corporation was publicly listed and is now known as the
International Specialty Products Inc. The particular dye in GAFchromic film was more sensitive than
previous types and could be used for mapping dose distributions above 5 Gy, [27,28]. McLaughlin
et al. [29] demonstrated that the mechanism of color production in GAFchromic films was a firstorder solid-state polymerization of the diacetylene monomer and reported that propagation of
the polymerization was complete within 2 ms of a single 20 Gy, 50 ns electron pulse. Subsequently
McLaughlin et al. [30] also observed that postirradiation polymerization continued to occur, most
notably within the first 24 h following exposure. The GAFchromic film was also used for dosimetry of radioactive hot particles (or spheres) of 60Co and 90Sr/90Y with activities ranging from 1 to
300 MBq [31,32], and its usage was extended to 90Sr/90Y ophthalmic applicators [33]. Other usages
have included (but not limited to) the dosimetry of small stereotactic radiosurgery fields and intravascular brachytherapy sources [34]. In addition, by the mid-1980s, other radiochromic films were
being developed that were used for electron and proton beam dosimetry [35,36].

2.4 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
OF RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
The ISP manufactured a wide range of GAFchromic films that were simply referred to as radiochromic films (RCFs). The word GAFchromic and radiochromic have become synonymous now.
The differences between each type of ISP RCF were initially defined by construction rather
than chemicals. For example, whether the film was constructed with a single or double active
layer and/or whether the film was reflective or transmissive and what was its physical dimension.
Changes then occurred with the specific chemical composition of the active layer. By the mid1980s, a special form of radiochromic film, based on polydiacetylene, was introduced for medical
applications and were supplied in two types, DM-1260 (also known as HD-810 for nomenclature designation and single-layer MD-55 for the absorbed dose ranges 50–2500 and l0–100 Gy,
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Figure 2.1 GAFchromic™ MD-55 film envelope with various cut and exposed films. (Courtesy of
Martin Butson.)

respectively) [27,37,38]. Figure 2.1 shows GAFchromic MD-55 film envelope with various cut and
exposed films. The HD-810 film, also known as DM-1260, consisted of a single 7 µm layer of the
emulsion coated on 100 µm thick polyester base. This film had a dose range of 10–400 Gy.
The single-layer radiochromic films, designated as MD-55-l, was extensively investigated by
McLaughlin et al. [30]. These films were studied by pulse radiolysis and flash photolysis, in terms of the
kinetics of their response to ionizing radiation and ultraviolet light [37–39]. The radiochromic reaction
was a solid-state polymerization, whereby the films turned deep blue color proportionately to radiation
dose, due to progressive 1,4-trans additions which led to colored polyconjugated, ladder-like polymer chains. The crystal polymerization image can be seen in Chapter 1. The pulsed-electron-induced
propagation of polymerization had a first-order rate constant on the order of 103 s–1, depending on the
irradiation temperature. The UV-induced polymerization was faster by about one order of magnitude
(kobs = 1.5 × l04 s–1). In the case of the electron beam effect, the radiation-induced absorption spectrum exhibited a much slower blue shift of the primary absorption band (λmax = 675 − 660 nm) on
the 10−3–10+1 s time scale. This effect is attributed to crystalline strain rearrangements of the stacked
polymer strand units. Each of these film types is colorless before irradiation, consisting of a thin, active
microcrystalline monomeric dispersion coated on a flexible polyester film base. It turns progressively
blue upon exposure to ionizing radiation. The radiochromic radiation chemical mechanism is a relatively slow first-order (k ≅ 103 s−1) solid-state topochemical polymerization reaction initiated by irradiation, resulting in homogeneous, planar polyconjugation along the carbon-chain backbone [37,38].
Later on the HD-810 and MD-55-l were replaced by double-layer MD-55, designated as MD-55-2
for medical applications (useful dose range 3–100 Gy) [30,40]. Figure 2.2 shows GAFchromic
MD-55-2. The double layer MD-55-2 contained two 16-µm layers of emulsion separated by a 25-µm
layer of polyester and 2 × 25 µm layers of adhesive, all sandwiched between two 66 µm polyester layers.
The total active layer was over double to that of the HD-810 films making it sensitive to a dose
range of 2–100 Gy. These films have a single 40 µm layer of emulsion layered between two 97 µm
thick layers of polyester. The outer layers provide a water barrier and again the greater thickness
of active layer increases the sensitivity. The high sensitivity (HS) film also provided a dose range
of 0.5–40 Gy. Niroomand-Rad et al. [41] provided a detail discussion of these films. A summary is
enclosed in Table 2.1 for HD-810, MD-55-l, and MD-55-2 films.
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Figure 2.2 GAFchromic MD-55-2 film jacket and exposed cut films. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

Table 2.1 Structure, dimension, and approximate composition of radiochromic films
Film type

HD-810 (DM-1260)

Nuclear associates
(vendor) number

______

MD-55-1

MD-55-2

37-041

37-041

Standard size

20 × 20 cm2

12.5 × 12.5 cm2

12.5 × 12.5 cm2

Nominal thickness (μm)

107 (Figure 2.1)

82 (Figure 2.1)

278 (Figure 2.1)

Sensitive layer(s) (μm)

7±1

15 ± 1

30 ± 1

Base material (μm)

99

67

159

Sensitive layer–7 μm

Sensitive layer–15 μm

Polyester base–67 μm

Adhesive layer–1.5 μm

Polyester base–67 μm

Sensitive layer–15 am

Conductive
layer–0.05 am

Pressure sensitive
adhesive–44.5 am

Polyester base–99 am

Polyester base–25 am
Pressure sensitive
adhesive–44.5 am
Sensitive layer–15 am
Polyester base–67 am

Polyester base: Carbon
(45 Atom %)
Sensitive layer: Carbon
(31 Atom %)
Adhesive layer: Carbon
(33 Atom %)
Conductive layer: Indium
Tin Oxide

Hydrogen (36 Atom %)

Oxygen (19 Atom %)

Hydrogen (56 Atom %)

Oxygen (8 Atom %)

Hydrogen (50 Atom %)

Oxygen (17 Atom %)

Nitrogen (5 Atom %)
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2.5 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
OF RECENT RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
The sensitivity of HD-810 and MD-55 films decreases with decreasing energy, therefore ISP
developed XR type T and R (transmissive and reflective) specifically for use in the low-energy range,
20–200 kVp. The film has the same active layer as the previous films but included a high-Z material
and has a dose range of 0.1–15 Gy. By the mid-2000s, a new film was released called external beam
therapy (EBT). The active layer was a variation of the monomer used in the previous films and
was a hair like version of the lithium salt of pentacosa-10, 12-diyonic acid crystal [42]. The atomic
composition of EBT is (42.3% C, 39.7% H, 16.2% O, 1.1% N, 0.3% Li, and 0.3% Cl). The inclusion
of the moderate atomic number element chlorine (Z = 17) provided a Zeff of 6.98 making it near tissue equivalent. The new active layer was also found to be more sensitive, providing a dose range of
0.01–8 Gy. The diacetylene monomers exposed to heat, UV, or ionizing radiation undergo progressive 1,4-polymerization leading to the production of colored polymer chains that grow in length
with level of exposure as shown in Figure 2.3 [21,38,43]. The packing of the diacetylene monomers
in the crystal lattice depends on the particular end groups (R1 and R2 in Figure 2.3), the monomers
in EBT films are approximately 0.75 µm in diameter and for the polymerization to occur the triple
bonds of adjacent monomers should be within 0.4 nm of each other [42]. The radiation sensitivity of the crystal is also dependent on the particular end groups, with the lithium salt of pentacosa
diynoic acid used in EBT film being sensitive to doses as low as 1cGy, several orders of magnitude
more sensitive than the earlier radiochromic films.
The particular diacetylene monomer used in EBT film is the lithium salt of pentacosa-10,
12-diyonic acid [42]. The new EBT film has a face lift for packaging that is shown in Figure 2.4
exposed cut film.

R1

R1

C

C

C
C

R1

C
C

C
C

C

R2

C

R1

Heat, UV or ionizing radiation

C
C

1,4 addition polymerization

R1

C

R1
C

C

C
C

R2

C

R2

C

C

R2

C
C

C

C
R2

R2

Figure 2.3 Diacetylene monomers undergo a 1,4-polymerization upon exposure to heat, UV,
or ionizing radiation. (Courtesy of Azam Niromand-Rad.)
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Figure 2.4 GAFchromic EBT film package along with cut exposed films showing the color changes
from near transparent to dark blue. (Courtesy of Martin Butson).

As diacetylene crystals are too large to provide useful sensitivity, they are dissolved in a solvent,
such as n-butanol solvent, which has the added advantage of improving the light resistance of the
polyacetylenic crystals. The dissolved crystals are then dispersed in a binder such as an aqueous
gelatin solution. After removing the alcohol solvent the binder is coated onto a substrate. Once the
crystals are dried, they become fixed in orientation. The drying and aging process may take several
months. Possible substrate materials include polyester, ceramics, glass, or metals, and an adhesive
may also need to be used [44]. Additional coatings may be added to the active layer to reduce UV
sensitivity and to act as an antioxidizing layer [22,45]. Films may be constructed as laminates with
single, double, or triple emulsion layers coated onto intervening substrate layers. However, the rate
of polymerization decreases with growing polymer. This results in the postexposure changes of
RCFs in which the optical transmission and the rate of change of the optical transmittance of an
irradiated film decrease with time as shown in Figure 2.5 for EBT2 and EBT3 films.
It should be noted that the change in optical density is proportional to log (time-after-exposure)
[46]. However, as shown in Figure 2.5, after a month or more, the postirradiation changes of RCFs
Characteristic post-exposure changes
GAFchromic EBT2/EBT3 films

0.6

Optical density

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.5 Gy
1 Gy
1.5 Gy
2.5 Gy

0.1
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Log10 (t, min.)

Figure 2.5 Postexposure characteristic changes for GAFchromic EBT2/EBT3 films. (Courtesy of
Azam Niroomand-Rad.)
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Figure 2.6 Relative response compared to measurement film exposed at time T and reference film
exposed at time T + 5 min. (Courtesy of Azam Niroomand-Rad.)

with time are not significant. As recommended by Niroomand-Rad et al. [41], by waiting about
24 h after irradiation of calibration film and the film used for dosimetry, the polymerization is
almost complete and the rate of response change is low. Therefore, so long as these postexposure
changes are appreciated and the measurement films and the calibration film are treated and handled equally, the measurement uncertainties will have little effect on the measured response.
Furthermore, to eliminate the necessity of lengthy postexposure wait, Chan et al. and Lewis
[47,48] recommended a One-scan protocol in which films can be scanned a few minutes after exposure. With this protocol, dose results can be available a few minutes after exposure as shown in
Figure 2.6.
As depicted in Figure 2.6, in One-scan protocol, the blue line shows postexposure change of a
first film, assumed to be a film from which measurements are required, exposed at time T, whereas
the green line shows postexposure change of a second film (same production lot), exposed to a
similar dose at time T + ΔT. If ΔT is short and the two films are scanned together, immediately
after the second film is exposed the response of the first film will be about 1.5% greater. However,
as scanning is delayed for longer periods after the second film is exposed the response difference
between the films rapidly diminishes. In practice the difference falls to about 0.2% when the delay
between exposure of the second film and scanning is about 4 × ΔT. By using a response measurement from a reference film exposed to a known dose a short time after an application film,
adjustments can be made to the measured responses of the application film to compensate for
postexposure response behavior [48]. Postexposure polymerization error can be handled by any
one of the methods discussed earlier.

2.6 THE DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
OF AVAILABLE RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
In the current section, we review available RCF models and focus on the GAFchromic RCF products by (Ashland, Bridgewater, NJ) and their use in dosimetry as they have useful dose ranges
suitable for clinical radiation therapy applications. Since the 1998 publication by Niroomand-Rad
et al. [41], the manufacturer of GAFchromic film has introduced additional products, which are
detailed in the literature [49]. By the early 2000s several limitations of the original GAFchromic
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films for radiotherapy dosimetry had become apparent. These included, but not limited to, the
relatively low sensitivity of the products, their lack of uniformity, the limitation on physical sizes,
and their high cost [40,50–54]. Hence, the manufacturer of radiochromic films addressed most of
these problems and with continual improvement, the scope of dosimetry with GAFchromic film
media has been evolved substantially [49].
In 2004, a more sensitive radiochromic film, EBT film, was introduced that was several orders of
magnitude more sensitive than previous RCF models. In 2009, the production of the EBT films was
discontinued and replaced by the EBT2 films. The EBT2 film as shown in Figure 2.7 had the same
active component as the EBT films but with a yellow dye added to the active layer and it was also
constructed as a single layer instead of double as shown in Figure 2.8. The film has a slightly narrower active layer than EBT and slightly different overall atomic composition (42.37% C, 40.85% H,
16.59% O, 0.01% N, 0.10% Li, 0.04% Cl, 0.01% K, 0.01% Br). The Zeff of EBT2 is 6.84 compared with
6.98 for EBT, and close to Zeff of water (7.3).

Figure 2.7 GAFchromic EBT2 film package and cut exposed films. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)
EBT2
EBT

Polyester - 50 μm
Adhesive layer - 25 μm
Active layer - 30 μm

Polyester - 97 μm
Surface
layer 6 μm

Active layer - 17 μm
Active layer - 17 μm

285 μm
234 μm

Top coat
5 μm

Polyester - 175 μm

Polyester - 97 μm

Figure 2.8 Illustration of the physical construction of the EBT and EBT2 films. Please note the
substrate thickness and active layer in two films. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)
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Figure 2.9 GAFchromic EBT3 film package and cut exposed films indicating yellowish tint to the
films. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

In 2010, it was reported that the measured response of the EBT2 film model asymmetric Type 2
configuration to be dependent upon which side of the film faced the light source in a flatbed
scanner [55]. Later on, the polyester layer configuration was modified and this new RCF is now
marketed as EBT3 as shown in Figure 2.9.
In addition, a yellow marker was added to the emulsion of the EBT2 to absorb light in the blue
part of the spectrum (400–500 nm), well away from the dosimetric peaks, which are in the green
(500–600 nm) and red (600–700 nm) parts of the spectrum. This allows the use of the blue wavelengths for a determination of the emulsion thickness for quantifying sensitivity variations due to
this parameter. The spectra of yellow marker dye and the net change in the absorbance of the active
component due to irradiation are shown in Figure 2.10.
Spectra of EBT3 components

1.4

Yellow marker dye
Active component–net change
after exposure

1.2

Absorbance

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
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Wavelength, nm

Figure 2.10 Absorbance and spectra of yellow marker dye and active component—Net change
after exposure. (Courtesy of Azam Niroomand-Rad.)
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Figure 2.11 GAFchromic EBT-XD film package and cut exposed films. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

Moreover, minor changes in atomic composition of EBT2 and EBT3 were made to improve
on the photon energy dependence of these newer RCFs [55]. Following these improvements in
early 2015, a new film, EBT-XD (Figure 2.11) was developed that had similar composition and
construction as EBT3. As the crystal size of the active component of EBT-XD films were small,
these films were less sensitive and their increased slope of the dose–response curve at doses above
10 Gy made them more suitable for dose measurements >10 Gy [56,57].
The major difference between EBT3 and EBT-XD films is the active layer crystal structure [58].
The EBT-XD film exhibits a substantially smaller crystal structure. This characteristic determines
the lower sensitivity response of the film as the degree of coloration caused by radiation is reduced
per unit area within the film. This type of film construction may also lend itself to better uniformity
in the lateral scanning direction of desktop scanners as it should provide lower light scattering and
polarization effects compared with EBT3 film.
Presently, all available new radiochromic films have three types of configurations [49]: Type 1,
Type 2, or Type 3 as depicted here in Figure 2.12.
Substrate: Depending on the intended use of film, Substrate 1, on which the active layer is
coated, may be smooth transparent polyester, transparent polyester with a surface treatment
containing microscopic silica particles, or an opaque white polyester substrate containing
barium sulfate whitening agent. The substrate with the silica surface treatment is used in the
EBT3 film family and EBT-XD film. The silica particles are <10 µm in size and prevent the
formation of Newton’s Rings interference patterns by maintaining an air gap, much larger
than the wavelength of light, between the film and the glass window of a flatbed scanner.
The silica particles constitute a tiny mass fraction of the entire film and have no discernible
effect on dosimetric performance. The opaque white substrate is used with film (e.g., RTQA-2)
primarily intended to aid in beam location rather than measure dose and is often viewed

Type 1 configuration
Active layer
Substrate #1

Type 2 configuration

Type 3 configuration

Substrate #2
Adhesive layer
Active layer
Substrate #1

Substrate #2
Active layer
Substrate #1

Figure 2.12 Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 configuration of radiochromic films. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)
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reflectively. These types of films are scanned in reflection. Films intended for use with
kilovoltage photons (e.g., XR-R, XR-QA2) also use the opaque base as the barium sulfatewhitening agent boosts photoelectric absorption thus increasing the film’s sensitivity.
		 The polyester overlaminate, Substrate 2, may be smooth transparent and colorless (MDV3, EBT2), has the silica surface treatment previously described (the EBT3 family and
EBT-XD), or may contain a yellow dye (RTQA, XR-R, XR-QA2). The yellow dye absorbs most
of the blue and ultraviolet wavelengths and therefore reduces the light exposure to which the
active component is most sensitive. The yellow dye is also complementary to the blue polymer formed by exposure of the active component to radiation and therefore enhances the
visual impact of the color changes. The yellow overlaminates are used in all the film types
coated on opaque white substrates. Films in which Substrate 2 contains the yellow dye can
only be used for single, red-channel dosimetry. Multichannel dosimetry is not feasible.
Adhesive layer: The Type 2 configuration uses either a pressure-sensitive acrylic adhesive layer,
or a water-soluble polymer to bond Substrate 2 to the active layer.
Active layer: In all RCFs, the active layers contain microcrystals of the active component dispersed
in a water-soluble polymer matrix. Other components are essential to the dosimetric function.
For instance EBT2, MD-V3, HD-V2, EBT-XD, and the EBT3 film family contain aluminum
oxide nanoparticles in the active layer to minimize the energy dependence of film response
from the MV range down to about 40 keV. These RCFs also contain nanoparticles of a special
yellow dye homogeneously dispersed in the active layer. The marker dye is unchanged by
exposures up to at least 500 Gy. The utility of this material, often referred to as the yellow
marker dye, is to provide the means by which the film’s response can be compensated for
small differences in the thickness of the active layer. All film models can be used for single redchannel dosimetry, but films containing the yellow marker dye and clear transparent polyester
for Substrate 2, can be used with multichannel dosimetry if scanned with a Red-Green-Blue
scanner. Figure 2.10 shows the spectra of the yellow marker dye and the net change in the
absorbance of the active component due to irradiation. Thus the blue part of the spectrum
(400–500 nm) is dominated by information about the uniformity of the active layer whereas
the green and red bands (500–600 nm and 600–700 nm, respectively) mainly contain information about the radiation dose. By providing a solution that minimizes the dose differences
between the color channels, the triple-channel dosimetry method compensates for thickness
nonuniformity defects in the RCF.
Active component: The active component in all RCFs has come from a class of hydrocarbons
known as diacetylenes. When present in a form with molecular order, for example, crystal,
micelle, absorbed monolayer, and so on, many compounds in this class undergo chain polymerization yielding an intensely colored polymer. For some diacetylenes, the polymerization
can be initiated by exposure to any form of ionizing radiation. When diacetylenes are in a
form with the right molecular order, the individual molecules are arranged and aligned so
that chain polymerization, initiated by radiation exposure, can readily propagate down a stack
of molecules [59]. This domino-type polymerization will only proceed linearly down the stack.
It will not jump from stack-to-stack, or propagate in a second dimension.
The unlaminated EBT3 film products have Type 1 configuration that are especially useful for the
dosimetry of radiation that are strongly attenuated by a polyester substrate, such as very low energy
electrons and beta radiation as well as ions and photons [49]. The Type 2 and Type 3 films contain polyester substrates attached to both sides of the active layers to lessen effects from exposure
to light and to protect the active layer from mechanical damage. In a more recent investigation,
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Lewis et al. [60] showed that response values measured on EBT3 film were dependent on the distance between the film and the light source in the scanner. It was discussed that the active layer in
EBT3 film, and all other RCFs, scatter some of the transmitted light; therefore, all the films exhibit
so-called Callier effect [61].
The recent RCFs such as MD-V3, EBT2, RTQA-2, XR-RV3, and XRQA films have Type 2 configuration with the second polyester substrate attached by an adhesive layer. Whereas all members
of the EBT3/EBT3+ products and EBT-XD films have Type 3 configuration in which both polyester
substrates are directly attached to the active layer. The available RCFs currently include those that are
suitable for therapy dosimetry including brachytherapy, intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT),
volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT), stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), and sterotactic radiosurgery (SRS) with photons, electrons, protons, and ions of other heavier e lements and
those that are suitable for diagnostic X-ray procedures and the exposures related to interventional
radiology. As pointed out by Niroomand-Rad et al. [41], the dosimetric characteristics of RCFs are
described by a dose–response curve. The dose–response curve may be a plot of net optical density
against dose for each output channel of the readout system. For higher radiation dose, the film is
darker, represented by lesser light transmission and higher optical density. Alternatively, the dose–
response curve may be a plot of a scanners response versus dose. In both cases the dose–response
curve is not linear. Furthermore, the dose–response characteristics of RCFs depend on other factors
such as film type, radiation type, and readout system as outlined as follows:
●●

●●

●●

●●

Film type includes film model and lot, emulsion (chemical composition), lamination configuration, absorption spectra
Radiation type includes photon, electron, proton, and so on (including brachytherapy sources)
and radiation energy (keV, MeV)
Readout system includes wavelength range of light source (laser, LED, white light,
red–green–blue colors), wavelength range that the light detector is sensitive to, film
orientation on scanner bed, transmission versus reflection mode, readout system artifacts
and correction, output signal resolution (e.g., 8, 12, or 16 bit depth)
Temporal factor such as time between readout and irradiation

Some of these are discussed in respective chapters in this book.

2.7 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
It is reported that early RCFs (HD-810, MD-55) could be damaged when exposed to temperatures
>60°C before exposure and that such treatment of an exposed film results in color change from
blue to red [62]. Although the newer RCFs are more robust, the manufacturer recommends storing exposed and unexposed films at room-ambient temperature (~22°C), or less, and not to exposing them to temperatures above 60°C. The best practice is to keep the film refrigerated. As shown
in Figure 2.12 and Tables 2.2 and 2.3, in the majority of available RCFs the active layer is sandwiched between two polyester substrates to make the films rugged and protected from mechanical damage. This construction means that water can only diffuse into the active layer at the edges
of the film. The rate of water penetration in EBT3 film is relatively small (<1 mm/h). Other film
models behave similarly. This means that most films can be used in a water tank or water phantom
for short periods of time. So long as the film is not damaged mechanically, the changes caused by
water uptake are reversible and even the wet areas remain usable after drying [63–66].

Configuration

Type 1

Type 2

Type 2

Type 3

Type 1

Film
model

HD-V3

MD-V3

EBT2

EBT3

EBT3,
unlami
nated

14

28

28

10

12

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nominal
thickness, Marker
(µm)
dye
Alumina

Active layer

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Type

125

125

175

125

97

Nominal
thickness,
(µm)

Substrate 1

–

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

–

Type

–

125

50

50

–

Nominal
thickness
(µm)

Substrate 2

20

7

–

Nominal
thickness
(µm)

Adhesive
layer

8″ × 10″

0.02–20 Gy

(Continued)

Available in
special shapes/
sizes to fit
CyberKnife,
Lucy, and other
phantoms

8″ × 10″
0.01–40 Gy
12.8″ × 17″

Available in
special shapes/
sizes to fit
CyberKnife®,
Lucy, and other
phantoms
Available in
special shapes/
sizes to fit
CyberKnife,
Lucy, and other
phantoms

1–100 Gy

5″ × 5″

Comments

8″ × 10″
0.01–40 Gy
12.8″ × 17″

10–1000 Gy

Dose
range

8″ × 10″

Sizes

Table 2.2 Configuration, active layer, Substrate 1, Substrate 2, adhesive layer, sizes, and dose range of the available radiochromic films for radiation
therapy dosimetry
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Configuration

Type 3

Type 3

Type 3

Type 3

Type 3

Type 2

Film
model

EBT3F

EBT3P

EBT3+

EBT3+P

EBT-XD

RTQA-2

17

25

28

28

28

28

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nominal
thickness, Marker
(µm)
dye
Alumina

Active layer

Opaque,
white
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Type

97

125

125

125

125

125

Nominal
thickness,
(µm)

Substrate 1

Yellow
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Clear
transparent
polyester

Type

97

125

125

125

125

125

Nominal
thickness
(µm)

Substrate 2
Nominal
thickness
(µm)

Adhesive
layer

0.01–40 Gy

0.01–40 Gy

0.01–40 Gy

0.04–40 Gy

8″ × 10″

8″ × 11″
8″ × 11″

8″ × 10″

10″ × 10″
0.02–8 Gy
12.8″ × 17″
1.25″ × 11″

0.01–40 Gy

Dose
range

8″ × 10″

Sizes

Available in
special shapes/
sizes to fit
CyberKnife,
Lucy, and other
phantoms

Pre-cut to fit
GAFchromic
Quick
Phantom, with
removable
1.5″×8″
reference strip

With removable
1.5″×8″
reference strip

Pre-cut to fit
GAFchromic
Quick
Phantom

Pre-cut with
fiducial marks
to fit axes
of Linac/
treatment
system

Comments

Table 2.2 (Continued ) Configuration, active layer, Substrate 1, Substrate 2, adhesive layer, sizes, and dose range of the available radiochromic films for
radiation therapy dosimetry
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Type 2

Type 2

Type 2

Type 2

XR-RV3

XR-QA2

XR-CT2

XR-M2

25

25

25

17

Nominal
thickness,
(µm)

Source: Courtesy of Azam Niroomand-Rad.

Configuration

Film
model

No

No

No

Yes

Marker
dye

Active layer

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Alumina

Opaque,
white
polyester

Opaque,
white
polyester

Opaque,
white
polyester

Opaque,
white
polyester

Type

97

97

97

97

Nominal
thickness,
(µm)

Substrate 1

Yellow
transparent
polyester

Yellow
transparent
polyester

Yellow
transparent
polyester

Yellow
transparent
polyester

Type

97

97

97

97

Nominal
thickness,
(µm)

Substrate 2

20

20

20

20

Nominal
thickness,
(µm)

Adhesive
layer

0.05–15 Gy

0.1–20 cGy

0.1–20 cGy

0.1–20 cGy

10″ × 12″
1.75 × 12cm2
1.06″ × 3.06″

Dose
range
12.8″ × 17″

Sizes

Comments

Table 2.3 Configuration, active layer, Substrate 1, Substrate 2, adhesive layer, sizes, and dose range of the available radiochromic films for diagnostic
radiology applications
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In the current section, characteristics of the currently available radiochromic films are tabulated in Tables 2.2–2.5 for radiotherapy and diagnostic dosimetry as described here. Table 2.2
provides configuration, active layer, substrates, adhesive layer, sizes, and dose range of the available radiochromic films that are used for radiation therapy dosimetry. As shown, Table 2.2 [67]
contains important information about the useful dose ranges indicating that the least sensitive,
HD-V2, is useful for the 10–1000 Gy dose range, whereas the MD-V3 model has intermediate
sensitivity, useful for the dose range of 1–100 Gy and the EBT2 and EBT3 families are useful for
most clinical radiation therapy applications with dose ranges 0.01–40 Gy. It should be pointed
out that the EBT-XD films with useful dose range of 0.04–40 Gy are designed for single fraction
SRS and SBRT applications. However, for the dose range of interest, if there is a choice of film
models, consider the RCF contrast knowing that the slope of the response curve decreases as dose
increases. Therefore, for equal doses the RCF with the lesser sensitivity will have higher contrast
resulting in lower dose uncertainty [49]. Thus for doses >10 Gy, EBT-XD would be preferred
over EBT2 or EBT3. But when measuring nonpenetrating radiation, choose a Type 1 RCF such
as HD-V2 or unlaminated EBT3 where the active layer is at the surface and expose the film from
that side to avoid attenuation by the polyester substrate.
Moreover, Table 2.3 provides configuration, active layer, substrates, adhesive layer, size, and
dose range of the available radiochromic films XR-RV3, XR-QA2, XR-CT2, and XR-M2 that are
used for diagnostic radiology applications. As shown in Table 2.3, these films are manufactured
in layer configurations, consisting of one or more polyester substrates, a layer containing the
active component (active layer, also called emulsion layer) and in some film models they are
called adhesive layer.
Note that for most RCFs, sheets or smaller pieces are unlikely to be perfectly flat and this can
lead to substantial uncertainty in the measured response values if the film is not coplanar with
the glass window in a flatbed scanner. A simple solution is to use a piece of 3–4 mm thick clear
glass, the same size as the scanner’s window to flatten the film. The reading issue is addressed in
detail in Chapter 4.
Furthermore, Table 2.4 provides overall elemental compositions and effective atomic numbers
(Zeff ) of HD-V2, MD-V3, EBT2, EBT3, unlaminated EBT3, EBT-XD, RTQA2, and XR-QA2 radiochromic films. Please note that the composition values are in atom (%) and not by weight (%).

Table 2.4 Overall elemental compositions, atom (%), and their effective atomic numbers (Zeff) of
HD-V2, MD-V3, EBT2, EBT3, EBT3 unlaminated, EBT-XD, RTQA2, and XR-QA2 radiochromic films
Composition by element and atom (%)
Film model

H

Li

C

N

O

Na

Al

S

Cl

HD-V2

38.8

0.1

43.5

0.0

17.5

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

6.73

MD-V3

38.3

0.0

43.9

0.0

17.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.68

EBT2

40.0

0.1

42.7

0.0

17.1

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

6.70

EBT3

38.4

0.1

43.7

0.0

17.7

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

6.71

EBT3 unlaminated

38.4

0.1

43.7

0.0

17.7

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

6.71

EBR-XD

38.3

0.1

44.0

0.0

17.6

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

RTQA2

42.1

0.0

38.2

0.0

18.5

0.0

0.1

0.5

0.0

0.5

XR-QA2

40.6

0.1

39.8

0.2

18.1

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

Source: Courtesy of Azam Niroomand-Rad.

Ba

Bi

Zeff

6.70
22.71
0.2

29.98
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Table 2.5 Specific elemental compositions, atom (%), and effective atomic numbers (Zeff) of the
active layer of HD-V2, MD-V3, EBT2, EBT3, EBT3 unlaminated, EBT-XD, RTQA2, and XR-QA2
radiochromic films
Composition by element and atom (%)
Film model

H

Li

C

N

O

Na

Al

S

Cl

HD-V2

58.2

0.6

27.7

0.4

11.7

0.5

0.3

0.1

0.6

7.63

MD-V3

58.2

0.6

27.7

0.4

11.7

0.5

0.3

0.1

0.6

7.63

EBT2

56.5

0.6

27.4

0.3

13.3

0.1

1.6

0.1

0.1

7.46

EBT3

56.5

0.6

27.4

0.3

13.3

0.1

1.6

0.1

0.1

7.46

EBT3 unlaminated

56.5

0.6

27.4

0.3

13.3

0.1

1.6

0.1

0.1

7.46

EBR-XD

57.0

0.6

28.5

0.4

11.7

1.0

1.5

0.1

0.1

7.42

RTQA2

56.5

0.6

27.4

0.3

13.3

0.1

1.6

0.1

0.1

XR-QA2

56.2

1.0

27.6

1.6

11.7

0.0

Source:

Ba

0.1

Bi

Zeff

7.46
1.7

55.23

Courtesy of Azam Niroomand-Rad.

Likewise, Table 2.5 enlists specific elemental compositions, atom (%), and effective atomic
numbers (Z eff ) of the active layer of HD-V2, MD-V3, EBT2, EBT3, unlaminated EBT3, EBT-XD,
RTQA2, and XR-QA2 radiochromic films that are listed in Table 2.3. Please note that in Table 2.5
the composition values are in atom (%) and not by weight (%). Also note that all RCFs produced
in November 2011 or later contain alumina [68]. These films are all transparent and yellow
green in color, except for RTQA-2, which is opaque white on one face and orange on the opposite face. The EBT2 film has smooth polyester substrates, whereas EBT-XD and all members of
the EBT3 product family use polyester with a special surface treatment containing microscopic
silica particles that prevent the formation of Newton’s Rings interference patterns when films
are in close proximity to another reflective surface as in a flatbed scanner. All members of the
EBT3 family have the same active layer and substrates but differ in sheet size and other features.
Some are precut (EBT3F, EBT3P, EBT3+P), with fiducial marks (EBT3F), or with a removable
perforated reference strip (EBT3+, EBT3+P) as described in Table 2.5.

2.8 RECENT RADIOCHROMIC FILMS FOR RADIOLOGY
WITH kV PHOTONS
Although dosimetry with radiochromic films plays a significant role in therapeutic applications,
another important area of use includes medical diagnostics and radiology. In general, radiochromic films lack the sensitivity required for accurate dosimetry measurement in diagnostic
procedures but have been found to be a valuable asset for quality assurance tasks in the kilovoltage range. These films have included the incorporation of a high atomic number material
into their construction to increase the sensitivity in the kilovoltage range providing an effective
dose measurement range down to 0.1 cGy. Some other specific usages of films are GAFchromic
XR-CT2 film [69] designed for measuring radiation beam slice width and beam position alignment on CT scanners. On the other hand the GAFchromic XR-M2 film is specifically designed
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Figure 2.13 GAFchromic XRQA2 film. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

for mammography quality assurance testing. Using strips of XR-M2 film, the location of the light
field and the radiation field, plus the position of the detector can be determined.
The GAFchromic XR-QA2 film (Figure 2.13) is designed specifically as a quality assurance tool
for radiology applications in a processor-less environment. The XR-QA2 film may also be used as
a dosimeter [70,71]. These are designed to be used in the energy range of 20–200 kVp and have a
dynamic dose range of 0.1–20 cGy.
Finally, the GAFchromic XR-RV3 film is designed for surface-peak skin-dose measurement
in interventional procedures guided by fluoroscopy [72,73]. The dose measurement range is from
5 cGy up to 15 Gy and it is designed for use in the energy range of 30 keV–30 MeV.

2.9 RADIOCHROMIC FILMS FOR NICHE APPLICATIONS
Ashland Inc. has produced many film types to cover both radiotherapy and diagnostic applications
as mentioned previously. They have also developed some unique niche application products with
radiochromic films. These are designed with one specific application in mind and are mentioned
briefly in the following.
The Rad-Sure blood irradiation indicators provide positive, visual verification of irradiation.
They can be used for blood irradiation associated with transfusion-associated graft-versus-host
disease. When attached to blood products, Rad-Sure XR 15 Gy, XR 25 Gy, 15 Gy, and 25 Gy indicators show whether the blood products have been irradiated or not. Before a blood product and its
attached indicator are irradiated, the indicator reads, NOT IRRADIATED. After the blood product
and its attached indicator are irradiated, the word NOT in the indicator window is obscured and
the indicator reads IRRADIATED.
The Sterin insect irradiation indicators were developed for the sterile insect technique program
to provide positive, visual verification of irradiation at or above the printed minimum indicated
dose of 70 Gy, 100 Gy, 125 Gy, or 145 Gy. As with the Rad-Sure product the indicator labels/radiochromic film changes from NOT IRRADIATED to IRRADIATED. However they should not be
used to determine an actual applied dose level.
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2.10 RADIOCHROMIC FILMS MANUFACTURED FOR
COMMERCIAL USE
Besides the RCFs that are available from GAF/ISP/Ashland there have been a few other vendors of
RCFs. Following is a brief outline of these vendors.
The GEX Corporation (Centennial, CO, USA) markets a series of dosimeters named the B3 film
developed at Risø Laboratory in Denmark [74] and the product details are available in the reference
[75]. In addition, Patel at JP Laboratories (Middlesex, NJ) was active for many years developing RCFs.
This included the SIFID detector that has also been described in the literature [76]. A summary of
these products is given in Sections 2.10.1 through 2.10.4.

2.10.1 R adiochromic films manufactured by far
west technology, inc.
One of the oldest RCF manufacturers, which are still available, is from Far West Technology (Goleta,
CA). This media is based on hydrophobic substituted triphenylmethane leucocyanides and is most
commonly used for high-dose applications such as radiation processing, food irradiation, and sterilization; it lacks the sensitivity for any medical applications [77]. Far West Technology produces
the FWT-60 films (Figure 2.14) that are based on hydrophobic substituted triphenylmethane leucocyanides and are used for high-dose applications such as radiation processing, food irradiation,
and sterilization, with a dose range of 0.5–200 kGy. These films have limited use in radiotherapy
applications. The substrate that holds the dye is nylon and the film has a density of approximately
1.15 g/cm3 and an atomic composition of (C: 63.7%, N: 12.0%, H: 9.5%, and O: 14.8%). The physical
thickness of this is approximately 0.05 mm.

Figure 2.14 Far West Technology FWT-60 film package and cut irradiated film. (Courtesy of Martin
Butson.)
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Figure 2.15 B3 radiochromic film by GEX Corporation. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

2.10.2 R adiochromic films produced by GEX Corporation
GEX Corporation produces the B3 films shown in Figure 2.15 that are thin and flexible polymeric
film consisting of a pararosaniline radiochromic dye embedded in a polyvinyl butyral matrix
[78]. An ionizing radiation event activates the B3 dye centers, which in turn causes the B3 film
to undergo a predictable color change from clear to deepening shades of pink. The amount of
color change is proportional to dose and is influenced by the temperature during irradiation. The
postirradiation color change can take several hours to stabilize and heat treatment of the film is
recommended. The dose range of B3 is approximately 1–150 kGy, again well above the clinically
useful dose range in radiation oncology.

2.10.3 R adiochromic films produced by JP L aboratories
JP Laboratories (Middlesex, NJ) has developed a range of radiochromic films, called SIRAD
(self-indicating instant radiation alert dosimeters) as shown in Figure 2.16 and described in
detail in References [79–81]. These films consist of a diacetylene monomer in a polymeric binder

Figure 2.16 SIRAD radiochromic film/badge. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)
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coated on polyester base and laminated with an outer polyester-layer film. The SIRAD films are
used for personal dose monitoring to record high-dose unintentional exposure such as in reactor or bomb.

2.10.4 R adiochromic films produced for ultraviolet
radiation exposure
The polysulphone films are manufactured by various institutions and have been available in limited
supply commercially for many years as described in References [82,83]. Recently they have been
available by request from the Queensland University of Technology (Brisbane, QLD, Australia).
They are specifically designed for measurement of ultraviolet radiation, which is normally due to
solar exposure. Their major use comprises human personal UV skin exposure. This is due to the
films action spectrum, which relates to the sensitivity response of the film to ultraviolet radiation
wavelengths, matching closely to human erythema response to UV exposure [84].

2.11 SUMMARY
Radiochromic film has become a standard dosimetry media for radiotherapy applications as well
as becoming a useful tool in radiology and other niche procedures. The number of research and
clinical publications associated with the examination or use of radiochromic films in radiotherapy
has grown significantly over the years and is shown in Figure 2.17. These results have been compiled using SCOPUS and the search terms of radiochromic and radiotherapy. Although this is an
indication of radiochromic film’s use, but the increase shows a trend that radiochromic films are
becoming an essential tool for medical dosimetry.
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Figure 2.17 Trend in published papers using radiochromic films. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the current chapter, we will briefly discuss some of the physical characteristics of radiochromic
films (RCFs). This chapter is intended to be an overview of some of the main principles and properties of film for imaging and dosimetry purposes. Other chapters will deal with these properties in
more detail as required. RCFs have a unique measurement niche in radiotherapy and diagnostic
dosimetry due to their low-energy dependence, high spatial resolution, and automatic coloration
properties. They can provide a detailed dose map over a two-dimensional area or if curved or
curled can be used over a three-dimensional volume of analysis. Even within the RCF range, a large
variety of properties of the films are displayed, and part of the medical physicists job is to decide
which film will provide the optimal analysis response of the task at hand.

3.2 PRINCIPLE OF POLYMER REACTIONS
The materials in RCFs that are responsible for the coloration are known as crystalline polyacetylenes, in particular diacetylenes, and upon thermal annealing or radiation exposure, they undergo
polymerization, turning blue or red depending on their specific composition [1,2]. The particular
diacetylene monomer used in the external beam therapy (EBT) range of GAFchromic™ film is
the lithium salt of pentacosa-10,12-diyonic acid [3]. More detailed information concerning RCF
materials and polymer reactions is given in Chapter 2, with historical background, development,
and construction of RCFs.

3.3 CHEMICAL FORMULATIONS/TISSUE EQUIVALENCE
The chemical formulation of RCFs has evolved over the years to match the clinical needs arising
within the medical radiation environment. For dosimetric purposes, films require low, medium,
and high sensitivities depending upon the need. For example, stereotactic radiosurgery techniques utilize large doses thus need less-sensitive film. The other extreme includes diagnostic
procedures in which small radiation doses are delivered requiring as high a sensitivity as possible. To achieve these practical considerations for dosimetry, the chemical structure and thus
tissue equivalence of various RCFs products are varied. Detailed discussion of specific RCF will be
provided in respective chapters, for example, diagnostic kilovoltage—Chapter 5 and stereotactic
radiosurgery—Chapter 9.
In summary, Table 3.1 shows the overall elemental composition of most currently available
GAFchromic film products used in medical dosimetry applications.
Table 3.2 shows specific percent atomic compositions, and effective atomic numbers (Zeff ) of
the active layer of the RCFs listed in Table 3.1. In this table, the composition values are in atom (%)
and not by weight (%). It should also be noted that all GAFchromic film products produced after
November 2011 contain aluminum [4]. More details on chemical composition and tissue equivalence are given in Chapter 2.

3.4 HANDLING TECHNIQUES AND STORAGE
This section provides a brief summary of handling and storage. Other chapters will deal with certain aspects of this in more detail.
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Table 3.1 Elemental compositions, atom (%), and their effective atomic numbers (Zeff) of HD-V2,
MD-V3, EBT2, EBT3, EBT3 unlaminated, EBT-XD, RTQA2, and XR-QA2 radiochromic films
Composition by element and atom (%)
Film model
HD-V2
MD-V3
EBT2
EBT3
EBT3 unlaminated
EBR-XD
RTQA2
XR-QA2

H

Li

C

N

O

Na

Al

S

Cl

38.8
38.3
40.0
38.4
38.4
38.3
42.1
40.6

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1

43.5
43.9
42.7
43.7
43.7
44.0
38.2
39.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2

17.5
17.7
17.1
17.7
17.7
17.6
18.5
18.1

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.5

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Ba

0.5
0.5

Bi

Zeff

0.2

6.73
6.68
6.70
6.71
6.71
6.70
22.71
29.98

Source: Courtesy of Azam Niroomand-Rad.

Table 3.2 Specific elemental compositions, atom (%), and effective atomic numbers (Zeff) of the
ActiveLayer of HD-V2, MD-V3, EBT2, EBT3, EBT3 unlaminated, EBT-XD, RTQA2, and XR-QA2
radiochromic films
Composition by element and atom (%)
Film model
HD-V2
MD-V3
EBT2
EBT3
EBT3 unlaminated
EBR-XD
RTQA2
XR-QA2

H

Li

C

N

O

Na

Al

S

Cl

58.2
58.2
56.5
56.5
56.5
57.0
56.5
56.2

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0

27.7
27.7
27.4
27.4
27.4
28.5
27.4
27.6

0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
1.6

11.7
11.7
13.3
13.3
13.3
11.7
13.3
11.7

0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0
0.1
0.0

0.3
0.3
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.6

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.6
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Ba

Bi

Zeff

1.7

7.63
7.63
7.46
7.46
7.46
7.42
7.46
55.23

Source: Courtesy of Azam Niroomand-Rad.

3.4.1 Basic handling procedures
When dealing with any dosimetric medium that requires an optical analysis technique, certain
procedures should always be followed to control the errors that can arise, caused by our handling of
the dosimeter. Here, some simple yet practical details on using RCF are given. These types of rules
are generally applicable to most RCF types.
First and foremost, it is a good practice not to handle ﬁlms with bare hands as skin oils transferred to the films can cause uncertainties in optical-density measurements. Normal procedures
in the clinic would be the use of cotton gloves, or even attaching small strips of paper to the sides
of each film piece to minimize skin contact with the film. However, it should also be noted that
GAFchromic film is quite robust and can be easily cleaned with the use of cleaning cloths and as
such, finger prints can be removed without any scratching or damaging effects to the film before
analysis. Because of this, various techniques can be adopted in a clinic as long as it suits your needs
and removes any contamination from the film before optical analysis without damaging the film
in the process.
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3.4.2 R adiochromic film cutting
The preferred method of cutting GAFchromic film products is the use of clean sharp scissors. This
is specifically to minimize the damage and breaking apart of the laminated layers of the film. Cuts
should be made carefully with the scissors orthogonal to the film as this lessens damage to the films
edges. Details concerning damage to film edges caused by cutting are given by Yu et al. in 2006 [5].

3.4.3 R adiochromic film in water
A valuable aspect of most radiotherapy dosimetric RCFs (e.g., EBT3, and XD) is the ability to make
measurements directly in water phantom. GAFchromic emulsions turn into milky color when wet,
but when dried, the clear color is mostly restored. It should be noted that prolonged immersions will
cause water to seep into the film emulsion at the cut edges to a greater degree than short (on the order
of minutes) immersions. For this reason, care should be taken in making readings close to cut edges in
films that have been irradiated in water. Butson et al. [6] examined these effects and found a water-penetration rate of approximately 0.5 mm per hour for GAFchromic EBT film when immersed in water.

3.4.4 Temperature during and after irradiation
The time and temperature dependence are well documented during irradiation of GAFchromic ﬁlm
and during postirradiation and in 1998, Reinstein and Gluckman [7] provided a great reference document in this area. In summary, good practice dictates using controlled temperature to achieve the optimal level of accuracy. Extreme temperature makes RCF turn orange at 42°C and then red at above 50°C.

3.4.5 Ambient-light exposure
RCF products are relatively insensitive to ambient-light sources; however, they do exhibit some coloration caused by ultraviolet (UV) light exposure (see Chapter 20). As fluorescent lights contain a
UV component to some degree as well as UV sources such as scattered solar light through windows
and skylights, it is recommended to keep RCFs in a light-tight container at all times when they are
not being exposed or analyzed. How long films can be left out in light conditions depends significantly on the level of UV contribution in the light sources being used. That is, some fluorescent
lights have UV filters placed over them, whereas others do not. In most clinical situations, however,
handling films for periods of 20 min to half an hour should cause negligible differences in measured absorbed dose. It is important however to make sure your calibration dose films receive the
same amount of light exposure though, to the control film or 0 cGy film receives the same amount
of coloration as all other calibration and experimental film pieces.

3.4.6 Film storage
RCF products are sensitive to UV-light exposure as well as excessive temperatures. As such, films
should be stored in a dark, temperature-controlled environment to prolong their life and accuracy
for radiation dosimetry. They should also be kept in an environment where they have pressure or
movements applied to them. For example, if the films are kept in a cupboard drawer underneath a
heavy object that is removed and replaced often, visible damage could occur to the film caused by
the films rubbing together when the object is removed and replaced. Small scratches on the film
can become a significant problem is film analysis is performed at a high spatial resolution or over a
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small area. As a common precaution, films should be kept in the original box in a temperature controlled, dust, smoke, and moisture free area, without any radiation and magnetic field environment.

3.5 ABSORPTION SPECTRA
Absorption spectrum is defined as the spectrum formed by electromagnetic radiation that has passed
through a medium in which radiation of certain frequencies is absorbed [8]. Most RCFs developed and
used today produce variations in their absorption spectra in the visible wavelengths when exposed to either
ionizing or nonionizing radiation. As such, we can visually detect a change in color and thus a change in
exposure. These films include but are not limited to RCFs produced by Ashland Inc (GAFchromic films,
NJ), Far West Technology (FWT-60), GEX corporation, (B3), and SIRAD film badges. Other RCFs such
as polysulphone films produce an absorption spectra change in the UV-wavelength range and thus the
change is not visible but must be detected with a photo spectrometer.
The absorption spectrum of the RCF is primarily determined by the atomic and molecular composition of the film materials. Visible radiation is more likely to be absorbed at frequencies that
match the energy difference between two quantum mechanical states of the molecules [9]. The
absorption that occurs because of a transition between two states is referred to as an absorption
line; however, a spectrum is typically composed of many lines. The frequencies in which absorption
lines occur, as well as their relative intensities, primarily depend on the electronic and molecular
structure of the film that depends on the composition as shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The frequencies will also depend on the interactions between molecules in the sample, the crystal structure in
solids, and on several environmental factors that can include but are not limited to temperature,
pressure, and applied electromagnetic field. The lines will also have a width and shape that are primarily determined by the spectral density or the density of states of the system.
The readout process is dependent on the absorption of transmission of the light frequencies
that have been described in Chapter 4. To analyze RCF absorption spectra, a photo spectrometer
can be used [10]. Normally, these devices can be used to assess transmission-absorption spectra or
reflected-absorption spectra. The type of spectra required will depend on the film type and how it
is to be used. For example, EBT3 film is most commonly assessed with transmission measurement
on a desktop scanner. Thus, the transmission absorption spectra will provide the most accurate
representation. Whereas, RTQA film has an opaque backing material on it and thus a reflectiveabsorption spectra would provide the most beneficial information. As will be seen in the representative-absorption spectra given in the following, the sensitivity of the film at different wavelengths
of light is significantly different. A desktop scanner provides broad spectrum-absorption spectra
information that is normally divided into three main wavelength groups. Those cover the red,
green, and blue components of the visible spectrum. These types of measurement will be dealt
with in more detail in Chapter 4. It is suffice to say that the sensitivity or dose response of a RCF
product can be modified to suit an application depending on which wavelength of light is used
for analysis.
Figure 3.1 shows some representative absorption spectra of various types of RCFs, highlighting the spectral response and sensitivity response of these films to photon radiation. In each case,
the peak wavelengths as well as general absorption properties are defined by the active radiation-
sensitive chemicals and additives within the film that have been optimized to their specific application [11]. It shows the absorption spectra for MD-55-2 film. Absorption peaks are located at
approximately 675 and 635 nm. These peaks vary in position with temperature and dose and will
be dealt with in more detail in other chapters.
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Figure 3.1 GAFchromic absorption spectra of MD-55-2 film exposed to various dosages. Note
that spectra remain the same and only intensity increases with dose. (Adopted from Butson, M.J.
et al., Mater. Sci. Eng. R., 41, 61–120, 2003.)
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Figure 3.2 Absorption spectra comparison of different films; HS, MD-55, MD-55-2, and EBT.
(Adopted from Butson, M.J. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 50, N135–N140, 2005.)

By comparison, the absorption spectra for MD-55-1, MD-55-2, HS, and EBT film are shown in
Figure 3.2 [12]. Of note are the same characteristic absorption peaks for MD-55-1, MD-55-2, and
HS but with different sensitivities, whereas the active chemicals in EBT film were significantly different producing absorption peaks at approximately 585 and 635 nm.
Figure 3.3 shows the absorption spectra of GAFchromic EBT film at different dose levels [12],
and Figure 3.4 shows the absorption spectra for EBT2 film at similar dose levels [13]. Note the significant changes in spectra for both films.
The significant difference between EBT and EBT2 film is the incorporation of the yellow dye
into the active layer which produced the large absorption tail at wavelengths below around 500 nm.
Similarly, absorption spectra of XR type T film are shown in Figure 3.5. The differences are
obvious even with a similar dye in its construction, but the sensitivity to low-energy photons was
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Figure 3.3 GAFchromic absorption spectra at different dose levels from EBT film. (Adopted from
Butson, M.J. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 50, N135–N140, 2005.)
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Figure 3.4 Absorption spectra at different dose levels from EBT2 film. (Adopted from Butson, M.J.
et al., Australas. Phys. Eng. Sci. Med., 32, 196–202, 2009.)

significantly enhanced because of other elements used in the original active chemicals used in
MD-55 and HD films.
The XR T (therapy film) and XR R (diagnostic film) show distinct different spectra as shown
in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Figure 3.6 provided the spectral reflectance spectra for GAFchromic
XR type R film measured by a reflectance spectrometer instead of a transmission photo
spectrometer [14].
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the absorption spectra for XR QA film and XRCT film, respectively,
adopted from Butson et al. [15,16]. Again, highlighting high-sensitivity response in the reflectance
spectra for XRCT film (Figure 3.8).
Other nonspecific films to radiation oncology and radiology as discussed in Chapter 2 provide
very distinct spectra. The FWT-60 film has one absorption peak located at approximately 600 nm
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Figure 3.5 Absorption spectra from XR type T. (Adopted from Butson, M. et al., Phys. Med. Biol.,
49, N347–N351, 2004.)
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Figure 3.6 Reflectance spectra of XR type R at various dosages. (Adopted from Cheung, T. et al.,
Appl. Radiat. Isot., 63, 127–129, 2005.)

giving it a blue color when irradiated as shown in Figure 3.9 [17], whereas SIRAD film used in
personal monitoring has two absorption peaks at 565 nm and 615 nm in the blue visible region as
shown in Figure 3.10 [18].
Of interest in UV-radiation dosimetry is polysulphone film. Its absorption spectra are given
in Figure 3.11 adopted from Geiss et al. [19]. Significantly, the color change occurs at wavelengths
mostly below 400 nm in the UV region. Therefore, the color change is not apparent to our eyes but
should be measured using a UV spectrometer.
It is clearly obvious from Figures 3.1–3.11 that with varying absorption and transmission spectra, a reader should be sensitive enough to provide high fidelity and accurate reading needed for
dose measurements. Selection of the scanner or densitometer is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.7 GAFchromic XR QA reflectance spectra. (Adopted from Alnawaf, H. et al., Radiat.
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Figure 3.8 GAFchromic XR CT reflectance spectra. (Adopted from Butson, M.J. et al., Phys. Med.
Biol., 51, 3099–3103, 2006.)

3.6 DOSE RESPONSE
To perform accurate dosimetry with RCF, the dose response must be characterized. As film undergoes irradiation, there is a change in the absorbance of the film that occurs. The change in the
films absorbance can be quantified through the measurement of the optical density (OD), which
is defined as OD = log10 (I0/I), where I0 is the initial light intensity and I is the transmitted light
intensity [20]. For EBT3 film, the OD increases (becomes optically less transparent) with increasing radiation dose as a result of the radiation-induced polymerization of diaceteylene monomers
[21]. As a result, the dose response of film can be determined for a particular source of radiation by
delivering a range of known (absolute) doses and calculating the associated OD for each dose based
on measurement of initial and transmitted light intensity through the film. From this relationship,
relative dose measurements can be performed within the measured dose range.
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Figure 3.9 FWT-60 absorption spectra. (Adopted from Butson, M. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 49,
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Figure 3.10 SIRAD film badge absorption spectra. (Adopted from Butson, M.J. et al., Phys. Med.
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Ideally, the OD–dose relationship should be linear; however, this is not typical and this relationship is best obtained through polynomial fits, or empirical models with variable coefficients [20]. It
is also important to note that OD values are only valid for the specific wavelength or waveband of
light analyzed [20]. Due to this, different scanner and densitometer systems will result in variations
of measured OD, whereas it is also possible to produce a number of OD–dose curves by analyzing
film with multiple wavelengths. Multichannel analysis is frequently employed for film dosimetry in
which red, green, and blue channel curves are produced. This can be useful as the different channels have varying sensitivity as shown in Figure 3.12. The absolute signal from a film is dependent
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Figure 3.12 Multichannel calibration curves up of an EBT3 film exposed to 7 Gy. Note a polynomial
fitting function to each channel. (Adopted from Casanova, B.V. et al., J. Appl. Clini. Med. Phys., 14,
212–217, 2013.)

on many parameters including, but not limited to, the scanner characteristics, position on the
scanner, and orientation of the film and air gaps. For this reason, film does not provide absolute
dose assessment, rather relative dose.
The dose response curves of EBT type film have been assessed in numerous studies [22,23].
For EBT3 film, a polynomial fit for the dose response is valid up to nearly 40 Gy for IMRT doseverification applications [22]. Please note the fitting parameters are not universal but rather vary
from scanner to scanner and are affected by various parameters including but not limited to film
batch, scanner, orientation, frequency, and reading condition.
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Although GAFchromic film has many advantages, the nonlinear dose response is not ideal.
The study of Devic et al. [24] demonstrated the use of a unique functional argument to linearize the
inherently nonlinear response of EBT, EBT2, and EBT3 films. The invariance of the mathematical
functional, based on one scanner model, was also tested with one film type [24]. The findings showed
that the dose response could be linearized using the functional form and that this linear behavior
was insensitive to both film model and flatbed scanner model used. In this way, relative dose measurements could be performed using RCF dosimetry without the need of establishing a calibration
curve [24].

3.7 ENERGY DEPENDENCE
The energy dependence of RCF has been widely investigated as it can affect the dosimetric properties of the film in the presence of an unknown spectrum of beam energies ranging from kV to
MV. Most commercial RCFs have lower atomic number material in the composition; thus, they are
inherently energy independent compared with the older radiographic films [25–27].
The older models of the RCF such as MD55 and HS mostly contained low Z elements, thus showing a lower energy response to kV photons than higher energy MV photons. The first generation
EBT film has been widely studied and was found to show very low-energy dependence over kV–MV
photon energy range. The addition of minor amounts of moderate Z elements such as chlorine in
the atomic composition of the EBT film helped to boost the photoelectric absorption of the kV photons, thus making it less energy dependent than its predecessor radiochromic models [28]. Similar
results were observed in another study in which the GAFchromic HS film was found to show energy
dependence of up to 30% as compared with 10% for the EBT film over the range of 50 kVp to 10 MV
X-rays [29].
The newer GAFchromic EBT2 film was shown to have very low-energy dependence with a 6.5%
variation in dose response for energy spectrum of 50 kVp to 10 MV as compared with 7.7% for the
EBT film [30].
In a similar study, the energy dependence of the EBT2 film was tested over a range of energy
beams comprising kilovoltage X-rays, Cs-137, Co-60 gamma rays, megavoltage X-rays (6 and
18 MV), electron beams (6 and 20 MeV), and proton beams (100 and 250 MeV). The EBT2 film
was found to show negligible energy dependence with a global spread of ± 4.5% over all energies and modalities and a maximum difference of 18% between photon and proton beams
[31,32].
The latest GAFchromic EBT3 film has a similar composition to the EBT2 film with the added
feature of a symmetric construction. Therefore, the EBT3 film is expected to perform similarly to
the EBT2 GAFchromic film. Studies performed for the EBT3 film energy dependence over a range
of proton, electron, and photon beams showed a similar global spread of up to 3% with a maximum
deviation of 11% as the aforementioned study performed with EBT2 [33]. Other studies for the
EBT3 film have showed similar results with a maximum difference of 6% observed between photon
and proton beam calibration curves [34].
Energy dependence has also been shown to be affected by absorbed dose, spatial resolution, and
the color of channel used for film analysis. Dose response curves of the newer radiochromic EBT3
were found to be weakly energy dependent for the megavoltage photon beams. For the kilovoltage
beams on the other hand, there were differences of up to 11% depending on the dose, resolution,
and color of channel used [35].
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3.8 DOSE FRACTIONATION
Dose fractionation is a common occurrence for radiotherapy treatment and sometimes dosimetry is
warranted over a series of fractions to determine average doses or variations in delivery techniques.
RCF has the advantage of being a self-processing film, and color changes occur without the need for
chemical developing and fixing. This advantage makes the film reusable, which is especially useful for
fractionated dose deliveries and therefore could be an ideal dosimetry candidate for such evaluations.
To determine the effects of fractionated versus single-exposure dose delivery, authors have
investigated effects such as total change in OD [36–41] as well as dependency of transient OD at
short times after irradiation takes place [42].
It is generally agreed that RCFs can be used to assess fractionated dose delivery [36–42] whereby the
film can be irradiated multiple times to form a dose-accumulation measurement. However, there are
variations in the reported magnitude of fractionated effects. Original studies on early versions of RCFs
such as HD-810 [43] report minor differences, up to 1% in total measured dose when fractionation is
delivered anywhere from 12 min to 24 h apart compared with single exposures for high-energy photon
irradiations. Su et al. [36] measured similar results for electron beam (6 MeV–22 MeV) irradiations
with negligible differences determined within uncertainty values for dose levels up to 2 Gy as seen in
Figure 3.13. This was measured when the irradiations were performed with exposures varying from 1
single exposure of 200 cGy (MU Set = 1) to 20, 10 cGy exposures (MU Set = 6) using GAFchromic EBT
film. The other values for MU Set were different fractionations between these values quoted earlier.
However, other authors have reported larger discrepancies in measured OD and thus dose when
fractionated doses are delivered [42]. Ali et al. [42] performed measurements on the influence of
fractionation and protracted dose delivery on OD as a function of total dose and the exposureto-densitometry time interval for MD-55-2 film. Both their measurements and models demonstrate that fractionation induces transient OD over responses, which can be as large as 20% when
small time differences between exposure and readout occurred, but rapidly dissipated within 24 h.
However, as shown in Figure 3.14, their superposition model predicts 2%–5% over responses that
persist as long as 700 h and was validated by their experimental procedures.
These results highlight the need to evaluate fractionated effects for RCFs within your own clinic
depending on the type of film used as well as the magnitude of the fractionated measurements to
be performed.
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Figure 3.13 Effect of dose fractionation on radiochromic color change. (Adapted from Su, F.C.
et al., Appl. Radiat. Isot., 65, 1187–1192, 2007.)
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Figure 3.14 Fractionation effects on radiochromic measured optical density in relation to time
after exposure of (a) 2 Gy, (b) 5 Gy, (c) 10 Gy and (d) 20 Gy. (Adapted from Ali, I. et al., Appl. Radiat.
Isot., 62, 609–617, 2005.)

3.9 DOSE-RATE DEPENDENCE
An ideal detector should be dose-rate independent. Thus, for RCF to be appealing, dose rate is a
critical parameter. For any dosimeter, it is ideal that its response is independent of dose rate [43].
This is of particular importance for the high doses produced in short pulses by linear accelerators
[43]. The dose-rate dependence of radiochromic film has been evaluated in a number of studies
across various generations of the film [44–46].
In the study of Rink et al. [44], a small dose-rate dependence was measured for the EBT films
when an eight-fold difference in dose rate was introduced. The study comprises delivered doses in
the range of 5 –100 cGy range with dose rates varying between 16 and 520 cGy min−1. Combining
the OD measurements for a given dose irrespective of the dose rate used (within the studied range), the
introduced dose-rate dependent uncertainty was in the order of ~1%. Across all tested dose rates
and irradiated doses, the standard deviation of the OD was found to be less than 4.5%. Although
this result discovered a statically significant effect in dose-rate changes, the uncertainty in measurements using this type of EBT film is satisfactory for many of its applications [44].
Twork and Sarfehnia [45] studied the effect of different dose rates on the OD for commercially
available EBT3 film for a Novalis TX machine. The study compared dose rates of between 50 and
1000 Gy/min for doses of 50, 100, and 500 cGy. Findings of the study indicated a smaller dependence
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on dose rate; however, this was found to be within the experimental uncertainty of clinical film
dosimetry [45]. As a result, the study reported that EBT3 films are dose-rate independent to within
3% for a wide dose rate irrespective of the total dose delivered. It is important to note that the study
evaluated the dose rates and delivered doses that are commonly used in the clinical setting.
With the increased use of very high-dose rates offered by flattening filter-free beams, it is important that dose-rate independence over a large wider range for modern films. The dose-rate dependence of EBT films was evaluated in filter flattening free beam profiles for a Varian TrueBeam
system [46]. Given the uncertainty in scanner reproducibility and film stability, the dose-rate
effects were found to be negligible [46].
The dose-rate dependence for different dosimeters and detectors was compared by Karsch et al.
[47] in which dose rates in the order of 15 × 109 Gy/s were used. Although this study is focused on the
dose rates offered by laser-based acceleration technology, which is not clinically common at present,
the results did find that for EBT film, a dose-rate independence of within 5% was still maintained.

3.10 POSTIRRADIATION COLORATION:
TEMPORAL RESPONSE
The color changes in RCF are due to polymerization that is a rather slow process. The postirradiation coloration is defined as the time in which changes in the color of the film postexposure are
small enough to introduce significant errors in clinical applications [48].
The RCFs may take some time to develop full color and this varies depending on the humidity,
exposure time, and radiation energy. Typically at 24 h, the entire color will have developed [40].
For the older MD-55 film, the dose absorbance can increase by up to 16% during the first 24 h after
irradiation, with only a slight rise (4%) thereafter, for up to about two weeks [49].
Studies performed with the EBT films have shown to produce an approximate 6%–9% increase
in postirradiation OD within the first 12 h of irradiation. This has been observed within the 1–5 Gy
dose range. For the older film types, this increase was noted to be approximately 13%, 15%, and
19% for MD-55-2, XR type T, and HS RCFs, respectively. The EBT film has a reduced postirradiation growth effect that stabilizes to 1% within the first 6 h. Therefore, for highest level of accuracy
the film must be left at least 6 h postirradiation and the calibration films must be read out with the
same postirradiation time [50].
As per the manufacturers’ guidelines, for EBT2 film, it is recommended to wait at least 1–2 h
postirradiation, but if feasible, up to 24 h as a delay of 2–3 h thereafter has an insignificant impact
on dose accuracy [51].
Studies performed on the latest EBT3 film showed similar behavior as the EBT2 film. Between 1
and 24 h postirradiation times, the change in net OD was found to be less than 1% for a dose range
of 30–400 cGy [48]. Irrespective of the temporal response, simple function can be used to correct
OD postirradiation as shown in many references [23,52]. To be on a safer side, films should be read
after 24 h of postirradiation in which polymerization reaches saturation level within <1% accuracy
without any correction for most films.

3.11 POLARIZATION
By definition, polarized lights are light waves in which their vibrations occur in a single plane
[53]. When Klassen et al. [54] reported on the effect of polarized light on the reading results of
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radiochromic ﬁlm, they concluded that some layers of MD-55-2 film act as polarizers. As most light
sources are linearly polarized to some extent, it is therefore important to maintain consistency in
film orientation during readout especially relative to the direction of the incident light. Otherwise,
variations in transmission OD can occur, which is unrelated to absorbed dose delivered.
As an example, when evaluating transmission OD with a nonpolarized light source compared
with a fully linearly polarized light source for EBT film, the following two results (Figures 3.15
and 3.16) are achieved [55].
A significant difference in OD is seen with the polarized light source at angle highlighting the
degree of polarization properties within the EBT film structure that increases with applied dose.
Desktop scanner normally uses partially polarized light source for film scanning and thus the
magnitude of the polarization effect lies somewhere between these two Figures (3.15, 3.16) given
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Figure 3.15 Net optical density for EBT irradiated to different dose levels and evaluated with a
nonpolarized light source. (Adopted from Butson, M.J. et al., Australas. Phys. Eng. Sci. Med., 32,
21, 2009.)
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size active layer of GAFchromic HS film. (Adopted from Butson, M.J. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 48,
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earlier. This will be dealt in more detail in Chapter 4. Needless to say, the film orientation with
respect to the scanner when the light source is partially or fully polarized plays a significant part in
the accuracy of RCF dosimetry.
The degree of polarization effects depends on the crystal structure of the RCF evaluated. A larger
or longer polymer structure within the active crystal leads to the film performing more like a polarizer and produces a larger polarizing effect. EBT films, to increase their sensitivity, where created
and manufacturer to have longer crystal structures and thus polarization effects are larger. Older
films like GAFchromic HS, in which the crystal structure was much smaller, produced lower polarization effects as shown in Figure 3.17 [56].
The impact of polarization still plays a significant role in RCF dosimetry today in the clinic due
to the inherent polarization properties of desktop scanners that are the main instrument used for
film-dose analysis. Specifically, the lateral-scatter effect [57–59] is an effect caused in part by polarization and needs to be accounted for in two-dimensional dosimetry applications. Chapter 4 deals
with these effects in detail.

3.11.1 Water immersion and penetration
The ability to perform dosimetric measurements in water is advantageous; however, for many
dosimeters this is limited, as their construction does not provide sufficient protection against water
damage.
As RCFs are constructed in layers when the films are cut, the pressure can cause delamination
to occur [20], with fractures or separation of the layers extending up to 8 mm from the edge but
typically 1–2 mm [60]. With this layer design and the delamination issues, water penetration is of
concern. Although the polyester sandwich-type GAFchromic films are water resistant, water penetration occurs at the sides between the layers at the site of delamination [20].
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Measurements on the impact of water immersion and penetration have been well documented
for a range of films. It has been shown for an older model MD-55 film that penetration from water
into the outer area of the film is less than 0.5 mm/h [61].
Studies on EBT model film [62] identified considerable effects along the edges of the film after a
15-min immersion in water; however, after allowing the film to dry for an hour at room temperature, no such water trace was detectable even after scanning. As theses scans were performed for a
considerable period after immersion took place, it has been suggested that additional precautions
are not required for water penetration effects.
It has been reported for EBT2 film, the depth of penetration can reach as much as 9 mm around
the edges of the film over a 24-h period [63]; however, this is an extreme situation. No one wants to
leave film in water for irradiation more than 30 min. It was also observed that the anticipated dose
error due to the change in OD resulting from water immersion appeared to be negligible for shortimmersion periods of around 30 min; however, as the immersion time increases, the anticipated
dose error can be around 7% [63]. It should be noted that the magnitude of the impact depends on
many parameters such as film size, initial OD, and postimmersion waiting time prior to scanning
and immersion time [63].
Based on the slow penetration rate, it is feasible to use RCFs to perform routine measurements
in water. If the immersion times are short, the effect of water immersion should be neglected.
Immersion in water overnight has also been reported as a simple means of separating the layers to
gain access to the individual components [20]; however, such practice is beyond the scope of clinically accepted norm.
Although there are limited studies on the penetration of water for EBT3 films, according to
producer’s notes [64], the construction of EBT3 is more robust and allows for water immersion,
with no limitations specified in regards to this. Based on previous results, it would be reasonable to
expect similar, if not improved, performance to that of older generation films.

3.12 RESOLUTION
RCF dosimetry involves being able to quantify and evaluate accurate dose. These film dosimeters
require the ability to accurately measure the absorbed dose and in doing so maintain good resolution. Theoretically, the limit of resolution of the film depends on the dimension of the activated
molecule in the film composition, whereas practically the spatial resolution is determined by the
sampling rate/resolution in the densitometer/scanner software [65].
There are two distinct methods for film readout. The first one being a point densitometer and
the other method is the use of multiple detection systems such as scanners using charge-coupled
device (CCD) technology. One of the main aspects of the use of these devices is the pixel size of a
given scanner.
The spatial resolution of a scanning system is defined by several factors such as physical resolution, light source size, scattering effects from the film, and other sources of stray/ambient light
within the reader. The size of the film for a particular measurement should also be taken into
consideration when choosing the spatial resolution so as not to slow down the scanning process.
Another important consideration is choosing the correct bit level of the data-acquisition system to
achieve the required accuracy of measurement [65].
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There have been various studies assessing the effect of scanner resolution to evaluate the optimal scan parameters. In a study performed with the EBT film and an Epson Expression 1680 CCD
scanner, a resolution of 75 dpi or 0.3387 mm per pixel was employed [66]. A study performed
with the Epson Expression 1680 professional scanner employed a scanner resolution of 127 dpi or
0.2 mm/pixel [67]. In summary, the user should match the scanning resolution to that required for
the analysis process.
Using a similar study performed with the GAFchromic EBT film and the Epson Expression
10000XL scanner fully assessed the performance of the scanner to quantify corrections and
parameters needed for accurate dosimetry with minimum uncertainties. Scanner resolution of
50, 75, 150, and 300 dpi was tested with all filters turned off. No significant differences in calibration curves were observed by varying the scanning parameters. To obtain a compromise between
image resolution and noise, a resolution of 75 dpi was selected as default for this study [68].

3.13 FILM UNIFORMITY AND BATCH DEPENDENCE
The RCF is a 2D dosimeter, in which its exposure to uniform irradiation should give rise to a uniform dose response for accurate dosimetric applications. The film nonuniformity is characterized
by local and regional fluctuations in the film response [49] under the uniform irradiation condition. The local nonuniformity is concerned with variations in film readings within the measurement region of interest and is quantified by the percent (relative) standard deviation of the film
response to the region of interest mean [69]. This small scale, localized nonuniformity is influenced
by the active layer of the film itself [40] and the scanner spatial and signal resolutions, pixel size,
pixel depth, and electronic noise from the scanner [20,49]. The larger scale, regional variations in
film response may be evaluated qualitatively via graphical display of a film image. The ratio of the
maximum-minimum response within the entire region can provide a quantitative measure of the
regional nonuniformity [49]. The regional nonuniformity is mainly influenced by the nonuniformity of the active layer, such as coating, particle alignment, active layer thickness across the region
[70], and the readout system, for example, the inhomogeneous scanner response introduced during
the film digitization process [68]. Readers are referred to general overview of this topic in various
references [20,40,71] as well as sections in this book.
The uniformity of RCFs has been investigated for various RCF models and the scanning systems. The reported results are summarized in Table 3.3 for film models MD-55, MD-55-2, EBT,
EBT2, and EBT3. Significant intrasheet regional nonuniformity has been reported for the film
models MD-55 and HS, in the range up to 15% [72] and 6%–8% [40], respectively. Compared with
EBT, earlier batches of EBT2 film model were shown to have intrasheet nonuniform dose response
up to ± 8.7% at 1 Gy [73].
To mitigate the possible dosimetric errors originating from film nonuniformity, several
correction approaches have been proposed. These include (1) double-exposure technique

proposed by Zhu et al. [74], in which a film is exposed to uniform dose to obtain pixel-by-pixel
sensitivity correction matrix prior to exposure to unknown radiation. The resulting OD from
the unknown dose distribution is recovered by subtracting the uniform radiation OD from the
combined OD (unknown and uniform) and division by the derived correction factor pixel by
pixel; (2) pixel-wise evaluation of net OD, as the logarithm of the ratio of post- to preexposure
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pixel values from the red channel by Kairn et al. [80]; and (3) the recommendation by the EBT2
film manufacturer (International Specialty Products [ISP], NJ) [81] to utilize the blue channel
response to correct the nonuniformity in the active layer thickness. The application of manufacturer recommended correction method to EBT2 film has been reported to increase the noise,
therefore, dosimetric uncertainty [80,82].
Significant batch-to-batch variation has been reported for EBT film, in spite of small variation in
intersheet uniformity of less than 1% [62]. Characterization of individual film batch, according to
established departmental film dosimetry protocol, could reduce the dosimetric uncertainty.

3.14 UV/AMBIENT LIGHT EFFECTS
The active layers of most RCFs are sensitive to ultraviolet light. UV is found in high intensities in
solar radiation but it is also found in fluorescent light sources as well. As such, UV can be present
within the clinic from UV penetrating through windows/sky lights as well as the internal light
sources and environmental lighting [83–87].
The rate of color change in RCFs associated with UV radiation exposure differs depending on film
type and the amount of additives or coatings used with the film to either reduce or sometimes increase
UV sensitivity. For example, Reinstein [84] measured the effects of standard fluorescent lights in their
clinic and found that MD-55-2 films OD increased at a rate of 0.0007 OD units per hour. This equates
to a dose effective sensitivity of 3.5 cGy/h. Butson et al. [87] reported on the s uccessful use of MD-55-2
for performing dosimetry of UVA radiation, wavelength 320–400 nm. The manufacturer (International
Specialty Products, ISP, NJ) changed its chemical formulation in the EBT2 film to include a yellow
dye. This dye along with uses for dosimetric accuracy improvements also inhibited UV sensitivity and
decreased the OD changes that occurred. This is shown in results by Andrés et al. [23] (Figure 3.18)
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Figure 3.18 UV exposure response of EBT and EBT2 film. (Adopted from Andrés, C. et al., Med.
Phys., 37, 6271, 2010.)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.19 Clumping of polymers (a) without magnetic field; (b) with 0.35 Tesla magnetic field.
(Adopted from Reyhan, M.L. et al., J. App. Clin. Med. Phys., 16, 325–332, 2015.)

in which the UV response of EBT2 in the presence of a UV-producing lamp was approximately 50% of
that seen for EBT film.
The take-home message is that room lights can affect RCF coloration and cause unwanted film
darkening from UV exposure. Exposure to room and ambient light should be limited as much as
possible to reduce UV-based coloration. However, small exposures to ambient room lights that
would occur during normal film handling will normally produce negligible effects.

3.15 MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS
There is a strong interest in the radiation oncology community for acquisition of a Linac-magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)-based accelerator. Systems have been developed in Canada [88],
the Netherlands [89], and in other countries such as Australia [90].
The advantages of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) quality imaging combined within a
Linac for cancer treatment should allow greater targeting and thus treatment accuracy for patients’
benefits. One aspect of their design however is the constant presence of a magnetic field during the
treatment process. Thus, both quality assurance dosimetry and in vivo dosimetry are performed in
the presence of high magnetic fields.
Although previous experimental work using RCFs has been performed in the presence of magnetic fields [91,92], it was only recently that Reyhan [93] began initial testing on the effects of magnetic fields on the accuracy of RCF dosimetry.
In their research, they examined variations in OD changes related to similar absorbed dose
levels given using EBT2 film when the film had been previously exposed to MRI magnetic fields
or not. Their results observed a variation of up to 4% in final measured dose when the films were
either exposure to a 1.5 T field before the irradiation or after the irradiation. With the use of microscopic imaging, Reyhan et al. [93] were able to show a discernable difference in the structure of an
irradiated EBT2 film as shown in Figure 3.19. Similar findings were also shown by Reynoso et al.
[94]. They demonstrated that a nonexposed film showed more clumping of the darkened polymers
compared with an exposed film.
Obviously, more experimental work is required in this area of radiochromic dosimetry especially if Linac-MRI machines increase in number.
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3.16 THE DOS AND DON’TS OF DOSIMETRY WITH
RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
As a simple guide for RCF dosimetry, the following table provides a list of Dos and Don’ts that can
be applied in radiation dosimetry:
Dos
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Know the dose levels to be measured.
Select correct film type for job performed.
Use same batch for a set of measurement including calibration.
Take appropriate care when handling film.
Calibrate the film response.
Control all scanning parameters.
Disable automatic image adjustments on scanner to be used.
Scan all films in same orientation.
Keep film out of light when not being exposed or analyzed.
Track time period after irradiation till analysis and incorporate corrections.
Mark films for orientation and registration purposes for dosimetry.
Use the middle of the scanner.
Develop a protocol and stick to it.
Acknowledge limitations in accuracy.

Don’ts
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Treat film inappropriately—fingerprints, scratches, high temperatures, and so on.
Mix up batches.
Use the wrong film for the wrong job.
Take shortcuts in the dosimetry process.
Exposure films to high temperatures.
Expose film to excessive room light and UV.

3.17 SUMMARY
RCFs are suitable dosimeters for two-dimensional dosimetric application. If proper precaution
such as batch, storage, temperature, exposure conditions, and proper scanning methods with a reliable scanner are used, accuracy <2% can be easily achieved. Film dosimetry is more of an art than
science and hence meticulous handling and patience are needed for good results. Care, consistency,
and repeatability are three essential characteristics required for accurate film dosimetry, and these
should be adopted in the clinic to fully utilize RCFs for dosimetry applications.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The current chapter discusses the various types of radiochromic film digitizers and their advantages and limitations. For qualitative radiochromic film use, the human eye alone is able to determine the spatial distribution of color change about the active film layer. When using radiochromic
film to confirm linear accelerator radiation and light-field coincidence, for example, the human eye
is typically adequate. In other cases, such as personnel dosimetry, individual point density measurements may be required. In such instances, a manual optical densitometer capable of providing
readouts proportional to the quantity of transmitted or reflected light at a single point at a fixed
area is used. The wide spread use of radiochromic film is associated with high-resolution twodimensional (2D) dosimetry that requires a 2D optical measurement and recording system. In the
context of quantitative dosimetry using radiochromic film, precise 2D digitization is essential. This
chapter focuses on the technology used to perform an accurate radiochromic film readout and on
the advantages and limitations of various scanning techniques.
For the radiochromic film user, the current chapter also provides an overview of the current
film digitizer technologies so that appropriate equipment decisions can be made, on the basis of
individual cost, speed, and precision requirements. A reliable digitization platform affords radiochromic film users a dosimetry system capable of a vast array of applications in both clinical and
research settings.

4.2 IMAGE ACQUISITION

4.2.1 Measured quantities
Optical light intensity measurements are used to quantify radiochromic film response. Depending
on scanner type and functionality, transmission, reflection, or a combination of such measurements may be used to quantify film response. As radiochromic film generally has a broad spectrum
of responsive wavelengths, it is typically necessary to specify the frequency or bandwidth of the
light source used. Radiochromic film measurement accuracy is dependent on measurements reproducibility, so that the difference between intensity measurements before and after irradiation may
be reliably related to radiation absorbed dose. Light transmission (T) is expressed as the fraction of
light transmitted by a sample, such that
T=

I
I0

(4.1)

where I and I0 are the measured transmitted and incident light intensities, respectively. Optical
density (OD) is historically the fundamental and more useful measurement quantity, as photographic film exhibits a clear relationship between OD and exposure to light in a fixed exposure
range. For convenience, radiographic and radiochromic film dosimetry measurements are often
based on OD, defined as
1

T 

OD=log 10 

(4.2)

It should be highlighted that the desired physical quantity is absorbance, as changes in absorbed
dose response are accompanied by changes in film absorbance. Yet, OD is simply a measurement of
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the logarithmic ratio of the attenuation of transmitted radiant power, which includes absorption,
but also scattering and other physical processes such as reflection, diffraction, polarization, and so
on. Thus, it is important to perform a characterization of the film-dosimetry system, including all
of the processes that may contribute to changes in OD measurements. Although the relationship
between OD and true absorbance is complex, OD is typically reported in absorbance units (AU).
An optical density of 1 AU corresponds to a drop in signal intensity of one order of magnitude.
Thus, typical optical instruments are capable of performing accurate measurements up to a range
of approximately 4 AU (corresponding to 0.01% transmission of incident light intensity). The limiting factor is often the magnitude of the signal relative to the measurement noise, which is difficult
to suppress to lower than about 0.1%.
Analog instruments such as manual optical densitometers (a device that measures the optical
fluence) provide raw values that are proportional to measured light intensity. When using such
instrumentation, obtaining the sample’s AU using Equation 4.1 is straightforward. Digital instruments, on the other hand, often employ algorithms that bin intensity values into conventional
computer memory units. Known as pixel depth, the number of bins corresponds to the number
of possible pixel values, or shades of gray, that can be assigned to a given intensity measurement.
To conform to computer architecture convention, pixel depths used for radiochromic film dosimetry are usually between 8 and 16 bits, corresponding to 256 and 65536 intensity values, respectively. Pixel value is, thus, used as a surrogate for light intensity, and digitization (rounding) error
should be taken into account when choosing optimal pixel depth. It is recommended that at least
12 bits (4096 shades) be used for image analysis [1]. If multiple light frequencies or bandwidths are
used, each is accompanied by a different set of pixel values. Thus, for a three bandwidth RGB (red,
green, and blue) color scanner, using images with 48-bit pixel depth is warranted. The particular
measured quantity and signal resolution are largely dependent on the light source and detector
characteristics.

4.2.2 Light sources
The lighting source is essential to optical densitometry and has a considerable effect on the usefulness of film measurements. Spectral matching between the light source emission and the radiochromic film absorption, by definition, provides the most sensitive measurement, but it is not
always practical to find a perfect match. Physical size, frequency, uniformity, intensity, stability,
and polarization are all important aspects that must be considered for any light used for quantitative radiochromic film measurements [1]. In addition, extraneous film response induced by the
light source itself, such as infrared and ultraviolet light, should be limited or avoided completely.
Permanent darkening due to such phenomena has been reported [2]. OD measurements comprise
the weighted average of a number of factors, including the intensity across the area of measurement
and the spectral response of the source, detector, and sample. It is important to understand the
principles of operation and emission characteristics of the various light sources used in radiochromic film optical densitometry.

4.2.2.1 FLUORESCENT LAMPS
The phenomenon of electrically stimulated luminescence has been studied since the 1840s.
Present-day fluorescent lamps operate under the principle of noble gas discharge within an otherwise completely evacuated glass tube, usually 0.3% atmospheric pressure [3]. Visible light is produced through a two-step process. First, thermionic emission of electrons causes ionization of the
gas vapor (usually mercury or xenon), which produces a cascade effect that emits photons in the
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ultraviolet (UV) energy range. Second, these UV photons collide with phosphor powder, often
comprising various combinations of rare earth compounds, coated on the walls of the glass tube.
As the UV photons are incident with an average energy of approximately 4.9 eV, the full visible
spectrum (1.8–3.1 eV) may be produced as the electron kinetic energy is converted to visible light
through inelastic collisions with phosphor electrons. The particular phosphor composition determines the fluorescent light emission spectrum.
In the context of radiochromic film dosimetry, fluorescent lamps are used in most color chargecoupled device (CCD) flatbed scanners. As discussed, UV radiation can produce a small but measurable effect on radiochromic film absorbance [1]. Users should store films in the dark whenever
possible to reduce contamination from sunlight or stray room light as a possible source of UV
radiation. Advantages of fluorescent lamps over other light sources are that they are cost effective
and can provide spectral information at a variety of light frequencies. Thus, the dynamic range of
radiochromic film response may be extended, as high-intensity measurements of wavelengths with
lower absorption can be used. The reduced sensitivity, however, is often accompanied by an increase
in the relative measurement noise. The popular Epson Expression line of desktop scanners (Seiko
Corporation, Japan) employs a cold cathode fluorescent lamp, and a plot of the spectral emission of
the Epson Expression 10000XL is shown in Figure 4.1. Further discussion on the particular characteristics of the Epson Expression 10000XL scanner will be discussed, as it is currently a scanner
recommended for use by the manufacturer of radiochromic film used for radiation dosimetry of
therapeutic applications. A vast array of literature on radiochromic film use with flatbed scanners
has been published in the past decade [4–9]. Provided that appropriate handling, scanning, and
analysis procedures are followed, excellent experience with such scanners can be expected.

4.2.2.2 LASERS
Lasers are unique light sources because they produce spatially and temporally coherent light
through the process of stimulated emission. A number of different types of lasers have been used
for radiochromic film densitometry, but all lasers have particular defining characteristics such as
incident laser power and wavelength. The optimum laser power is found by minimizing the probability of damaging the film and inducing unintended polymerization catalysis and maximizing
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Figure 4.1 Measured emission spectrum of the xenon cold cathode fluorescent lamp of an Epson
Expression 10000XL (measured by author).
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the incident power to provide sufficient illumination of the sample (and, hence, lower measurement
noise). Red lasers (635–670 nm) in the range of 1–10 mW are commonly employed for radiochromic
film densitometry, as the GAFchromic™ (Ashland Advanced Materials, Bridgewater, NJ) line of
radiochromic films exhibits maximum absorption in this range. The primary advantage of laser
light is its spatial coherence, which allows for very small film regions of film to be illuminated. In
this way, 2D film measurements are taken as the concatenation of many ideally independent point
measurements, with minimal scatter or reflections from adjacent film areas. This is not the case
for fluorescent light sources, in which the diffuse nature of the light causes significant positional
dependence, especially at the furthest edges of the source. Laser light also generally provides the
optimal measurement sensitivity, as a very narrow bandwidth tuned to the maximum film absorption peaks can be used. Figure 4.2 shows a representative spectral measurement of a 635-nm He–Ne
laser. It should be mentioned that dosimetric accuracy can be compromised if the absolute position
of the film absorption peak is susceptible to changes in absorbed dose, temperature, or other factors
such as scattering, reflection, Newton’s ring artifacts, polarization, and so on. For very narrow light
emission bandwidths, small shifts in the spectral absorbance of the film can cause large variations
in measurements. In addition, as the polydiacetylene mechanism of GAFchromic radiochromic
films involves planar polarization of polymeric crystals, measurements using coherent laser light
suffer from significant polarization artifacts. Scanning densitometers utilizing laser light sources
with computerized translation of various optical components are discussed in Section 4.3. Due
to the relatively high cost and limited availability of such scanners, use of scanning laser densitometers is not common in clinical settings. However, a number of prototype scanning systems
do employ narrow bandwidth measurement light to maximize the absolute film response. Such
systems will be discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.2.3 LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are semiconductor light sources capable of producing light with
spectral bandwidth wider than lasers but generally narrower than fluorescent light. LEDs provide a practical compromise between diffuse white light sources and highly coherent laser light.
As their production has increased, LEDs also offer a cheaper alternative to high-powered lasers.
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Figure 4.2 Measured emission spectrum from a 635 He–Ne laser. (Adapted from Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium%E2%80%93neon_laser#/media/File:Helium_neon_laser_
spectrum.png [used under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license].)
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Figure 4.3 Representative measured spectrum of three single-color LEDs (blue, green, and red).
(Adapted from Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Red-Yellow-Green-Blue_
LED_spectra.png [used under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license].)

These are available in a wide range of colors and brightness and can be made very compact, which
has led to their increased use in some consumer flatbed scanners. LED scanners are less common
than laser or fluorescent densitometers but may play a significant role in the future of radiochromic
film densitometry. Some film scanners use bands of three or more LED colors so that a complete
color spectrum can be measured. Figure 4.3 shows a representative spectral measurement of three
single-color LEDs (RGB). Comparisons between the spectral characteristics of fluorescent lamps,
lasers, and LEDs demonstrate the wide range of options for digitizing radiochromic film [10].

4.2.3 Light detectors
4.2.3.1 PHOTODIODE
A photodiode converts light energy to electrical current. Photodiodes have the advantage of very
fast readout, as a bias voltage quickly removes any free electrons liberated by energetic light photons
or holes residing in the semiconducting bandgap region. Current measurements are proportional
to the light intensity incident on the active area. Photodiodes may be physically scanned opposite a
light source and film sample to provide intensity measurements about the sample. The use of focusing optics is critical if the area of the desired point measurement (spatial resolution) is smaller than
the active area of the photodiode. Photodiodes are typically employed in simple manual densitometers, as spatial resolution is not typically important for point measurements.
4.2.3.2 PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES
Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) operate using the principle of the photoelectric effect and secondary emission from the collision of electrons with electrodes, called dynodes. PMTs are typically
constructed in evacuated tubes, containing a photocathode, dynodes, and a collecting anode. The
incoming photon interacts with the photocathode, and through the photoelectric effect, electrons
are liberated. The electrons are directed toward an array of dynodes, and an avalanche occurs,
which greatly increases the voltage at the collecting anode. PMTs are useful in a variety of applications, in which very high sensitivity is required. High-end drum scanners and scanning laser
densitometers typically use PMTs, as they have very fast response with high gain and low noise
compared with other image sensors.
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4.2.3.3 CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE
The CCD was invented in 1969 by researchers at Bell Labs (AT&T) [11,12]. CCDs are found in most
camera systems and use a series of capacitors to store charge collected in a given sequence. The
charge is passed to its neighbor using shift registers, and a sequence of voltages may be readout for
image digitization, storing, or other processing. CCDs are very useful for providing high-resolution
measurements, as capacitive materials can be manufactured in very fine crystalline layers. Spectral
information can be obtained using a diffraction grating or other refraction medium, and using the
resulting separation into color components in physically distinct CCD regions. As different sizes
and coatings can be used, a wide variety of one- and two-dimensional CCDs exist. Scanning CCD
desktop scanners employ a linear array CCD array that is translated in the direction of the motion
of an extended line light source, so that each consecutive line of data is taken and reconstructed to
form a 2D image. As an entire line of the image is taken at a time, there is the possibility of pixel
crosstalk and other optical artifacts. Such artifacts will be discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3 IMAGE PROCESSING

4.3.1 Light-intensity verification
It is important to verify the reproducibility and output of the digitizing instrumentation at regular
intervals. Historically, known optical density tablets were used daily to verify that the light source
and detector were stable within a given tolerance. This ensured that scanner measurements taken
that day could be directly compared with those taken at other points of time. Whenever a batch
calibration is applied to a given scanner/film combination, it is recommended that such sanitychecks be performed. The Epson Expression 10000XL, for example, performs a similar test during
its warm-up routine. Intensity measurements of completely open and completely masked scanner regions are used to normalize the light-intensity measurements for that session. However, it
is important to ensure that the intended areas are indeed free of any obstructions so that this test
can be performed properly. As it is feasible that a miscalibration of the scanner using the self-test
method may occur, it is still advisable to scan known density tablets periodically to ensure an overall stability of the imaging system.

4.3.2 Smoothing/filtering
The purpose of performing pixel value and dose calibration is to obtain the average response for a
given combination of film batch and scanner. Small imperfections in the film and/or scanner manufacturing in addition to Gaussian noise limit the useful resolution of 2D measurements. It is only
through the aggregate response of neighboring active elements that useful dosimetric information
may be extracted. For this reason, it is important to choose imaging resolutions that properly balance the need for many spatially distinct measurement points with the decrease in light-intensity
measurements, and most likely increased measurement noise. This, by definition, requires customized scanning protocols based on the particular measurement in question. For example, in the
case of stereotactic radiosurgery quality assurance, the importance of high spatial resolution typically outweighs that of dosimetric accuracy. In routine quality assurance applications, minimizing
the cost of high spatial resolution and superior dosimetric accuracy is warranted. By intentionally oversampling, digital smoothing, and filtering may be applied without significantly depreciating the robustness of intensity measurements. A typical radiochromic film imaging scheme for
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intensity-modulated radiation therapy quality assurance uses spatial resolutions on the order of
72 dpi (~55 microns), with a 5 × 5 median or Weiner filter [13].

4.3.3 Relationship to dose
For light-intensity measurements to provide useful information, the relationship with absorbed
dose must be established. The process of determining the relationship between film darkening
and dose is often termed film calibration. For a particular application, the film and digitizer may
be calibrated in conjunction, as opposed to separately calibrated to a specific standard. Whether
or not the system is calibrated together, care must be taken to ensure that the environmental variables remain constant between the calibration and measurement. Alterations in the environmental
conditions between calibration and measurement may lead to inaccurate results and should be
carefully studied. Uncertainty analysis, including such environmental factors, is considered in the
next section.
The film calibration process, used to establish the relationship between dose and measured light
intensity, consists primarily of the following three steps: irradiating film pieces to known dose
levels, measuring the change in light intensity between irradiated films and un-irradiated controls (or, alternatively, the difference between the film intensity before and after irradiation), and
applying a film calibration curve, used to interpolate dose from subsequent intensity measurements that fall between calibration points. As radiochromic film response is inherently nonlinear across a wide dose range [7], it is imperative that the predetermined calibration dose levels
properly bound in magnitude all desired dose measurements. For instance, if quality assurance of
an intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) plan is to be performed, the user must decide
a priori what minimum and maximum dose levels are to be used for analysis. It is a good practice
to bind the measurement dose levels by at least 15% to account for any changes in transient beam
quality between calibration and measurement irradiations [13]. For a direct measurement in terms
of absolute dose, the calibration film irradiations should be verified using some other dosimeter,
traceable to national dosimetric standards, such as an ionization chamber [13].
The user must decide what functional form should be used to interpolate between calibration
dose levels. The best fitting function (i.e., that which provides the smallest residual error between
measured and true delivered dose) is somewhat dependent on scanner characteristics [14] and
application [7]. For instance, some calibration curves may be more applicable in a specific dose
region, whereas others are better for wider dose range. A variety of fitting functions has been used
in literature [6,14–16], and each has inherent advantages and limitations. Two popular choices for
fitting functions are power fits, in which exponential constants describe empirical scanner and
film nonlinearities handled strictly as fitting parameters, and rational functions, which attempt
to describe the film/scanner response in a semianalytical fashion [16,17]. Though the derivation
of such functional forms may differ, fitting parameters are most often determined empirically
through the use of calibration film irradiations and measurements [7]. It is recommended that
each film lot receive a separate calibration [13], but it is up to the user to establish the dosimetric
uncertainty associated with applying calibration fits across film pieces of the same lot. To perform
such a calibration, unirradiated films are scanned, and the OD is calculated using Equation 4.2, to
provide ODunirrad. The calibration films may be the same pieces used for ODunirrad, but a single, large
unirradiated piece is usually used. The number of calibration points required to establish a useful
calibration curve varies on the basis of the dose range and desired accuracy. The number of calibration points typically ranges from just a few points to over a dozen [6,7,18]. Films are typically irradiated under well-established reference condition (i.e., in 10-cm depth of water or water-mimicking
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material at the machine calibration distance from target). After irradiation and a sufficient wait
time (typically at least 12 h), the films are scanned, and the net change in OD, ΔOD, is calculated
according to
∆OD = OD irrad − ODunirrad

(4.3)

Once ΔOD is calculated for each irradiated dose, D, fitting parameters are calculated by optimizing
a calibration function. Some common functional forms given in literature are provided in the
following equations, where A, B, C, and n are fitting constants:
 A+B 

 D −C 

∆OD = 

D = A + B ∆OD + C ∆ODn

(4.4)
(4.5)

Other functions may be used, but it recommended that the user fully characterize the estimated
uncertainties for a given film model and application. A number of investigators have studied the
effect of various empirical and semianalytical models to describe film response, and the reader is
encouraged to refer to such works when deciding which calibration curve to use for a particular
application [15–21]. Once the conversion between film darkening and dose is established, measurement films may be used for absolute dosimetry applications. The following sections describe what
factors may affect the dosimetric and spatial accuracy of such measurements.

4.3.4 Uncertainty analysis
Van Battum et al. [18] reported on the overall accuracy of EBT ® film exposed in water using a
flatbed scanner for readout. They observed an overall random uncertainty on the order of 1.3%
(1 sigma). This was in agreement with Saur and Frengen [22], who reported a 2-sigma uncertainty
of approximately 4%, with the maximum accuracy at 2 Gy for absolute dosimetry in water. These
studies scanned a limited area of film and provide uncertainty estimated under the best possible
conditions for absolute dosimetry. Systematic errors and random imaging artifacts were largely
mitigated to obtain such favorable uncertainties. Thus, it is important to benchmark a scanning
system prior to use so that a clear understanding of the dosimetric results in addition to realistic
uncertainty estimates may be attained.

4.4 DIGITIZER TYPES AND FUNCTIONALITY OF READOUT

4.4.1 Evolution and historical review
In the early 1990s, the original devices used for radiochromic film scanning were scanning densitometers, most commonly used for electrophoresis gel and liquid sample analysis. Scanning densitometers, such as those formerly manufactured by Molecular Dynamics (Sunnyvale, CA) and
Pharmacia (Stockholm, Sweden), are essentially motorized versions of manual densitometers, in
which the light source, detector, or sample is translated, and in which a 2D matrix of measurement
values is formed. Mirrors, lenses, and other optics are often used to direct transmitted and incident
light, so that source and detector components remain stationary during the scan. These instruments
commonly utilize laser light sources in conjunction with a PMT detector. Significant limitations
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of scanning densitometers are cost, usually in the range of $20K–$40K, and availability. Classical
laser scanning densitometers also exhibited significant artifacts, as described by Dempsey et al.
[10] owing primarily to their hardware characteristics and method of readout. The issues with cost
and laser-based artifacts warranted a search for new technologies to digitize radiochromic films.
The natural progression was directed toward scanners already used to digitize conventional X-ray
radiographs, such as those manufactured by Howtek (Nashua, NH) and Vidar (Herndon, VA). X-ray
film digitizers typically translate the film using a document feed, and the digitization takes place a
single line at a time. With the advent and prompt adoption of digital radiography in the late 1990s,
the availability and cost of radiographic film digitizers became prohibitive, and radiochromic film
users were again in search of a suitable device. This led to the widely popular use of low-cost flatbed
photograph and document scanners. Flatbed document and photograph scanners range between
approximately $100 and $3000, with the higher end scanners having increased functionality and
features. Thus, the two main classes of scanners used for radiochromic film are flatbed imagers and
scanning densitometers. The two classes share similar characteristics, as they both aim to create
2D digitized images of the radiochromic response. However, they differ primarily in the choice
of light source, detector, and translation mechanisms. The following sections discuss some specific scanners, their functionality, primary advantages, and reported limitations. This should not
be taken as a comprehensive list, but instead a compilation of relevant literature and technology
integral to the accurate use of radiochromic film.

4.4.2 Scanning densitometers
4.4.2.1 COMMERCIAL DEVICES
The Pharmacia LKB (Stockholm, Sweden) and Molecular Dynamics Personal Densitometer
(Sunnyvale, CA) are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Though both units are obsolete,
some are still in use and a number of similar devices are available through third-party retailers.
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Figure 4.4 Optical system of molecular dynamics personal scanning laser densitometer.
(From Dempsey, J.F. et al., Med. Phys., 26, 1721–1731, 1999. With permission.)
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Figure 4.5 Pharmacia LKB densitometer (used at NIST).

Due to their relatively simple design, it is usually straightforward to maintain, repair, and alter
certain components of scanning densitometers, providing a degree of flexibility that current scanners lack. Dempsey et al. [10] performed a comprehensive characterization of various scanning
artifacts attributed to the Molecular Dynamics scanner. The light-spread artifact is characterized
by the spreading of transmission light in high OD gradient regions and can produce errors as large
as 50% [10]. Interference patterns stemming from the multiple reflections between the various film
layers and glass resting plate create nonreproducible artifacts, known as Newton’s rings, creates
readout error. In addition, the previously discussed optical-polarization artifact results in reproducible changes in measured absorbance with changes in the relative angle between the emulsion and coherent light polarization. Dempsey et al. [23] used image-correction techniques and
light-diffusing material to mitigate some of the artifacts and successfully validated low- and highenergy acute radiation exposures with submillimeter spatial resolution and accuracy within a few
percent. The Molecular Dynamics scanner employs an He–Ne red laser coupled to a PMT. An optical component system is used to increase readout speed (Figure 4.6). Gluckman and Reinstein [24]
evaluated three high-resolution scanning densitometers: a Lumiscan 75 (Heidelberg, Germany),
a Vidar VXR-16 (Herndon, VA), and a Howtek MultiRAD 460 (Nashua, NH). The digitizers were
compared and characterized by the measured response per unit dose, signal-to-noise ratio, presence

Figure 4.6 Molecular dynamics personal densitometer (used at the University of Wisconsin ADCL).
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of artifacts, and dosimetric accuracy. Similar to the Molecular Dynamics scanner, the Lumiscan
employs an He–Ne laser light source. In contrast, the Vidar VXR and Howtek MultiRAD use a
fluorescent and a high-intensity red LED light source, respectively. It was found that the Howtek
MultiRAD provided the best signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity and also eliminated the aforementioned Moire interference artifact, as no glass bed was present. In a more comprehensive study,
Devic et al. [14] compared the Vidar VXR-16, Molecular Dynamics Personal Densitometer, and
the following five other digitizers: the LKB Pharmacia UltroScan XL, Photoelectron Corporation
CMR-604 (North Billerica, MA), Nuclear Associates Radiochromic Densitometer Model 37-443
(Cleveland, OH), Laser Pro 16 (Radlink, El Segundo, CA), and AGFA Arcus II (Mortsel, Belgium)
document scanner. All scanners exhibited similar precision estimates, and experimental measurement uncertainty ranged from 1% to 5% with an additional parametric fit uncertainty of
approximately 2%–7%, depending on film type and digitizer combinations. With the introduction
of increasingly sensitive radiochromic film models, most commercially available radiochromic
film digitizers are capable of providing measurements with acceptable limiting resolution and
dosimetric uncertainty.

4.4.2.2 PROTOTYPES
A number of prototype radiochromic film digitizers have been reported in the literature [25–27].
The primary motivation for constructing a prototype device is to have a densitometry system that
is perfectly tuned to the desired characteristics of measurement. In addition, the ability to interchange various components to match any film modifications that may affect measurements is crucial to accurate dosimetry. Rosen et al. [26] described a translating densitometer that eliminates
artifacts caused by the glass bed and is designed for reference dosimetry using OD values, traceable
to national standards. The primary motivation for such a device is to standardize film absorbance
measurements so that absolute OD values accurately describe changes in film response across various users. The device successfully mitigated the glass interference and positional dependence artifacts. Ranade et al. [25] developed a scanning densitometer using a stationary red LED, stationary
dual silicon photodiode detectors, and translating film plate. The scanner successfully eliminated
the film orientation dependence found in other scanners, due to the point measurements using
incoherent light. Though commercial and prototype densitometers were the original radiochromic film digitizers, their limited availability paved the way for the widespread use of CCD flatbed
scanners.

4.4.3 Charge-coupled device flatbed document scanners
Significant improvements in quality and reproducibility of images from flatbed scanners, in addition
to substantial advances in analysis and scanning techniques, has allowed the use of these scanners
to surpass other forms of radiochromic film digitization for most general applications. The convenience and low cost of flatbed document scanners have also contributed to their status as the current
workhorse for radiochromic film digitization. Typical CCD imaging devices such as photocopiers
and desktop scanners use reflection scanning to digitize media. In this mode, the light source and
detector are located on the same side of the scanned media. Higher end and specialized film scanners use transparency adapters, which allow direct transmission measurements. Reflective scans
provide pixel values that are inversely proportional to the film transmittance. Figure 4.7 shows a
schematic of a typical reflection flatbed scanner. High-end CCD document scanners have the ability
to perform transmission measurements by providing a transparency adapter, which includes a light
source incident on the film side opposite to the detector. Traditionally, transmission measurements
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Figure 4.7 Schematic of a reflection flatbed scanner. (From Wikimedia Commons, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CPT_Hardware-Input-scanner-flatbed.svg [Used under Free Art
License].)

are used for quantitative dosimetry, as this mode imitates densitometer measurements. However,
current studies have shown that reflection measurements may be less susceptible to artifacts and are
more accurate in low-dose regions by reducing the relative noise associated with low film response
[28]. Transmission measurements, on the other hand, generally have better uncertainty estimates
over a wide dynamic range. Most of the subsequent discussion on scanner artifacts and response
characteristics are in relation to CCD flatbed scanners operating in transmission mode, as this is
currently the most commonly employed radiochromic film digitization scheme.

4.5 IMAGING ARTIFACTS
The presence and magnitude of various radiochromic film digitization artifacts are functions of
the scanning device and methodology. This section discusses some common scanning artifacts;
however, the reader should be cautioned that this is not an exhaustive list, and full consideration of
scanner limitations and inadequacies should performed prior to any clinical or research application.

4.5.1 L ateral response artifact
The lateral response artifact (LRA) was first reported by researchers in 2008 [22,29,30], which refers
to the phenomenon of reduced light collected from areas away from the center of the extended line
light source. Typical CCD flatbed scanners with transmission adapter have a fluorescent line light
source, slit opening, and light recording unit underneath moving in tandem, as in the schematic in
Figure 4.8. The image is formed by lines of image data perpendicular to the direction of scanning
motion. As shown in Figure 4.9, the magnitude of the artifact is dependent on the dose in the surrounding region and somewhat dependent on the particular scanner model [2]. Due to the complex
nature of the artifact, it is insufficient to calculate a simple 2D correction matrix from calibration
film images to be applied to measurement film images. Instead, a model of the effect must be created. Schoenfeld [31] performed a comprehensive characterization of the physics behind this effect
and presented detailed evidence indicating that anisotropic light scattering of the stacked needlelike polymer units is the underlying cause of the LRA. In summary, the parabolic nature of the
artifact is in fact because of a limitation in scanner design, as the anisotropic light scatter subtends
angles larger than the maximum acceptance angle of the optics used to focus line images on the
CCD array. In principle, novel scanning technologies may have the ability to physically eliminate
or greatly reduce the artifact.

Slit opening
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Figure 4.8 Directionality of the moving parts of an Epson 10000XL flatbed document scanner.
The recording mechanism (not shown) is under the slit opening. (Adapted from Schoenfeld, A.A.
et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 59, 3575, 2014. With permission.)
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Figure 4.9 An example of the lateral response artifact and its dependence on dose and s canner
models: Epson (a) 1680Pro and (b) V750. (Adapted from Menegotti, L. et al., Med. Phys., 35, 3 078–3085,
2008. With permission.)
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Various investigators have proposed techniques to mitigate or physically suppress the LRA
[30,32]. Poppinga et al. [32] proposed and validated a correction model that is obtained by scanning films exposed to known doses at various locations on the scanner bed. The algorithm essentially transforms measurements at any point within the scanning area to provide the intensity
value that would be measured if the point were located in the center of the scanning area. Lewis
and Chan [33] described a similar technique to model the LRA and mitigate the effect but also
generalized the methods for application to triple-channel dosimetry and established the validity
of using a single film lot to characterize the LRA model for a given scanner. It is important to note
that even among the same scanner model, the magnitude of the fit parameters varied in excess of
measurement uncertainties. From these works, it is suggested that a single characterization of a
CCD flatbed scanner is sufficient to significantly mitigate the LRA effect. If left uncorrected and
single-channel dosimetry is used; however, dose error in excess of 18% at the extreme lateral edges
of the scan window may be observed [30]. Such dosimetric errors have the ability to propagate
throughout a quality assurance process and result in failures for even relatively dose insensitive
quality assurance metrics, such as gamma analysis. Lewis and Chan [33] demonstrated a 2%/2-mm
gamma passing rate increasing from 76% to 92% when the method described by Poppinga et al.
[32] was applied.

4.5.2 Orientation dependence
Another well-known artifact is the dependence of CCD flatbed scanner response on the orientation of the film on the scanner bed. As explained by Schoenfeld [34], the physical basis of the
orientation artifact is equivalent to the LRA. The anisotripic light scatter caused by the parallel
aligned polymer stacks is preferentially oriented in the directions at right angles to the coating
direction that is constantly changing with every evolution of RCF product (see Chapter 2). Thus,
whole film sheets and pieces cut at right angles from the sheet ends will exhibit the differences
changes in pixel measurements when scanned in orthogonal orientations on the scanner bed
depending on the type of film, for example, HD, HS, EBT, EBT2, EBT3, and EBT-XD. The most
straightforward method of mitigating such an artifact is by paying close attention to the relative orientation of calibration and measurement films on the scan bed. It is recommended to use
square or rectangular films sections with clearly marked orientation fiducials, so that measurement and calibration films are as closely aligned as possible, relative to the scanning bed and film
coating direction.

4.5.3 Interference patterns
When measuring optical density of a particular sample, a portion of the measurement light
undergoes multiple reflections between the surrounding media and the sample itself before
reaching the detector. For radiochromic film, this interference artifact is due to the varying size
of the air gap between the glass bed of most flatbed scanners and the film medium, for example,
type of film. Using antireflective glass or light diffusers is possible options to remedy the artifact.
The newest model of GAFchromic EBT film (EBT3) has an antireflective coating consisting of
matte silica to essentially lift the films, so it is not in direct contact with the glass bed. This has
been shown to successfully eliminate interference artifacts but likely reduces the limiting resolution of the scanner film system as the film is removed from the optimal focus position of the
optical recording system.
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4.5.4 Environmental factors
Various extraneous factors during the process of film digitization may contribute to increased
uncertainty, such as temperature, humidity, and repeat scan dependence. Though Paelinck et al.
[35] did not measure any appreciable changes in pixel value in scans subsequent to a single warmup scan of an Epson Pro 1680 scanner, McCaw et al. [36] did find a detectable increase in bluechannel pixel value (about 1% per scan) with increasing numbers of scans on an Epson 10000XL
scanner. This phenomenon may result from a complex interplay of factors, such as fluorescent tube
output, film spectral sensitivity with temperature, and the particular frequency binning algorithms
of the CCD array and associated electronics. For dosimetry applications requiring the use of multiple channels, a comprehensive characterization of the phenomenon is recommended. Such characteristics should be assessed during commissioning of any new film/scanner dosimetry system.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS
Radiochromic films are a useful tool for verifying 2D radiation dose distributions, due to its high
spatial resolution, near water equivalence, and minimal fluence perturbation. However, the 2D
distribution of film response must be faithfully digitized to be used for quantitative analysis.
Digitization systems may vary widely in their particular characteristics, but their goal is to provide
a high fidelity representation of the dose distribution. Pixel depth, dynamic range, cost, and availability are all important factors to be considered for the digitization system. Scanning laser and
other monochromatic densitometers were used in the early days of radiochromic film digitization,
but the availability and quality of flatbed document scanners led to their current status as the workhorse of radiochromic film dosimetry. Though a number of possible artifacts must be considered,
current advances in film analysis and optical scanning techniques have afforded radiochromic
film/flatbed scanner dosimetry systems a level of accuracy unattainable in previous film dosimetry
systems. Future advancements of radiochromic film digitization techniques and analysis are destined to further improve the utility and functionality of radiochromic film in a variety of settings.
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5.1 OVERVIEW OF KILOVOLTAGE X-RAY
BEAMS—PROPERTIES
Kilovoltage X-ray beams have a wide application in medicine for diagnostic purposes through various
imaging modalities as well as therapeutic applications for cancer treatments and other clinical
conditions [1,2]. In addition, these low-energy X-ray units are heavily used for radiobiological
research. Kilovoltage X-ray beams are used in CT scanners, mammography X-ray units, diagnostic
X-rays, and on-board imagers attached to radiotherapy linear accelerators. The imaging modalities
that utilize kilovoltage X-rays include diagnostic X-ray units, CT scanners, and on-board imagers
on linear accelerators. The relative dominance of the photoelectric effect and its dependence of
the effective atomic number of the different tissues such as bone and soft tissue within this energy
range allow clear differentiation between the different tissues.
For therapy applications such as treating skin cancers, the most common X-ray units operate at
energies 50–150 kVp. The main dosimetric property of kilovoltage X-ray beams is that the maximum
dose occurs close to the surface of the patient, within the first few millimeters, and the dose drops off
rapidly with depth due to attenuation and scattering of the beam. In modern days, primary therapeutic use of kilovoltage X-rays is the treatment of skin cancers [3–5] as well as intraoperative therapy.
Radiotherapy is often delivered after surgery in which the tumor has been surgically excised, and the
radiation is used to eliminate any cancer cells remaining within the tumor bed. Therapeutic kilovoltage X-rays are also used for the treatment of keloids, AIDS-related and non-AIDS-related Kaposi’s
sarcoma, rectal cancer treatments, electronic brachytherapy systems, intraoperative radiotherapy,
and for some palliative radiotherapy cases [6–15].
Intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) involves the application of high doses of ionizing radiation to the tumor bed at the time of surgery such as for breast cancer patients [9,16]. There are
several IORT units that deliver kilovoltage X-ray beams such as the Intrabeam (Carl Zeiss AG,
Germany) with X-ray beams energies of up to 50 kVp.
There have been significant advances in these preclinical radiotherapy research platforms that
are used for imaging and treating small animals such as mice [17]. These X-ray units combine very
high resolution CT imaging with very small X-ray fields down to just a few millimeters and typically
operating around 250 kVp for beam delivery down to field sizes of just a few millimeters [17–23].
These units allow experimentation for preclinical radiotherapy techniques such as hypofractionated
radiation treatments and combined use of novel medicines with radiotherapy.
For all of these forms of X-ray units, radiochromic film has developed a niche with wide
application in dosimetry imaging, and quality assurance (QA). The current chapter will provide an
overview of the applications of radiochromic films for these kilovoltage X-ray beams.

5.2 SUITABILITY OF RADIOCHROMIC FILM
FOR LOW-ENERGY X-RAYS
Radiochromic films have a number of intrinsic properties that make them desirable for use with
low-energy X-rays. Patients treated with low-energy X-rays in radiation therapy are most often prescribed dose at the surface of the skin. Consequently, the characterization of low-energy X-ray beams
focuses on measurements at the surface of phantoms. Moreover, in vivo patient measurements are
almost exclusively performed at the surface of the patient contour.
The dose of low-energy X-ray beams falls off faster with depth compared with megavoltage
photon beams; therefore, the micrometer thickness of radiochromic films makes them attractive
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for use in measuring surface dose. Radiochromic films are typically 300-µm thick with an active
layer of 30 µm, and this property of the film ensures that volume averaging along the depth dose
of the low-energy X-ray beam is minimized.
There are a number publications in the literature that show the use of radiochromic film for
the characterization of kilovoltage X-ray beams, including the measurement of backscatter factor (BSF) [24–27]. Several of these publications showed that the radiochromic films had favorable agreement in the measurement of BSF compared with other detectors [24] and Monte Carlo
simulations [26,27]. There are also a number of publications showing the use of radiochromic
films for the measurement of percentage depth doses and beam profiles in the kilovoltage energy
range [28–30]. As for the BSF, these publications also show favorable agreement with other detectors [30] and Monte Carlo simulations [28].
An essential property of a dosimeter for use with low-energy X-rays is minimal energy dependence in the kilovoltage energy range. In the kilovoltage X-ray range, the spectrum of X-ray energies
can vary considerably with depth in the phantom due to scattering. When measuring absolute
dose, the depth of measurement for the calibration films can have a considerable effect on the calculated absolute dose if the X-ray spectrum changes significantly with depth and if the dosimeter
has a large energy dependence in this range. Dosimeter response is sensitive to the materials used
in its construction. For low-energy X-ray beams, the photoelectric effect is a dominant interaction process, and the photoelectric cross section has a strong dependence on the atomic number
of the material.
The most widely used radiochromic films in the field of radiation therapy are the GAFchromic™
external beam therapy (EBT), EBT2, and EBT3 films (Ashland, NJ). A detailed historical information is provided in Chapter 2. The first generation GAFchromic EBT films were first shown
to be approximately energy independent over a wide energy range [31,32]. However, the energy
dependence of later batches was found to be extremely poor in the kilovoltage energy range, with a
40% decrease in response for a 20-keV beam relative to megavoltage X-rays [33–35]. This variation
in energy dependence between batches arose from the difference in chemical composition of the
film [31]. A decrease in chlorine content (and therefore effective atomic number) is observed in
recent lots of the EBT film that was consistent with the observed decrease response at orthovoltage energies. However, this version of film is no longer manufactured.
The second generation EBT2 films showed improved energy dependence as compared with the
first generation product. This was achieved due to an improved chemical composition, and p
 ublished
energy dependence of the films is in the range of 4%–6% between 60 kVp and 10 MeV photons
beams [29,33,36]. Lindsay et al. [37] found that the film response, as measured by optical density
on the scanner, was up to 14% for the 105 kVp beam as compared with 200 kVp. In comparison, the
response for the 200 kVp beam was within 2% as compared with 6 MV beam.
Similar results were also found by Butson et al. [36] for the EBT2 film that had energy response
variations of up to 6.5% for X-ray beams with energies from 50 kVp to 10 MV with all being
relative to the 6 MV X-ray beams. The maximum response occurred at 100 kVp and from beam
energies above 200 kVp; the response was within 1.5% that was well within the uncertainties of
the readings. Arjomandy et al. [29] examined the energy dependence of EBT2 film for kilovoltage
X-ray beams at energies of 75, 125, and 250 kVp as well as megavoltage X-ray beams, electrons,
and proton beams. They found that the energy dependence was relatively small being within measurement uncertainties of 1σ = ±4.5% and concluded that this version of film was very suitable
for clinical dosimetry measurements.
The most recently released GAFchromic EBT3 films have been shown to have even further
improved energy dependence, with multiple publications showing that the EBT3 films are almost
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Figure 5.1 The absorbed dose as a function of NetOD using GAFchromic™ EBT3 film for a range
of X-ray beam energies ranging from 20 kVp to cobalt 60. (From Guerda, et al., Bio. Phys. Eng. Exp.,
2, 045005, 2016.)

completely energy independent down to 20 keV [33,34,38,39]. The study by Massillon-JL et al.
[39] evaluated optimal absorbed dose and optical density functions for a range of kilovoltage
beam energies and different channels with the results presented in Figure 5.1 showing minimal
variation as a function of beam energy. However, an important point from these publications is
the recommendation to use the same or a similar energy X-ray beam for calibration of the film
as used in the actual measurements in order to minimize any energy response variations and
reduce uncertainties. This is particularly recommended for X-ray beams with an energy less
than 200 kVp.
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5.2.1 Energy response of GAFchromic™ films—suitability
for kV beams
For the GAFchromic verification-type films such as the XR-QA and similar models, there have
been a number of studies performed to check their relative energy response. Butson et al. [40]
studied the GAFchromic XR type-R radiochromic film over a range of diagnostic X-ray energies.
They showed that the energy response of the GAFchromic XR type-R film was only small over
the energy range from 75 to 125 kVp range with a 9% variation. But the film had a larger energy
response variation when compared over a larger therapeutic X-ray range with a relative response of
more than 10 for 125 kVp X-ray beams as compared with 6-MV beams.
Chiu-Tsao et al. [41] evaluated the energy dependence of the XR-QA film including for lowenergy brachytherapy seeds like Palladium-103 with effective energy of 21 keV. In this study, they
found that the XR-QA film sensitivity varies with radiation energy by factors of more than 15
depending on which channel of light was used during film scanning and analysis. They concluded
that the XR-QA film was suitable for kilovoltage sources with a narrow energy spectrum.
The study by Rampado et al. [42] examined the response of the GAFchromic XR-QA film to a
range of X-ray beam energies (28–145 kVp and with various filtrations) in the dose range from 0
to 100 mGy. They found that the response of the film varied according to X-ray beam energy with
the maximum response occurring for X-ray beams in the energy range of 80–140 kVp. However,
they found that the uncertainty in the dose measurements increased when used for the lower X-ray
beam energies.
More recently, Ebert et al. [16] examined the response characteristics of three commercially
available radiochromic films when exposed to very low-energy (50 kVp) X-rays from an IORT
device. They determined dose–response relationships for the GAFchromic EBT, XR-RV2, and
XR-QA films in water and evaluated the effect of changes in X-ray spectrum on response. They
found that for all three films, there was significant energy dependence and nonlinear response
within the limits of measurement uncertainty.

5.3 RADIOTHERAPY APPLICATIONS

5.3.1 Relative dosimetry
Relative dosimetry data of kilovoltage X-ray beams are measured for the commissioning of the
X-ray unit, beam data collection for QA testing, reference dosimetry measurements, and treatment planning calculations [1,43–48]. These data typically include depth doses, profiles, relative
output factors (ROFs) both for applicators and lead cutouts, and backscatter factor. Ionization
chambers are often considered the gold standard dosimeter for kilovoltage X-ray beam dosimetry in the radiotherapy [49–55]. There are, however, many situations when other dosimeters are
required for these measurements. A number of studies have investigated the use of radiochromic
films for relative dosimetry of therapeutic kilovoltage X-ray beams with promising results. The high
spatial resolution of radiochromic film makes it an ideal dosimeter for measuring lateral profiles of
kilovoltage X-ray beams.
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5.3.1.1 DEPTH-DOSE AND LATERAL PROFILE MEASUREMENTS
Fletcher and Mills [56] measured depth doses for 50 and 100 kVp X-ray beams using a Wellhoefer
small volume ionization chamber, PTW soft X-ray parallel-plate chamber type (N23342), a
Wellhoefer photon field diode (PFD) diode as well as GAFchromic EBT, and MD55 films. A Gulmay
Medical D3000 DXR unit (Gulmay Limited, Surrey, UK) was used to generate the 50 kV and 100 kV
X-rays used in the study for a variety of field sizes. In addition, the BEAMnrc Monte Carlo was used
to calculate depth doses in water using an analytical program to generate the primary X-ray beam
spectra.
For the film measurements, the film pieces were exposed parallel to the central axis in a solidwater phantom in direct contact with the applicator. The film was held in a central area of the
phantom and the whole assembly was held together tightly to minimize the effects of any air gaps
as shown in Figure 5.2.
The measurements from all the dosimeters showed agreement with BEAMnrc dose calculations
at depths greater than 10-mm, whereas near the surface GAFchromic film and PFD diodes gave the
best agreement to Monte Carlo values. The results of the comparison for the 100-kVp X-ray beam
are shown in Figure 5.3. The measurements with the two types of GAFchromic film agree well
with each other with a maximum difference less than ±4.5%. In comparison, the film depth-dose
measurements show an overall agreement with BEAMnrc predicted values, to within ±8% for both
energies and at all depths.
Aspradakis et al. [48] used GAFchromic EBT3 film for verification of depth doses of X-ray
beams in the energy range 30–200 kVp X-ray unit. They were particularly interested in validating the relative depth doses and within the first 10 mm. For comparison, depth doses were measured with an IC-15 in water and with a PTW Advanced Markus plane-parallel ionization chamber
(PTW-Freiburg) and with GAFchromic EBT3 film in a Plastic Water DT® (PWDT) solid phantom (CIRS, Norfolk, VA). Measured depth doses were also compared against values interpolated
from the British Journal of Radiology (BJR) Report 25 [57]. Films were calibrated at the surface
for low-energy beams (<100 kVp) and at the depth of 2-cm in PWDT for medium-energy beams
(>100 kVp). Calibration films were used for each of the X-ray beams used. The depth doses were
measured in PWDT with films positioned at different depths vertical to the X-ray beam central
axis. After the films were scanned, they used the red channel only for the dose analysis.
For the medium-energy X-ray beam energies greater than 100 kVp [HVL (half-value layer) of
4.52 mm Al], the measurements with the IC-15 in water and with the Advanced Markus and EBT3
film in PWDT agreed within ±2%. The differences from the data published in BJR-25 [57] were
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Figure 5.2 The solid-water phantom used to hold the GAFchromic EBT film for the depth-dose
measurements. (From Fletcher, C.L. and Mills, J.A., Phys. Med. Biol., 53, N209–N218, 2008.)
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Figure 5.3 A comparison of the percentage depth-dose curves for 100-kV photons measured with
EBT film as well as Monte Carlo predictions. (From Fletcher, C.L. and Mills, J.A., Phys. Med. Biol., 53,
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within ±5% at this energy range. For X-ray beams with energies between 50 and 100 kVp (corresponding to HVLs of 1.2–4.52 mm Al), the differences between doses in the water and PWDT
increased with decreasing beam energy but with a maximum with deviations not exceeding 2.5%.
For the 30 and 40 kVp X-ray beams (half value layer [HVL] of 0.45 and 0.84 mm Al, respectively),
the differences between depth doses determined between the ionization chamber measurements and
the film were greater than 10%. It was noted that for these low X-ray beam energies, the suitability
of the detectors in terms of energy dependence and the water equivalence of PWDT was not known
and therefore led to a greater uncertainty in the dose measurements.
The work by Sheu et al. [58] summarizes their experience in commissioning two Sensus
SRT-100 (Sensus Healthcare, Boca Raton, FL) therapeutic X-ray units that generate X-ray
beams with energies of 50–100 kVp. Percentage depth–dose curves were measured with a PTW
parallel-plate chamber (N23342) in a solid-water phantom over a range of depths. They used
GAFchromic EBT3 film to validate depth doses for several combinations of beam energies and
field sizes. They found that depth doses agreed to within 4% over the full range of depths for
the 50-kVp beam with a 2.5-cm diameter applicator. They also measured profiles using the
GAFchromic EBT3 film and were compared with profiles measured with a parallel-plate ionization chamber. They found that the uniformity of the beam over a circle of 2-cm diameter was
within 4% in all four directions. The ionization chamber readings agreed with film measurements to within 1%–3%.
Steenbeke et al. [59] performed an extensive study to see if GAFchromic EBT3 film is suitable as
a dosimeter for a Dermopan 2 radiotherapy X-ray unit (Siemens Industry, Berlin, Germany) that
generates 50-kVp X-ray beams (HVL of 0.92 mm Al). They used GAFchromic EBT3 films to measure both absolute and relative doses, and these doses were compared with a PTW parallel-plate
ionization chamber (type 23342). The relative dosimetry measurements consisted of depth doses,
lateral beam profiles, and ROFs. All dose measurements were performed within a polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) phantom. For the depth-dose measurements, films were placed perpendicular to the beam axis at depths from 0 to 30-mm.
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The agreement in the absolute dose measurements at the surface using the ionization chamber and EBT3 film was very good and with differences of less than 1% using both the red and
green channels. For the depth-dose measurement, they found an average difference of 1.2%
between the ionization chamber and GAFchromic EBT3 film readings with a maximum difference of 3.5%. For output factors, the difference between IC and film doses using the red channel
was within 2% for applicator field sizes of 1 and 2 cm. Greater differences were found when using
the green channel.

5.3.1.2 RELATIVE OUTPUT FACTORS
The ROF is required to specify the dose output for a particular applicator and/or lead cutout for a
patient treatment as compared with the dose output for the reference applicator [2]. In most cases,
the ROF is usually specified at the surface of a water phantom and given by the following equation:
ROF =

Dose in a particular field size
Dose in the reference applicator

The ROF is typically measured using a suitable ionization chamber such as a parallel-plate chamber [50,52,60]. However, some clinics may perform the ROF measurements at depth and then use
depth-dose corrections to determine the dose at the surface using either water or a solid-water
equivalent phantom [44,46]. If a solid phantom is used, it should be one that is radiologically water
equivalent particularly for lower energy photons such as RMI457 Solid Water (RMI Gammex,
USA) [50,61–63].
The GAFchromic EBT3 film has been found to be generally suitable for the measurement of
ROFs for X-ray beams in the energy range from 50 to 125 kVp [24]. It is found that the agreement
between output factors measured with EBT3 film, a parallel-plate ionization chamber and ratios of
published BSFs was generally better than 2%. The larger differences were up to 3.3% that occurred
for the smallest field size of 2-cm diameter used in that study.
An alternative method for determining ROFs is by performing GAFchromic film measurements in air and then applying BSFs to determine dose at the water surface [20,44]. The use of
published BSF and depth-dose data for the calculation of output factors leads to an increase in
dose uncertainties [64,65]. There can be significant differences between measured output factors
and factors calculated using the ratio of published BSFs [64,66].
For lead cutouts, it has been shown that there is a dose enhancement due to increased electron
scatter from the edge of the lead Lye et al. [67] as shown in Figures 5.4 (a) and (b) for no additional
shielding and with 200 µm plastic wrap respectively. This dose enhancement at the edge of the lead
cutout can be minimized by wrapping the lead with thin layers of plastic wrap. This means that
ROF measured with a lead cutout should use plastic wrap around the lead cutout.

5.3.1.3 BACKSCATTER FACTOR
For radiotherapy purposes, the BSF in water, Bw, is defined as the ratio of the water collision
kerma at a point on the beam axis at the surface of a full-scatter water phantom to the water collision kerma at the same point in the primary beam with no phantom present [68,69]. The BSFs
for a range of beam qualities are available in various published kilovoltage X-ray beam reference
dosimetry protocols [70–72]. It has been shown that the Bw varies as a complex function of the
X-ray beam energy, field size, focus to surface distance (FSD), and also with different materials in
the phantom [51,73–77].
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Figure 5.4 Electron contamination from lead cutout calculated using Monte Carlo and measured
with GAFchromic EBT2 film. (a) No shielding and (b) 200 µm plastic wrap.

The determination of Bw requires the measurement of dose at the surface of a phantom and in-air
at the same point. For low-energy X-ray beams, there may be problems with the accuracy of absorbed
dose measurements with ionization chambers or other dosimeters [78,79]. The size and shape of the
dosimeter may cause photon fluence perturbations and the energy response of the detector may
change if the X-ray spectrum changes between the reference and measuring points [80].
The size and dimensions of the various GAFchromic films make them ideal for the direct measurement with an effective depth corresponding to the International Commission on Radiation Units and
Measurements (ICRU) skin depth. GAFchromic EBT and EBT2 film have been used to measure BSF
in the energy range from 50 to 280 kVp. In two studies, measured BSFs using EBT film were compared with published BSF and Monte Carlo calculations, giving differences of up to 2.5% [77,81]. A
later study by Smith et al. [27] showed a good agreement between BSFs measured using GAFchromic
EBT2 film and the published data with a maximum difference of 3%. This level of agreement was
similar to the estimated uncertainties in the film measurements.
A summary of BSF measured with GAFchromic EBT and EBT2 films, Monte Carlo calculations,
and published data is shown in Table 5.1. Based on these studies, determination of BSF for kilovoltage X-ray beams can be achieved in the clinic by measurements using TLD chips, GAFchromic film,
or Monte Carlo calculations.
Several studies have used GAFchromic film to measure changes in the dose due to changes in
BSF for various clinical applications. For example, the use of nasal shields, Peter et al. [82] used
EBT2 film to measure changes in the dose on the surface of the nose due to having nasal shields
inserted during kV treatment. In a similar study, Butson et al. [83] used EBT film to verify doses on
the nose in order to verify changes in dose due variations to the geometry and presence of different tissues. There are other areas such as eye shields in which film has been successfully used. Eye
shields are used in radiotherapy treatments to reduce dose to the lens which has dose limits [84,85].
The work by Butson et al. [86] used EBT film to determine the dose underneath the eye shields.
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Table 5.1 A comparison of BSFs determined by radiochromic film measurements, Monte Carlo
calculations, and published values
50 kVp X-ray beam
(cm diameter)

EBT film

EBT2 film

BEAMnrc

AAPM TG-61

2

1.091

1.064

1.098

1.096

4

1.132

1.113

1.146

1.141

6

1.188

1.188

1.172

1.169

100 kVp X-ray beam
(cm diameter)

EBT film

EBT2 film

BEAMnrc

AAPM TG-61

2

1.124

1.098

1.120

1.122

4

1.218

1.197

1.186

1.211

6

1.269

1.234

1.246

1.258

280 kVp X-ray beam
(cm diameter)

EBT film

EBT2 film

BEAMnrc

AAPM TG-61

2

1.064

1.051

1.059

1.052

4

1.096

1.080

1.095

1.097

6

1.139

1.100

1.134

1.137

Source:

Smith, L. et al., Austral. Phys. Eng. Sci. Med., 34, 261–266, 2011; Ma, C.M. and Seuntjens, J.P., Phys. Med. Biol., 44,
131–143, 1999; Kim, J. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 55, 783–797, 2010.

5.3.1.4 VERY SMALL FIELDS
Several studies have determined the relative dosimetry data for kilovoltage X-rays used for IORT
and animal irradiators often with very small field sizes [9,17,20,21,87,88]. The IORT X-ray units
typically deliver X-rays with peak potentials of 50 kVp. By comparison, animal irradiators use kilovoltage X-ray tubes generally at higher voltages of around 225 kVp but deliver X-ray beams with
small field sizes ranging from 40-mm diameter down to 1-mm diameter.
Depth-dose, lateral profile, and relative output factor data have been determined in some of
these studies using GAFchromic film with comparison with both Monte Carlo calculations and
various dosimeters. The study by Newton et al. [20] characterized the XRad225Cx (Precision
X-Ray Inc) that operates at 225 kVp and has X-ray beams with field sizes down to 1-mm diameter. The agreement in ROFs measured with PRESAGE and EBT2 film was better than 2.8%. They
found that there was good consistency in the agreement in depth doses and profiles measured
using the ionization chambers, GAFchromic EBT2 film, and the PRESAGE dosimeter for fields
down to a 1-mm diameter. Figure 5.5 shows depth-dose and lateral profile data for two fields of
1 and 15 mm diameter.
5.3.1.5 2D DOSIMETRY
The radiation oncologist when choosing particular beam energy for treatment usually considers
the beam penetration and the depth of the 95% or 90% relative dose. Further planning information is provided by using 2D isodoses that allow one to check the lateral spread of doses. This has
two important purposes—the volume contained by the higher relative dose such as at the 95%
or 90% to ensure appropriate dose coverage. In addition, one may be interested in the coverage
of the lower dose regions particularly if there is any low dose coverage to the critical structures
such as the eye.
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Figure 5.5 Beam profiles for the 15-mm circular field (a) and 1-mm circular field (b) at depths of
0-cm, 0.5-cm and 2-cm in solid water. (c) The PDD curve for the 15-mm circular field and (d) for
the 1-mm field.

The measurement of isodose maps is typically performed in a scanning water tank by direct
tracking with a small-volume ionization chamber. However, this process can take a long time if
there are a large number of X-ray beam energies and treatment applicators. A quicker method
involves using the scanning water tank software to calculate isodoses based on a set of depth doses
and profile measurements that can be achieved by films. The radiochromic film should be positioned
vertically in blocks of suitable solid phantoms. The edge of the film should be flush with the edge of
the solid phantoms. The only issue with this sort of measurement is dealing with edge effects of the
film [48,56].

5.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE TESTS

5.4.1 Leakage tests
At the time of commissioning of a new kilovoltage X-ray unit or a new X-ray tube, it is important
to test for any leakage from the tube. This can be readily achieved by wrapping the whole X-ray
tube with high sensitivity radiochromic film, for example, GAFchromic RTQA film [48]. The main
purpose of this test is to find any hot spots of leakage radiation around the tube and then use a
calibrated survey meter to determine actual leakage dose rates.
Radiochromic film may also be used for testing for leakage from the treatment applicators on the
kV unit. Aspradakis et al. [48] performed the applicator leakage tests using GAFchromic RTQA film.
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The film was wrapped around the applicator walls and results indicated some leakage radiation
through the screws as shown on the film placed at the end of the applicator. The absolute doses were
then verified by measurements using a Farmer-type ionization chamber.

5.4.2 Half value layer measurements
Knowledge of the beam quality is a precursor to any reference dosimetry (or absolute dose calibration) of kilovoltage X-ray beams. In current dosimetry protocols, the beam quality is specified
in terms of the HVL in combination with the peak generating voltage (kVp) [70–72]. The HVL
is defined in terms of the thickness of absorber (typically high purity aluminum or copper) that
reduces the air-kerma rate by a factor of one half [72]. Many of the parameters used in the reference dosimetry calculations are defined as a function of the HVL. During beam commissioning, it
is common to measure both the first and second HVLs for each radiation beam for QA purposes.
Radiochromic film can be used to ensure good practice during the HVL measurement. This is done
by placing a piece of radiochromic film behind the ionization chamber to ensure that it is positioned at the center of the narrow beam field.

5.4.3 Focal spot size
The focal spot size and position can have a major impact on the profile shape of X-rays from an
X-ray tube [89,90]. This can lead to larger beam penumbra and asymmetry as required for clinical
purposes. Measurements for the focal spot can readily be performed using radiochromic film as suggested by Aspradakis et al. [48] using RTQA film. Using film, it was found that the spot size was
7.5 × 7.5 mm2 for all X-ray tube potentials on the WOMed therapeutic X-ray unit.

5.4.4 Field-size checks
Field-size checks were performed by Aspradakis et al. [48] for all applicators examined from exposures at 150 kV using RTQA film placed on a 5-cm thick plastic block at the end of the applicator.
The width of the exposed image was visually compared against the nominal field size as defined by
the applicator aperture and found to be in good agreement. Such process with film provides quick
and unique opportunity for applicator QA.

5.4.5 In vivo dosimetry
Radiochromic film has been shown to be a suitable dosimeter for in vivo dosimetry within
k ilovoltage X-ray beams [6,59,82,91]. Details can also be found in Chapter 17. This allows verification of doses to the patient and comparison with the prescription dose as specified by the radiation
oncologist. This is particularly important in regions where there will be greater dose uncertainties due to tissue inhomogeneities and variations in the FSD of the patient due to contours. For
example, in the region around the nose, the presence of cartilage, bone, air gaps, and the geometry
of the nose will cause changes in the surface dose.
There are a number of conditions that will allow radiochromic film to be used and provide
accurate doses for in vivo dosimetry [1,6,59,66]. These include having a reproducible film scanning
processes, using the same X-ray beam energy for the calibration as used for the treatment and not
stacking films on top of each other. We have successfully used pieces of film down to film sample
sizes of 7 × 7 mm2 with uncertainties of about 3%.
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Film dosimetry measurements have also been performed to verify changes in surface dose due
to changes in backscatter due to the underlying bone or shielding materials. This is particularly
dominant for larger field sizes and when the bone is located only a few millimeters below the skin
surface. We have found that the film measured the change in surface dose to within 2% as compared
with the predicted change in surface dose [51,83,92,93].

5.5 IMAGING SYSTEMS
Imaging is an important component of the planning and treatment for radiotherapy patients.
Although CT imaging was traditionally used primarily for diagnostic purposes, it is now a routine
process for the treatment planning of all radiotherapy patients [94]. More recently, there have been
significant advances in the use of low-energy X-ray imaging prior to and during the treatment
process for radiotherapy patients. This has led to greater accuracy for patient setup and the ability
to use smaller margins for the planning target volume (PTV) allowing greater doses to the tumor
volume and reducing doses to organs at risk. The process of Image-Guided Radiotherapy is now
widespread with most linear accelerators and other treatment units having some form of low-energy
X-ray imaging [95–97]. This section discusses the use of radiochromic film for QA testing and
dosimetry of X-ray imagers that utilize kilovoltage X-ray beams.

5.5.1 X-ray units
Radiochromic film is being used for QA of X-ray units as well as estimations of skin doses for
patients during interventional radiological procedures. Several groups have used radiochromic
film for dosimetry studies in interventional radiology procedures including verification of skin
doses [98–101] and for the dosimetry of mammography units [102]. However, it was shown that
there can be large differences in film doses as compared with those determined by ionization
chamber measurements [99]. In one study, the use of radiochromic XR film was investigated for
patient skin dose monitoring in a cardiac catheterization laboratory [100]. They found that radiochromic film was a suitable method to identify skin regions at risk from high X-ray doses and
could be used for estimation of the localized skin dose to those patients who are susceptible to
radiation-induced skin injury.
Gotanda et al. [103,104] evaluated the use of radiochromic XR film for QA of diagnostic X-ray
units. This included testing HVL of the X-ray instead of using an ionization chamber. Film measurements were performed with an aluminum step wedge and the HVL determined using from
the optical density information. This was performed for X-ray beams ranging in energy from 80,
100, and 120 kVp and found the differences of 10.0%, 7.6%, and 1.2%, respectively, the ionization
chambers and GAF-R flim. This suggests that film is potentially suitable for the higher beam energy.

5.5.1.1 CT SCANNERS
A number of studies have investigated the use of radiochromic film for quality assurance testing
and dose measurements on CT scanners. Several groups used radiochromic film to determine
full width at half maximum of the X-ray beam profiles from a CT scanner. Duan et al. [105] performed a study on X-ray spectrum estimation from a CT scanner using transmission measurements. They verified the width of the X-ray beams in the CT scanner using GAFchromic XR-CT
dosimetry film.
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Gorny et al. [106] used the GAFchromic HXR film for CT dosimetry due to its higher sensitivity
as compared with the GAFchromic XR film. They found that this HXR film could be used for measurement of dose profiles for very low doses below 100 mGy and with a precision of better than 1%.
Rampado et al. [107] investigated using GAFchromic XR-QA film for determining the computed
tomography dose index (CTDI). They found differences of nearly 50% in the response of the film
depending on its orientation relative to the radiation beam, integrating the film. However, when the
radiation dose was integrated over 360 degrees corresponding to the full rotation of the CT scanner,
the difference in CTDI measured with the film and an ionization chamber was within two standard
deviations of uncertainty. As such, it was concluded that this film could be used to estimate values of
CTDI for CT scanners.

5.5.2 On-board imager units
On-board imager (OBI) units are low-energy X-ray units mounted onto linear accelerators that use
kilovoltage energies, which are typically in the range from 40 to 125 kVp for accurate patient positioning [95,108,109]. These OBI units operate in two different modes as follows: 2D imaging with
planar X-rays and 3D imaging via cone beam CT (CBCT) modes [108]. A number of studies have
used a range of dosimeters for determining dosimetry of these OBI units including radiochromic
film for the dosimetry of these X-ray units [107,109–118].
Hu and McLean [112] compared three different dosimetry systems for CBCT dosimetry as follows: pencil ionization chambers, a Farmer-type thimble ionization chamber, and GAFchromic XR
QA2 film in various phantoms. They found good agreement to within 3% for the three dosimeters
for the scanning protocols studies. However, they noted that the measured CBCT doses were up
to 40% higher compared with the manufacturer doses. As such, this showed the suitability and
importance of independent dose measurements that can be performed in the local radiotherapy
department using radiochromic film. The Figure 5.6 shows the beam profiles using the high quality
head scanning protocol.
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Figure 5.6 Profiles measured with the GAFchromic XR QA2 films using high-quality head scan on a
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5.6 SUMMARY
Radiochromic film has found wide application in the dosimetry and QA of therapeutic kilovoltage
X-ray units for treating cancer patients as well as in imaging systems that use low-energy X-rays.
The near tissue equivalence, high spatial resolution, and relative ease of use of radiochromic film
has shown it to be very useful in radiotherapy and imaging applications. It is anticipated that the
use of radiochromic film will increase for these reasons and find further applications.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION OF BRACHYTHERAPY

6.1.1 Definition of brachytherapy
The term brachytherapy refers to short-distance therapy as compared with teletherapy which means
long-distance therapy. In this treatment strategy, the source of radiation is placed either directly
into the tumor or adjacent to that to deliver the prescribed radiation. This treatment modality
was introduced after December 26, 1898 with discovery of 226Ra by Marie and Pierre Curie [1].
Traditionally, the brachytherapy sources were made of different sealed radioactive materials, such
as 226Ra, 137Cs, 192Ir, 60Co, and 125I [2,3]. However, recently, different electronic brachytherapy sources
have been introduced using miniature X-ray tubes [4]. These sources provide similar dosimetric
characteristics as the radioactive sources. First use of radiation for the treatment of prostate cancer
was reported by Pasteau and Degrais in 1914 [5]. Selection of the source type with different type of
radiation emission (gamma ray, X-ray, or beta ray) and different energies of the radiation created
the variations in the field of brachytherapy treatment [6]. Aside from the differences in attenuation
of the radiation emitted by these sources and their interactions with different tissues, the concept
of inverse-square law is the main foundation of the dose fall-off in the brachytherapy treatments.

6.1.2 Different classifications of brachytherapy sources
The optimum method of the brachytherapy treatment technique and radiation source type may vary
from one treatment site to another. Therefore, brachytherapy treatments are classified in different
categories based on (i) the energy of the radiation source, (ii) dose rate, and (iii) type of the radiation,
as shown in the following sections.

6.1.2.1 CLASSIFICATION IN TERMS OF ENERGY OF THE SOURCE
6.1.2.1.1 Low energy
Sources emitting photons less than 50 keV are considered as low-energy photon emitters. With these
photons, the majority of the interaction of photons with matter would be through photoelectric
interactions [7]. Therefore, these photons are locally absorbed, and they are good for interstitial
brachytherapy treatments for tumors such as prostate. Moreover, these sources are used for treatment of ocular melanoma [8]. Sources listed in this category are 125I, 103Pd, and 131Cs [9–11].
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6.1.2.1.2 High energy
Sources emitting photons greater than 50 keV are considered high-energy emitters [7]. With
these photons, the main method of the interaction would be Compton scattering. Therefore,
these photons may travel to some distances before they are completely absorbed. These sources
are good for temporary intracavitary and interstitial treatments. Sources in this category are
137Cs, 60Co, and 192Ir [7].

6.1.2.2 CLASSIFICATION IN TERM OF DOSE RATE OF THE SOURCE
6.1.2.2.1 Low dose rate
Brachytherapy treatments performed with a dose rate of less than 100 cGy/h are known as low
dose rate (LDR) implants [12,13]. Traditional intracavitary implants of the gynecological patients
with 137Cs and 226Ra sources and prostate seed implants with 125I, 103Pd, and 131Cs are among this
group [11,13].
6.1.2.2.2 High dose rate
Brachytherapy treatments performed with a dose rate of greater than 200 cGy/min (1200 cGy/h)
is known as high dose rate (HDR) implants [14]. Intracavitary of the gynecological patients and
interstitial implants of the prostate and breast implants using high dose 192Ir source is among
this group. Recently, HDR 60Co has been introduced as an alternative to the 192Ir HDR source
[15,16].

6.1.2.3 CLASSIFICATION IN TERMS OF TYPE OF THE SOURCE
6.1.2.3.1 Photon emitter
Brachytherapy sources emitting gamma ray or X-ray are used for treatment of tumors with using
interstitial or intracavitary treatments [9–11]. 226Ra, 137Cs, 60Co, 125I, 103Pd, and 131Cs are among the
sources of this type [9–11].
6.1.2.3.2 Beta emitter
Brachytherapy sources emitting β-ray are used for treatment of superficial tumors, such as cardiovascular restenosis, or pterygium disease [17,18]. Sources such as 90Sr and 32P are among these
sources [19].

6.2 DOSIMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS

6.2.1 TG-43
6.2.1.1 FORMALISM
In 1995, Task Group 43 (TG-43) of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
introduced a worldwide recommendation for dosimetry of brachytherapy sources [9]. The updated
version of TG-43 formalism (known as TG-43U1) was published in 2004 [10] to eliminate shortcomings in the original formalism, to clarify some of the definitions. For example, the active
lengths of the sources with different geometry were clearly defined. This and some subsequent
reports introduced the dosimetry of the sources that were not available during the preparation of
the original report [10,11].
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According to the recommendations of TG-43 protocol [9,10], the absorbed dose rate distribution
around a sealed brachytherapy source, for line source approximation, can be determined using the
following formalism:
G ( r , θ)
D ( r , θ) = Λ SK L
g L ( r ) F( r , θ)
G L ( r0 , θ0 )

(6.1)

where:
Λ is the dose-rate constant
GL(r, θ) is the geometry function
gL(r) is the radial dose function
F(r, θ) is the 2D anisotropy function
(r0 = 1 cm, θ0 = π/2) is the reference point.
The above-mentioned quantities are defined and discussed in detail in TG-43reports [9,10]. The
subscript L has been added in TG-43U110 to denote the line source approximation used for the
geometry function. SK is the air kerma strength of the brachytherapy source. The geometry
function, GL(r, θ), takes into account the effect of the activity distribution within the source and
the distance between the source and point of interest. The geometry function is defined in the
AAPM TG-43 [9,10] as
 β

if θ ≠ 0° 
 Lr sin θ
G L ( r , θ) = 


 2 2 −1
( r − L 4 ) if θ = 0°
where β is the angle in radians, subtended by the point of interest, P(r, θ), to the tips of the active
length of a hypothetical line.

6.2.1.2 DOSE-RATE CONSTANT
In the TG-43 report [9,10], the quantity of dose-rate constant is analogues to the output of the linear
accelerator, and it is defined as a ratio of the dose rate at a reference point (r0 = 1 cm, θ0 = 90°) to the
air kerma strength of the source (SK) as
.

Λ=

(

D 1cm, π 2

)

(6.2)

Sk

6.2.1.3 RADIAL DOSE FUNCTION
The radial dose function, gL(r), describes the attenuation in tissue of the photons emitted from
the brachytherapy source. This quantity is analogous to the tissue-maximum ratio of the external
beam therapy. The radial dose function is defined as
 .
 D r , π 2 G L r0 , π 2
g L = (r ) =  .
 D r0 , π G L r , π
2
2


(
(

.

.

) (
) (



) 
) 

(6.3)

where D (r, π/2) and D (r0, π/2) are the dose rates measured at distances of r and r0, respectively,
along the transverse axis of the source.
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6.2.1.4 2D ANISOTROPY FUNCTION
2D anisotropy function, F(r, θ), presenting the angular nonuniformity of dose distributions relative
to the longitudinal axis of the source. This quantity has been introduced because of the fact that the
brachytherapy sources are normally cylindrical shape with different thicknesses of the attenuator
at different orientations, presence of a cylindrical X-ray marker within the source that is made of a
high-z metal, and finally, distribution of the activity within the source geometry. The 2D anisotropy
function is defined as
 .

 D (r , θ )G L r , π 2 
F( r , θ) =  .

 D r , π G L (r , θ ) 
2



(

)

(

)

(6.4)

6.2.2 TG-60
6.2.2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF INTRAVASCULAR BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES
Using gamma- and beta-emitter intravascular brachytherapy sources, radiation doses in the range
of 15–30 Gy can be delivered for reduction of the restenosis in coronary arteries [20]. This technique creates minimal normal tissue toxicity because of the high localization of dose delivery to the
immediate vicinity of radioactive brachytherapy sources. It has been reported that with this technique, the restenosis rate may drop from roughly 40% to well below 10%, if radiation is delivered
to the obstruction site during or after angioplasty.
In traditional brachytherapy, dosimetry at distances of the order of a few millimeters from
radioactive sources is poorly known. However, in intravascular brachytherapy, the entire lesion
may be in the order of 1–3 mm in thickness. In late 1995, AAPM formed TG-60 [20] was developed to investigate and report the current state of intravascular brachytherapy physics. One of
the responsibilities of this task group was recommending a dose-prescription site (or region) for
selected intravascular brachytherapy procedures (e.g., 1-mm depth from the arterial lumen surface
or 2 mm from the center of the lumen, etc.). This task group adapted a modified TG-43 formalism
for the dosimetric characteristics of the intravascular brachytherapy sources. The main modification that was introduced by this task group on the TG-43 recommendations was on the reference
point located at a distance of 2 mm instead of 1 cm from the source center, along the transverse
axis of the source. This modification was also implemented on determination of dose-rate constant, radial dose function, geometry function, and 2D anisotropy function. Therefore, care must
be taken in application of the appropriate dosimetric information for a given source for a brachytherapy treatment. For example, there are two different sets of dosimetric parameters for a given
model of 192Ir source: one set based on the TG-43 recommendation for general brachytherapy and
another set based on the TG-60 recommendation for the intravascular brachytherapy.

6.3 DETECTORS FOR BRACHYTHERAPY DOSIMETRY
Radiation dosimetry in brachytherapy is challenging due to small distances and low energy.
Dosimetry can be performed either by experimental or theoretical techniques. Experimental methods are performed using several different detectors such as thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD),
diode, ion-chambers, and films. However, due to spatial resolution, energy, dose, dose rate, angle,
and water equivalency, most detectors fail in one or other parameters. The theoretical calculations
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are accomplished using different Monte Carlo (MC) simulation codes such as monte-carlo n-particle
(MCNP) and electron gamma shower (EGS). A brief review of these dosimetry methods and devices
is provided in the following.

6.3.1 Thermoluminescent dosimeter
The term luminescence is referred to the emission of light from some kind of solid material, such as
phosphors [21–23]. This emission is the release of energy stored within the solid material, through
some type of prior excitation of the solid electronic system (i.e., by visible, infrared, or ultraviolate
light and ionization radiation). The wavelength of the emitted light is a characteristic of the luminescent material. The ability to store the radiation energy is important in luminescence dosimetry and is generally associated with the presence of activator (i.e., impurity atoms and structural
defects). The wide variety of TLD materials and their different physical forms (Figure 6.1) allow the
determination of different radiation qualities at dose levels from µGy to kGy [26]. Some of the major
advantages of TLD dosimeters over other detectors are their small physical size and that no cables
or auxiliary equipment is required during the dose measurement. This makes them well suited
for a wide range of applications in medicine. However, although some of the larger institutions
with extensive experiences in TLD dosimetry commonly achieve quite good results, TLD appears
very difficult to work with and have reproducible results [24,25]. Energy dependence of the TLD
response strongly depends on its chemical composition [24]. For example, LiF or CaF2 TLDs have
very different energy-dependent characteristics (Figure 6.2). Finally, it is mostly recommended to
use the values from several TLD measurements for determination of dose at each point to achieve a
more accurate dosimetry. Most of the published data are based on LiF doped with magnesium and
titanium (LiF:Mg, Ti). Other materials such as CaSO4:Dy are also widely used. More recent TLD
materials such as LiF:Mg, Cu, and P show greater potential for radiation dosimetry.

6.3.2 Diodes
Silicon diode dosimeters consist of p–n junction between n-type and p-type materials [27]. The
n-type material is doped with impurities of a free of pentavalent element (e.g., phosphorous) called
a donor. The p-type silicon is doped with impurities of a trivalent element (e.g., boron) called

Figure 6.1 Different forms of TLD detectors. (From http://www.ifj.edu.pl/ccb/en/badania/projekt4.
php.)
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Figure 6.2 Energy dependence of TLD response.

acceptor. Each donor can contribute 32 free electrons to the silicon, and each acceptor can accept
an electron. The diodes are produced by taking n-type or p-type silicon and counterdoping the
surface to produce the opposite type material [27,28]. Both n- and p-type diodes are commercially
available. An n-type diode is formed by doping acceptor impurities into n-type silicon. A p-type
diode is formed by doping donor impurities into p-type silicon. In either case, a spatially doped
matter creates a region where p- and n-type silicones are in direct contact.
Diodes are used in the short-circuit mode, as this mode exhibits a linear relationship between
the measured charge and the absorbed dose. Unlike the ion-chambers, diodes are usually operated
without an external bias voltage to reduce leakage current. Diodes are more sensitive and smaller
in size compared with typical ionization chambers. However, they are not used as absolute dosimeters as they cannot be calibrated by the standard laboratory. Diode responses are generally energy
dependent, particularly at low-energy radiation level [10,23]. The commercially available diodes
are in different geometrical shapes and sizes (Figure 6.3) [28]. Generally, cylindrical diodes are
used for brachytherapy dosimetry. The sensitivity of diodes depends on their radiation history, so
the calibration has to be repeated periodically [29]. Diodes responses are commonly temperature
dependent, dose-rate dependent, and angular (directional) dependent [29,30].

Figure 6.3 Different models of the diode detectors. (From http://www.rpdinc.com/diodes-155.)
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6.3.3 Ion chambers
Ionization chambers are made of a cavity filed with regular air (i.e., it is open to air in the room)
or pressurized gas (i.e., argon) to create ion-pairs due to radiation interactions. These ions are then
collected by an electrode using electric voltage (known as bias voltage). Ionization chambers have
various shapes and sizes for different applications (Figure 6.4) [31–33].
The wall and the collecting electrode are separated with a high-quality insulator to reduce the
leakage current when a polarizing voltage is applied to the chamber. These detectors are the most
consistent measuring devices and present the least energy dependence and dose-rate dependence
for measurements of radiation. Ion-chambers are normally calibrated by one of the national calibration laboratories (i.e., National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) or Accredited
Dosimetry Calibration Laboratory (ADCL)); thus, they are used as absolute dosimeters. However,
as these detectors are commonly made of air with a low density (about 1/1000 of water), it produces
lower signals per unit dose of radiation relative to diode and TLD detectors. Ionization chambers
are generally used for radiation dosimetry in external beam therapy, because of the high dose rate
(HDR) radiation to create high signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., high statistical accuracy). Therefore, in
brachytherapy with relatively low dose rate (LDR), particularly at larger distances from the source
center, the ionization chambers do not play much role.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6.4 (a) Cylindrical ionization chambers (From http://www.standardimaging.com/exradin/),
(b) parallel plate ionization chambers (From http://www.standardimaging.com/exradin/), (c) well
type ionization chamber (From http://www.ptw.de/well-type_chamber.html), and (d) ion-chamber
survey meter (From http://en-us.fluke.com/products/hvac-iaq-tools/fluke-481-desi.html).
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6.3.4 Monte Carlo simulation
Although the experimental dosimetry of the brachytherapy sources may be considered as the gold
standard and they are used for validation of the theoretical calculations, they may be very complicated and time consuming [10,34,35]. Particularly, accurate experimental setup in a high-dose
gradient area around the brachytherapy sources is very crucial for these procedures [23]. An alternative to the experimental technique is the application of the modern MC codes. These codes enable
us to create a very difficult source and detector geometry and create 2D and 3D dose distributions
from any source geometry. MC-based dosimetry has been validated by different investigators as a
valuable tool in brachytherapy source dosimetry. There are several different commercially available
MC codes such as PTRAN, ETRAN, ITS, MCNP, PENELOPE, GEANT4, and EGS4. Description
of all these codes and their application for various brachytherapy sources is available in the literature. Aside from the source and phantom geometry, in these codes, the applications of the accurate
and appropriate cross-section libraries are very important in derivation of the source dosimetric
characteristics. Significantly, multiple investigators were able to demonstrate that they were able to
create a very detailed, accurate, and reproducible data by using a MC code that has been validated
using experimental data [36]. Moreover, these codes provided a means to determine the radiation
distribution at some points that experimental dosimetry was either very difficult or impossible, such
as the area near the surface of the source, or dose distribution around any heterogeneity located at
the vicinity of the source.

6.4 RADIOCHROMIC FILM’S PROPERTIES
FOR BRACHYTHERAPY DOSIMETRY
Within past several years, different models of GAFchromic™/Radiochromic films (RCFs) have
been introduced by International Specialty Products (Wayne, NJ). These film models have been
examined by different investigators for dosimetry of various types of radiations, particularly
for brachytherapy sources [37–39]. Applications of early models of this film type in radiation
dosimetry have been discussed in detail in AAPM Task Group 55 (TG-55) [40]. Several investigators had shown that the characteristic of this film type, such as its high spatial resolution,
tissue-equivalent base, and no requirement for processing after irradiation, are ideal for their
applications as discussed in Chapter 3 and various references [37–41]. This detector type reduces
some of the difficulties of the experimental setups in high-dose gradient area, particularly for
dosimetry at short distances relative to the sources. However, the low sensitivities of these film
types have created limitations for their applications in low-dose radiation fields such as dosimetry
around the LDR brachytherapy sources. For example, dose rate at 1-cm distance from an 125I source
is approximately 1 cGy/h per U (unit of air kerma strength) at 1-cm distance. Therefore, for a clinically used source with a maximum activity of 2U, it will take about 250 h (about 10 days) to create
500 cGy, which is the threshold dose for some of the RCF films. With this example, neglecting the
tissue attenuation, it would take 6250 h (260 days) exposure to perform a measurement at 5 cm
from the source. Lowering the threshold dose to 100 cGy, in the newer film model, the measured
time for these two locations will reduce to 2 days and 52 days, respectively.
Energy dependence of the RCF response is another subject that has been evaluated by many
investigators [24,38–44]. Dose response of the newer models of RCFs has been shown to have
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minimal energy dependence in the megavoltage energy range. However, there are data to indicate
variation with energy for kilovoltage X-rays. Butson et al. [45,46] had shown a variation in sensitivity of external beam therapy (EBT2) films of up to 7% for energies 50–250 kVp. More recently,
Dini et al. [43] have evaluated the XR-type R and T films and compared the results with MD-55
films. These results show larger sensitivity (i.e., OD/Gy) for the new films than the MD-55-2 films.
However, they have observed a much larger energy dependence of the XR-type R and T than
MD-55-2 film. Moreover, the color of XR type R film turns from amber to dark greenish-black,
whereas XR type T films turn from orange to brownish-black, depending on the level of exposure. In 2009, Richter et al. [47] published their results regarding the investigation of the energy
dependence of the EBT-1 film for photon beams ranging from 10 kVp to15 MVp and electron
beams ranging from 6 to 18 MeV. They found strong energy dependence for EBT-1 RCFs. In a
detailed investigation, Sutherland and Rogers [48] evaluated the energy dependence of the EBT
and EBT2 films using MC calculation technique. They have demonstrated that the absorbed-dose
energy dependence f(Q) of the EBT film to be approximately constant (±0.6%) for monoenergetic
photon beams ranging from 100 keV to 18 MeV but varied for low-energy photons ranging from
3 to 100 keV. The low-energy variation of f(Q) was attributed to ratio of the mass-energy absorption coefficient of water to the EBT active material below 10 keV and due to the increase in photon
interactions in the surface layer between 10 and 100 keV.
Another limitation of the application of the RCF in brachytherapy dosimetry was its nonuniformity of the film response [49]. Meigooni et al. [38] had shown the impact of the film nonuniformity
on the radial dose function of HDR 192Ir dosimetry by comparison of the film dosimetry with TLD
data. Zhu et al. [41] and Chiu-Tsao et al. [50] had also independently examined the nonuniformity
of the RCF response for different models of the films.

6.5 ROLE OF RADIOCHROMIC FILM ON SOURCE
CHARACTERIZATION

6.5.1 Low dose rate; low-energy photon emitter sources
6.5.1.1 DOSIMETRY OF 125I, 103Pd, AND 131Cs BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES
Chiu-Tsao et al. [50] have examined the application of the MD-55 RCF for dosimetric evaluation of
125I. They have measured the optical densities of the irradiated films using a Macbeth spot densitometer (Model TG502) with 1-mm aperture, an He–Ne laser scanning microdensitometer (Pharmacia
LKB, Model 2222-010, with a red light filter 632.8 nm and 100 µm apertures). Additional detail on
scanning system can be found in Chapter 4. Morrison et al. [51] have reported their assessment
of the calibration technique of the EBT3 RCF for low-energy brachytherapy sources. They have
designed a custom phantom to hold a single 125I seed. Film pieces were scanned with an Epson
10000XL flatbed scanner, and the resulting 48-bit RGB TIFF images were analyzed using both
FilmQA Pro software and MATLAB. They have concluded that the energy dependence between
6 MV and 125I photons is significant such that film calibrations should be done with an appropriately low-energy source when performing low-energy brachytherapy dose measurements. Their
results indicate that earlier doses of 1 Gy, absolute dose measurements can be made with an accuracy of 1.6% for 6 MV beams and 5.7% for 125I seed exposures if using the 125I source for calibration,
or 2.3% if using the 75 kVp photon beam for calibration. Aldelaijan et al. [52] evaluated the use of
RCF for the dosimetry of 192Ir source.
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6.5.2 Low dose rate; high-energy photon-emitter sources
6.5.2.1 DOSIMETRY OF 192Ir, 137Cs, AND 60Co BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES
As noted in the text, due to the low sensitivity of the RCF responses, there are limited investigations in their applications for LDR brachytherapy. In 2006, Le et al. [53] evaluated the possibility
of 2D dosimetry of LDR brachytherapy sources using RCF. They have measured the precision and
accuracy of the RCF dosimetry of the 137Cs sources using the MD-55-2 films. They have read the
irradiated films with an He–Ne laser scanner. The measured data were compared with the MC
simulated data. They reported an agreement of within 4% between measurement and MC simulated data in the dose range of 3–60 Gy.

6.5.3 High dose rate; photon-emitter sources
6.5.3.1 DOSIMETRY OF 192Ir AND 60Co HDR BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES
In 1997, Meigooni et al. [38] utilized Model MD-55-2 RCF for dosimetric characterization of the 192Ir
HDR remote after loading system. A comparison between their measured radial dose function of
192Ir using RCF and LiF TLD values shows poor agreements between the two data sets due to the nonuniformity of the film response. However, Uniyal et al. [54] investigated the accuracy and suitability
of using GAFchromic EBT2 film for a dosimetry method in the transverse plane of HDR 192Ir brachytherapy source. They measured the radial dose function and dose-rate constant using GAFchromic
EBT2 film and TLD. They had shown that the dose-rate constant and radial dose function measured
by GAFchromic EBT2 film are in agreement with their TLD data within 3.9% and 2.8%, respectively.
Moreover, they had shown the agreement of the data with the MC-simulated values by Williamson
et al. [55] (Figure 6.5). Therefore, they demonstrated the suitability of using GAFchromic EBT2 film
dosimetry in characterization of dose distribution in the transverse plane of HDR 192Ir source.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of the measured radial-dose function of 192Ir with TLD, GAFchromic film, and
Monte Carlo simulated data. (Reproduced from Uniyal, S.C. et al., Phys. Med., 28, 2, 129–133, 2012.)
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Schumer et al. [56] reported their evaluation of brachytherapy dosimetry with RCF for high
dose rate 192Ir source from a nucletron brachytherapy planning system. The optical density of
the exposed films was determined with a modified Scanditronix film scanner, and the film was
calibrated with 192Ir using manually calculated exposure times. They had demonstrated that
the dose distribution calculated by the nucletron brachytherapy planning system (v. 13.3), at a
distance of 1.0 cm, is validated to within ±4% of the measured dose distribution. The advantages
and limitations of RCF as a dosimetry tool are also addressed in their work.
Ghorbani et al. [57] examined the application of EBT film for dosimetric evaluation of HDR
GZP6 60Co brachytherapy sources. They have utilized a Microtek color ScanMaker (1000XL) for
their project and compared their measured data with MC-simulated values. Their results indicated
that RCF measurements are in good agreement with the MC calculations (4%).

6.5.4 Beta-emitter sources
6.5.4.1 DOSIMETRY OF 90Sr/90Y AND 106Ru BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES
Duggan et al. [58] measured dose distribution around HDR beta emitter source for the intravascular brachytherapy. They concluded that the maximum and minimum of the dose rates along the
axis, at a radial distance of 2 mm from the axis, over the centered 24.5 mm, are within ±10% of
the average. Moreover, Kirisitsa et al. [59] obtained the reference isodose lines by MC calculations
and also GAFchromic film dosimetry for three endovascular brachytherapy devices currently in
clinical use (192Ir seed ribbon, 32P wire source, and 90Sr seed train). They found that the agreement
between the measured and calculated is better for beta emitter sources than the photon emitters. Song et al. [60] also presented the results of their investigations for application of MD55-2
film, for dosimetric evaluation of the Cordis Checkmate™ 192Ir sources used in the intravascular
brachytherapy system.

6.6 RADIOCHROMIC FILM IN SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

6.6.1 Eye plaque
Acar et al. [61] have published their experimental data for measuring the absolute dose distributions in eye phantom for collaborative ocular melanoma study (COMS) eye plaques with 125I seeds
(model I25.S16) using radiochromic EBT film dosimetry (Figure 6.6). They had to correct their
measured data for the scattered radiation from the gold-plaque, which was determined using a
MC-simulation technique. Their measurements along the plaque’s central axis were performed
using the EBT film for (a) uniformly loaded plaques (14–20 mm in diameter) and (b) a 20-mm
plaque with single seed. In addition, they have measured the dose values in the off-axis direction
at depths of 5 and 12 mm for all four plaque sizes. The EBT film calibrations were performed at 125I
photon energy. MC calculations were performed using MCNP5 code for a single seed at the center
of a 20-mm plaque in homogeneous water and polystyrene medium. The EBT film-measured absolute dose rate values (film) were compared with those calculated using plaque simulator (PS) with
homogeneous assumption (PS Homo) and heterogeneity correction (PS Hetero). Their results indicated the central axis depth–dose rate values for a single seed in 20-mm plaque measured using EBT
film and calculated with MCNP5 code were compared, and agreement within 9% was found. They
concluded that the calculated doses for uniformly loaded plaques using PS with heterogeneity correction option enabled were corroborated by the EBT film-measurement data. Radiochromic EBT
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of the off-axis dose rates at a depth of 5 mm that was measured for
different 125I eye-plaques (a: 14 mm, b: 16 mm, c: 18 mm, and d: 20 mm plaques) using EBT film
and calculated with plaque simulator program (v5.3.9) with homogeneous water (PS Homo) and
with heterogeneity correction (PS Hetero). (Reproduced from Acar, H. et al., Med. Phys., 40, 1,
011708-1-13, 2013.)

film dosimetry is feasible in measuring absolute dose distributions in eye phantom for COMS eye
plaques loaded with single or multiple 125I seeds. AAPM task group 129 reports present a detailed
discussions regarding eye-plaque dosimetry, including the application of the RCF for dosimetry of
various source types as well as the plaque assembly [8].
Heon et al. [62] have examined the dosimetry of 32P ophthalmic applicator as an alternative to
90Sr/90Y irradiation devices. They have used RCF to measure the reference dose, axial depth dose
distributions, and trans-axial dose profiles at various depths in water. They recommended measuring
dose profiles as well as the reference dose rate for every new applicator.

6.6.2 Surface implant
The nonmalignant disease known as pterygium is generally developed on the conjunctiva, or clear
membrane that covers the eye. Pterygium is a red growth of excessive blood vessels on white part
of the eye that can also grow onto the cornea. This disease is treated with surgery or radiation
using a β-emitter contact applicator such as 90Sr [63,64]. These applicators are generally calibrated
by the ADCL using the RCF to measure the dose rate as well as the uniformity of the activity
distributions.
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6.6.3 Other applications
RCFs are often used for quality assurance (QA) purposes in various brachytherapy procedures. For
example, Elekta has developed a précised design device that uses a precisely marked RCF strip to
verify the dwell position of the HDR 192Ir sources. These QA are performed during the daily QA
or QA during the source exchange and Annual QA.

6.7 SUMMARY

6.7.1 Advantages of RCF
Higher special resolution, lower energy dependence of the RCF relative to other radiation detectors
such as TLD and diodes are among the advantages of these detectors for brachytherapy sources.
These films enable us to measure the radiation distribution at the vicinity of the surface of the
brachytherapy sources that is not possible with other detectors. In additions, no requirement of
the processing after irradiation provides a great advance of these films. Although the investigators
had shown that the film response is not linear relative to the absorbed dose, nonlinearity can easily
be corrected by calibration of samples of films prior to the dosimetric procedure.

6.7.2 Disadvantages of RCF
Low film response with the absorbed dose, particularly for earlier models of the films, was one of
the disadvantages of this film for their application in brachytherapy dosimetry. Presently, the major
application of the RCF is concentrated in HDR brachytherapy dosimetry. Moreover, nonuniformity of the film response created another obstacle for expansion of the application of this film for
radiation dosimetry.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
The field of radiation therapy has revolutionized with the introduction of linear accelerator-based
megavoltage beams and characterized by their increased skin sparing and deeper penetration depth
relative to kilovoltage and isotope-generated (teletherapy) beams. These beam characteristics led to
improved outcome in radiation treatment of most diseases by improved sparing of skin and other
organs at risk while allowing for more uniform dose distributions. Innovation and advancement
of linear accelerator technology rapidly progressed with the development of multileaf collimators
(MLCs) for designing dynamic beam’s eye view blocking needed for three-dimensional conformal
radiation therapy (3DCRT), intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), and volumetric-modulated
arc therapy (VMAT). The evolution of radiation treatment from 2D to 3DCRT and beyond is only
possible with advances in radiation technology with highly complex motion and dose delivery
providing hypofractionation with very high dose rate (2400 cGy/min). This chapter details the
use of radiochromic film (RCF) in the routine quality assurance of medical accelerators, collection of beam data for commissioning, and treatment-planning system (TPS) quality assurance and
validation.
However, before these sophisticated radiation emitting machines and techniques can be used
for patient’s treatment, they must go through acceptance testing and proper commissioning and
validation by qualified personnel [1] before being used clinically. The commissioning of accelerators is a time-consuming process requiring significant data acquisition, analysis, and processing, as discussed by Das et al. in TG-106 [2]. The majority of beam-data collection is performed
using a single detector in a scanning water phantom, wherein the beam is static and the chamber
response changes as the detector position changes within the water phantom. However, in the case
of dynamically changing beam systems (e.g., MLC movement in IMRT/VMAT or jaw movement
in virtual/soft wedges), multiple measurements are required to fully characterize beam properties
in space. Measurement of such fields using a single detector would require repeated beam deliveries
for each new measurement position, which significantly increases acquisition time and is an inefficient measurement technique. This has led to the development of 1D and 2D measurement systems
that allow for rapid collection of dynamically changing beam data in a single beam delivery. Such
systems specific to commissioning beam data include 1D and 2D diode and chamber arrays (SNC
Waterproof Profiler, PTW LA48) as well as radiographic and RCF. Ion chamber and diode array
systems are primarily used for beam data commissioning allowing for rapid collection of data;
however, the upfront cost of such systems is prohibitively expensive considering their limited clinical utilization. Moreover, spatial resolution is typically on the order of millimeters and requires
software and hardware interfaces, and array calibration for each beam energy to normalize detector response.
In contrast, film techniques are cheaper, can be utilized for a wide range of clinical applications
in addition to commissioning, and offer submillimeter resolution. RCF, specifically, requires no
response calibration, is near tissue equivalent, can be cut to specific application, and requires no
processor or development. The primary drawbacks to film techniques involve the need for digitization (film scanning) for advanced quantitation and analysis and calibration curves to relate
dose to film response. Radiographic film and RCF provide unique opportunity to collect 2D data
in a single exposure. With disappearance of radiographic films and emergence of RCF having
many advantages (self-developing, no dark room, energy dependency, high dose range, etc.), as
discussed in Chapter 3, it provides opportunity for beam data collection and have beam explored
by many investigators [3–5].
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7.1.1 Historical view of 2D dosimeter
Point dosimetry allows us to verify the absolute dose, whereas 2D dosimetry of dose distributions
requires higher dimensional measurements. Currently, there are several options for 2D dosimeters such as radiographic film, RCF, diode arrays, and ionization chamber arrays. Historically, the
majority of beam data collection techniques were done using radiographic film in the megavoltage
energy range. Film is convenient to use, providing permanent records of integrated dose distributions in a single exposure from which a set of isodose curves can be obtained in the film plane [6].
However, radiographic film has several disadvantages, such as an energy-dependent response due
to oversensitivity at low photon energies, a complex development process, and requires a dark
room and processor [7,8]. Innovations in RCF have removed many of these drawbacks; the complex
development process has been eliminated, and a dark room is not necessary. With the appropriate
film-scanning technique [9] for the conversion process from the film density to dose, it is possible
to perform the absolute dosimetry as well as the evaluation of dose distributions. Two-dimensional
diode and ionization chamber arrays are also available to use for the same purpose. The repeatability of dose measurements is superior in these detectors compared with those in film detectors
[10,11]; however, the diode has an energy, dose rate, and temperature dependence [12–14], and the
ionization chamber has a volume averaging effect with larger cavity [15–17]. Some of these problems are not encountered when using RCF; thus, some prefer to use RCF with comfort.

7.1.2 R adiochromic properties
Film dosimetry in radiotherapy plays an important role for qualitative geometrical verification and
quantitative dose measurements. As a quality control (QC) of radiotherapy machines, coincidence
of light and radiation fields, MLC leaf positions, dose profile at depth in phantom, and the coincidence of rotational axes of gantry, collimator, and couch with respect to the isocenter, so-called
star-shot irradiation, are verified by the use of film measurement. Historically, radiographic film
has been used for the above QC items; however, RCF has recently begun replacing radiographic
film for these tasks. Development of RCF and its characteristics can be found in Chapters 2 and 3
of the current book.

7.1.3 Complex geometry with heterogeneity
Patients’ bodies contain many structures with different densities and composition, such as soft tissue, lung, cartilage, bone and air cavity, and occasionally implanted materials and alloys including
titanium, steel, gold, and dental amalgam. Dose measurements incorporating such heterogeneity
changes are challenging due to changes in electronic equilibrium and low energy scatter through
various heterogeneity interfaces. Dose can be measured after the beam passed through the inhomogeneity medium for both ionization chamber and film; however, in case of measuring at the
interface between homogeneous and inhomogeneous mediums, film measurement is better suited
to know the dose changes extending over the interface in phantom. RCF film measurement is especially advantages in cases in which the dose measurement is conducted to know the scatter radiation from the surface of high-density materials such as metals or alloys. In these situations, the
film should be adhered to the metal surface as closely as possible to measure dose. Backscatter dose
from metallic interfaces can be challenging due to short distances as described by Das and Khan
[18]. RCF film has been successfully used for complex geometry as shown by Shimamoto et al. [19].
Similarly, RCF could be used in many complex situation including lungs.
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7.2 RCF AND QUALITY ASSURANCE IN MEGAVOLTAGE

7.2.1 Component of quality assurance TG-142
Quality-assurance programs are essential to the safety and accuracy of radiotherapy delivery. Task
Group 142 [20] provides recommendations on machine QA parameters, some of which can be
performed using RCF. The QA items such as the coincidence of light field and radiation field, star
shots for rotation axes, MLC tests for leaf characteristics, and soft wedge could be easily performed
using RCF.

7.2.2 Coincidence of light field and radiation field
Ensuring that the light field is commensurate with the radiation field is especially important
for treatment cases in which the light field is used to clinically define or match the radiation field to be delivered. Such cases include electron–photon field matching, light-field entry
points relative to t attoos or patient anatomy, and clinical electron setups. Errors in light field
radiation field alignment may result from positioning errors in mirror or bulb positioning or
beam steering.
Field size is defined as the size of collimator opening at source–axis-distance (SAD) 100 cm.
Figure 7.1 shows light and radiation fields from 5 × 5 to 20 × 20 cm2 film on a single film as well as
an independent jaw test. Independent jaw tests consist of bringing each jaw to a half beam block
and irradiating a single RCF. This test is useful in determining symmetry and gap width of half
beam blocks as well as diagnosing jaw skewness.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1 (a) Light field to radiation field coincidence for symmetric jaws (10 × 10 cm and 15 × 15 cm)
and asymmetric jaws (X1 = 5, X2 = 10, Y1 = 15, and Y2 = 0 cm) delivered on a single 8 × 10″ RCF.
(b) Independent jaw comprises four quadrant irradiation, in which each jaw is brought to half beam
block and irradiated. Note that there is no overdose at junctions.
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7.2.3 Star shots
Star-shot analysis determines the coincidence of radiation isocenter and mechanical isocenter
with respect to the rotation axes of gantry, collimator, and couch. Treatment room laser should
be matched to the mechanical isocenter before performing star-shot irradiation. As an example,
during gantry star-shot irradiation, the RCF is placed on the treatment couch and parallel to the
beam axis in transverse (lateral–vertical) plane and is sandwiched between solid water phantoms.
Then, slit beams made by the X-jaw at several gantry angles (e.g., 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°) irradiate
the RCF to create the star-shot pattern. As with the procedure of the coincidence of light field and
radiation field, the vertical and lateral marks with respect to the treatment room laser are marked
on the RCF by a marker pen. The radiation isocenter would be a center of gravity calculated from
the slit fields. The coincidence of radiation isocenter to mechanical isocenter could be calculated
by the displacement between the center of gravity from slit beams and the cross point of the four
marks as shown in Figure 7.2.

7.2.4 MLC tests
MLC leaf evaluation can be performed using RCF. Properties such as leaf-position accuracy and leaf
transmission can be performed for mechanical and dosimetric checks, respectively. These evaluations
are necessary before clinical implementation of MLC programs and routinely as QC checks for accurate beam modeling and to ensure accurate dose calculation and delivery. According to the TG-142
report, the procedures of MLC tests are distinguished in non-IMRT and IMRT. In this section, the
procedures for non-IMRT are presented; IMRT and VMAT are discussed in Chapter 8 of this book.
For the verification of field shape using MLC blocking, the planned field should be compared with
the radiation field. For example, the RCF is placed on the treatment couch and perpendicular to the
beam axis in coronal (lateral-long) plane and is sandwiched between solid water phantoms. By irradiation for getting enough film density, the appropriate monitor units (MUs) would be necessary. To
evaluate the difference between the planned and irradiated dose distribution, distance-to-agreement
evaluation is useful for quantitative check.
For MLC leaf-transmission measurement, films must be irradiated for both MLC banks such
that the RCF is sufficiently exposed, followed by a third film with no MLC blocking to serve as a
normalization scan to remove beam nonuniformity. The irradiated field will contain some nonuniformity due to the absence or presence of the flattening filter as well as the amount of buildup
used. Sufficient and equivalent buildup is required for the three measurements to ensure that
electron contamination does not provide additional exposure to the open field, causing reduced
transmission measurements after open-field normalization. In addition, all films should be
marked by laser or crosshair for purposes of spatial registration to normalize the MLC-blocked
films with the open-field film. The ratio of the closed-field film to the open-field film represents
the transmission and should be measured for interleaf and intraleaf transmission. MLC transmission films will typically require a factor of 5–10 greater number of MUs than the open-field MUs
for sufficient exposure for comparison, due to the leaves’ expected 1%–2% transmissions. This
factor should be included during the open-field normalization. In addition, transmission may
be obtained from MLC leaves from alternating banks to investigate the interleaf leakage between
alternating leaves. When an ionization chamber is used to measure the MLC leaf transmission,
the size of the detector is relatively large to the leaf width. Therefore, average leaf transmission
including interleaf and intraleaf would be measured. As the spatial resolution for film dosimetry
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Figure 7.2 Star-shot patterns delivered on RCF for (a) gantry, (b) couch, (c) collimator, and (d) MLC radiation isocenters (top row). The corresponding
evaluation of each digitized RCF star shot using Dose Lab Pro (Mobius Medical) wherein the diameter of the largest circle contained within the largest
triangle formed from intersecting spokes measures the radiation isocenter (bottom row).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 (a) A picket fence pattern delivered on RCF, testing MLC positional accuracy. (b) MLC
transmission measured using RCF. The transmission film has two registration points that allow for
registration to the open-field film for normalization. Both films were delivered on a Varian millennium
120 MLC using 6 MV with 1.5-cm build-up at source–film distance of 64 cm to include all 60 leaf pairs.

is high, it is possible to distinguish these leaf transmissions that are necessary for MLC modeling
in some TPSs (Figure 7.3).
Implementation of VMAT programs also requires measurement of variable MLC speed, dose
rate, and gantry speed that can be performed using RCF and is reviewed in Chapter 8.

7.2.5 Soft wedge (dynamic and virtual)
Soft wedges are created using modulation of jaws in various ways based on the concept developed by
Petti et al. [21]. This technology is called commercially as enhanced dynamic wedge and virtual wedge
in Varian and Siemens accelerators, respectively. Movement of the collimating jaw during irradiation
results in the beam modulation. To verify the slope of dose distribution, two-dimensional detectors
such as film, diode array, and electronic portal imaging device are n
 ecessary. RCF is more useful to
perform modulated 2D dose distribution for soft wedge fields, especially when the dose distribution
in the transverse plane is investigated, which will be discussed later in Section 7.3.1.4. RCF also provides additional advantages of measuring dose in parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the
beam axis and can be performed at any depth in water, solid water, or heterogenous phantoms.

7.3 RCF APPLICATIONS IN 3DCRT COMMISSIONING
This section provides the application of RCF for commissioning of 3D conformal radiotherapy
systems. Before continuing, it is important to note that this section deals solely with large field
commissioning. Please see the following chapters for detailed discussions of RCF in other subcomponents of commissioning: IMRT/VMAT (Chapter 8) small field dosimetry (Chapter 13), and
buildup (Chapter 16). The application of RCF consists of the following two primary phases: data
collection for beam modeling and validation of beam models. In both situations, RCF is irradiated
in a specific beam geometry, digitized, converted to dose, and then either input into the TPS for
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Figure 7.4 Stacked phantom approach for PDD. Data for parallel and perpendicular stacking are
shown along with Monte Carlo generated 6-MV beam used for dose evaluation and the TPS commissioning. (Adapted from McCaw, T.J. et al., Med. Phys., 41, 052104, 2014.)

purposes of beam modeling or compared with the expected doses from the TPS. In most cases, the
same irradiated film can be used for both purposes.
The beam parameters acquired during commissioning provide the foundation for treatment
planning. These can be regularly checked using RCF. The most common parameters are percent
depth dose (PDD) and beam profiles. These two 2D parameters could be easily acquired using
RCF. McCaw et al. [22] have provided a stacked phantom approach for the depth–dose measurement as shown in Figure 7.4. The stacking phantom provides minimum air column that is known
for dosimetric error. Similarly, beam profiles at different depths can be acquired, which has been
shown to be satisfactory with 1.5% [22]. Instead of such phantom, film can be exposed in a water
phantom with the help of plastic holders or book self-clamps to keep film in a single plane. A simple
device for film exposure is shown by Arjomandy et al. [23]. The advantage of water is that it is
homogeneous and has no air/medium perturbation. Several investigators have provided measurements in water [24–27]. In case film is placed in water, it should be kept only during exposures with
minimum duration as water could seep through the film layers causing peripheral damage [27].
The films should be dried out uniformly and individually after taken out of water. Various technical information about irradiation in water are provided by Van Battum et al. [24] and claimed that
accuracy ±1.5% is easily achievable.
RCF provides dosimetrically accurate measurement in homogeneous media; however, in 3DCRT,
nearly all clinical planning situations in the human body involve inhomogeneities. The calculation
algorithms should provide a high degree of accuracy in complex geometries and should be verified
by measurements, wherein RCF is a very useful tool. During commissioning, it is possible to simplify the irradiation method used clinically and to investigate the accuracy of the individual dose
calculation to estimate the uncertainty of the irradiation accuracy of the dose. In most cases, some
simplification can be noted: the use of a rectangular irradiation fields, the use of a wedges, the tilt
of the surface of the body with respect to the beam, and the presence of an inhomogeneous region
(lung, air, and bone) in the irradiation field. The calculated dose profile depends on the method of
dose calculation, for example, the Clarkson method, the convolution/superposition, collapsed-cone
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method, or the Monte Carlo method. The accuracy of some of the algorithms differs significantly
as noted by Akino et al. [28] can be easily performed in phantom with RCF. Furthermore, clinical
irradiation comprises a combination of many physical parameters. Therefore, it is important to
investigate each of these parameters in which RCF plays an important role due to its characteristics
as described earlier in Chapters 2 and 3.

7.3.1 Measured dose distribution compared with the
calculated dose plane
The equipment required for dose investigations include an ionization chamber for the absolute dose
measurement and films, a scanner, and dose profile analysis software for the relative dose-profile
measurement. First, a treatment plan for commissioning on a TPS and outputting a point dose
and dose profile is proposed. Water-equivalent phantoms, into which the ionization chamber and
films can be inserted and virtual water-equivalent phantoms, created within the TPS, are used as
the irradiation targets. An example of such practice was clearly introduced in ESTRO Booklet No. 7
[29], for commissioning regarding the dose investigation for a TPS. Detailed information can be
viewed from this booklet about the process and need for verification in PDD and profiles that care
essentials for the beam data.

7.3.1.1 OPEN SQUARE AND RECTANGULAR FIELDS
This basic verification consists of delivering square and rectangular fields ranging from 5 × 5 to
40 × 40 cm2 to a measurement device. It is possible to check the output factor by changing the irradiation field size and to check the extent of the collimator exchange effect by changing the sizes in
the X and Y-directions that is also energy dependent [30,31]. Many investigators have studied the
use of RCF for beam data, such as PDDs, and dose profiles, using RCF and compared with various
detectors including ion chambers, diode, TLD, and Monte Carlo calculations. As high-resolution
data from film can be acquired, many types of analysis can be made such as shown in Figure 7.5. It
shows the distributions of (a) dose difference and (b) distance to agreement between TPS and RCF
for a simple 10 × 10 cm2 square field at 100-cm SAD and 10-cm depth. Dose profiles for comparison in horizontal and vertical directions are shown in subfigures of (c) and (d), respectively. Both
profiles are normalized at the beam center. It was found that the measured dose was a little higher
than the planned dose outside the field in subfigures of (a) and (c). It should be noted that such
systematic discrepancy might be derived from the TPS modeling for MLC transmission factor and
jaw transmission factor. In contrast, the dose profiles outside the field are well matched between
TPS and RCF in vertical direction (d). Although the dose profiles in TPS and RCF are well matched
and visually confirmed in (c) and (d), distance-to-agreement approach is suitable to evaluate quantitatively shown in (b). As the spatial resolution for RCF is high (e.g., 0.3 mm/pixel in 75 dpi), it is a
suitable way for the evaluation of dose distribution especially at high dose gradient region.
Various investigators have proven that RCF can be used in beam modeling in Monte Carlo or
commissioning, such as penumbra region matching in both electron and photon-intensity profiles [32,33]. The accuracy of RCF in photon beam measurement can be relatively good up to 2.8%
[34] and even better as shown by McCaw et al. [22] up to 1.5%. The accuracy is dependent on the
exposure conditions, care of the film, and reading processes that have been described in Chapter 2
through 4. An analysis of RCF data in water was presented with three sets of film and compared
with an ion chamber. Figure 7.6 shows data from Van Battum [24] indicating accuracy within
±1.8% across the entire profile.
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7.3.1.2 PERCENT DEPTH DOSE
In general, PDD curves are measured using an ionization chamber in a water tank. Alternatively,
this can be acquired using RCF either in a phantom or water tank. As mentioned by McCaw et al.
[22], when using a solid water phantom, dose perturbation due to air should be taken into account.
Figure 7.7 depicts PDD measurement using RCF sandwiched between water-equivalent slabs and
exposed parallel to the beam axis for a 4-MV beam. Comparison between the RCF and ion chamber measurements demonstrates that the two methods are commensurate to within 2% for these
conditions. The PDD measured by the RCF is useful for quick periodic QA without a 3D water tank,
thus saving significant amount of time in a busy department.
7.3.1.3 OFF-AXIS FIELD
Half beam either by block or by independent jaws is required in many clinical cases such as breast,
head and neck, and spine irradiation. Dosimetry of such fields can easily be verified using RCF
in a phantom. In addition, off-axis data can be acquired using film. Many clinical situations like
medulloblastoma may require matching fields in 3D. In these situations, fields can be visually verified with RCF, whereas doses can be quantitatively compared with TPS provided doses. Similar
approaches in photon and proton beams have been demonstrated with radiographic film [35,36]
that can be achieved with RCF in a complex geometry.
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7.3.1.4 WEDGE FIELD
Commissioning of soft wedges requires 2D detector that is not available in many institutions.
This can be easily verified using film in a phantom or water. Figure 7.8 shows the distributions of
(a) dose difference and (b) distance to agreement between TPS and RCF. Wedge field irradiation
was performed for a 10 × 10-cm2 field at 100-cm SAD and at 10-cm depth. Dose profiles along the
dose gradient for comparison in horizontal direction are shown in subfigure (c). Both profiles are
normalized at the beam center. It is found that the measured dose at heel side was a little higher
than the planned dose in subfigures of (a) and (c). It should be noted that such systematic discrepancy might be derived from the TPS modeling for wedged shape. Distance-to-agreement distribution shows the near agreement between TPS and RCF as shown in (b).
7.3.1.5 INHOMOGENEITY
In addition to homogenous system, 3DCRT requires validation of inhomogeneous media that
can be tested in an appropriate phantom. For the inhomogeneous section, a low-density region
simulating lung and a high-density region for simulating bone can be used. The accuracy of the
dose calculation for the absorbed dose of a beam passing through an inhomogeneous section is
evaluated by comparing the calculation algorithms available in the TPS. The dose inside the inhomogeneous part and the transmitted dose vary significantly depending on the irradiation field
size, beam energy, and the dose-calculation algorithm used [37]. Point-dose validations using ion
chamber can be very tedious and in some instances not feasible due to placement (drilling) within
the phantom. RCF provides a great opportunity to measure dose in a plane with inhomogeneity.
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To verify the dose calculation corrections in heterogeneous medium, the low- and high-density
materials (lung and bone) are prepared before the TPS commissioning. Inhomogeneity corrections
require the conversion of CT numbers to electron density. If a correction model is unable to deal
with inhomogeneity corrections, one should delineate manually the specific region and assign the
appropriate CT number or electron density to calculate the dose accurately. For head-and-neck
regions, metal artifact from the dental crown would be present and invalidate CT numbers in
soft tissue. In addition to the dose verification at the beam central axis below the inhomogeneity
medium, one should recognize the dose calculation accuracy for whether the TPS is able to calculate the effect of electric disequilibrium at the field edges and interfaces. As film is a 2D detector, it
is suitable to use in these regions.

7.3.1.6 OBLIQUE INCIDENCE
Megavoltage 3DCRT uses oblique incidences that perturb the buildup dose due to electron transport moving toward surface as described by Jackson [38]. Details of the obliquity factors have been
also provided by Gerbi et al. [39] in a homogeneous medium. However, in a clinical setting with a
complexity of patients, obliquity is frequently problematic. Such difficulty could be resolved with
RCF measuring dose distribution accurately with a selection of proper phantom or in a water phantom. The dose-calculation accuracy of the TPS could also be evaluated with oblique beam incidence very similar to the study conducted by Akino et al. [40].
7.3.1.7 ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING FROM THE TREATMENT COUCH
For commissioning of 3DCRT, in a case with multiple beams irradiated from different angles, the
beams could pass through the treatment couch, and the subsequent transmitted beams would
have a decreased dose as described by Olch et al. [41]. Furthermore, if the irradiation target is
close to the couch side of the irradiated body, it is possible that the dose could be increased by the
scattered radiation from the treatment couch and that the dose could then be higher than the calculated dose. Therefore, considering such uncertainties, it is possible to reduce the effect of scattered
photons from the treatment couch by increasing the distance between the couch and irradiated
body with absorbing and ignorable materials, such as Styrofoam. However, such techniques in a
clinical setting are not always feasible. If dose verification is needed at the interface, modeling the
treatment couch shape with an accurate relative electron density (physical density) and making
a dose calculation for the integrated model comprising the body contour and the modeled treatment couch could be used for calculation. Verification of the combined couch and body model or
estimated dose at interface can be measured using RCF.

7.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE OF A TREATMENT-PLANNING
SYSTEM
Before a TPS can be used clinically, the accuracy of the dose calculation needs to be verified with all
its parameters, such as PDD, off-center ratio, slope of beam penumbra, and transmission factor of jaw
and MLC. These must be modeled correctly to accurately match calculated data to acquired measurements. Beam data are commissioned using water phantom as recommended by TG-106 [2]; however,
quick verification can be achieved for quality-assurance purpose by two-dimensional detectors similar to film. RCFs have become popular as they are self-developing, tissue equivalent, and can be placed
in phantom. Many of the characteristics have been described in Chapter 3 and need not to be elaborated here. However, its utility in megavoltage beam dosimetry is discussed in the current chapter.
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7.4.1 TPS commissioning
There are many guidelines for TPS commissioning. In modern times, some of the older references
are obsolete. Central axis data in most cases are in agreement including RCF; however agreement could be a problem due to steep dose gradient in the beam penumbra regions. The deviation
between the calculated and measured doses is not expressed as the relative error; rather the distance
expresses the difference in the dose distribution. Homogeneous phantoms correspond to water
phantoms and water-equivalent phantoms. For inhomogeneous phantoms, the acceptable dose criteria are shown for the transmission of a beam through a substance, the density of which is different
from that of water, with lung-density equivalent or bone-density equivalent. Commissioning of the
dose-calculation accuracy of the TPS has been provided by Venselaar et al. [42]. Table 7.1 can be
used as a standard for the comparison using ion chamber or film. Based on data provided and from
various references, it is clear that RCF will provide data within acceptable limit with precautions as
recommended in the literature.

7.4.2 Complex plans
Details of complex techniques such as IMRT, VMAT, stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), s tereotactic
body radiation therapy (SBRT) can be reviewed in their respective chapters in this book. The
commissioning of TPS dose calculation is conducted using a single beam in anterior–posterior
direction. This is a convenient way to assess the accuracy of dose calculation to determine which
parameters have the greatest dosimetric impact or deviation from TPS calculation. Complex plans
consisting of multiple beams (e.g., four fields box irradiation) are used to evaluate the overall dose
calculation accuracy along with combinations of wedged and MLC-shaped beams. RCF placed in
the appropriate phantom can be used to validate these complex plans. Furthermore, orientation
of the RCF within the phantom can often be arranged to investigate dose gradients in multiple

Table 7.1 Acceptable criteria for external beam-dose calculations
Absolute dose at

Beam

normalization

central

Inner

penumbra

Outer

Buildup

point (%)

axis (%)

beam (%)

(mm)

beam (%)

region (%)

Situation

Beam

Homogeneous phantoms
Square fields

0.5

1

1.5

2

2

20

Rectangular fields

0.5

1.5

2

2

2

20

Asymmetric fields

1

2

3

2

3

20

Blocked fields

1

2

3

2

5

50

MLC-shaped fields

1

2

3

3

5

20

Wedged fields

2

2

5

3

5

50

External surface

0.5

1

3

2

5

20

1

1

1.5

2

2

40

Slab inhomogeneities

3

3

5

5

5

–

3D inhomogeneities

5

5

7

7

7

–

variations
SSD variations
Inhomogeneous phantomsa

a

Excluding regions of electronic disequilibrium.
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directions and in planning target regions, organs at risk, and heterogeneity or buildup regions.
For example, in cases of beam attenuation due to beams passing through the treatment couch, film
could be inserted in a transverse plane to investigate scatter from the couch and additional dose
deposition at the couch-phantom interface. As for another complex geometry to verify the dose
calculation accuracy, the complex surfaces (e.g., sharp point, square corner, convexities, etc.) in
patient shape such as head-and-neck region can be investigated using RCF.

7.4.3 Dose calculation
Whenever the accuracy of a TPS dose-calculation algorithm is evaluated, care should be taken in
regards to the resolution of the dose-calculation grid, which is known to affect calculation accuracy
[40,43]. The finer grid resolution used, the slower the dose calculation, but the more accurate the
calculation. In particular, the region of steep dose gradient is subject to the grid resolution in terms
of the visualization of the isodose line. For dose-volume evaluation, small volume organs, such as
lens, optic nerves, and optic chiasms, are also subject to the grid resolution as the number of voxels
for these organs is relatively smaller than those of other organs Srivastava et al. [43]. If RCF data for
dose calculation do not agree with TPS-dose calculation for high gradient or small-volume regions,
the grid resolution should be investigated and the grid size possibly reduced.

7.5 SUMMARY
The 3DCRT is still a major treatment modality in which commissioning, continuous verification,
and QA data are critical for patient treatment. RCF provides 2D data set that can be acquired in
any simple and complex geometry. Even though data can be acquired with other devices such as
ion chamber or other reliable detector, RCF provides unique opportunity to a clinical physicist for
independent verification QA. It can provide accurate relative dose distribution in buildup region
and PDD as well as TMR, and profiles. In addition, use of RCF for QA and commissioning and
quick 2D verification of treatment algorithm is extremely valuable. The RCF film can be used in
solid phantom as well as in water, thus reducing some of the disadvantages of RCF as discussed in
this book.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
Modulated radiotherapy treatments such as intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and
volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT, sometimes called IMAT) involve the use of moving
multileaf collimator (MLC) leaves to deliver beams with a spatially varying intensity. These treatments are planned using inverse planning, where a sophisticated computerized fluence optimization
routine within the radiotherapy treatment-planning system is used to produce beams capable of
delivering complex dose distributions within the patient (Figure 8.1).
Modulated techniques are especially useful for treating convoluted or concave treatment
targets [1], or targets that are close to or abutting one or more organs-at-risk (OAR) (such as
the volume in Figure 8.1). For example, for treating the prostate, in which the target abuts the
radiosensitive rectum and is surrounded by other OAR, IMRT and VMAT treatments have been
shown to be capable of delivering similar doses to the prostate with substantially reduced OAR
doses compared with conventional (static, 3D conformal) radiotherapy [2]. This improved OAR
sparing can lead to reduced gastro-intestinal toxicities when conventional prostate prescriptions
are used [3] or can enable the use of escalated prescription doses [4]. Similarly, modulated radiotherapy treatments have been shown to produce significantly lower rates of severe side effects
(grade ≥ 3 toxicities) from head and neck treatments (including esophagus [4], oropharynx,
paranasal sinus, and nasopharynx [5]) while achieving similar control and survival rates to conventional radiotherapy treatments [4–6]. Modulated radiotherapy techniques are being used with an
increasing frequency to improve dose conformity and potentially reduce radiation side effects for
a growing range of anatomical sites [7–10].
(a)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)
(b)

(b)

Figure 8.1 Example of a dose distribution produced by an IMRT treatment plan: Modulated beams
combine to produce a concave high-dose region, covering the target (vertebra) while sparing a
critical organ-at-risk (spinal cord). Main image: transverse slice through CT of patient anatomy,
showing dose distribution as heat map (red = higher dose, blue = lower dose). Inset (a) Contours
indicating the treatment target (red) and the spinal cord (blue). Insets (b) Two-dimensional dose
distributions for each of the beams contributing to the treatment, with profiles showing the relative
intensity across the center of each beam.
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The planning and delivery of modulated treatments involve complex processes, with numerous
opportunities for inaccuracies to be introduced and compounded. However, the manifold clinical
benefits of treating with modulated radiotherapy justify the additional time and effort required to
establish and verify that the treatments are delivered accurately.
To ensure accurate modulated radiotherapy delivery, thorough commissioning and ongoing testing of modulated treatment-planning and delivery systems are widely recommended [11–14]. In
particular, it is important to verify the accuracy of the beam data used by the treatment-planning
system (including MLC transmission and interleaf leakage); establish the accuracy of the treatmentplanning system’s dose calculations for modulated treatments and identify any necessary limitations
that must be applied during planning (including modulation limits, field size limits, and MLC speed
limits); and test the accuracy with which treatments can be delivered—both generally (in terms of
factors including MLC motion and positioning accuracy) and specifically (including p
 retreatment
quality assurance of patient treatments). Further testing may also be required whenever an existing
modulated radiotherapy-treatment program needs to be broadened to include additional anatomical
sites, whenever particularly challenging one-off clinical cases are encountered or whenever ongoing
review or auditing of the modulated treatment process is undertaken.
The current chapter describes how radiochromic film dosimetry techniques can be used to
achieve all of these important clinical goals and thereby contribute to the ongoing quality improvement of a modulated radiotherapy program.

8.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR LINACS DELIVERING
MODULATED TREATMENTS

8.2.1 Multileaf collimator quality assurance
The extra tests and tighter tolerances that are needed for quality assurance of Linacs that deliver modulated radiotherapy treatments have been developed and investigated extensively, beginning when
practical systems for delivering modulated radiotherapy treatments were first developed in the early
1990s [15–17].
A useful summary of recommended tests and tolerances for Linacs delivering modulated radiotherapy treatments has been provided by Task Group 142 and subsequently discussed by Task
Group 100 of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), as part of their respective reports on routine Linac-quality assurance [11] and radiotherapy quality management [18].
These reports, known colloquially as TG-142 and TG-100, specifically recommend detailed testing
and ongoing quality assurance of the Linac’s MLC system, especially if it is used to deliver modulated radiotherapy, because the performance and characteristics of the MLC system can have substantial effects on the dose delivered during modulated treatments [19–22].

8.2.2 Leaf-side and leaf-gap effects
Film measurements have been used to demonstrate that when there are small changes in patient
position over the course of treatment (intra- and interfraction motion), the effective MLC transmission dose is substantially affected by the amount of radiation passing between adjacent MLC
leaves (interleaf leakage), as well as by the radiation transmitted through the MLC leaf body [20].
Although MLC transmission and leakage affect the doses delivered during all the treatments that
use MLCs, the related property, known as the tongue-and-groove effect [23–25], affects modulated
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treatments in particular. The tongue-and-groove effect has been shown to produce small regions
of underdosage, due to dynamic overlapping of the steps (tongues or grooves) in the sides of MLC
leaves, which are designed to minimize interleaf leakage when adjacent leaves are aligned.
The TG-142 report notes that it is important to verify, “leaf body, side and end characteristics do
not change over time, the most vulnerable being the leaf side rigidity due to leaf inter-digitation,
as it may affect interleaf leakage [11].” It is therefore important to measure interleaf leakage and
the tongue-and-groove effect during the process of commissioning a Linac for modulated radiotherapy treatment delivery and to verify the constancy of these properties at least annually thereafter
[11,13,26,27].
As radiochromic film provides high-resolution measurements of relatively large, two-dimensional
dose planes, radiochromic film is very well suited to use in evaluating MLC leaf-side and leaf-gap
effects (Figure 8.2), which may be underestimated by scanning ionization chambers (due to volume averaging), overestimated by scanning silicon diodes or amorphous silicon electronic portal
imaging devices (EPIDs) (due to detector overresponse), or barely detected at all by array-based
dosimeters (due to inadequate resolution). Quantitative measurements of these properties require
the use of carefully calibrated radiochromic dosimetry film. For example, the leakage measurement requires a calibration extending down to as low a dose as can be reliably measured. However,
routine verification may be performed qualitatively (via visual examination or conversion to relative net optical density), by irradiating a less costly type of radiochromic film, designed for use in
qualitative examination of radiotherapy beams (such as GAFchromic™ RT-QA2 film).

8.2.3 Leaf-end effects
For MLC leaves with rounded ends (as are used in many Linacs), transmission of radiation and not
light through the narrowest part of each leaf means that the size of the light field used in patient
setup and optical field checking does not exactly match the size of the radiation field used in the
treatment [28–30]. This effect is important for modulated treatments, in which projections of MLC
leaf ends may be overlying any part of the treated volume, rather than simply surrounding it, as
each beam is delivered.
The ability to directly inscribe radiochromic film with markings (including beam landmarks
such as light field edges and cross-hair positions, as well as field orientation and other beam

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.2 Sample radiographic film results from MLC tests: (a) abutting-leaf transmission test,
also showing interleaf leakage, (b) tongue-and-groove test (lighter stripes show tongue and groove
overlap regions), (c) MLC star shot, and (d) quadrant fields (the lighter, horizontal stripe shows
tongue and groove overlap region, the darker vertical stripe shows leaf-end transmission region,
and the presence and orthogonality of both regions shows MLC leaf banks are correctly aligned).
Yellow-background images show the visual appearance of RT-QA2 film after irradiation, grayscale
insets show regions from contrast-boosted red-channel images, used to examine fine details.
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delivery records) makes radiochromic film especially useful for evaluating the coincidence of the
MLC-defined radiation field with the MLC-defined light field and to verify the accuracy of MLC
positioning, for simple and complex static fields. For modulated fields, film may be marked and
irradiated using a series of apertures across the MLC travel range.
Similarly, the dose transmitted through abutting (closed) leaf ends may be measured either by
using a static abutting-leaf field (Figure 8.2) or by dynamically using a moving slit field [26]. Boyer
et al. have suggested, “Any deviation of the net optical density along the match line of about 20%
above or below the average net optical density indicates a positioning problem” [26].
These measurements should be completed and the results should be analyzed quantitatively,
when the Linac is commissioned for modulated radiotherapy delivery. In particular, it is important
to establish that light-radiation field offset and abutting leaf leakage are constant across the MLC
travel range and do not vary with gantry angle (due to gravitational effects on leaf banks) [27,31].

8.2.4 Leaf bank alignment
The measurements required to confirm the alignment of the MLC leaf banks with each other and
with the collimator axis or rotation can also be performed effectively using radiochromic film. Both
the MLC spoke-shot test [11,27,31] and the quadrant field MLC leaf bank alignment test [32] may be
completed efficiently by delivering all fields required by each test to one piece of film (Figure 8.2).
Analysis can then be performed via full calibration and conversion to dose, at commissioning, and
by visual examination or conversion of relative net optical density, during routine Linac qualityassurance testing.

8.2.5 Leaf positioning accuracy
The accuracy of MLC leaf positioning during modulated beam delivery can be quantified using a
picket-fence test [11,12,33] in which a sheet of film is irradiated using a dynamic MLC field in which
all leaves in both banks travel simultaneously, from one side of the field to the other, with several
predetermined stops at regular distances during beam delivery. All pairs of leaves are separated by
the same, small, constant distance, so the resulting film shows dark lines (where the MLC apertures stopped) against a lighter background (similar to the abutting leaf transmission test shown in
Figure 8.2(a). This test was designed specifically to enable MLC positioning errors to be observed
quickly, via visual examination, without the need for film to be digitized or further analyzed [33].
This test can enable very small (submillimeter) offsets in MLC position to be easily observed and
quickly corrected (usually via reinitialization but potentially via MLC leaf motor replacement).
The picket-fence test is, by definition, performed using a two-dimensional dosimeter, with radiochromic film usually being the preferred choice due to its high resolution and ability to provide
geometric as well as dosimetric information.
The consistency of MLC performance can also be evaluated by regularly completing film measurements of a small sample of modulated treatment beams, comparing the results against the
planned dose distributions and investigating variations from baseline results. Sample beams
should include beams that are typical of those used locally and may therefore include beams taken
from treatments of various anatomical sites (if beam geometry or complexity varies substantially
between anatomical sites [34]). At least one beam that unequivocally passes local quality-assurance
tests and at least one beam that produces a more borderline (or failing) result should be included in
the sample. Regular retesting of these beams provides a means to monitor treatment delivery accuracy, observe systematic trends or gradual changes in MLC performance over time, and quantify
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the effects of MLC positioning variability on the accuracy of locally typical modulated treatments.
Repetition of these tests and evaluation of the constancy of the results also provides a means to
maintain staff familiarity with, and confidence in, the film dosimetry process.

8.3 COMMISSIONING OF MODULATED RADIOTHERAPY
TREATMENT-PLANNING, DELIVERY, AND DOSIMETRY
SYSTEMS

8.3.1 Commissioning
Before a treatment-planning or delivery system can be used for modulated radiotherapy, the system must
be specifically commissioned for that purpose. Commissioning involves a detailed evaluation of the suitability of the system for its intended use as well as the optimization of user-controllable parameters and
the provision of local guidelines and limitations on using the system. Radiochromic film has an important role in all of these aspects of the modulated radiotherapy system commissioning process due to its
submillimeter precision, which is only limited by the resolution of scanner, as described in Chapter 4.
It should be noted that commissioning of any radiotherapy program is a substantially larger
task than simply preparing and verifying the treatment-planning system, measuring dosages and
evaluating dosimeters, and establishing whether and which treatments or treatment modalities
will be released for clinical use. Commissioning a modulated radiotherapy program involves much
more than dosimetry. However, this section does not discuss issues relating to radiation shielding,
patient immobilization, target contouring, margins, target localization, image guidance, motion
management, staff availability and workloads, or any of the wide range of other important areas in
which film dosimetry does not make a substantial contribution. Information on the broader issues
surrounding radiotherapy commissioning should be sought elsewhere [35–37].

8.3.2 Measurement and optimization of
treatment-planning system parameters
In addition to the extensive set of profiles and factors that must be measured and checked in order for
a treatment-planning system to be commissioned for use in conventional (static) radiotherapy treatment planning [36,37], several additional parameters must be investigated before the system can also
be used for planning modulated treatments. Depending on the specific treatment-planning system
used, these parameters may include the maximum allowed gantry speed or gantry speed variability
(maximum acceleration or deceleration per control point), maximum number of monitor units per
beam/arc/degree, MLC transmission and leakage, maximum MLC leaf speed, minimum MLC leaf
opening, MLC tip radius, MLC tongue and groove width, or MLC penumbra width.
Many of these parameters are related to properties of the MLC and are used by the treatmentplanning system to predict the effects of treating the target through moving MLC leaves, rather
than using a static MLC aperture in which the target receives no transmission dose. Most of these
parameters can be directly measured, although some are supplied by the software vendor based on
measurements supplied by the user, and some should be revised or optimized to improve the deliverability of planned MLC motions and maximize the accuracy of modulated radiotherapy-treatment
dose calculations.
For example, the dosimetric leaf gap is an optimizable parameter in the Varian Eclipse treatmentplanning system. This parameter accounts for the effects of rounded MLC leaf ends, as the planning
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system otherwise treats the MLC as a solid, flat-edged block, with a variable aperture. An initial
estimate of the required dosimetric leaf gap can be obtained by using an ionization chamber in water
to measure point doses in sliding-slit MLC fields of various widths, and then extrapolating these
results (minus the MLC transmission component) to identify the width of the slit field that would
result in a zero dose at the chamber [38,39]. This estimate should then be validated or iteratively
optimized via thorough testing of treatment-plan dose calculation accuracy using a range of simple
geometric test fields and realistic clinical treatment fields, with the delivered doses measured using
a high-resolution medium, such as radiochromic film. Careful film measurements may indicate that
different values of the dosimetric leaf gap are optimal for use in planning modulated treatments of
different anatomical sites [40] or that the conventional, ion chamber-based dosimetric leaf-gap measurement is unsuitable for calculating doses from less-conventional beams (Figure 8.3).
Many of the treatment-planning parameters listed at the start of this section are ideally measured using film. In addition, similar to the dosimetric leaf gap, many of the parameters are best
optimized by using film to evaluate their effects on the dosimetric accuracy of simple test plans as
well as clinical treatment plans.
Test volumes and constraints that have been specifically designed for evaluating the performance
of treatment-planning systems during commissioning for IMRT are provided with the report of the
AAPM’s Task Group 119 [41]. (For dosimetric testing of the resulting plans, the TG-119 report
specifically recommends the use of film.)

8.3.3 Verification of dose calculation and treatment
delivery accuracy
Before a radiotherapy treatment-planning system can be released for clinical use in a modulated
radiotherapy program, the accuracy of the delivery of planned MLC motions and the accuracy of
treatment dose calculations must be verified in a range of clinically expected and unexpected
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Figure 8.3 Dosimetric leaf gap (DLG) values (circled) obtained via: (a) standard measurement
(where g is the sliding gap width, and M and T are the measurement and transmission values for
each gap width), and (b) optimization using a film measurement of a hypofractionated spine VMAT
treatment plan (where GAI is the gamma agreement index, percentage of points passing a gamma
evaluation using 3% dose-difference and 1 mm distance-to-agreement criteria), for the same beam
(6 MV, flattening filter free) from the same Linac (a Varian Truebeam). (Courtesy of Bess Sutherland
and Nigel D. Middlebrook.)
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scenarios. This verification is usually achieved through the use of end-to-end testing. End-to-end
testing involves the dose measurements delivered to a phantom using a radiotherapy treatment
specifically planned using purpose-scanned 3D-computed tomography (CT) images of that phantom
[42–45], using a process similar to the following:
1. Select a phantom for use in the measurement. The phantom may be homogeneous or heterogeneous, simple (rectilinear, cylindrical, spherical) or humanoid (2.5-dimensional [46] or
anthropomorphic), commercially produced or constructed in-house, and should be chosen
with reference to the purpose of the specific end-to-end test being completed.
2. Set up the phantom for CT simulation, in the treatment position, with the dosimeter in situ
(scrap or previously irradiated film may be used for this purpose). Radio-opaque markers
should be used to record the phantom orientation and the positions of lasers.
3. Import the phantom CT into the treatment-planning system. Verify the accuracy of the
geometry and density of the phantom as represented by the treatment-planning system (TPS)
(compared with physical geometry and vendor-specified density) and discontinue the test if
the phantom is not represented accurately.
4. For end-to-end testing using an ionization chamber (which is designed to provide a measurement of dose to water by accumulating charge produced by ionization events in a small
volume of air), the density (or HU values) of the active volume should be overridden with the
density (or HU) of water. This step is not necessary for end-to-end testing using film, where
any differences between the film density and the phantom density should be included in the
planned dose calculation.
5. Plan the test treatment using the same process, beam arrangement, and inverse-planning
objectives that would be used if a patient was treated using the proposed modulated radiotherapy technique. (When commissioning a modulated radiotherapy treatment program, it is
advisable to plan a range of treatments, with different targets and OAR geometries, different
isocenter positions, and different beam arrangements, to provide an indication of the performance of the treatment-planning system across a range of clinically expected and unexpected
scenarios.)
6. Record the planned (calculated) dose to the dosimeter. For an ionization chamber, this would
be the point dose at the collecting electrode. For a film measurement, the dose plane at the
location of the film should be exported for comparison with the measurement.
7. Set up the phantom for treatment. For simple, coplanar treatments, verification imaging
may not be required, and a rigid and well-labeled phantom may be set up with reference
to room lasers and field light alone. For more complex treatments, or for tests in which
the image-guidance system is under evaluation, verification imaging should be used to
correct the positioning of the phantom. Although this X-ray imaging will not affect the
measurements provided by dosimeters (including ionization chambers), the additional
radiation dose should be taken into account (by either subtracting an estimated imaging dose or adding an additional uncertainty to the measurement) when analyzing film
dosimetry results.
8. Deliver the planned treatment to the phantom. If several treatment plans are being evaluated,
then the film should be changed between each measurement. If changing the film involves
disassembling the phantom, then the phantom position must be reset (including verification
imaging, if used) before each measurement. Calibration films should also be irradiated to
known doses at this time. Calibration doses must extend above the maximum dose expected
in this measurement.
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9. Evaluate the degree of agreement between the planned and the measured treatment dose to
dosimeter, with reference to published tolerances [42,47] and measurement uncertainties. For
film dosimetry, this should involve using an established development time, scanning method,
calibration relationship, and analysis technique.
10. Record and report on the results. Provide a local recommendation on whether the proposed
modulated radiotherapy method can be used to treat the proposed anatomical site. It is
important at this stage to provide the department with an explicit statement of what types
of treatment have been tested and approved and what types of treatment will require additional testing before approval. (For example, it may be necessary to recommend minimum
and maximum field sizes for accurate IMRT treatment dose calculation, or a limit on allowed
collimator angles to minimize the effects of interleaf-leakage on the delivery of VMAT treatments, or it may be necessary to recommend that IMRT/VMAT techniques can be released
for use in treating some anatomical sites but not others.)
End-to-end testing is widely recommended as part of periodic treatment-planning system
c ommissioning and quality assurance and should also be completed whenever updates, upgrades, or
other changes are made to the treatment-planning system. To ensure accurate planning and delivery of modulated radiotherapy treatments, end-to-end testing should be performed during and
after the treatment-planning system parameter verification and optimization process described in
Section 8.3.2.
In addition, comprehensive dosimetric end-to-end testing is advisable whenever a new treatment modality is introduced or whenever the use of an existing treatment modality is broadened
to cover additional anatomical sites. These additional commissioning measurements are especially
important for modulated treatments, as modulated beam geometry and complexity can vary
substantially between anatomical sites [34].
Figure 8.4 exemplifies the use of radiochromic film in the commissioning of a radiotherapy treatment-planning system for the delivery of complex, modulated radiotherapy treatments to a specific anatomical site. This example summarizes the general steps involved when
film 
measurements are used for optimizing treatment-planning system configuration data
or identifying reliable treatment-planning methods. In this case and in numerous similar
instances described elsewhere [48–51], radiochromic film was selected for use due to its ability to provide accurate, high-resolution, two-dimensional dose images of complex radiotherapy
treatments, without noticeable angular dependence or energy dependence (in the megavoltage
range) [52,53].
As suggested by Figure 8.4, important clinical considerations may affect the specific method by
which the end-to-end testing is undertaken. If necessary, aspects of the end-to-end testing should
be repeated over several iterations to improve the agreement between the dose calculation provided
by the treatment-planning system and the dose measurement provided by the film, as the treatment planning process is refined or the beam-configuration data are optimized. Although initial
investigations may involve the use of homogeneous phantoms, it is important to verify the accuracy
of the dose calculation using a phantom containing density heterogeneities that are appropriate
for the anatomical site under investigation. When comparing the dose planes from the treatmentplanning system and from the corresponding film measurements, two-dimensional comparison
algorithms (such as Low et al. gamma evaluation [54]) may provide indications of overall agreement as well as useful information about the locations of areas of disagreement, but comparisons
between dose profiles and even dose points at specific locations should also be used to investigate
regions of specific clinical interest.
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Figure 8.4 General steps in the use of radiochromic film for modulated radiotherapy commissioning. This example shows results from a process of commissioning a VMAT system for treating for
vertebral metastases using a hypofractionated protocol. (The treatments shown in this figure were
planned by Daniel Papworth. The recalculations of the treatment plans and film measurements in
the homogeneous phantom were completed by Bess Sutherland.)
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Further precautions and considerations that should be taken into account to produce radiochromic
film measurements with sufficient accuracy for use in the commissioning of a modulated radiotherapy program include the following:
●●

●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Careful selection and commissioning of the specific film and scanner to be used in the measurements (see Chapter 4)
Minimizing exposure of the film to optical and ultraviolet light [55]
Labeling the film with reference marks, including indications of orientation, before
cutting [56]
Careful cutting of the film, to avoid or minimize delamination [57]
Minimizing or accounting for the effects of film nonuniformity [55,56,58,59]
Minimizing or accounting for the effects of scanner output variation [55,56,58], scanner
nonuniformity [58,59] and maintaining consistent optical scatter conditions within the
scanner [55]
Using a large enough number of warmup scans or a small enough number of films scans to
minimize scanner warmup variations [55]
Using a film or a film scanning setup that is designed to avoid artifacts [57,58]
Selecting a scanning resolution that is an appropriate compromise between spatial resolution
and scanning noise
Consistently scanning all films with the same side facing the scanning bed and with the same
orientation on the scanning bed [56,60]
Selecting a suitable calibration relationship and verifying the accuracy of the calibration by
converting the pixel values, optical densities, or net optical densities from the calibration films
into dose, using the calibration relationship, and verifying that these measured doses match
the known doses delivered during calibration
Using a range of calibration doses that extends well above and below the range of doses
expected in the measurement films
Investigating the accuracy with which the measurement phantom can be set up for irradiation
and evaluating the sensitivity of the resulting measurement to likely setup errors
Making sure that air gaps around measurement films are avoided (by cutting film to an
appropriate size or by filling gaps with spare or previously irradiated film) unless those gaps
are also present in the treatment plan [61]
Subtracting or otherwise accounting for imaging dose, when evaluating agreement between
planned and measured film doses
Considering differences in film response to megavoltage and kilovoltage photons, when
accounting for imaging dose or when evaluating out-of-field dose measurements [62]
Using a local secondary-standard ionization chamber, or a field chamber that has been crosschecked with the local secondary-standard chamber, to acquire a measurement in a high-dose
plateau region of the modulated treatment and to verify the accuracy of the film result as an
absolute measurement in Gy [41,63].

Systematic, film-based, end-to-end testing of a range of clinical plans has the potential to provide
confirmation that the treatment-planning system and the treatment-delivery hardware are suited
to their intended use, in a modulated radiotherapy program. These tests also have the potential to
allow any likely errors or uncertainties to be identified early so that recommendations or limitations on treatment planning techniques, geometries, suitable anatomical sites, and uncertainties
may be provided, before the program is adopted.
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8.3.4 Commissioning of alternative dosimeters for
ongoing quality assurance
Despite the advantages of using radiochromic film for routine-modulated radiotherapy quality
assurance (addressed in Section 8.4), institutional needs, planning and treatment schedules, or
workflows or management decisions may mandate that dosimeters other than film be used for routine patient-specific pretreatment quality assurance. In such cases, film remains a valuable tool for
establishing the accuracy, sensitivity, and limitations of other, lower resolution dosimeters.
Radiochromic film measurements may be used to provide the baseline data required to evaluate
the angular dependence of other dosimeters and may provide a high-resolution reference for evaluating the suitability of low-resolution arrays or point dosimeters for use in the quality assurance of
specific treatment types [64–66].
Radiochromic film measurements may also be used to refine the quality assurance process. Film
measurements, which can easily be obtained in multiple planes or at multiple orientations, may be
used to identify whether and which broad types of modulated treatments can be effectively verified
using two-dimensional or three-dimensional array-based dosimeters. Film measurements, which
provide a detailed indication of the variability of the dose delivered by each plan, may be used to
inform the selection of comparison criteria (including gamma evaluation criteria) and action l evels,
so that lower-resolution dosimeters can be used to more-reliably identify the plans that should pass
or fail quality-assurance testing.

8.4 PATIENT-SPECIFIC QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR
MODULATED RADIOTHERAPY TREATMENTS

8.4.1 Patient-specific quality assurance
Patient-specific quality assurance, or the dosimetric verification of the deliverability of individual
patient treatment plans, has been recommended for treatments involving modulated radiotherapy
[1,21]. The patient-specific quality assurance process involves similar steps to an end-to-end test
(see Section 8.3.3) and can be summarized as follows (Figure 8.5):
1. Select a phantom for use in the measurement. Generally, the same phantom will be used for
all measurements of the same type of treatment, within a particular patient-specific quality
assurance program, and this phantom will have already been selected and imported into the
treatment-planning system when the program was commissioned.
2. Copy the patient’s treatment plan onto the pre-prepared CT image of the quality assurance
phantom and recalculate the dose using the same dose calculation algorithm and resolution
that was used to calculate the dose in the patient’s clinical-treatment plan. For modulated
radiotherapy treatments, it is very important that the treatment plan not be reoptimized at this
step, and that all numbers of monitor units and MLC positions used in the clinical treatment
plan be preserved in the phantom plan. If the treatment-planning system does not allow this
step to be completed easily, without reoptimization or recalculation of MLC positions, then
that planning system should not be used for planning modulated radiotherapy treatments.
3. Record the planned dose to the dosimeter. For an ionization chamber, this would be the point
dose at the collecting electrode. For a film measurement, the dose plane at the location of the
film should be exported for comparison with the measurement.
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4. Set up the phantom for treatment, as described at step 5 in Section 8.3.3.
5. Deliver the planned treatment to the phantom and irradiate the calibration films, as
described at step 6 in Section 8.3.3. Calibration films should also be irradiated to known
doses at this time. Calibration doses must extend above the maximum dose expected in this
measurement.
6. Evaluate the degree of agreement between the planned and the measured treatment dose to
dosimeter, as described at step 7 in Section 8.3.3.
7. Record and report on the results. This should include an indication of whether the treatment
plan has passed or failed its quality assurance test. A passing result indicates that the planned
dose has been delivered to the phantom with sufficient accuracy to justify the assumption that
the dose to the patient has been calculated correctly by the treatment-planning system. A failing result indicates that the planned dose has not been delivered accurately to the phantom,
either due to an issue with treatment delivery (such as inaccurate MLC positioning) or due to
an inaccuracy in the treatment-planning system’s calculation of the dose (which may arise due
to unpredicted MLC leakage or an excessive number of small beam apertures in the treatment
plan [34,67,68]).
For modulated radiotherapy treatments, patient-specific quality assurance measurements are
advisable due to the complexity of the treatment-delivery process (with collimators moving in
complex patterns, sometimes in combination with gantry rotation and/or dose rate variation)
as well as the complexity of the treatment plans themselves (with spatially varying fluences and
doses across each beam, requiring accurate calculations of dose from small beam segments and in

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 8.5 Example of a patient-specific quality assurance measurement using radiochromic film,
showing duplication of the patient treatment plan: (a) onto a preexisting CT scan of the quality
assurance phantom (b), setup (c), and irradiation (d) of the measurement film (in the transverse plane,
in this case), and immediate irradiation (e) of calibration films under local reference conditions.
(The treatment shown in (a) and (b) was planned by Daniel Papworth.)
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high-dose-gradient regions). It is important to verify that each Linac can deliver each calculated
patient’s treatment dose as planned.
Point-dose measurements are inadequate for this purpose, as the accuracy of dose calculated at
one point in a spatially varying dose distribution cannot be assumed to be indicative of the accuracy of dose calculated at another point. In addition, ionization chambers (or other finite point
dosimeters) may produce inaccurate point-dose measurements in a modulated radiation field due
to volume averaging effects; care must be taken to place the chamber (or dosimeter) in a dose plateau, at a location that does not necessarily represent the region of greatest clinical interest.
Consequently, two-dimensional measurements of modulated beams are widely recommended,
with or without an additional point-dose measurement [21,41,52,63], with numerous authors
reporting the suitability of radiochromic film for this purpose [52,55,63,69]. For example, an
early examination of the usefulness of GAFchromic EBT2 film for modulated radiotherapy quality assurance [52] showed that film measurements were able to provide “sufficient information to
verify that (IMRT, VMAT, and TomoTherapy®) treatments could be delivered with an acceptable
level of accuracy, while also providing additional information on low-level dose variations (including MLC leakage and TomoTherapy beam threading) that were not predicted by the treatment
planning systems.” Figure 8.4 in Section 8.3.3 provides an indication of the detailed information
that can be obtained by completing radiochromic film-based quality assurance measurements of
modulated radiotherapy beams.

8.4.2 Suitability of radiochromic film
Since the introduction of reliable and ambient-light insensitive forms of radiochromic film in the
early 2000s [70], radiochromic film has increasingly been adopted for use in modulated radiotherapy quality assurance [70,71]. Radiochromic film has several key features that make it highly
advantageous for use as a modulated radiotherapy patient-specific quality assurance tool.
The spatial resolution of radiochromic film allows modulated dose distributions to be measured in substantially more detail than any commercial array-based dosimeters. The resolution
of film-dose measurements is limited by scanning resolution (rather than the internal polymer
structure of the film) as shown in Chapter 4. Common scanning resolutions range from 72 DPI
(0.35 mm) to 300 DPI (0.08 mm) [72], in which the noise contribution to the higher-resolution
measurements is minimized by averaging over multiple scans of each film. By contrast, the minimum detector spacing within contemporary two-dimensional diode and chamber arrays range
from 2.5 to 7.2 mm [65,73–75], and three-dimensional systems are able to measure doses at points
separated by 5 mm or more [64,76]. Amorphous-silicon EPIDs, which are a standard component
of contemporary linear accelerators, may be calibrated to measure dose [77–79], and generally
have pixel spacings from 0.4 to 0.8 mm, with only the latest models providing a resolution similar
to film (0.34 mm pixels [80]).
Radiochromic film is not affected by variations in temperature or pressure (unlike chambers and
possibly chamber arrays [81]), is approximately tissue equivalent, and therefore does not overrespond
when irradiated using small fields or small beam segments (unlike diodes [82–84] and possibly diode
arrays [85]) and do not overrespond to low-energy photons and thereby producing questionable
results in low-dose, high-scatter, out-of-field regions (unlike EPIDs [86,87]). In addition, radiochromic film does not produce anomalous results when irradiated at high instantaneous dose rates, unlike
electronic systems, which can become saturated by excessive electron fluences [88,89].
Radiochromic film is also lightweight and flexible, can be cut to size, can easily be marked for
reproducible alignment and registration with planned-dose planes, and can be fitted inside static
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or moving, homogeneous or heterogeneous phantoms. Radiochromic film provides a means to
measure both simple coronal dose planes in homogeneous media or liquid water (for beam delivery verification) and to measure dose planes in heterogeneous and humanoid phantoms (for dose
calculation verification).
Radiochromic film dosimetry is not dependent on the use of black-box software, and users do
not need to be reliant on commercial software documentation and support, unless it is desired [59].
Film analysis can be performed using standard image viewing and spread-sheeting tools, and independent film analysis codes can be written quickly and easily by individual users [90].
Prior to the widespread availability of radiochromic film, radiographic (silver halide) film was
often used for quality assurance testing of modulated radiotherapy treatments [91] and modulated
radiotherapy-delivery system performance [20,24,25,31,33]. However, contemporary radiographic film dosimetry relies on hardware that is declining in availability [41], including film
stock, chemicals, and processing units. As a tool for modulated radiotherapy quality assurance,
radiographic film has additional disadvantages that do not affect radiochromic film, such as the
need for chemical processing (and chemicals and processors), the need to be kept in light-tight
packaging and to be developed in a dark-room, the impracticality of cutting and using small pieces
of film, the difficulty of marking the film (pinholes or folds in the packaging are often used), and
a susceptibility to substantial energy dependence (see Butson, Cheung and Yu, for a comparison
with radiochromic film [53]).
Despite the manifold advantages of radiochromic film, for modulated radiotherapy quality assurance, the expense and nonreusability of the film, combined with the need for time-consuming
calibration irradiations as well as the (potentially day-long) pauses in the radiotherapy treatment
workflow that are required to allow for film-development stabilization after irradiation, may limit the
clinical utilization of radiochromic film to the commissioning of the modulated radiotherapy program (as described in Section 8.3) or to the investigation of especially challenging clinical cases that
cannot be thoroughly investigated using any other dosimetry system (as described in Section 8.5).

8.4.3 Use of radiochromic film
To exercise the specific advantages of radiochromic film dosimetry, routine patient-specific quality
assurance may involve making dose measurements with a high level of detail, using setup geometries that cannot be achieved with other types of dosimeter. Figure 8.5 shows several examples of
measurement geometries that may be used for radiochromic film-based patient-specific quality
assurance.
As modulated radiotherapy treatments involve the integration of numerous small-beam apertures, delivered using moving collimation systems, a modulated radiotherapy quality assurance
program should involve routine verification of the accuracy of treatment delivery to heterogeneous
anatomy (where dose distributions from small IMRT field segments are affected by increased
non-equilibrium effects [92]) and to targets affected by respiratory motion (where the interplay
of respiratory motion and MLC motion may compromise the delivery of dose to the target [93]).
The ease with which sheets of radiochromic film can be cut to size and inserted into commercial radiotherapy phantoms (as shown in Figure 8.6) provides the opportunity to augment simpler
quality-assurance measurements with routine film-based verification of the effects of density heterogeneities or respiratory motion.
The ability to use modulated radiotherapy to treat targets that abut, surround, are close to or
are surrounded by critical OAR (see Section 8.1) means that a modulated radiotherapy treatment
program is likely to involve treatments of numerous anatomical sites in which critical structures
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Figure 8.6 Examples of radiochromic film measurement geometries, showing film placed within
homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms, in the coronal (a), transverse (b-d), and sagittal
planes (e) as well as in a moving and rotating insert for a respiratory phantom (f). (a: Courtesy of
Emma L. Spelleken.)

lie directly anterior or posterior of the target. (Examples include the following: vertebra and spinal cord, prostate and rectum, left breast and heart, esophagus and trachea, cranial targets close
to the brainstem or optic nerves, and abdominal nodes close to gastrointestinal organs.) In
these cases, lower-resolution measurements in the coronal plane cannot provide detailed information about the dose gradient between the target and the abutting or nearby critical structure,
which is required for clinical decision-making. In these cases, radiochromic film measurements in
the transverse plane (as shown in Figures 8.6b-d) or in the sagittal plane (as shown in Figure 8.6e)
are particularly valuable [94]. To provide similar information, measurements in the coronal plane
would need to be repeated at multiple locations (as suggested for the C-shape test plan in the TG-119
test suite, in which a high-dose target wraps around a low-dose organ-at-risk [41]).
The near-tissue-equivalence and lack of a detectable energy-dependence, for film irradiated in
the megavoltage range [53], means that film can be used to acquire measurements at various depths
or orientations (including transverse and sagittal), in phantoms that may be heterogeneous and/or
moving, using various beam angles (including arcs), with reference to calibration measurements
acquired at one depth with one beam angle.
In addition, the ease with which radiochromic film can be marked to indicate the position of
the film in relation to features in the phantom or with the radiation isocenter (as indicated by
accurately aligned and verified room lasers), means that patient-specific quality-assurance measurements made using radiochromic film can be used to provide an indication of the treatment’s
geometric accuracy, as well as its dosimetric accuracy. If the film is clearly marked and aligned with
the isocenter, and if these marks are used to register the film measurement with the planned dose
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plane, then any shifts in the film dose plane that are required to achieve dosimetric agreement will
provide a valuable indication of the geometric uncertainty of the treatment delivery.
Ultimately, though it may often be preferable to examine dose profiles across specific regions
of clinical interest [95], the two-dimensional dose plane provided by the film measurement is
likely to be evaluated and compared with the dose plane produced by the treatment-planning
system using a gamma evaluation [54]. The gamma evaluation is commonly used in radiotherapy
dose-measurement analysis and in dose measurement analysis software [96,97] because it allows
the dose within multidimensional, modulated dose distributions to be compared without being
dominated by large dose differences in high-dose gradient regions.
When performing a gamma evaluation using a film measurement, the film-dose plane should be
used as the reference data set to minimize the detrimental effects of noise on the gamma evaluation
unless the planned dose distribution is unusually sparse (in which case the film dose plane may be
smoothed and used as the evaluation dataset) [98]. The submillimeter spatial resolution of radiochromic film measurements and the ease of marking and aligning the film with the radiation isocenter mean that gamma evaluations with 1-mm distance-to-agreement criteria can provide meaningful
and informative results (which is not always the case for lower resolution dosimeters [96]).
It should be understood that the high-resolution dosimetric information provided by radio
chromic film measurements is not excessive or irrelevant data; measuring dose at the same (low—often 2
to 4 mm) resolution at which the treatment-planning system calculates dose should not be regarded
as an adequate test of the accuracy or deliverability of a modulated radiotherapy-treatment plan.
Rather, the additional spatial information provided by a radiochromic film measurement provides
a valuable indication of the level of fine-scale variability in the dose that will actually be delivered to
the patient. This information is needed by physicists to evaluate the accuracy with which the treatment plan can be delivered to the patient. This information should also be understood by prescribing oncologists, so that they can evaluate the overall suitability of the treatment plan for its intended
clinical purpose.

8.5 USE OF FILM FOR INVESTIGATING CHALLENGING
CLINICAL CASES

8.5.1 Challenging clinical cases
In a busy radiation oncology department, it is not unusual for clinically challenging, unusual,
one-off or first-time treatments to require dosimetric investigation. These investigations are
undertaken, sometimes at short notice, to establish the safety and accuracy of treatments for
specific patients.
The frequency with which these cases arise for investigation may depend on local factors
including; patient workload, availability of treatment and QA equipment, physics and treatment
planning staff availability, the commitment or enthusiasm of referrers and prescribing oncologists,
the degree of compliance with local treatment protocols, and the degree to which those protocols
rigidly exclude nonstandard cases from treatment.
Radiochromic film is an ideal medium for evaluating unusual and one-off clinical cases, in
which a quantitative measurement might be useful but where a qualitative observation or demonstration might also be very valuable. The graphic nature of the film measurement result makes film
especially valuable for demonstrating the degree of irradiation or sparing provided by particularly
complex treatment plans.
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Figure 8.7 Example of the use of film to obtain qualitative information about the deliverability of a
treatment plan, even without calibration and conversion to dose. Photographs show radiochromic
film, with inlaid titanium vertebral reconstruction implant, immersed in a small water phantom and
irradiated with a VMAT treatment plan. (The treatment used in this study was planned by Daniel
Papworth.)

For example, Figure 8.7 shows a sheet of radiochromic film, cut to surround a titanium vertebral implant and irradiated while immersed in liquid water, as part of a one-off investigation
into the use of VMAT to minimize the effects of the high-density vertebral implant on the dose
to surrounding tissues. Even before conversion to dose, visual inspection of the film in Figure 8.7
provided a clear indication that the effects of the implant on the downstream dose are effectively
avoided (there is no obvious low-dose shadow) by the use of a complex VMAT-treatment plan with
carefully placed avoidance sectors.
A film measurement produces a compelling, tangible object that can be carried into meetings,
displayed at chart rounds, or even used when discussing treatment options with the patient.

8.5.2 Experimental design
Challenging, one-off or first-time treatment investigations require experimental setups and procedures to be designed on a case-by-case basis and cannot, by definition, rely on established dosimetry
processes. Specific attention must be paid to experimental design.
When undertaking a study of a clinically challenging case, it is important that the goal of the film
measurement is known and that the contribution to be made to the study by the film measurement
is understood. It is also advisable to have defined specific action criteria before making, analyzing,
or reporting the measurement. (For example, the following questions should be considered: Will the
test result be defined as a pass or a fail, or will the test result be used to provide warnings or advice
to the prescribing oncologist? Are there any results that might lead to the proposed treatment being
abandoned?)
Once the purpose of the measurement is understood, the experimental setup should be planned.
This includes selection of the phantom, film orientation (coronal, sagittal, transverse, other?), film
placement (including depth), and irradiation method (all fields on one piece of film, or each field
delivered separately to different pieces of film). Care must be taken at this stage to ensure that
the planned measurement will provide a result that is relevant to the purpose. For example, if the
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purpose of the measurement is to measure a junction dose, then setting up the film isocentrically
may lead to the area of interest being missed or located close to the edge of the film. If the purpose
of the measurement is to investigate the effect of a bolusing material on skin dose, then measurements
at the outside surface of the bolus or at excessive depth in the phantom are irrelevant and measurements that do not use clinically realistic bolus thicknesses are likely to produce uninformative
results. In particular, care should be taken when simplifying the measurement geometry, due to
the many obvious differences between the complex and variable patient anatomy and the blocks of
plastic generally used in radiotherapy dosimetry [99].
In addition, if modulated radiotherapy is to be used to treat the patient, then the use of simple,
static test fields in the experimental scenario is inadvisable due to the important dosimetric characteristics of modulated beams (especially relating to small apertures, MLC leak age and transmission, and other features discussed in Section 8.3). It is important to plan and complete the
measurement appropriately to avoid wasting time and film on measurements that do not provide
conclusive results.
Similarly, the analysis of the film measurement results must be undertaken with care. Results
should be evaluated against the original aim of the measurement and discussed with the prescribing oncologist as well as the staff involved in planning and delivering the treatment before any final
recommendations are made. Recommendations should provide a clear indication of whether the
study should be repeated in full, broadened, modified, or repeated in part, before any similar cases
are treated, or whether this study provides sufficient information to release the proposed treatment
technique for routine, clinical use.

8.5.3 Sample investigations
Due to the unique experimental design and analysis required, the process of investigating one-off
clinical cases using radiochromic film dosimetry is best illustrated by example.
Figure 8.8 shows two examples of film measurements of complex, modulated radiotherapy treatment plans designed to treat cranial targets. One measurement provided inconclusive
results as part of an evaluation of the use of VMAT to treat four discrete metastases in the brain
(Figure 8.8a), and the other provided a compelling illustration of the deliverability of a VMAT
treatment of the whole brain with hippocampal avoidance in a multiple brain metastases case
(Figure 8.8b).
To produce the measurement of a VMAT treatment of four brain metastases shown in
Figure 8.8a, radiochromic film was placed in the coronal plane, at the center of a 10-cm thick
water-equivalent block of plastic. The verification treatment plan was produced, and the
measurement was completed without consideration for the physical locations of the four high
dose regions; the film was simply placed at the center of the phantom and irradiated isocentrically. Consequently, although the resulting measurement suggested that the dose was relatively
accurately calculated and delivered at the measurement plane, the measurement was unable
to provide a useful confirmation of the accuracy of the dose delivery to any one of the targets.
By contrast, the measurement shown in Figure 8.8b was carefully planned and set up to provide the specific information required by the prescribing oncologist; confirmation of the accurate
delivery of the prescription dose to the brain tissue and a measurement of the degree of sparing
provided to the hippocampus. In this case, the radiochromic film measurement was made in
the transverse plane, using a humanoid phantom containing bone-like density heterogeneities.
Ultimately, the qualitative appearance of the film provided compelling evidence of treatment plan
deliverability that graphically supported the quantitative dose comparison.
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Figure 8.8 Results of irradiating radiochromic film irradiated using: (a) a multiple brain metastases treatment (in the coronal plane, in a homogeneous
phantom) and (b) a whole brain radiotherapy with hippocampal avoidance treatment (in the transverse plane, in a heterogeneous phantom). (Gray lines
in insets show locations of profiles.) (The treatment that produced result (a) was planned by Carly Albeiz and Charmaine Atkinson. The treatment that
produced result (b) was planned by Joanne Mitchell and Elizabeth Jimmieson.)
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8.6 USE OF FILM AS A RESEARCH AND AUDIT TOOL
Routine, internal, departmental auditing of treatment plan quality, and deliverability are important part of the process of continuous quality improvement in radiotherapy [35]. Regular external
auditing of treatment plan dose calculation and delivery accuracy is also important for maintaining consistency of practice across different radiotherapy centers and thereby ensuring that reported
outcomes are correlated with accurate appraisals of delivered dose.
The need for accurate dose reporting, and therefore the need for dosimetric intercomparison between radiotherapy departments, is especially apparent when clinical trials are
considered. Here, systematic credentialing of participating centers necessarily includes treatment-plan evaluation and dosimetric measurement components, because the reliability of the
data provided by the trial, and possibly the overall outcome of the trial, depends on all participating centers following the trial protocol, planning treatments similarly, and delivering them
accurately [100].
The use of film dosimetry for the purpose of auditing is discussed in detail in Chapter 18.
However, there are specific issues relating to the auditing of modulated treatments that warrant
discussion in this section.
First, in a modulated radiotherapy treatment program, it is especially important to perform
regular internal auditing to verify the consistency of treatment-plan deliverability over time. The
performance of a group of radiotherapy treatment planner scan drift, over time. Generally, this
drift should be in the direction of improved plan quality (target dose homogeneity and conformity,
and organ-at-risk sparing) as the planners gain more experience. For inverse-planned treatments,
however, there may also be a drift toward increased reliance on the optimizer (decreased time spent
on manual arrangements of beams or collimator angles) that may lead to the production of increasingly complex, increasingly modulated treatment plans over time.
If low-resolution, array-based dosimeters are in clinical use for routine patient-specific quality
assurance of modulated radiotherapy treatment plans, then regularly augmenting the quality assurance program with more detailed film evaluations of sample plans may identify subtle changes in
treatment-planning procedure (especially, increased beam modulation), which may not be detectable using courser dosimeters.
In a department in which an electronic dosimeter is used for routine patient-specific quality
assurance of modulated treatments, these frequent film-based audits of treatment plan deliverability also have the potential to identify any change or degradation in the performance of the
electronic dosimeter.
Second, when film is used as a dosimetric intercomparison or clinical trial credentialing tool, there
are specific issues that should be considered, when modulated radiotherapy treatment plans are to be
examined. For modulated radiotherapy treatments, accurate measurements throughout dose gradients and low-dose regions may be as important as accurate measurements throughout high-dose
regions. Consequently, if the film is to be scanned and evaluated at a central location by the auditor,
then particular attention needs to be paid to calibration. It may be advisable to select test treatment
plans and prescriptions to allow dose measurements to be performed in an approximately linear
dose-response regime, which removes the need for additional calibration measurements or reduces
the effect of calibration uncertainty.
Alternatively, intercomparison or trial planners may elect to allow the individual departments
to provide their own analysis of their film measurements of test treatment plans, by using their
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own in-house method of calibrating the film and converting the result to dose. This option has the
disadvantage of potentially confounding the analysis of questionable results, making it harder to
differentiate between dose-calculation errors and treatment-delivery errors due to the additional
possibility of calibration or analysis errors. However, this option also has the advantage of allowing
the entire modulated radiotherapy treatment planning, delivery, and patient-specific quality assurance process to be evaluated or credentialed simultaneously.

8.7 SUMMARY
Modulated radiotherapy treatments (such as IMRT and VMAT or IMAT) are especially useful for treating convoluted or concave treatment targets that are close to or abutting one or
more OAR. Modulated treatment techniques are being used with an increasing frequency to
improve dose conformity and potentially reduce radiation side effects for a growing range of
anatomical sites.
To ensure accurate modulated radiotherapy delivery, it is necessary to undertake thorough commissioning and ongoing testing of modulated treatment planning and delivery systems. Radiochromic film dosimetry techniques can be used to achieve these important clinical
goals and thereby contribute to the ongoing quality improvement of a modulated radiotherapy
program.
Radiochromic film is very well suited for completing the following recommended tests of
Linacs delivering modulated radiotherapy treatments: MLC transmission and leakage, a butted
leaf leakage, the MLC tongue-and-groove effect, MLC quadrant field test, MLC spoke shot,
coincidence of the MLC radiation and light fields, picket fence test, and regular testing of
sample treatment beams.
Results can be analyzed qualitatively (usual visual examination of film) or quantitatively (by
scanning the film and converting the result to normalized net-optical density or by calibrating
the film and converting the result to dose).
Radiochromic film dosimetry can also be used to measure and/or optimize the small number
of specific factors that are used by the radiotherapy-treatment-planning system when g enerating
modulated treatment plans (as opposed to the extensive set of profiles and factors that are measured during commissioning of the treatment-planning system for conventional, static-beam
radiotherapy).
Investigation of the parameters required by the treatment-planning system for modulated
radiotherapy fluence optimization (inverse-planning) and dose calculation may involve a process
of iterative testing and modification, while seeking maximum agreement between the planned and
measured dose distributions. End-to-end testing is a valuable tool in this process, and radiochromic film is the ideal dosimetry system for providing the necessary high-resolution measurements
in heterogeneous phantoms.
Specific advantages of radiochromic film as a dosimetry system for use in modulated radiotherapy commissioning, routine quality assurance, and patient-specific quality assurance include
the following:
●●

●●
●●
●●

Submillimeter spatial resolution (limited by scanning resolution rather than detector
spacing).
Temperature and pressure independence.
Angular independence.
Approximate energy independence in the megavoltage range.
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●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

Approximate tissue equivalence.
Lightweight, flexible, and can be cut to size.
Can easily be marked for reproducible alignment and registration with planned dose planes
for use in geometric verification.
Can be fitted inside static or moving, homogeneous or heterogeneous phantoms as well as in a
liquid water phantom.
Provides a means to measure dose in coronal, sagittal, and transverse planes.
Can be analyzed without reliance on black-box codes.
Is not subject to the disadvantages affecting radiographic film (including sensitivity to optical
light, need for chemical processing and reliance on hardware that is declining in availability,
including film stock, chemicals, and processing units).

To capitalize on the benefits of using radiochromic film for patient-specific quality assurance, measurements should use specific measurement depths and orientations that provide the most relevant
clinical information about each treatment. Measurements in heterogeneous or moving phantoms
may also be advisable, when verifying the doses from modulated radiotherapy treatments planned
for anatomical sites that are especially heterogeneous or subject to respiratory motion.
Evaluation of results should extend beyond checking of the percentage pass rate from a gamma
evaluation (which should itself use the film measurement as the reference dataset, to minimize the
effects of noise, and may use unusually tight distance-to-agreement criteria), to include thorough
examination of dose profiles and verification of dose points, especially in gradient regions between
treatment targets and OAR. The film result should be understood as a valuable indication of the
level of fine-scale variability in the dose that will be delivered to the patient.
If low-resolution, array-based dosimeters are in clinical use for routine patient-specific quality assurance of modulated radiotherapy treatment plans, then regularly augmenting the quality
assurance program with more detailed film evaluations of treatment plans may help to identify any
drift in treatment plan quality or complexity and also to identify any change or degradation in the
performance of the electronic dosimeters.
Radiochromic film is also an ideal medium for evaluating unusually challenging, one-off modulated radiotherapy treatments. When undertaking such evaluations, it is important to plan and
complete the measurement appropriately, to produce informative results that answer a specific
clinical question, and provide guidance to the prescribing physician.
Lastly, radiochromic film may be used as a dosimetric intercomparison or clinical trial credentialing tool, provided that particular care is taken with the planning of test treatment doses and
calibrations. This need arises due to the increased importance of dose accuracy throughout dose
gradients and low-dose regions for modulated radiotherapy treatments, because targets may be
treated around and through critical OAR.
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9.1 HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF LINAC-BASED
STEREOTACTIC RADIOSURGERY AND STEREOTACTIC
BODY RADIATION THERAPY

9.1.1 History of linac-based stereotactic radiosurgery
9.1.1.1 EARLY DEVELOPMENT AND COMBINATION OF STEREOTAXY AND
IRRADIATION
A Swedish neurosurgeon and scientist, Lars Leksell (1907–1986) at the age of 42, designed and
developed the world’s first stereotactic frame based on three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system [1,2]. Two years later in 1951, Leksell and a medical physicist named Borje Larsson developed the earliest methodology of radiosurgery by using X-ray beams generated from the Uppsala
University cyclotron [3]. Their goal was to treat small intracranial tumors that were not accessible
by conventional surgery noninvasively. The initial concept of radiosurgery was to deliver a series of
slit beams of radiation from multiple directions and focus them on the target. In this way, the target
can receive a lethal dose of radiation, whereas the nearby healthy tissue can be adequately spared.
In 1961, Leksell became the professor and the Chairman of Neurosurgery at Karolinska Institute
in Sweden. He continued his research work on stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). Even though the
stereotactic proton beams had already replaced X-ray beams, Leksell persisted and kept working
on a more compact, amenable, and clinically viable machine. In 1968, his persevering efforts eventually led to the birth of the world’s first prototype Gamma Knife®, which was installed at the
Sophiahemmet Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden [4]. The original design of Gamma Knife consisted of
179 60Co radioactive sources placed in a helmet-like spherical sector of 70° latitude and 160° longitude [5]. Today, the modern Gamma Knife units consist of 201 60Co radioactive sources. In the
United States, the first Gamma Knife was installed at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
in Pittsburgh in 1987 [6].
9.1.1.2 MEGAVOLTAGE ISOCENTRIC LINAC-BASED STEREOTACTIC
RADIOSURGERY
The application of medical linear accelerator (Linac) to radiation oncology can be traced back to
as early as the 1950s [7]. However, because of inadequate target localization accuracy at the time,
Linac was not used as a radiosurgery device till 1982 [8], when the Argentine neurosurgeon Betti
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Figure 9.1 A Varian Trilogy linear accelerator commonly used in Linac-based SRS.

customized a Varian Linac and used it to treat the first Linac-based radiosurgery patient in Buenos
Aires. Shortly after, the Argentine engineer Derechinsky developed a rotating chair, in which the
patient rotated about the x-axis whereas the gantry rotated about the z-axis. Such a combination of
orthogonal rotations provided multiple converging arcs, thus significantly improving the conformity of radiation-dose distribution around the target and sparing of the adjacent critical organs.
From the late 1980s to middle 1990s, Linac-based SRS underwent a rapid development phase [9].
Dynamic conformal rotation was developed in 1987 and conical rotation was implemented in 1990
[10]. The world’s first micro-multileaf collimator (MLC) was developed in 1992 [11]. The invention
of MLC fundamentally changed the paradigm and practice of SRS in two most important aspects:
treatment planning and treatment delivery (Figure 9.1).

9.1.1.3 FRAMELESS STEREOTACTIC RADIOSURGERY
Due to its special characteristics, SRS imposes stringent physical and clinical requirements on
implementation. The two most important ones are stable patient immobilization and accurate target localization. Throughout the history of SRS evolution, the stable patient immobilization has
been mainly achieved with rigid head frames that are affixed to patient’s skull with screws [12–15].
The invasive nature of the head frames prohibits them from being repeatedly applied to the same
patient. Consequently, the methodology of frame-based SRS cannot be directly extended to the
hypofractionated SRS and stereotactic radiotherapy without major modifications. Such modifications have led to the developmental and clinical implementation of relocatable stereotactic frames
[16]. One such popular system is the Gill–Thomas–Cosman frame [17,18], with which the patient
immobilization is achieved with a custom-made bite block and is reinforced with an occipital plate
and Velcro straps. However, bite blocks can only be used in patients who have relatively healthy
teeth. They are generally not suitable for older patients and patients with dentures [19].
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Recently, driven by strong interests in stereotactic radiotherapy and rapid advances in on-board
imaging technologies, such as 2D kV X-ray imaging and 3D cone beam computed tomography
[20,21], SRS has entered the frameless age. The goal of frameless SRS is to achieve the inherent
accuracy and precision of the frame-based stereotactic techniques with the guidance of highresolution on-board image systems. Various frameless stereotactic systems have been developed
[22–24]. Regardless of their specific designs, the most common feature is a special stereotactic mask
affixed to an indexed board for patient immobilization. Target localization is achieved through
the on-board imaging system using either bony landmark or soft tissue-based image registration
techniques. Alternatively, target localization is performed through surgically implanted fiducial
markers using rigid body-based image registration techniques. Latest dedicated machines have the
capability of performing real-time target tracking and six-degree of freedom (6D) online-positioning
corrections using stereoscopic X-ray imaging [23,25,26].

9.1.2 History of linac-based stereotactic body radiation
therapy
9.1.2.1 EARLY DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENSION OF STEREOTACTIC
RADIOSURGERY METHODOLOGY TO EXTRA-CRANIAL SITES
9.1.2.1.1 Initial concept in the early 1990s
Rapid advances in on-board imaging systems and the tremendous success of intracranial SRS
encouraged investigators to extend the methodology of SRS to tumors in extra-cranial sites. The
pioneering work was initiated at the Swedish Karolinska University Hospital in 1991 with tumors
in the liver and lungs [27,28], followed by other investigational works by several groups in the
United States. At the same time, a similar methodology was also explored in Japan. A decadelong research and investigation eventually led to the developmental and clinical implementation of
stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) in the mid-2000s [29,30]. Today, SBRT is being widely
used to treat tumors in the lungs, liver, pancreas, head and neck, breast, prostate, and spine [31–34].
9.1.2.1.2 Frameless stereotactic body radiation therapy in the late 2000s
In the early developmental phase of SBRT, the clinical implementation of SBRT adopted the same
SRS methodology for patient immobilization and target localization. Patients were immobilized
with an indexed body frame. With rapid adoption of on-board imaging systems beginning in the
late 2000s, the traditional frame-based methodology has been gradually abandoned. Today, just as
SRS, SBRT has also entered the frameless era.

9.1.3 Commissioning of stereotactic radiosurgery and
stereotactic body radiation therapy
9.1.3.1 BEAM DATA ACQUISITION FOR TREATMENT PLANNING SYSTEM
The process of commissioning a medical Linac for clinical SRS and SBRT treatment consists of
systematic measurements of various dosimetric parameters for a series of small radiation fields.
The specific beam data are dependent on the dose-calculation algorithm used in the treatment
planning system (TPS). In general, the model-based approaches require much less beam data
than the correction-based techniques. These beam data are needed for accurately modeling TPS for
dose calculation. The commissioning process generally includes beam data acquisition, beam data
entry into TPS, testing of beam modeling accuracy, development of specific clinical procedures,
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and training of relevant personnel. Prior to initiating the commissioning of Linac, the responsible
medical physicist should be familiar with national or international recommendations on commissioning Linac, for example, the AAPM TG-106 Report [35]. As a rule of thumb, measured data
should always be compared with published data on the same machine model or a national standard,
such as Houston Imaging and Radiation Oncology Core (IROC). The following sections describe
the minimum beam-data requirements for the commissioning of SRS and SBRT.
9.1.3.1.1 Nominal Linac output
The dose-calculation algorithm used in the TPS requires the nominal Linac output as one of the
input parameters. The nominal Linac output describes the relation between monitor units (MU)
and the absorbed dose to water under reference measurement conditions for a certain beam quality.
Mathematically, the relation is defined as
Nominal output =

D(Fcal , d cal , SSD cal )
MU

(9.1)

where:
Nominal dose is expressed in Gy/MU
D represents the measured dose in Gy
Fcal is the calibration field size in cm
dcal is the calibration field depth in cm
SSDcal is the source-to-surface distance used in calibration in cm
The nominal output can be measured by setting the ion chamber at the calibration depth dcal
(e.g., 10 cm), setting the MLC and jaws to Fcal (e.g., 10 × 10 cm2) and SSDcal to 10 cm, delivering
100 MU (Figure 9.2). The measured electrometer reading in (nC) can be converted into dose in Gy by
Beam source

SSDcal

dcal
Fcal

Ion chamber
Phantom

Figure 9.2 Measurement setup for nominal Linac output determination.
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applying all necessary conversion and correction factors. Measurement accuracy can be improved
by averaging the repeated measurements.
9.1.3.1.2 Central axis percentage depth doses
For small-field measurements, it is strongly recommended to use a high-definition detector. The
measurement setup for the percentage depth doses (PDD) is similar to that for the nominal Linac
output measurement. For intracranial SRS applications, the field sizes for PDD measurements
should be from 10 × 10 mm2 up to 150 × 150 mm2. The measurement depth should be up to 25 cm.
However, for extracranial SBRT treatments, the measurement depth should be up to 40 cm or
even more.
9.1.3.1.3 Output factors
The output factor (scatter factor) in a medium is defined as the ratio of the output in that medium
for a given field size at a given depth to that for a reference field size (e.g., 10 × 10 cm) and a reference depth (e.g., 10 cm). The output factors should be measured for a matrix of combinations of
square MLC apertures and square jaw settings. Figure 9.3 gives a sample matrix of recommended
output factor measurements for a Varian Trilogy machine. Only the green cells in the table should
be measured.
9.1.3.1.4 Transverse beam profiles
Off-axis dose profiles are required for 3D dose calculation. The number of transverse profiles measured at the different depths depends on the specific TPS. The most efficient way of measuring
transverse profiles is using a water phantom and a high-resolution detector. It is important to position
the detector away from the interleaf gap and ensure that the detector is at least 2 cm away from the
interleaf end junction line. To improve signal-to-noise ratio of the measured data, it is imperative to
use a finer step size (e.g., 0.5 mm) at the penumbral region. For a Varian Trilogy machine, the transverse profiles should be measured at two depths: 10 and 20 cm with jaw setting being 15 × 15 cm
and the MLC parked.
9.1.3.1.5 Diagonal radial profiles
Diagonal radial profiles are used to correct for off-axis beam profile fluctuation for the open field.
The measurement setup is similar to that for the transverse profile measurements. The MLC should
Jaw (mm)
MLC (mm)

12×12

22×22

32×32

42×42

60×60

10×10
20×20
30×30
40×40
60×60
80×80
100×100
120×120
150×150

Figure 9.3 A sample matrix for output factor measurements.

80×80

100×100

120×120

150×150
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be parked, and jaws should be set to 15 × 15 cm2. The measurement should be performed from one
corner of the field to the other. The diagonal radial profiles should be measured for the following
depths: 0.5, 1.4, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, and 35 cm.
9.1.3.1.6 Dosimetric characteristics of micro-multileaf collimator
Generally, the MLC is characterized by its radiation leakage through the device. There are three
types of radiation leakage through the MLC. The first type is called the intraleaf leakage. It is
the radiation leakage transmitted through the MLC leaves. It is the smallest one among the three
in terms of magnitude. The second type is called the interleaf leakage. It is the radiation leakage
through the gaps formed between the adjacent MLC leaf sides. The third type is called the interleaf
end leakage. It is the radiation leakage through the gaps formed between the rounded leaf ends when
they are in a parked position or in motion. This is the largest leakage among the three. These three
types of leakage can be determined with various detectors; however, film provides the best suited
for such purposes. Regardless of the detector used, the methodology involves measuring the radiation leakage with the MLC leaves completely closed and comparing the result with that of an open
reference field (e.g., 10 × 10 cm2). As unused MLC leaves in treatment plans are generally parked
under the jaws, the mean of intraleaf leakage and interleaf leakage is normally used in the TPS
as one of the MLC-characteristic parameters. Depending on the TPS, other MLC-characteristic
parameters may also be required for accurate beam modeling. For example, BrainLab also requires
an MLC parameter called the dynamic leaf shift (DLS) for IMRT implementation. The concept of
DLS is similar to that of dynamic leaf gap. It represents an effective leaf shift or gap caused by the
rounded leaf end design. The DLS or dynamic leaf gap phenomenon is apparent even if the leaf
pairs are completely closed. The DLS can be experimentally determined by measuring isocenter
doses for a series of dynamic leaf gaps of different widths sweeping across the field. The measured
doses and leakages are then fitted to the following empirical formula:
D − Dleak = k ( LG + 2 ⋅ DLS ) = k ⋅ LG + c

(9.2)

c = 2k ⋅ DLS

(9.3)

where:
LG represents the dynamic leaf gap width (mm) used for the dose measurement (e.g., 1, 5,...,
100 mm)
Dleak is the measured MLC leakage dose (nC or Gy) with MLC leaves completely closed
k and c are two constants
DLS is the effective leaf shift per leaf (mm)
The factor 2 indicates that each leaf pair has two leaves. The physical meaning of k is linear dose rate
in Gy/mm. k and c can be easily determined by fitting the measured data to the above-mentioned
linear equation. The DLS is then calculated by
DLS =

c
2k

(9.4)

9.1.3.2 ORGANIZE THE BEAM DATA IN THE FORMAT REQUIRED BY TREATMENT
PLANNING SYSTEM
After all required beam data have been acquired and processed, they need to be reformatted
according to the data format recognized by the TPS. To facilitate the data conversion, most vendors
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provide a data Editor. For example, BrainLab uses Beam Profile Editor for data entries and reformatting. The formatted data are then imported into the TPS for initial beam modeling and testing.

9.1.3.3 DEVELOP TEST PLANS
The purposes of the test plans are to verify the accuracy of modeled beam data and dose calculation. The test plans should consist of various field sizes and depths that are commonly used in
clinical treatments. They can be created on a flat solid water phantom or a commercial SRS head
phantom. The test plans can also be created on a commercial validation SRS head phantom, such
as an IROC SRS head phantom. Beam profiles, depth–dose distributions, and penumbra accuracy
should be verified for various regular and irregular field sizes, and different beam configurations.
Measured results should be compared with those measured with different techniques. In addition,
test plans for verifying interleaf and intraleaf leakages should also be developed. Furthermore, the
TPS calculated MU should be verified by a third-party software.
9.1.3.4 VERIFY THE DOSIMETRIC ACCURACY OF THE TEST PLANS
Most modern Linacs have a quality assurance (QA) mode so that these test plans can be delivered
using this mode for repeated measurements. The accuracy of the test plans can be measured by
using an ion chamber positioned at the isocenter for a point dose measurement or using radiochromic film, RCF (EBT3 or EBT-XD) that has been described in previous chapters. RCF is used for
dose distribution and profile measurement. For test plans with a prescription dose less than 10 Gy,
EBT3 film should be adequate. However, for those test plans with a prescription dose above 10 Gy,
the latest EBT-XD film is strongly recommended in order to avoid reduced response sensitivity as
observed on EBT3 film. Alternatively, 2D-beam profilers, such as MapCHECK2, can also be used
for the dose distribution and profile measurement.

9.2 END-TO-END TEST FOR STEREOTACTIC RADIOSURGERY
WITH EBT3/EBT-XD FILMS

9.2.1 Simulation
9.2.1.1 SELECTION OF A SUITABLE DOSIMETRY PHANTOM
There are various types of phantom for SRS testing. IROC uses its own phantom for validating the
clinical data. In either situation, RCF is used for dosimetry.
The SRS end-to-end test requires the use of an anthropomorphic phantom. There are many
commercial anthropomorphic phantoms that are specially designed for this purpose. The suitable
ones should consist of at least one film insert for film dosimetry and one ion chamber insert for
point dose measurement. The same film insert should be easily positioned in different planes. The
inserts should fit in the phantom tightly without significant air gaps. They should contain bony
structures that emulate a human head for the purpose of volume delineation. They should be light
opaque so that 3D optical surface imaging systems can be used on them. They should also be MRI
compatible.
9.2.1.1.1 Film inserts
Figure 9.4 shows a Kesler head phantom (CIRS, Norfolk Virginia) specially designed for SRS application. The head phantom consists of two detachable parts. The film insert, consisting of four identical components, is located in the superior part. Each individual component is clearly marked so
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Figure 9.4 The Kesler head phantom can be separated into two parts: the superior part (left)
and the inferior part (right). The superior part contains a film insert for dosimetry measurement.
The two parts can be put together by aligning the pins in the inferior part with the holes in the
superior part.

that misplacement can be avoided. When inserting the film insert loaded with the film into the
insert slot, the user should not apply excessive pressure on it. Otherwise, it may be very difficult to
remove the film insert after exposure.
9.2.1.1.2 Film cutting, marking, and positioning
Film cutting is crucial in film dosimetry. Poorly cut film strips will be difficult to be inserted into
the film insert. In addition, inaccurately cut film strips will affect the target localization accuracy
measurement. There are commercial film and photo cutters available in the supermarkets. Once
the properly cut film strips are ready, their orientation with respect to the original film should be
clearly labeled. These labels will ensure that correct film orientation can be restored during film
scanning. Either orientation could be used, but the key is consistency, with all calibration, background, and measurement films to be scanned in the same orientation. Film data are sensitive to
the film orientation relative to the laser-light polarization direction; hence, it is critical to assure
the consistent film orientation. Figure 9.5 shows three pieces of a precisely cut EBT3 film, each with
correct orientation labels and a width of 63 mm. The larger piece of the film strips will be placed
in the sagittal plane, and the two smaller pieces will be placed in the coronal plane in the middle
of the sagittal film, with one piece on each side. However, such an arrangement of the film strips
will produce a long and narrow air gap between the two coronal film strips, resulting in some level
of dosimetric perturbation in the film junction area and making the target localization accuracy
measurement very difficult.

9.2.1.2 PHANTOM IMMOBILIZATION
Figure 9.6 shows an end-to-end test simulation performed on a CT scanner. In this case, the Kesler
head phantom was placed on a simulation CDR board (CDR Systems, AB, Canada) in a neutral position. Due to the shape of the head phantom, a Size F headrest was used for head phantom positioning.
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Figure 9.5 Three pieces of a precisely-cut EBT3 film with annotations.

Figure 9.6 The Kesler head phantom setup prior to CT scan.

The forehead and chin were aligned and parallel to the CT scanner table. Efforts have been made
to ensure that the sagittal film was perpendicular to the CT scanner table, and the coronal films
were parallel to it. A mold and open face mask were then fabricated for the purpose of phantom
immobilization. During the mold expanding and hardening process, attention was focused on the
head phantom so that it would not deviate from the desired position. The lateral side of the mold
was at the middle line of the head phantom in the sagittal view. The open face mask was symmetric
about the nose. Two three-inch mask strips were also prepared and applied to the chin and forehead, respectively, to increase the face mask strength and rigidity. This was based on our clinical
experience with this type of mask material. Three small triangulation markers were placed on the
face mask in the superior part of the head phantom.

9.2.1.3 CT DATA ACQUISITION
The head phantom should be scanned with an SRS protocol. The CT scan should have a slice
thickness of 1.0 mm and an in-plane matrix size of 512 × 512 for accurate target delineation.
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The acquired CT images should be reviewed slice-by-slice for completeness and quality check
before being transferred to the TPS.

9.2.2 Treatment planning
9.2.2.1 CT DATA IMPORT INTO TREATMENT PLANNING SYSTEM
Once the CT scan, RTPLAN, and RTSTRUCT are imported to the TPS, the medical physicist
should verify whether there are any missing slices, points, and contours. If the end-to-end test also
requires an MRI scan for the purpose of testing image fusion function, it can be imported from
the PACS.
9.2.2.2 TARGET AND ORGANS AT RISK DELINEATION
After necessary preplanning preparations, such as imaging fusion, reference point selection, and
surface segmentation, are completed, relevant organs at risk , including the brainstem, cord, and
optic structures, will have to be delineated manually on the CT scan. The autosegmentation tool
does not work on any of the head phantoms. For the best results, the ideal shape of the target is
spherical. This ensures that both the center of the sphere and isocenter are precisely placed at the
geometric center of the film insert. In this way, all three pieces of the film pass through the isocenter. Normally, two spherical planning target volumes (PTV) with different diameters, such as 12
and 20 mm, may be sufficient for the purpose of the end-to-end test. As a reference, IROC recommends the diameter of the PTV to be ≥14 mm for the best measurement results. Figure 9.7 shows

Figure 9.7 A spherical PTV with a diameter of 12 mm used in an SRS end-to-end test in a Kesler
head phantom.
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Figure 9.8 The isodose distribution of a test plan displayed in zoom-in mode. The inner red solid
circle represents the PTV.

an example of a spherical PTV with a diameter of 12 mm. The isocenter is placed at the geometric
center of the PTV, as indicated by the green cross.

9.2.2.3 OPTIMIZATION OF TEST PLANS
The test plans should emulate a real patient treatment in terms of prescription dose, the number
of beams or arcs, the number of couch rotations, MLC margin, and plan normalization technique.
Figure 9.8 shows the isodose distribution of a test plan computed with 10 non-coplanar beams.
9.2.2.4 PLAN APPROVAL
The final test plans should be approved by a medical physicist and a radiation oncologist. Certain
TPSs require plans to be approved by two people.
9.2.2.5 DOSE PLANE EXPORT FOR MEASUREMENT AND COMPARISON
All TPSs provide a utility for computing 2D dose across a plane and exporting the dose file for
measurement and comparison. Film provides unique opportunity to validate TPS-generated plan
by measurements. In Dose Export utility, the planes through the films should be selected for dose
calculation and export. As the sizes of the films are generally very small, a suitable region of i nterest
(ROI) about the size of the film should be defined for dose calculation. In addition, as the film
dosimetry has a continuous dose distribution and the geometric match between the film measurement and the planned dose requires a submillimeter accuracy, the dose planes should be calculated
with a higher grid resolution, for example, ≤ 0.5 mm. This is to avoid excessive interpolation by the
film analysis software.
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9.3 COMMON DOSIMETRY TOOLS USED IN STEREOTACTIC
RADIOSURGERY AND STEREOTACTIC BODY RADIATION
THERAPY END-TO-END TEST
SRS and SBRT involve small-field dosimetry. A small field can be defined as a field with dimensions smaller than the lateral range of charged particles. Consequently, there are two challenging
issues associated with small-field dosimetry. One is related to the beam itself. Small fields lack
lateral charged particle equilibrium. Chapter 13 provides details of film dosimetry in small field.
The other issue is related to the detector used. The size of the detector is generally large compared
with the beam dimensions. Therefore, measured dose more represents the mean dose over a volume
than a point. Regardless of the types of the detectors used, they all need some sort of correction as
discussed in TRS-483 [36].
RCF has been used in SRS/SBRT intensively due to its high spatial resolution, energy independence over therapeutic X-ray, and a reasonable sensitivity that is important in a situation of doserate independence and near tissue-equivalence. Figure 9.9 shows the films used in the end-to-end
test with the Kesler phantom scanned with a 600 dpi on an Epson 10,000XL scanner.
For verification of the geometrical accuracy, RCF has been used in Winston–Lutz test [37] for
verification of computed tomography image guidance of patient positioning for Linac-based SRS
with localization frame [38] and frameless technique [39], and in submillimeter end-to-end alignment test for SRS commissioning [40]. The use of RCF has also been reported for verifying the
dosimetric accuracy of the treatment planning calculations and patient-specific QA [41–53]. Good
agreement between the planned-dose and measured-dose was found within the target region.
As small photon fields are utilized in SRS, accurate dosimetry is especially challenging. The
small field dosimetry in megavoltage beams will be extensively reviewed in Chapter 13 of this book.
Gonzales-Lopez et al. [54] compared the PinPoint ion chamber with EBT2 film in measurements of
field sizes of 0.5 × 0.5 cm2, 0.7 × 0.7 cm2, 1 × 1 cm2, 2 × 2 cm2, 3 × 3 cm2, 6 × 6 cm2, and 10 × 10 cm2
for both 6 and 15 MV photon beams. They found the PinPoint chamber and EBT2 in agreements
for the field sizes of 2 × 2 cm2 and above; Monte Carlo and EBT2 in agreements for 1 × 1 cm2 field
size; for field sizes smaller than 1 × 1 cm2. For the 0.7 × 0.7 cm2, in respect to Monte Carlo calculation, the differences with the EBT2 measurements are 19% and 35% for the 6-MV beams and 17%
and 33% for the 15-MV, respectively. In the case of the 0.5 × 0.5 cm2 field, the differences with the
RCF measurements are 38% and 52% for the 6 MV beams and 32% and 50% for the 15 MV beams,
respectively. EBT film dosimetry was also used of comparison with Monte Carlo simulation in
TPS and good agreements were observed [43,51,55]. Bouchard et al. 2015 provided a theoretical

Figure 9.9 EBT-XD films after irradiated in the Kesler SRS phantom (left: coronal cut; right: sagittal
cut.)
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explanation for significant quality correction factors in megavoltage small photon fields and the
underlying concepts relevant to dosimetry under such conditions [56].
In addition, for the verifying geometrical accuracy of SBRT, RCF is used to evaluate the alignment accuracy of a CT on rail system with a detachable micro-multileaf collimator unit and Linac
isocenter [57]. The RCF has also been used in treatment planning dose verification for conformal
field SBRT [58,59]. Gallo reported an RCF study of end-to-end test to verify the dose calculations
by various TPS and also dose delivery system of SBRT [60]. Hardcastle reported the use of RCF in
patient specific QA of SBRT [61]. Followill reported the design and implementation of pelvis and
thorax phantom containing RCF for QA of SBRT [62].

9.4 EBT3/EBT-XD FILM DOSIMETRY ANALYSIS FOR
STEREOTACTIC RADIOSURGERY/STEREOTACTIC BODY
RADIATION THERAPY

9.4.1 Characteristics of EBT3 and EBT-XD film
To improve the photon energy dependence of the newer RCFs, minor changes in their atomic composition have been made in EBT2 and EBT3 since their introduction [63]. In early 2015, a new film,
EBT-XD, similar in composition and construction to EBT3, was added. The reduced crystal size of
the active component makes the EBT-XD film less sensitive, and the increased slope of the dose–
response curve at doses above 10 Gy is more suitable for measurements >10 Gy, which is the dose
range of SRS and SBRT [64–66]. Detailed discussion on the type of film is presented in Chapter 2.
The dose–response curves for EBT3 film (6-MV, 15-MV, and 50-kV photons) and EBT-XD (6 and
18 MV photons) analyzed on an Epson 10,000XL scanner have been reported [64,67]. Though the
EBT2 and EBT3 family are useful for most clinical radiation therapy applications, EBT-XD model,
with a useful dose range of 0.04–40 Gy, is designed for single fraction SRS, SBRT applications.
If a choice of film models exists for the dose range of interest considers that for a particular RCF
film dose uncertainty depends on its sensitivity. For equal doses, the film with the lesser sensitivity will have higher contrast resulting in lower dose uncertainty. Thus for doses >10 Gy, EBT-XD
would usually be preferred over EBT2 or EBT3 [66].

9.4.2 Equicolor calibration doses in triple-channel
dosimetry
Several papers have reported on improvements in RCF dosimetry using triple-channel methods
[68–71]. Dosimetry of SRS is critical in which RCF could provide satisfactory dose. However, RCF
dosimetry requires correction. A protocol with a far fewer dose points (e.g., seven-point) required
for generating a calibration curve has been proposed [72] using the triple-channel method.
The fewer number of dose points comes from the adoption of rational data-fitting functions
(Equation 9.5) having natural behavior similar to that of RCF.
X (D ) =
in which:
X(D) represents the response at dose D
a, b, and c are constants

a +b
(D − c )

(9.5)
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The goal of selecting calibration doses is to equilibrate error in high- and low-dose areas. The
equicolor dose scheme ensures the high- and low-dose regions are equally well approximated for
EBT3 film. At higher dose such as SRS/SBRT cases, the higher dose needs more support as the sensitivity toward errors increases quickly, and the equicolor values cannot be recommended. Above
10 Gy, one should change to EBT-XD film. Individual irradiation of calibration film strips is recommended in a water-equivalent phantom at the depth of at least 5 cm to avoid the uniformity of the
beam profiles.
The range of doses used to expose the calibration films should be sufficient to encompass the
range of all anticipated measurements. Extrapolation of calibration curves beyond measured
points is not recommended. The number of dose points necessary generally depends on the calibration fitting function used. For polynomial fits, several points covering an even logarithmic spacing
spanning at least two decades of dose are recommended [73]. Users employing rational calibration
functions may require fewer points [72].
Clustering data points near the low-dose part of the curve in which the calibration changes
rapidly with dose is advisable, whereas fewer points are generally required at higher dose levels in
which the calibration curve changes more gradually. Acquiring and averaging multiple calibration films at the same dose level have the advantage of improving dose statistics and averaging out
anomalous behavior within individual films at the expense of more materials and time required for
exposure and analysis.
SRS fields usually do not have the size restriction imposed by the lateral response artifact; however, the placement of films for scanning and under some circumstances (e.g., off-center film placement on the scanner, doses >5 Gy, single-channel dosimetry) could introduce dose uncertainty
>10%. The effect is mitigated through the use of multichannel dosimetry and can be completely
eliminated through a one-time procedure to characterize the effect of a given film model on a particular scanner. The resulting correction coefficients can be applied to remove the artifact from any
subsequent image obtained for that film model on the scanner [74]. From our experience, the region
of interest used in the film calibration is better with a circular shape rather than a square or rectangular for SRS dosimetry as shown in Figure 9.10. The calibration was based on an output factor of
0.8183 cGy/MU for Trilogy 6-MV under the conditions of 100 cm source to axis distance (SAD), depth
of 5 cm, and 3 × 3 cm2 MLC/jaw setting. The calibration dose levels were 2880, 2138, 1611, 1178, 814,
504, 235, and 0 cGy, respectively, following the equicolor scheme for triple-channel dosimetry. For
EBT-XD and EBT3 with equal exposure, the effect of lateral response artifact is markedly less for
the former, making it preferred to EBT3 for doses >10 Gy [66].

9.4.3 Other factors affecting the accuracy of
stereotactic radiosurgery film dosimetry
Sheets or smaller pieces of most RCF models are unlikely to be perfectly flat, and this can lead to
substantial uncertainty in the measured response values if the film is not coplanar with the glass
window in a flatbed scanner. Lewis [75] and Palmer [65] reported that RCF responses vary with
the distance between the film and light source. To address this issue, a simple expedient is to use a
clear 3–4 mm thick and clear glass plate over the film on flatbed scanners. The glass plate should
be free of visual defects and cover the entire glass window of the scanner including the calibration
area at the scan start end of the window. The weight of the glass plate flattens the film ensuring that
it is in a fixed and reproducible position coplanar with the surface of the scanner glass. For EBT3
and EBT-XD films, plain plate glass is sufficient as the polyester substrate has a surface treatment
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Figure 9.10 Triple-channel calibration curves of EBT-XD films used for SRS with 0–28 Gy.

preventing the formation of Newton’s Rings interference patterns. Other crucial factors affecting
the accuracy of SRS film dosimetry include keeping/storing films in the dark that can minimize
exposure to light when necessary for use and not to expose them to temperatures above 60 ° C. At
last, it is strongly recommended to precut the film for either calibration or measurements several
days in advance, enabling the films to equilibrate with the environment. Not doing so could result
in large dose differences as well as nonuniform response in the plane of the film [76].

9.5 SUMMARY
In the current chapter, we present the detailed procedure of commissioning SRS and SBRT with
RCF and SRS end-to-end test. RCF, especially, EBT2 and EBT3 have been the predominant types
of GAFchromic™ films used in commissioning SRS and SBRT in radiation oncology for the past
few years. In spite of increased dynamic dose range, studies, including our own investigations,
have found that they are not optimal for applications beyond 10 Gy, such as SRS and SBRT, due
to diminished response sensitivity. This leads to increased measurement uncertainty at the high
dose region. For this very reason, many clinical medical physicists prefer to use a dose much lower
than the actual clinical dose for their commissioning and validation tests. However, this practice
significantly deviates from the fundamental essence of the SRS end-to-end tests. For nonintensitymodulated modalities, such as 3D-CRT and 3D-conformal arc, this dose reduction approach in
end-to-end tests may be acceptable. This is due to the fact that beam apertures are static and the
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gantry angular speed is not a function of dose. Therefore, if a machine has an acceptable doseMU linearity, then the measurement error introduced by dose reduction will be in the order of
dose-MU linearity uncertainty. However, for intensity-modulated modalities, such as IMRT and
VMAT, MLC leaf speed, the gantry angular speed, and the angular dose rate are all a function of
dose per control point. Consequently, their mechanical performance is greatly affected by dose
magnitude. As IMRT- and VMAT-based SRS has a long delivery time, this could potentially lead
to a big cumulative dosimetric error, which is underestimated or even completely missed in dosereduction approach. Owing to this, the dose-reduction technique should not be used in end-to-end
tests for IMRT and VMAT-based SRS and SBRT. In addition, both EBT2 and EBT3 films have also
been shown to exhibit pronounced lateral scan effect. The films scanned in the middle of the scanning window yield different dosimetric results from the films scanned at the lateral positions of the
window. In our recent SRS commissioning and end-to-end tests for Varian Trilogy and TrueBeam
machines at our institution, we used the latest EBT-XD GAFchromic film for dosimetry measurement and target localization accuracy assessment. EBT-XD film was released to the market for
clinical evaluation and applications in 2015. Our initial clinical tests and evaluation with EBT-XD
film showed that it has much higher response sensitivity at the dose range used in SRS and SBRT
treatment (18–24 Gy) than both EBT2 and EBT3 films and less lateral scan effect. Thus, it is ideal
for SRS and SBRT commissioning and end-to-end tests.
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10.1 REVIEW OF GAMMA KNIFE® FOR RADIOSURGERY

10.1.1 History of Gamma Knife
The creation of the concept of minimally invasive surgery can be traced to a paper published in
1951 by Lars Leksell, a Swedish neurosurgeon [1]. Leksell had previously developed a human stereotactic head frame and used it successfully to guide a needle and selectively destroy abnormal brain
tissue with radiofrequency rhizotomy. Beginning with his 1951 paper, he described the substitution
of a precisely directed, concentrated beam of X-rays without needing to open the skull and risk
infection. He coined the term radiosurgery to describe this process using kilovoltage X-rays. The
low-energy X-rays available at that time were inadequate, so Leksell began using high-energy protons from a cyclotron at Uppsala University just west of Stockholm. Together with physicist Borge
Larson in 1967, he invented a hospital-based device known as the Leksell Gamma Unit (Figure 10.1)
that contained a large amount of radioactive cobalt-60 sources, each precisely directed to the Unit
Center Point, later referred to as the isocenter [2].
Leksell’s device, later popularly known as the Leksell Gamma Knife®, was restricted to intracranial
use only and required placement of the Leksell Model G stereotactic frame, at first with screws penetrating the skull and later with sharp pins. The only form of neuroimaging available at that time was
pneumoencephalography, which required performing a spinal tap and displacing most of the cerebrospinal fluid with air. This was difficult and excruciatingly painful. The air-filled ventricles could
then be imaged by anterior–posterior and lateral X-ray films, and the anterior commissure–posterior
commissure line could be determined. Previously available brain maps [3] could then be used to
determine the stereotactic coordinates (X: lateral, Y: anterior–posterior, and Z: inferior–superior) to
direct the beams of gamma radiation to the anatomical site of interest. Thus, only functional disease
such as Parkinson’s disease and trigeminal neuralgia could be treated for many years.

Figure 10.1 Lars Leksell and Christer Lindquist positioning patient in the original Leksell Gamma
Unit, about 1968 in Stockholm, Sweden.
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Leksell’s sons Dan and Lawrence persuaded their father to create the Elekta Corporation in 1972
to market the Gamma Knife and Leksell’s other surgical inventions. In 1985, Leksell permitted his
blueprints to be used to construct two other Gamma Units in Buenos Aires, Argentina [4] and in
Sheffield, England [5]. Shortly after that, neurosurgeon Robert Rand was given permission to move
Leksell’s first Gamma Unit (which had been in storage) to University of California Los Angeles
(UCLA) Medical Center, where it was used to treat a number of patients [6].
The world’s first commercial Leksell Gamma Unit (which later became popularly known as the
Model U) was manufactured in Sweden by Elekta and installed at the University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center in 1987 [7]. The unit was quite successful, and many more units were installed in
the United States and many other countries, especially in Europe, Japan, Korea, and China. At the
time of this writing, more than 300 units are installed worldwide, with over 1 million radiosurgery
treatments reported through the end of calendar year 2015 as shown in Figure 10.2.
The Leksell Gamma Unit Model U came with a primitive computer system, which allowed the
clinical users to see lines of equal radiation dose (isodose lines) portrayed on a single computed
tomography (CT) axial slice for a single isocenter (or shot). This process took about 15 min for a
single slice. Over the decades since that time, the Leksell GammaPlan® treatment planning system
has become more sophisticated with thousands times faster. Now users can see axial, coronal, and
sagittal images (as well as angiographic images) in many slices at the same time. This has increased
the sophistication of planning and made the process extremely rapid. In addition, there is no limit
on the number of isocenters that can be employed.
The original 201 source Gamma Unit Model U required the stereotactic coordinates (X, Y and Z)
to be manually set by the clinical staff. It featured 4 mm, 8 mm, 14 mm, and 18 mm nearly spherical volumes of irradiation. The unit required a very challenging manual process to set the lateral (X) coordinate with trunnions, attached to an external helmet and the Y–Z sliders affixed to
the Leksell coordinate frame. Each isocenter required the patient to be inserted into the machine
(placed within a large concrete bunker) and then removed for the setting of the coordinates of the
next point. This was a time-consuming process and could lead to errors, either in the accuracy of
the coordinates or due to the inadvertent interchange of digital parameters.

Figure 10.2 Year-by-year number of patients treated with Elekta Gamma Knife®.
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The next generation Gamma Knife (Models, B, C, and 4C) introduced in about 1988 and 1999,
respectively, were far more sophisticated. The change out of secondary collimator helmets was
much simpler, and a computer monitored and supervised the treatment of the patient, eliminating
the possibility of wrong coordinates, or wrong helmets [8]. The Model 4C featured the automatic
positioning system that could move the patient to multiple coordinate locations without the staff
having to reenter the treatment room (as long as the shots were all within a 2-cm radius). This
speeded up the delivery of treatment. The construction of the new Models B, C, and 4C also made
replacement of depleted Cobalt-60 sources (typically performed every 5 to 6 years) much quicker
and less difficult.
The Gamma Knife Perfexion was introduced in 2006 as shown in Figure 10.3. It was a completely
revolutionary design in which the external helmets were eliminated. A total of 192 sources were
placed on 8 actuator arms bearing 24 sources each, which could be positioned over 4 mm, 8 mm, or
16 mm diameter collimators. The initial clinical report suggested that even with nine fewer sources,
the totally automated patient positioning system (using a high precision couch) reduced the average
patient treatment time by 20% or more [9].
The latest innovation in the Leksell Gamma Knife is the Perfexion ICON system, which includes
a swing-arm cone beam CT scanner, an infrared patient motion monitoring system, and reinforced
thermoplastic face mask for imaging and fractionated treatment. This system makes it possible for
Gamma Knife users to perform either single fraction radiosurgery with the Leksell Model G frame
or fractionated treatments with daily patient position verification. It was introduced in Europe in
2015 and in the United States in 2016.

Figure 10.3 Leksell Gamma Knife Perfexion with patient in treatment position.
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10.1.2 Gamma Knife applications in stereotactic
radiosurgery
The original Leksell Gamma Unit was invented to ablate small intracranial targets to treat chronic
pain (such as trigeminal neuralgia) and movement disorder (such as Parkinson’s disease). There is a
case report of an acoustic neuroma with bilateral tumors treated with Gamma Knife radiosurgery
in 1969 [10].
Clinical indications for Gamma Knife radiosurgery were greatly expanded in 1970 when
Leksell’s neurosurgical colleague Ladislau Steiner used the newly developed technique of cerebral
angiography to extend Gamma Knife radiosurgery to arteriovenous malformations [11]. These
hereditary genetic anomalies caused bleeding in the brain, which could result in seizures, coma, or
death. Steiner performed Gamma Knife radiosurgery on these lesions with a high rate of success
and brought the technique to a new Gamma Knife Center at the University of Virginia in 1989. The
next advance in Gamma Knife radiosurgery came in the late 1970s when the revolutionary new
CT imaging technique was first integrated into stereotactic radiosurgery [12]. This new imaging
technique suddenly made intracranial tumors visible, and they became viable targets for Gamma
Knife radiosurgery [13].
Metastatic brain tumors became a rising indication for Gamma Knife radiosurgery in the 1990s.
Once detection and localization of metastatic tumors in the brain became routinely possible with
CT and magnetic resonance imaging scans, clinicians rapidly attacked the problem [14]. Localized
control of metastatic brain tumors became so successful that the existing paradigm of recommending whole brain radiation therapy for all such patients began to be challenged. Other malignant
brain tumors, especially gliomas, were also treated with Gamma Knife radiosurgery [15]. Patients
with benign disease such as arteriovenous malformations, acoustic neuromas, meningiomas, and
pituitary adenoma, began to select Gamma Knife radiosurgery over conventional craniotomy in
increasing numbers [16–19]. The traditional role of Gamma Knife radiosurgery in the treatment
of functional disease has not been neglected. A recent tally conducted by the Leksell Society indicates that more than 61,000 patients have been treated worldwide through calendar year 2015 for
trigeminal neuralgia [20].

10.1.3 A brief survey of Gamma Knife stereotactic
radiosurgery devices
The conspicuous success of the Leksell Gamma Knife device in the 1980s and 1990s lead to the
design and manufacture of similar devices, especially in China. The OUR rotating gamma unit
was introduced in China in the 1990s and consisted of 30 high intensity cobalt-60 radioactive
sealed sources mounted on a large rotating disk [21]. The absorbed dose rate, radiation falloff, and
mechanical accuracy were comparable with the static Leksell gamma unit. At least three such units
were imported into the United States beginning in 2001 [22]. At this writing, one other manufacturer has obtained a license to distribute a similar rotating gamma stereotactic device within the
United States.

10.1.4 Gamma Knife helmets and collimators
The Leksell Gamma Knife Perfexion Model has largely replaced the previous Leksell gamma units.
Leksell Gamma units prior to this model had very large 400-km external helmets that had to be
mechanically hoisted into place on the patient positioning couch above the patient’s head.
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The prototype Gamma Unit in Stockholm had helmets that gave projected nominal beam diameters of 4 mm, 8 mm, and 14 mm. The commercial Leksell Model U added an 18-mm helmet. The
new Gamma Knife Perfexion is designed with a very large, precisely machined tungsten collimator
internal to the unit that allows nominal beam sizes of 4 mm, 8 mm, and 16 mm diameter.

10.2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GAMMA KNIFE
BEAMS

10.2.1 Beam and energy fluence of Gamma Knife beams
The hallmark characteristics of the Leksell Gamma Knife are the mechanical pointing accuracy
(alignment of collimators) and the rapid dose falloff [23]. The Leksell Gamma Knife Models U, B, 4C
and Perfexion have all been warranted by the manufacturer to deliver an output at the isocenter of
the unit of at least 3 Gy/min (using the largest collimator) at time of acceptance testing. Clearly the
absorbed dose rate decreases with the 5.26-year half-life of cobalt-60, approximately 1% per month.

10.2.2 Absolute dosimetry and total scatter factors
Gamma stereotactic radiosurgery device manufacturers rely on extremely precise machining and
manufacturing techniques and quality assurance to make each device virtually identical to other
devices of the same model, differing only in the unique radioactive source loading for an individual
serial number device. Therefore, manufacturers typically specify collimator (helmet) output factors
and dose falloff tables, which are embedded in the customized radiation therapy treatment planning system. Historically the clinical medical physicist had a limited ability to verify these factors,
but recently, techniques have been developed for verification in which radiochromic film (RCF)
plays an important role.
The Elekta corporation revised upward by 7% their recommended helmet factor for the 4-mm
helmet (smallest size) in about 2000 [24]. Many Gamma Knife centers utilized newly developed
dosimetry technology (micro-thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs), RCF, diamond detectors,
liquid filled ionization chambers) to verify this recommended change [25]. Ultimately, most investigators converged on an output factor for this remarkably small collimator that was in close agreement with the recommended value.

10.2.3 Relative dosimetry: PDDs and off-axis ratios
Gamma stereotactic radiosurgery units are limited to treatment at the isocenter, so percent depth
dose (PDD) is only important in dose calculation for each individual treatment plan. The geometry
of the Gamma Knife unit makes it physically impossible to measure percent depth dose, and the
concept would be meaningless due to the superposition of all 192 gamma ray beams (formerly 201
beams). It is only possible to measure a valid PDD in the laboratory of the manufacturer with a
single source loaded into a collimator.
Off-axis ratios (beam profiles) are supplied by the manufacturer and embedded in the respective
treatment planning algorithm. Individual users may verify these data with RCF. Some investigators
have modeled the Leksell Gamma Knife collimation system as well as rotating gamma units with
Monte Carlo calculations [26,27].
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10.2.4 Commonly detectors used for Gamma Knife
dosimetry
The ground truth calibration of Gamma Knife and rotating gamma unit radiosurgery systems is
performed with calibrated ionization chambers. This poses several problems. The most commonly
used Farmer-type cylindrical ionization chambers have a volume of approximately 0.6 cm3 and
dimensions too large for the 16- to 18-mm diameter maximum field sizes of these units. A new generation of microionization chambers (with volumes of approximately 0.1 cm3) as defined in TG-106
[28] has been manufactured for small-field dosimetry. However, these extremely small ionization
chambers are not as robust as somewhat larger ionization chambers [29].
Annual quality assurance requirements for Gamma Knife dosimetry vary from state to state but
commonly require verification of output factors, isocenter verification, and beam profiles. This can
be done using RCF [30]. A special device, called the pinprick film holder, places a pinprick hole in
a piece of film precisely at the isocenter. The film is exposed in the Gamma Knife. Upon processing and scanning, the X and Y distance from the center of the measured dose distribution to the
pinprick itself is measured and checked to see if it is within 0.5-mm distance.

10.3 RADIOCHROMIC FILM FOR GAMMA KNIFE
RADIOSURGERY DOSIMETRY

10.3.1 Materials and equipment
10.3.1.1 RADIOCHROMIC FILM MODELS: HS, MD, AND EXTERNAL BEAM
THERAPY
Historical views of RCF can be found in Chapter 2 with evolution of HD-810/DM-1260 [31,32] and
MD-55 [33] to measure beam profile parameters for Gamma Knife models U and B. A more sensitive model, the MD-55-2 [34], was produced by adding two MD-55 layers together.
Although the sensitivity of the MD-V2-55 model GAFchromic™ film is relatively high, its dose
response was reported to be not uniform enough (8%–15% variation) for certain clinical applications. Consequently, the HS GAFchromic film model was introduced with a single and slightly thicker
(40 µm) sensitive layer leading to higher sensitivity and better uniformity than the MD-V2-55. With
the improvement in the uniformity and reproducibility of the films, the relative output factors from
the film measurements for different collimators of the Gamma Knife Perfexion and C models agreed
better with those from the Monte Carlo calculations [35,36]. Further development in RCF production
led to the EBT (which stands for External Beam Therapy) GAFchromic film model, initially designed
to replace the radiographic films for intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) quality assurance
procedures [37,38]. Several versions of the EBT films have been produced over time, typically with
improved dose sensitivity, lower energy dependence, and wider dose range. The current model of the
EBT films (EBT-3) works in the dose range from 1 to 40 Gy with a specified dose uniformity of better
than ±3% and is a suitable tool for routine quality assurance in Gamma Knife radiosurgery.
10.3.1.2 SCANNERS AND DENSITOMETERS
Chapter 4 provides details of scanners and densitometer that can be looked in the context of RCF.
The point dose measurement tools such as densitometers and spectrophotometers have been used
for Gamma Knife quality assurance only when 2D detectors were not available. It is in general
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difficult to get a stable attenuation reading from an irradiated region of a film using a point dose
detector because of the nonuniformity and the noises in the film. Attempts were also made during
the early stage of the clinical film dosimetry to acquire beam profiles and 2D dose distributions for
Gamma Knife radiation using scanning densitometers [32,39].
The acquired image files from the films scanners can be processed using different imaging processing software for dosimetric analysis. Commonly used imaging processing software packages
for physics quality assurance checks in Gamma Knife radiosurgery include FilmQA, ImageJ, RIT,
dose lab, and so on.

10.3.1.3 PHANTOMS
Various head phantoms have been designed and fabricated for research and patient care purpose
in Gamma Knife radiosurgery. Elekta has produced two types of phantoms for routine physics
dosimetric measurements, one made from acrylonitrile butadiene styrene and the other from water
equivalent plastic (Figure 10.4). Both phantoms are 160 mm in diameter and can be used for dose
rate measurements with ion chambers and for output factor and beam profile measurements with
films. The acrylonitrile butadiene styrene phantom is made of polystyrene and has an opening in
the central region for ion chamber inserts or film insert. It can be used to irradiate only one film at a
time. The solid-water phantom is composed of certified therapy grade solid water. It was introduced
along with the Perfexion Gamma Knife unit. It can be used to measure 2D dose distributions on
multiple planes.

10.3.2 R adiochromic film characteristics in Co-60 beams
The dose response of a batch of RCFs is usually characterized with a dose response curve or a calibration curve. A dose response curve for a batch of film can be obtained by irradiating a series of
films with graded doses. The irradiation is usually done on Gamma Knife machines using the largest collimator with the exact experimental setup for all films, that is, same phantom, same size film
pieces from the same batch, same film positioning, and so on. The irradiated film pieces should be
placed exactly at the same scanning position and scanned with the same scanner setting to exclude
any variation in scanner response over scan field. Particular attention is also needed for the orientation of the GAFchromic film samples in the scanner. Klassen et al. [40] showed that reading of the
GAFchromic film may change substantially due to the polarization of the light source. This effect is
attributed to the preferred orientation of the polymer chains, which absorb light in the microcrystals of the radiosensitive layers. Detailed and general precautions have been provided in Chapter 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10.4 Dosimetric phantoms for routine quality assurance in Gamma Knife radiosurgery:
(a) acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) phantom, (b) film insert for the ABS phantom, and (c) solidwater phantom and film inserts.
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Figure 10.5 Dose response curve for the GAFchromic™ EBT film; the solid line represents the fifth
degree polynomial fit to the 10 film points after background corrections; PV stands for pixel value.
(From Novotny, J. et al., Med. Phys., 36, 1768–1774, 2009.)

Theoretically, a dose response curve needs to be obtained for every dosimetric measurement
with films. The response of the films may change with time, as may the temperature/humidity
environment. A dose response curve usually gives a one-to-one correspondence between the delivered dose and a predefined film response parameter (i.e., optical density, image number, etc.) and is
desired to cover the entire dose range for the study. Figure 10.5 gives a sample dose response curve
for the EBT film generated using the Film QA software [41]. The dose range for this curve is 0–8 Gy.

10.3.3 Measurement of output factors
The radiation fluence of a Gamma Knife unit is usually characterized by the dose rate measured
at the center of a 16-cm spherical phantom using an ionization chamber for the largest collimator
(16 mm for Perfexion; 18 mm for models U, B, C, and 4C). The dose rates for smaller collimators
cannot be measured using ionization chambers because the radiation fields from these collimators are not large enough to provide electronic equilibrium and due to partial volume effects as
described by Das et al. [42] and IAEA TRS-483 [43]. Therefore, a relative output factor is defined
for a given collimator as the quotient of the output measured with this collimator to that measured
with the largest size collimator [44]. Historically, the relative output factors for different Gamma
Knife machines have been obtained from Monte Carlo simulations and also from film measurements. A set of output factors is usually suggested by the manufacturer for all Gamma Knife units
of the same model, even though the individual user can use their own output factors in their planning system based on in-house measurements but in comparison with manufacturer data.
The output factors for a Gamma Knife unit can be measured using radiochromic film pieces
placed at the center of the 16-cm diameter spherical polystyrene or solid water phantom. Two irradiations with a preselected irradiation time are needed to determine the output factor for a given
collimator: An irradiation using this collimator and an irradiation using the largest collimator,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.6 Illustration of exposed film samples for the 4-mm collimator output factor measurement using the following: (a) single-shot exposure method and (b) double-shot exposure method.
(From Ma, L. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 54, 3897–3907, 2009.)

both done with films placed in the XY plane. The irradiated films are then scanned and converted
into 2D dose maps using the calibration curve for this film batch. An averaged dose reading is then
taken from the central region of each radiation field, and the output factor for a given collimator is
calculated as the ratio of the two dose readings.
Two methods have been developed for output measurement using films (Figure 10.6). The first
approach [41] is to cut RCFs into square pieces (i.e., 5 × 5 cm) and then place the center of the film
pieces on the radiation focus point during irradiation (100 mm, 100 mm, and 100 mm in the
Leksell stereotactic coordinate system). The underlying assumption for this approach is that
the dose responses from all film pieces are exactly the same. So special care is needed with the
handling of the film pieces (i.e., use film pieces from the same batch of film, irradiate and scan
the films in the same position etc.). The other approach [45] for estimation of relative helmet output factors is to cut film pieces into rectangular pieces (5 cm by 13 cm) and irradiate the film with
two shot-positions (70, 100, and 100 mm) and (130, 100, and 100 mm), and so on. The underlying
assumptions for this approach are as follows: (1) The two fields are far enough that the scattering
effect is negligible, and (2) the signal is uniform from the scanner across the scan field as the two
radiation fields cannot be placed on the same position in the scanner.

10.3.4 Measurement of beam profile parameters and
off-axis ratios
The off-axis ratio table for dose calculation in Gamma Knife radiosurgery is usually generated
from Monte Carlo simulation (and verified by film measurements). The beam profile information
for a given collimator can be obtained from films placed in the center of the 16-mm phantom and
irradiated in the XY or the XZ planes. Figure 10.7 gives the beam profile analysis results for the
4-mm collimator of a Perfexion Gamma Knife unit from the FilmQA software. The horizontal
and the vertical directions are the X and Y direction of the stereotactic coordinate system, respectively. The calibrated 2D dose distribution map is shown on the upper right corner of the pictures.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the beam profile is the length of the horizontal line
around the 50% isodose. The FWHM obtained for the X and the Y directions are 6.0 mm and
6.4 mm, respectively.
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Figure 10.7 Horizontal and vertical profiles from the FilmQA software for a film irradiated in the XY
plane using the 4-mm collimator of a Perfexion Gamma Knife and an ABS phantom.

10.4 RADIOCHROMIC FILM FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE IN
GAMMA KNIFE
A comprehensive quality assurance program is essential for the delivery of accurate and reliable Gamma Knife radiosurgery treatments. The components of the quality assurance program
for Gamma Knife radiosurgery have been changed over time in accordance with the introduction of new Gamma Knife machines and new treatment techniques. The licensing guide for the
medical use of byproduct material from the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission [46]
requires that the following basic tests and measurements for Gamma Knife radiosurgery:
1. Measurement of the absolute dose rate. This is usually done on a monthly basis for the largest collimator of a Gamma Knife unit (18-mm collimator for the models B and C, 16-mm
collimator for models Perfexion) using a calibrated ionization chamber and a 16-cm head
phantom.
2. Measurement of the relative output factors (ROFs) for smaller collimators.
3. Agreement of measured beam profiles with Leksell GammaPlan calculations for all collimator sizes in the XY, YZ, and XZ planes.
4. Quality assurance for the radiation-focal point. For models B and C, a special tool is used to
check the mechanical isocenter of each collimator. For the Perfexion model, coincidence of
the mechanical isocenter of the patient-positioning system with the radiation-focal point can
be checked using diode test tool and film tests.
5. For the cone beam CT capability on the ICON machine, regular check for the cone beam CT
(CBCT) imaging accuracy and the CBCT image dose.
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As a major tool for dosimetric measurement in radiation oncology physics, film dosimetry is an
integral part of the routine clinic practice for Gamma Knife radiosurgery practice. The use of
radiochromic films for the periodical quality assurance for Gamma Knife radiosurgery is summarized in the following sections.

10.4.1 Output factors and beam profiles
The output factor and beam profile measurements are required by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) guideline to be done during initial commissioning of a Gamma Knife unit and
during the following annual quality assurance process. Typical numbers of films that may be needed
for output factor and beam profile measurements during an annual QA include the following:
1. One piece of film, irradiated in the XY plane for each collimator with a predefined time setting (i.e., 1 min etc.) for output measurement.
2. Two pieces of films for each collimator irradiated in the XY and the XZ planes with medium
dose (i.e., 4 Gy for the EBT-3 films) for beam profile measurement.
3. A series of calibration films, irradiated with graded doses (up to a maximum dose significantly bigger than the dose on other films) using the largest collimator for the calibration
curve.
In general, the output factors from the annual QA film measurements should agree with the values from the planning system and the commissioning report within a few percent (3%–5%). The
FWHM should agree with those from the expected values within 1 mm. Table 10.1 gives the relative output factors for a 4C Gamma Knife unit from an annual QA report. Table 10.2 gives the
FWHM for the 4, 8, 14, and 18 mm collimators.

Table 10.1 Relative output factor for Perfexion Gamma Knife® unit from 2015 annual calibration
Dose for 1.4-min
exposure (cGy)

Measured ROF

Expected ROF

Deviation (%)

4 mm

301.1

0.848

0.881

−3.8

8 mm

334.3

0.941

0.956

−1.6

14 mm

349.1

0.983

0.985

−0.2

18 mm

355.2

1.000

1.000

0

Table 10.2 Full width at half maximum for Perfexion Gamma Knife unit from 2015 annual calibration
Measured (mm)
X

Y

Expected (mm)
Z

X

Deviation (mm)

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

4 mm

6.0

6.4

4.8

6.1

6.1

4.8

−0.1

0.3

0

8 mm

11.4

11.7

9.3

11.3

11.3

9.1

0.1

0.4

0.2

14 mm

19.3

19.8

15.8

19.4

19.4

15.7

−0.1

0.4

0.1

18 mm

24.4

24.9

20

24.4

24.4

20

0

0.5

0.1
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10.4.2 Focus precision tests
The coincidence of patient positioning system and the radiation-focal point for the Gamma Knife
B and C models can be checked by a pinhole test tool (Figure 10.8a). Elekta introduced a scanning
diode tool and a new film test tool (Figure 10.8b) for focus precision test on the Perfexion and ICON
Gamma Knife units. The pin-prick test tool has a small needle in the center and is made with narrow
geometric tolerances. When the tool is aligned in the Gamma Knife unit the tip of a sharp needle,
located in the tool, exactly points toward the mechanical isocenter. Just prior to the exposure, a small
piece of RCF, also located in the tool, is pierced by the tip of the needle. The film is then scanned,
and the orthogonal beam profiles are analyzed. By measuring the asymmetry of the position of the
hole in relation to the density distribution at approximately FWHM, the coincidence of the radiation
focus point (radiation isocenter) and the patient positioning system (PPS) calibration center point
(mechanical isocenter) is determined as shown in Figure 10.8c [47].
Two films are usually irradiated in perpendicular planes in the film holder in order to evaluate
the coincidence in the X, Y and Z directions (ΔX, ΔY, ΔZ). A total radial deviation can then be calculated as root mean square of displacement, ∆X 2 + ∆Y 2 + ∆Z 2 . As the collimator settings [4,8,16]
on the Perfexion and the ICON units are independent, the check for the coincidence of the PPS
and the radiation focus point (RFP) must be done for each collimator. Elekta’s specification for the
4-mm collimator is that is that ΔX, ΔY, and ΔZ are all ≤ 0.3 mm and that the total radial deviation
must be less than 0.4 mm (typically about 0.15 mm).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10.8 Focus precision test using pinhole test tool: (a) the pin-prick test tool for Gamma
Knife B, C models, (b) the new film test tool for Perfexion, and (c) focus precision test results from
the FilmQA software.
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10.4.3 End-to-end test
10.4.3.1 EXTENDED SYSTEM BASED FRACTIONATED TREATMENT
A study was conducted on the verification of Gamma Knife Extend system for fractionated treatment planning using EBT2 film as shown in Figure 10.9 [48]. A humanoid head–shaped phantom
with a dental impression positioning device was fabricated and scanned using a CT scanner.
A treatment plan with two 8-mm collimator shots and three sectors blocking for each shot was created. A dose of 4 Gy at 100% was planned for two fractions. The RCFs were cut and placed inside
the film insert of the phantom for treatment dose delivery. The films were irradiated twice within
the insert simulating two fractionated treatments. Gamma index analysis between the film measurement and the treatment planning system showed a high pass rates >90% for a 1% and 1 mm
criteria. The measured and the computed dose distributions on the sagittal and the coronal planes
were in close agreement.
10.4.3.2 GEOMETRIC ACCURACY IN CBCT-BASED PATIENT POSITIONING
A special phantom derived from the pinhole focus precision test tool was developed to test the
accuracy in patient positioning during fractionated Gamma Knife radiosurgery with the ICON.
The phantom has multiple chambers for film pieces. A tiny hole was made on each film piece before
the phantom was mounted on the treatment couch. A reference image set of the phantom were
acquired by the CBCT, and a 4-mm shot was planned on each film at the exact same position at
which the film was pierced. The phantom was undocked and then redocked to the patient positioning system. A treatment CBCT was acquired and coregistered to the first reference CBCT, and the
planned treatment shot was delivered to each film (Figure 10.10).
The irradiated film pieces were analyzed the same way as for the films with a pin-hole test. An
overall mean deviation of 0.25 mm was observed for the X direction, and a value of 0.27 mm was
observed for the Z direction, indicating that CBCT-based patient positioning is a reliable process.
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Figure 10.9 Film tests for fractionated Gamma Knife treatment using the Perfexion extended
system: (a) human head phantom and film insert and (b) isodose dose distribution in the XY plane.
(From Natanasabapathi, G. and Bisht, R.K., Med. Phys., 40, 122104-1–122104-9, 2013.)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.10 End-to-end test tool for the CBCT positioning accuracy with Gamma Knife ICON:
(a) phantom with 3 film inserts and (b) CBCT images on the axial, coronal, and sagittal planes for
the reference CBCT (upper row) and the treatment CBCT (lower row).

10.5 SUMMARY
The Elekta Gamma Knife (and other similar units) has been in use clinically since 1967. The highly
collimated gamma rays from cobalt-60 create a challenging environment for definitive radiological dosimetry. Conventional ionization chambers are too large to measure all but the largest collimated beams from these units. Radiosensitive film, especially radiochromic film, is invaluable in
assessing and verifying the manufacturer’s suggested output (helmet) factors and off-axis profiles.
The radiochromic film can be also used to perform the focus precision tests for different collimators and to evaluate the accuracy of the CBCT imaging–based patient positioning. Most Gamma
Knife medical physicists find radiochromic film indispensable for commissioning and annual
quality assurances tests.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION TO CYBERKNIFE® SYSTEM
The CyberKnife® (CK) Robotic Radiosurgery System as shown in Figure 11.1 is a stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) device manufactured by Accuray, Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA, and USA) [1–3] that combines advanced robotic, image guidance, and linear accelerator (Linac) technologies to deliver high
doses of ionizing radiation to lesions anywhere in the body [4–8]. It has a 6-MV Linac mounted
on a robotic arm capable of pointing the radiation beam at the target from an increased number
of noncoplanar directions. The robotic arm is spatially calibrated to an image-guidance system
consisting of 2-kV X-ray generators and two digital detectors fixed on the ceiling and the floor of
the treatment room, respectively. During treatment, the image guidance system takes images of the
target region and compares them with corresponding digital reconstructed radiographs (DRRs)
[9] obtained from the planning computed tomography (CT) scan. The calculated deviations of the
position and orientation of the target are corrected automatically by adjusting the position and
direction of each treatment beam [3].
It should be noted that the position of the Linac on a robotic arm distinguishes CK from other
radiosurgery/radiotherapy modalities and provides flexibility to treat in addition to intracranial
lesions, other lesions of the body that are challenging to treat with high doses of radiation, for
example, lesions inside the spinal canal, or lesions of the lung or liver that move with respiration.
Moreover, the use of an increased number of noncoplanar and nonisocentric small beams that
are precisely registered to the treated lesions minimize the doses to healthy surrounding tissues.
Therefore, the CK system is reasonably characterized as one of the most advanced and effective
SRS equipment.

Figure 11.1 Photograph of the M6 version of the CyberKnife® robotic radiosurgery system.
(Courtesy of Accuray Incorporated—©2016 Accuray Incorporated, Sunnyvale, CA.)
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11.1.1 Technical description of the CyberKnife system
The current CK system, as presented in Figure 11.1, consists of the following:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

A compact lightweight Linac that uses an X-band cavity magnetron and a standing wave,
side-coupled accelerating waveguide, to produce a 6-MV X-ray treatment beam with a dose
rate up to 1000 cGy/min at 800-mm source-to-axis distance (SAD). Bending magnet and flattening filter are not used. Due to the absence of flattening filter, the energy spectrum of the
emitted X-rays contains an increased component of lower energy photons [10]. Secondary collimation of the treatment beam is provided using 12 fixed circular collimators with diameters
ranging from 5 to 60 mm defined at 800-mm SAD. These collimators can be fitted manually
or automatically using the Xchange® Robotic Collimator Changer. Alternatively, the Iris®
Variable Aperture Collimator allows the same set of 12 circular field sizes to be achieved with
a single-variable aperture and therefore provides the flexibility to apply any field size at any
beam position without the need to swap collimators during treatment [3,11]. In addition to
the circular radiation fields, arbitrary field shapes can be produced using the InCise® micromultileaf collimator (MLC) [12]. This micro-MLC consists of 26 leaf pairs, with a thickness of
90 mm and a width of 3.85 at 800 mm SAD that can create a maximum field size of 115 mm in
the direction of leaf motion and 100 mm in vertical direction at 800 mm SAD.
A robotic manipulator (Kuka Roboter GmbH, Augsburg, Germany) with six joints, allowing for a wide range of dynamic motion with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). The manipulator
facilitates the position of the X-ray target of the Linac at any point within a spherical shell of
600 to 1,000 mm from the treated lesion with a precision better than 0.12 mm [3]. The robotic
manipulator allows each treatment beam to be directed at a unique point in space (i.e., there is
no isocenter) and also removes any coplanar constraint on the beam geometry. This fl
 exibility
in geometry means that the vault in which the system is installed requires a larger primary
barrier than is typical for a gantry-mounted Linac as the beam directions are much less
constrained. A version with reduced irradiation points can also be provided for CK system to
fit in existing vaults.
A robotic treatment couch (RoboCouch®, Accuray) with 6-DOF and six joints is able to
remotely position the patient to the desired location with fine maneuvers. A 5-DOF standard treatment couch capable of performing all six motions except jaw is also commercially
available.
A kV-imaging target-locating subsystem (TLS) is used for patient alignment and target
tracking during treatment delivery. The TLS consists of two pairs of diagnostic X-ray tubes
and amorphous silicon digital flat-panel detectors. The X-ray tubes are installed on the
ceiling of the treatment room at 45° angles with beams orthogonal to each other. At the
point at which the central axes of these beams intersect, the X-ray field size is approximately
150 × 150 mm. The flat panel X-ray detectors, which are mounted horizontal in the floor,
consist of cesium–iodide scintillator deposited directly on amorphous silicon photodiodes
and generate high-resolution digital images (1,024 × 1,024 pixels of 0.4 mm in size with
16-bit resolution).
A stereo-camera system mounted on a boom arm is attached to the ceiling. The camera is
used to continuously capture the position of optical markers, attached to the patient during
treatment. There are three charged coupled device (CCD) cameras within this system. In combination with the X-ray imaging system, this enables the robotic manipulator to track tumors
that move with respiration using the Synchrony® Respiratory Tracking System.
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11.1.2 Overview of treatment procedure
11.1.2.1 TREATMENT PLANNING
Treatment planning begins with obtaining one or more three-dimensional (3D) images that allow
the target volume and nearby organs at risk to be visualized. Once acquired, the 3D images are
transferred to the MultiPlanTM treatment-planning system (TPS) via a dedicated database server.
The minimum requirement is for a volumetric CT study of the patient in treatment position.
This CT study is used to generate a 3D patient model, which is correlated with the image-guided
subsystem and robotic arm 3D geometries during the align step and the generation of DRRs of
the treated region. This correlation enables the position of treatment beams to the patient model.
Each treatment beam is described by a vector linking the source point that coincides with the
focal spot of the Linac and a direction point that lays inside the target volume. Source points can
be directed to the target points from the same robot position that is called node in CK terminology. The complete set of nodes comprises a treatment path set. Different path sets are constructed
to provide a range of noncoplanar beam directions for intra- and extracranial treatment sites. The
appropriate path set for each patient is selected manually at the start of the treatment-planning
process. The number of nodes in the different path sets ranges around 20 up to more than 100 [3].
For circular collimator treatments, both isocentric and nonisocentric treatment delivery
techniques are available with the system. In the isocentric mode, the user is allowed to position one or more pseudoisocenters within the patient model resulting in one beam from each
node to each pseudoisocenter. The nonisocentric mode takes advantage of the ability of the
robotic manipulator to direct each beam at a unique point within the patient, without any need
to reposition the patient between beams. For the circular collimators, this works by generating
a large number of direction points (2,000–6,000) semirandomly on the surface of the target
volume and distributing these uniformly among the nodes to form the candidate beam set. The
user selects one or more treatment beam diameters, between 5 and 60 mm, to be c onsidered
during treatment optimization. In general, the fields with dimensions larger than 20 mm are
used for extracranial treatments, whereas the fields with dimensions less than 20 mm are used
for intracranial applications. The isocentric mode produces dose distributions comprising
approximately spherical dose clouds around each pseudoisocenter similar to those in other
radiosurgery systems using circular collimators. The nonisocentric mode represents a very different treatment geometry that is more similar to those achieved using multiple pencil beams.
From a single node, a modulated fluence pattern can be delivered using multiple beams directed
at unique points within the target volume, each of which has an independent field size and beam
weight. The optimal set of relative weighting factors for the candidate beam set (i.e., the dose
delivered per beam) is obtained by inverse-planning methods [3]. For MLC treatment planning,
one or more treatment beams are defined at each node, depending on number and size of target
volume(s). Moreover, multiple possible MLC apertures are generated for each beam depending
on options selected by the user and the target of interest and organ at risk volumes. After optimization, the 3D patient model includes the position and orientation of each treatment beam
in a stereotactic coordinate system defined by the target anatomy itself or an internal surrogate
fixed relative to it (i.e., in target space), together with the field size or shape and monitor unit
(MU) setting of each beam. This information is stored as part of a treatment plan and is transferred to the treatment-delivery system via the database server. Compared with circular fields,
treatment plans with the InCise MLC collimator are characterized by reduced total MUs and
treatment time [13,14].
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11.1.2.2 TREATMENT DELIVERY TECHNIQUES
Beam alignment at the time of treatment is based on automatic registration of DRRs generated
from the 3D patient model, with live images acquired using the kV X-ray imaging system in the
treatment room. At the start of every treatment, the TLS is used to align the patient at treatment
position using the adjustable treatment table. The purpose of this initial alignment is to reduce the
corrections that will be required from the robotic manipulator below maximum limits, which are
±10 or ±25 mm in each direction and ±1 to ±5 degrees about each axis depending on the tracking
mode, treatment path set, and couch design. After the patient is aligned within these limits, TLS
determines the additional translational and rotational corrections needed to precisely align each
treatment beam. These corrections are relayed to the robotic manipulator and used to automatically compensate for small-target movements by repositioning the Linac. During treatment, the
robot moves in sequence through the nodes selected during treatment planning. An optimized
path traversal algorithm allows the manipulator to travel only between nodes at which one or more
treatment beams are to be delivered, or through the minimum number of additional zero-dose
nodes required to prevent the robot trajectory intersecting fixed room obstacles or a safety zone
surrounding the couch and patient. At each node, the manipulator is used to reorient the Linac
such that each beam originating at the node can be delivered. Image acquisition, target localization,
and alignment corrections are repeated continually during treatment delivery, typically between
60 and 120 s; the imaging interval can be adjusted during treatment based on the stability of the
target position. The robotic manipulator compensates for small translations and rotations based on
the corrections obtained from the most recently acquired image pair; large translations and rotations automatically pause the treatment and prompt the operator to reposition the patient before
proceeding. Dose-placement accuracy is assured by imaging and correcting beam aim frequently
throughout each treatment fraction. For targets that move with respiration, an additional tracking
system enables beams to move in real time to follow the target while the patient breathes freely [6].

11.2 USE OF RADIOCHROMIC FILMS FOR CYBERKNIFE
COMMISSIONING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
Use of image guidance along with robotic manipulator allows for the delivery of conformal 3D
dose distributions created by an increased number of small pencil beams. These dose distributions are characterized by steep spatial dose gradients, which, combined with the increased
complexity of the system, render the quality assurance (QA) of the CyberKnife a challenging task
to perform.
Radiochromic films (RCFs) are able to provide a visual information of the dose distribution on
a plane and therefore they are used for quick verification of various QA procedures needed in CK.
Moreover, having the favorable characteristics of fine spatial resolution, near tissue equivalence
and self-developing, the RCFs have become the detector of choice for measuring the geometric
accuracy component owing to each subsystem (e.g., the precision and accuracy of manipulator
movements and target locating system), comprising the total targeting error of the CK [7,8,15–19].
In fact, as will be discussed in the following sections of this chapter, Accuray, Inc. provides RCF
kits with precut films for these tests with special phantoms and cassettes such as the Ball-Cube-IITM
product [19]. In addition to the geometrical related parameters, RCFs are used for characterizing
the dosimetric properties of the CK small fields, for the validation of the implemented dose calculation algorithms and for patient-specific dosimetry [20–28]. In the following sections, the use of
RCFs for the commissioning and QA of the CK system are presented in detail.
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11.3 DOSIMETRY OF SMALL FIELDS FOR CYBERKNIFE
SYSTEM
Treatment-planning dose calculation for the CK system are based on output factors (OFs), off-axis ratios
(OARs), and depth dose profiles of the used beams [7,8,15]. Measurement of these dosimetric quantities is performed during commissioning or periodic QA of the system using mainly diode detectors or
microchambers [7,8,15]. It should be noted that, although the methodology and main characteristics of
the appropriate detectors for determining the above-mentioned dosimetric quantities for large photon
fields are well described [29], corresponding measurements for the small fields (of less than 15-mm
diameter) are characterized by increased uncertainty [7,21–26,30–34]. The increased uncertainty in
small-field dosimetry measurements is attributed to the following: (a) loss of lateral charge particle equilibrium on the beam axis, (b) partial occlusion of the primary photon source by the collimating devices
on the beam axis, and (c) perturbation of the electron fluence caused by the presence of nonwater equivalent dosimeters, such as the diode and microchamber detectors [35–41]. The detector setup positional
uncertainties and volume averaging effects are also noticeable in small-field dosimetry measurements
[34,41–44]. For small-field dosimetry, the ideal dosimeter should have small sensitive volume, water
equivalence, energy independence, high sensitivity and stability, linear or known dose response, and
increased accuracy and precision [22–25,34,41,44]. As there is no dosimeter fulfilling all of the abovementioned characteristics, it is advisable and considered good practice to repeat measurements with at
least two different detectors and apply corrections to the readings according to the methodology suggested by Technical Report Series No. 483 (TRS-483) [34] to calculate their average readings [44].
In Figure 11.2, values of OFs for the Iris 5-mm circular field measured using a large series of
detectors including EBT RCFs are presented. Large differences reaching up to 36% between measured OFs with different dosimeters can be observed in accordance with corresponding findings
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Figure 11.2 Values of output factors for the 5-mm Iris circular field at 800-mm source-to-axis
distance measured using a variety of dosimeters. The weighted average of the EBT films, thermoluminescent dosimeter, alanine, and N-Vinylpyrrolidone polymer gel output factor results is presented with black solid line.
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in the literature [21,22,24,25,30–34]. As RCFs are tissue equivalent, they do not have the partial
volume effects that ion chambers could have. Measurement setup uncertainties are also minimized
as the symmetry of the dose delivered to the film can be used to calculate the central-beam axis. As
a result, RCFs have been used either alone or along with other water equivalent dosimeters, as ref, f msr
erence detectors to experimentally determine the k Qf clin
correction factors described by Alfonso
clin , Qmsr
et al. [33] and TRS-483 [34] for diode detectors and microchambers [22–25,45,46]. An example
of this methodology is given in Figure 11.2 in which the weighted average of the measured OFs
using EBT films, thermoluminescent dosimeter, Alanine (after correcting the measured value for
volume average effects), and N-Vinylpyrrolidone based polymer gels was considered as reference
, f msr
to calculate the k Qf clin
correction factors of the used diode and PinPoint 31014 (PTW, Freiburg,
clin , Qmsr
Germany) ion chamber. Applying these corrections to the diode and ion chamber measured OFs
results in an improved agreement between the presented OF values.
In addition to OF measurements, RCFs have also been used to determine tissue maximum ratios
(TMR), percent depth doses (PDD), and OAR values for the CK small fields [20,47]. There are also
monthly consistency checks for dose output, energy constancy, beam shape, and beam symmetry
that mostly use the largest, 60-mm diameter field [7]. Note that the beam shape is peaked as there
is no flattening filter and hence no flatness measurement [7]. Instead, constancy of the beam profile
is checked relative to the TPS at various radii from the beam center for a 1% agreement over time.
For off-center ratio, tissue phantom ratio, and output checks, diodes are mentioned because of
their ease of use, but instead of ion chambers, RCFs are preferred to benchmark diodes, especially
for fields <20 mm in diameter [7]. Actually, some investigators suggest not to use diodes at all,
especially for scatter factor measurements [48]. Moreover, because of the small fields, accurate heterogeneity testing is important [27,49] and therefore anthropomorphic phantoms are considered
for the TG-135 protocol [7] for the automated QA (AQA) test and the end-to-end (E2E) tests [50].
Another significant dosimetry issue for small fields of CK system is that a 100 × 100 mm homogeneous reference field cannot be established as the largest field size is 60 mm in diameter at 800 mm
and there is no flattening filter [22,33,51]. It has been shown that this field can satisfy electronic
equilibrium on the central axis under this condition [33]. The small fields inherent to the CK raise
the question of whether ratios in detector readings equate to ratios of absorbed dose. In addition, it
has been shown that small collimator sizes can affect the photon spectrum [52]; however, the averaged stopping power ratios are insensitive to spectral changes. Some detectors have concerns with
high doses characteristic of SRS. The RCFs have good dynamic range for use of high SRS doses,
but the green channel for EBT2 has been shown to be more responsive above 8–10 Gy than the red
channel [53,54]. Detailed information on the small-field dosimetry issues as well as on the use of
RCFs for performing such type of measurements can be found in Chapter 13. For more details on
the small-field advantages and issues in general with RCF dosimetry, see Chapter 13 of this book.

11.4 USE OF RADIOCHROMIC FILM FOR THE QUALITY
ASSURANCE OF CYBERKNIFE LINAC

11.4.1 Alignment of laser and radiation-beam axis
The CK system does not have a light field to represent the radiation beam. Instead, a laser beam
is used to denote the Linac beam axis and radiation pointing direction [7,8]. The laser beam is
used to calibrate the robotic operating system to determine the radiation beam pathway from
each node of the available treatment paths to a precise point in room space called isocenter.
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Figure 11.3 A 16-bit image of EBT film irradiated using fixed collimators at 800-mm source-to-axis
distance. The laser beam is marked using a radiopaque marker.

The isocenter is physically defined by a small diode crystal fixed at the end of a metal rod, called
isopost, that is mounted at the center of a metal frame which is positioned on the treatment room
floor to hold the flat panels [7]. Path calibration is performed by instructing the robotic operating
system to scan with the laser beam and find the position and direction of the Linac that corresponds to the maximum signal of the diode.
As the laser beam is used to calibrate the Linac, the alignment of the radiation beam and laser
beam should be verified. For this test, the RCFs are positioned horizontal on few water-equivalent
plastic slabs, and the Linac is aligned vertical to the RCF plane. Axes coincidence is checked by
irradiating the RCFs with at least two different field sizes of each collimation system and at three
different SADs, for example, 650 mm, 800 mm, and 1000 mm. A buildup slab is not required but
sufficient MUs (e.g., 200 MUs) should be delivered to each film to obtain a measurable net optical
density (OD). Prior to irradiation, the laser denoting the radiation beam axis is marked on the film
using a radiopaque marker as shown in Figure 11.3.
The coincidence of the laser and radiation-beam axis can be tested qualitatively by visual inspection of the film. A quantitative evaluation of the laser and radiation beam coincidence requires use
of a flatbed optical scanner in transmission mode with a resolution higher than 150 dpi. The film
image can be analyzed using standard image-analysis methods to calculate the coordinates of the
radiopaque dot and radiation-beam centroids. The Euclidean difference of the radiopaque dot and
radiation beam centroids is calculated and used as a measure of the laser and radiation-beam axis
coincidence that should be less than 1 mm [7,8].

11.4.2 Characteristics of secondary collimation systems
RCFs are routinely used to measure the geometrical characteristics of the Iris and the InCise
secondary-collimation systems. The EBT2 and EBT3 films are used to measure the precision and
accuracy of the dimensions of each Iris field [55]. This test is performed using a dedicated film-based
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Figure 11.4 The Iris QA tool mounted on birdcage assembly with film (upper left) and buildup
plate on film (lower left). A print screen of the Iris QA software used to analyze the exposed films
and calculate the field size is shown on the right. (Adapted from Accuray Physics Essentials Guide,
CyberKnife System Manual v.10, Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA. With permission.)

tool (Iris QA tool), which is provided by the vendor and assures measurement setup reproducibility.
As shown in Figure 11.4, the Iris QA tool consists of a base plate of 50-mm thickness with a 15-mm
thick buildup plate that fits into the birdcage assembly. The birdcage assembly is mounted on the
Linac head assuring that the film is positioned at 800-mm SAD during measurement. During commissioning of the Iris fields, a series of measurements are performed by irradiating RCFs with
600 MUs. The films are scanned in a flatbed optical-transparency scanner using a resolution of
300 dpi. The film images are analyzed with the aid of the Iris QA software as shown in Figure 11.4,
and the diameter of each field is measured. These results serve as a baseline dataset during periodic
QA, or after an upgrade, recalibration, or major service of the Iris collimator.
RCFs are used for two tests that are required to check leaf calibration and the performance of the
InCise micro-MLC. The TG-50 pattern also referred to as a Picket Fence pattern is used for a quick
qualitative daily QA check of leaf-positioning accuracy due to its increased sensitivity [56]. The
Bayouth or Garden Fence test is used for a quantitative measurement of leaf-positioning accuracy
[57]. Both methods use multiple fields so the leaf positions can be measured at multiple positions
across the field. The Garden Fence test is used for leaf calibration by a service engineer and also for
measuring the leaf-positioning accuracy during acceptance and periodic QA.
A film-based tool (MLC QA tool) that mounts directly to the accessory mounting points
is provided by the vendor for performing the Garden Fence and Picket Fence tests as shown in
Figure 11.5. This tool holds a RCF and two radio-opaque markers that allow for very precise film
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Figure 11.5 Experimental film setup for the MLC picket fence and garden fence quality assurance
test patterns (upper). The MLC QA tool loaded with film mounted just below the MLC on the Linac
head (lower). (Adapted from Accuray Physics Essentials Guide, CyberKnife System Manual v.10,
Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA. With permission.)

marking to determine the beam center on the film and rotation of the film relative to the X/Y
MLC axes. A film template is provided to cut the test film to match the insert area in the MLC
QA tool as close as possible. The sides (X1, X2) of the two banks of the MLC are also marked
near the short edges of the film. The test patterns can be run using automated software tools of
the treatment-delivery system.
The irradiated film is scanned using an optical-transparency scanner with a resolution higher
than 150 dpi. Some software is used to automatically determine the center and rotate the film based
on the radiopaque marks. The uniformity of the measured dose (or OD) on the film is used to evaluate the alignment of leaf positions and perform Picket Fence and Garden Fence tests.
In Figure 11.6, Picket Fence test patterns created using EBT2 films are presented. The uniform
exposure of the film shown on the left indicates a correctly calibrated MLC. Areas of underexposure

Figure 11.6 Picket Fence test patterns created using EBT2 film with a correctly calibrated InCise
MLC (left), with one bank underextending shown by the underexposed areas (middle), and one
bank overextending shown by the overexposed areas (right). (Adapted from Accuray Physics
Essentials Guide, CyberKnife System Manual v.10, Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA. With permission.)
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on the central film image of Figure 11.6 show that one bank is underextending (by 0.5 mm).
Overextending of one bank would be manifested as areas of overexposure such as those observed
on the right film image of Figure 11.6. Tilt errors can also be detected by Picket Fence tests by the
variation in the thickness of under- and overexposed film areas as seen in Figure 11.6.
Transmission and leakage of the MLC leafs are also measured using RCFs. The film is irradiated
at 800-mm SAD at a range of robot positions with the MLC leafs closed. The MLC leakage and
transmission should be less than 0.5% with a mean value of less than 0.3%.

11.4.3 R adiation-beam characteristics
During commissioning of the CK system, the dosimetric parameters of the used radiation fields
are measured [7,8,15]. These parameters include beam-quality specification, beam profiles, TMR,
OFs, output calibration, reproducibility, linearity, constancy at various Linac orientation, collimator transmission, leakage radiation, and end effect. Furthermore, small-field dosimetry issues
such as lack of lateral electronic equilibrium, perturbation of the electron fluence by the detector
materials, and finite dimensions of the detector, as compared with the radiation field, must be taken
into account for detector choice and reliable measurements especially for collimator sizes less than
15 mm [7,21–26,30–44].
The favorable characteristics of water equivalence, minimal field perturbation, and high spatial
resolution of RCFs make them suitable for measuring the dosimetric parameters of the small radiation fields. In practice however, RCFs are used to support beam-data measurements obtained with
other dosimeters such as diode detectors [20,22–25,45,46]. This is mainly due to the passive nature
of measurement, the relatively increased dosimetric uncertainty and handling difficulties of RCFs
as discussed in Chapter 3. Application of RCFs in CK usually includes their irradiation within a
water-equivalent slab phantom or the stereotactic dose verification phantom (Standard Imaging
Inc., WI, USA). The films are scanned using a flatbed transparency scanner and conversion of the
measured signal to dose using appropriate protocols [20,23–25,49]. Results from multiple films are
averaged to reduce the uncertainty of the obtained dosimetry results.

11.5 MANIPULATOR AND IMAGE-GUIDANCE SYSTEM
QUALITY ASSURANCE—THE AUTOMATED QUALITY
ASSURANCE TEST
The AQA test is a daily test to check target reproducibility, the mastering of the treatment manipulator, and the stability of the image-guidance system. The AQA test is analogous to the Winston–
Lutz gantry Linac stereotactic QA technique of placing a radiopaque ball at the treatment isocenter
and observing the concentricity of the beam and shadow of the ball [58]. For a nonisocentric
image-guided system such as the CK, the technique has been modified, that is, the target ball is
not mechanically placed precisely at the room isocenter, but instead it is inserted into a specifically
designed phantom as shown in Figure 11.7. The fiducials that are inserted in the phantom allows the
target-locating system to direct the Linac radiation beam at the ball. As the ball is spherically symmetric and is located at the center of the phantom, this technique can determine the translational
targeting error, which is a combination of tracking and delivery error.
For this test, two films are inserted in the coronal and sagittal planes of the AQA phantom and
irradiated by a two beam plan (one anterior and one lateral) as shown in Figure 11.7. The shadow
of the radiopaque ball is exposed on the films. Films are scanned in a flatbed transparency scanner
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Figure 11.7 An AQA phantom (left) and vendor provided software to analyze concentricity of
radiation beam and shadow caused by metal ball (right). (Adapted from Accuray Physics Essentials
Guide, CyberKnife System Manual v.10, Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA. With permission.)

and analyzed for concentricity of the beam and shadow of the ball using a dedicated software tool
provided by the vendor. Targeting errors should not deviate ≥1 mm from the baseline value set at
time of calibration [7,8].

11.6 MEASUREMENT OF THE CYBERKNIFE TOTAL SYSTEM
ERROR

11.6.1 End-to-end test
RCFs are used to assess the total system error (TSE) of the CK system [3,8,19]. For this test, a hidden
test object is used (called ball cube) containing two RCFs positioned orthogonally within a spherical target structure that is placed within an anthropomorphic phantom as shown in Figure 11.8
[7,8]. The test, also called E2E, integrates all components of the therapeutic procedure including CT
scan, treatment planning (CT data import, contouring, and dose calculation), software generating
DRRs, and treatment delivery using the robot, the target locating method, the linear accelerator,
and the patient safety components. The E2E test is performed during commissioning to establish
the accuracy of the system for each treatment-delivery modality as well as during periodic QA.
After scanning the phantom, the images are imported in the TPS, and the spherical structure
situated at the center of the ball cube is delineated. The tested target-locating method is chosen
(i.e., the 6D skull, Fiducial, or Xsight™ spine) and a single beam isocentric conformal treatment
plan is developed. Treatment plan is created so that the 70% isodose line conforms the spherical
contour (Figure 11.8). The EBT-2, -3 RCFs are used for this test [19]. Nominally, a dose of 420 cGy
at 70% isodose line is prescribed, and the plan is saved as deliverable to the system database. After
plan delivery, the films are scanned in a transparency scanner using 48 bit and 300 dpi resolution
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Figure 11.8 An anthropomorphic phantom (left) for placement of ball cube and film and vendor
provided software (right) to analyze irradiated film for end-to-end test and assessment of total
system error.

without applying any color corrections. Analysis of the exposed films is performed using a film
analysis software provided by the vendor and includes alignment of the films, calculation of the
ODs, and corresponding relative dosimetry values as shown in Figure 11.8. The Euclidean difference
between the centroid of the delivered dose distribution on the exposed films and the geometrical
center of the ball inside the cube is used to measure the TSE of the system.
Figure 11.9 shows TSE results of a G4 CK system, using RCFs for each target locating method
with Whisker boxplots. It should be noted that these values correspond to TSE measurements that
were performed in the clinic for a period of time of 10 years and include different ball cube versions,
Linac designs, and collimation systems (i.e., Fixed and Iris) [8,19]. Figure 11.9 displays that the TSE
of the CK is less than 1 mm for all static target-locating methods. The average and standard deviations of the presented TSE results are equal to (0.41 ± 0.19) mm, (0.38 ± 0.16) mm, and (0.56 ± 0.18)
mm, for the 6D skull, Fiducial, and Xsight™ spine target locating methods, respectively.

11.6.2 Motion-tracking quality assurance
For targets that move with respiration the Synchrony-treatment delivery technique is used [3]. The
TSE for this delivery technique is measured using a methodology similar to the one used for static
target-locating methods as described in Section 11.6.1. The Synchrony delivery technique can be
combined with the fiducial or lung-optimized target-locating methods depending on the clinical
application. Different phantoms are used to measure the TSE of each target-locating method.
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Figure 11.9 Whisker plot of Total System Error (TSE) for each target locating method at Iatropolis
Clinic in Athens, Greece. Outliers are depicted with red cross and are defined as TSE results that
deviate more than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range from the box top or bottom.

For measuring the Synchrony-TSE, a ball cube loaded with two orthogonal situated RCFs is
inserted inside a dome and positioned on a motion table provided by the vendor as shown in
Figure 11.10. With a so-called motion table option, target can be moved linearly in the superior–
inferior (SI) direction with variable phase shifts between the moving target and the moving chest
in the anterior–posterior direction. Two LED markers are used to track the chest motion. The
Synchrony delivery technique is enabled to synchronize the movement of each beam with the target movement. The exposed films are scanned with a flatbed transparency scanner and analyzed
with the E2E-analysis software for targeting accuracy evaluation as shown in Figure 11.8.

Figure 11.10 Synchrony quality assurance tool setup with film loaded ball cube and dome (left)
and loaded cube inside dome on treatment couch (right). (Adapted from Accuray Physics Essentials
Guide, CyberKnife System Manual v.10, Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA. With permission.)
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Figure 11.11 Thorax phantom (left) with orthogonal films (right) for assessment of total system
error using synchrony treatment delivery system. (Adapted from Accuray Physics Essentials Guide,
CyberKnife System Manual v.10, Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA. With permission.)

When the Synchrony delivery technique is combined with the lung-optimized target (LOT)
locating method, a thorax mimicking phantom is used (Figure 11.11). A lung-equivalent rod
containing a small tissue-equivalent cube is used to simulate lesion movement during treatment delivery. A denser spherical structure hidden inside the small ball cube is used for tracking
with the LOT locating method. A pair of orthogonal RCFs are positioned inside the small ball
cube (Figure 11.11), and an isocentric treatment plan dose distribution is delivered to the spherical structure. During treatment delivery, the lesion is moved along the SI direction simulating
the largest lung-lesion movements. The Synchrony-delivery technique is enabled to synchronize
the movement of each beam with the target movement. The TSE of this combination is measured
by comparing the centroid of the delivered dose distribution with the geometrical center of the
spherical structure inside the ball cube.
In addition to shifting the dose centroid, respiratory motion may blur the dose distribution (i.e.,
reduce the steepness of the dose gradient around the target). It is suggested to study this effect during commissioning and periodic QA by comparing the dose distributions delivered with the RCFs.
For this test, the distance between the 20% and 80% isodose lines is measured in the SI direction
(the axis of greatest motion) at the edges of the target. Motion-induced blurring is quantified by the
change in the 20%–80% isodose distance for treatments with and without motion.
The TSE results for the Synchrony treatment-delivery technique combined with fiducial and
LOT locating methods are also included in Figure 11.9. The average TSE of the CK for moving
targets was found equal to 0.61 ± 0.30 mm. This TSE data also suggest that the CK system is able to
deliver the planned dose distribution to moving with respiration targets with an error of less than
1.0 mm [8,19].

11.7 VERIFICATION OF TREATMENT-PLANNING DOSIMETRY
CALCULATIONS
During CK commissioning, a complete set of TMR values, OARs, and OFs are measured for
all clinically available treatment fields. These data are imported into the MultiPlan TPS and
interpolated to a fine grid to enable fast searching when dose calculations to the patient model
geometry are required. For PDD measurements or off-axis distance measurements outside the
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corresponding measured ranges, extrapolation is performed using exponential or least square
functions. The accuracy of the performed dose calculations is suggested to be verified prior their
clinical use [7].
RCFs are commonly used for testing the accuracy of the dose values calculated by the TPS
dose-calculation algorithms [20,27]. This is due to their ability of recording the dose distribution to a plane with high spatial resolution. RCFs are not absolute dosimeters and therefore their
dose response function must be determined prior to any experimental measurements [59]. This
calibration procedure is performed by positioning film pieces of the same batch inside a solid
water or polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)-based solid phantom and irradiating them to known
radiation doses. The irradiated films are then scanned (usually after 24 h to allow for postirradiation OD growth) using a flatbed optical scanner [60]. The scanner is used in transmission mode
and films are scanned in 48-bit red-green-blue mode with a resolution ranging from 72 dpi (pixel
size 0.35 mm) to 300 dpi (pixel size 0.085 mm). The film images are analyzed to define regions of
interest, calculate the mean pixel values, and corresponding ODs [59]. The obtained mean OD
values are then correlated with the corresponding absorbed doses to obtain the calibration dose
response curve of the used film batch (Figure 11.12). It should be noted that although originally,
the response of the film in the red channel was used for dosimetric measurements, but at present, with newly established protocols, all three channels (i.e., R, G, B) can be used in an effort
to remove systematic uncertainties related with film thickness and scanner lamp intensity nonuniformities [61,62].
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Figure 11.12 A dose response calibration curve of an EBT2 film batch for the red, green, and
blue channels. In the inset the fitting parameters obtained by fitting a function of the form of
OD = −log ( (a + b* Dose ) (c + Dose ) ) on the presented calibration data is shown.
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For experimental measurements with the CK system, one or more RCFs can be positioned inside
water-equivalent slab phantoms and be irradiated with their plane either situated perpendicular
or aligned with beam axis. Fiducial markers are generally embedded inside the phantom to enable
image guidance during irradiation. To perform TPS dose calculations, a volumetric CT study of
the phantom in the experimental position is acquired using the same imaging protocol used for
clinical applications, and the obtained images are imported in the CK data server. A single beam
treatment plan can be developed using the ray tracing and/or Monte Carlo TPS dose calculation
algorithms. The phantom loaded with films is then positioned inside treatment room, and the plan
is delivered using the image-guidance system. After delivery, the films are scanned following the
same steps as in the calibration procedure. The dose-response function of the film batch shown in
Figure 11.12 is used to convert the measured ODs to absorbed doses [59,61,62]. Validation of the
TPS dose calculations is performed by comparing the measured film-dose results with corresponding values extracted by the TPS in the form of RTDOSE digital imaging and communications in
medicine files. To test the accuracy of the dose-calculation algorithms in the presence of tissue
inhomogeneities, corresponding slabs can be inserted inside the slab phantom, and measurements
can be repeated [27].
Wilcox et al. [27] used EBT films to verify the dose calculations performed by the ray tracing
and Monte Carlo dose calculation algorithms of the MultiPlan TPS for a slab phantom containing
a bone or lung-equivalent inhomogeneity. Results of their work are presented in Figure 11.13 and
in which PDD curves along the central-beam axis of the 7.5 and 20 mm collimators are shown.
For comparison, the corresponding TPS data using the effective path length-based ray tracing and
Monte Carlo dose calculation algorithms are also presented in the same figure. Comparison of EBT
results with corresponding TPS calculated data shows that the ray-tracing algorithm succeeds in
calculating the dose before and after the bone or lung-tissue heterogeneities [27]. However, within
and at close distances before and after the heterogeneities, substantial differences between the RCF
and ray-tracing TPS dose results can be observed. Besides tissue heterogeneity, these differences are
also field-size depended [27]. The differences between ray tracing and RCF inside the bone heterogeneity can be attributed mostly due to the fact that RT is estimating dose to variable density water,
as compared with dose to water in medium that are measured using films [63].
It should be pointed out that the fast Monte Carlo dose calculations performed by the TPS are
in excellent agreement with corresponding RCF results at all measurement points except for those
lying inside the bone heterogeneity. These dose differences, however, are attributed to the fact that
the water dose in bone is measured with the RCFs, whereas the medium dose in bone is calculated
by the Monte Carlo TPS. When the Monte Carlo dosimetry results were scaled with a factor of 1.117
for the 6 MV photon energies [64], a better agreement between the experimental and the TPS dose
values was observed. This agreement is another example of the important role that RCF films play
in CK commissioning.
These findings are indicative of the dose-calculation errors performed by the corresponding
calculation algorithms of the TPSs of modern radiotherapy systems that use small and/or nonstandard fields. As shown by Jones et al. [65], for field sizes greater than 30 mm, the available dose
calculation algorithms, such as ray tracing or convolution superposition, can accurately predict
the dose in and beyond inhomogeneous regions. For field sizes smaller than 30 mm, equivalent path length or correction-based dose-calculation algorithms, such as the above-mentioned
ray-tracing algorithm, failed to predict the dose close and inside low density in homogeneities.
Corresponding dosimetry results obtained using a convolution superposition dose-calculation
algorithm were found in close agreement with corresponding Monte Carlo dose data for the
majority of calculated points.
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11.8 TREATMENT-DELIVERY QUALITY ASSURANCE
The E2E test allows the user to quantify the TSE of the CK system for each target-locating method.
This test however is based on isocentric beam delivery, and it does not give any information about
dose-delivery accuracy to complex targets that are treated using nonisocentric treatment plans
that are the majority of plans delivered with the CK system. Currently, the nonisocentric targeting
accuracy is assumed to be correct if the isocentric targeting is within specification. Estimation of
the TSE of nonisocentric beam delivery can be performed by comparing E2E results with the phantom situated at the center and off center [8]. However, this is an indirect test, and it is suggested to
perform patient specific dosimetry measurements using RCFs or other detectors with equally high
resolution on a phantom [7].
Dosimetry QA (DQA) tests should be performed during machine commissioning, treatmentplanning updates, and monthly QA. DQA results should be analyzed using the gamma index or
other similar indices [66–68]. The acceptance criteria of these tests should be a 90% pass rate of
distance-to-agreement of 2%/2 mm for the tumor, critical structures, and in the high-dose region
down to the 50% isodose line. For Synchrony, the 90% pass rate for the distance-to-agreement
should be within 3%/3 mm for a region encompassing the 50% isodose line [7]. The recommended
phantom for DQA in an inhomogeneous environment, such as the lung, should contain a lowdensity region enclosing a higher density lung tumor.
A plan QA procedure is included in the MultiPlan TPS for performing patient-specific dosimetry measurements. The general steps for performing film-based DQA verification tests within the
CK are shown in Figure 11.14. As shown in this diagram, the procedure can be separated in three
major steps. In the first step, a patient treatment plan and a phantom CT image study are selected.
The treatment plan is then registered to the phantom image study. This allows all nonzero beams,
robot data, path set, and anatomy settings of the patient plan to be registered to the phantom plan.
After confirming the registration, the TPS recalculates the dose distribution to take into account
the geometric characteristics and materials of the phantom. At the end of this step, the user can rescale the total number of MUs of the plan so that the doses delivered to the film remain well within
the calibration dose range.
In the second step, the phantom is loaded with one or more RCFs and aligned on the treatment
couch using the image-guidance system of the CK. It is noted that image guidance is usually performed with the aid of fiducial markers that have been embedded in the phantom prior CT scan.
After treatment delivery, the phantom is disassembled, and the film is kept in a dark and cool
space to allow for growth of post-irradiation OD. In the third step, the film is scanned in a flatbed
optical-transparency scanner using the same protocol followed during the calibration procedure
but with a resolution equal or higher than 150 dpi. The calibration curve of the film batch is used
to convert the measured OD values to corresponding doses on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The measured
dose values are then registered with the TPS calculation-coordinate system and compared with
corresponding TPS dose calculations using the gamma tool [66–68].
An example of a DQA test is presented in Figure 11.13 for a patient treated for a vestibular schwannoma of 3.1 cm3 in Iatropolis (Athens, Greece) Clinic. The treatment plan consisted of 204 beams
with the 5 and 10 mm fixed diameter collimators. The prescribed dose of 21 Gy at the 75% isodose
covering the 98% of the target volume was delivered in three fractions. The ray-tracing dose calculation algorithm was used. Prior to treatment, the treatment plan was overlaid on the CT images of a
spherical water-equivalent phantom containing an EBT2 RCF using the corresponding TPS tools.
A dose of 6 Gy at 75% was prescribed to the film, and the DQA plan was saved as deliverable.
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Figure 11.14 Diagram of the film-based dosimetry protocol for performing patient specific treatment plan dose verification tests.

The phantom contained metal pins to create small holes on the film surface and aid the spatial
registration of film results with corresponding TPS dose calculations exported in RTDOSE digital
imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) format. The same fiducials were also used
for the alignment of the phantom on the treatment couch using the fiducial tracking algorithm of
the image-guidance system. One day post verification plan delivery, the film was scanned with an
Epson Expression 1680Pro flatbed optical scanner using 150 dpi and 48 bit red–green–blue color
mode. A triple channel-based protocol was used to convert measured pixel values to absorbed dose
[61,62]. The results for doses greater than 2 Gy are presented in Figure 11.15. As shown, a good
agreement between the film and the TPS data can be observed. The presented dose distributions
were also compared using the Gamma analysis tool with the TG-135 recommended pass criterion
of 2% dose difference and 2 mm distance to agreement [7]. The proportion of pixels meeting this
criterion was 95%.
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Figure 11.15 A treatment plan for a vestibular schwannoma case (left). EBT3 film dosimetry
verification results (broken lines) and corresponding treatment planning system calculated dose
values (solid lines) for the schwannoma plan (right). The corresponding gamma map calculated
using 2%/2 mm acceptance criteria is also superimposed.

11.9 SUMMARY
The CK system is a frameless SRS device capable of delivering high doses of radiation to lesion of the
whole body with stereotactic accuracy. Having the favorable characteristics of fine spatial resolution,
near tissue equivalence, and no need for development, RCFs have become the detector of choice for
measuring the geometric accuracy components of CK subsystem such as the precision and accuracy of
manipulator movements and target locating system, including the total targeting error of the CK. The
RCFs are also used for characterizing the dosimetric properties of the small fields of CK Linac as well
as for the validation of the implemented dose calculation algorithms and for patient-specific dosimetry
measurements. For new CK machines, it is recommended to perform Monte Carlo calculations on
sample lung cases simulating anthropomorphic phantoms in which small pieces of RCFs are placed [7].
RCFs should also be used to check the QA of nonisocentric delivery techniques of CK Linac.
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12.1 GENERALITIES ON FILM DOSIMETRY
WITH THE TOMOTHERAPY® SYSTEM
Helical TomoTherapy® delivers intensity-modulated treatments through a unique architecture that
resembles to a CT scanner. Highly conformal treatments are achieved by the simultaneous motion
of the treatment couch, the gantry, and a binary multileaf collimator. The CT-like design of the
TomoTherapy system enables the acquisition of CT images with a mega-voltage (MV) fan beam
and the patient in treatment position. This system was first described by Mackie et al. [1] and is
manufactured by Accuray Inc. In the first commercial versions of the machine, the field size in the
longitudinal direction was constant during the entire treatment (5, 2.5, or 1 cm widths). The field
size can now change dynamically during the treatment for faster delivery and improved dose conformation at the superior and inferior edges of the target(s) [2,3].
Radiographic films (and later GAFchromic™) have been used right from the clinical introduction of the system for various quality assurances procedures. Their high resolution is a very
favorable property for TomoTherapy because of the high-dose gradients delivered and the tight
geometrical tolerances related to the mechanical alignment of beam shaping devices (jaws, multileaf collimator (MLC), etc.). Several quality assurance (QA) procedures and research studies using
films have been described in literature [4–11]. Many of them have been discussed and regrouped in
227
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American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group 148 report [12]. Radiographic
films were used in general. But the procedures described can be readily adapted to GAFchromic
films, especially mechanical tests that typically do not rely on the quantification of the optical density into dosimetric quantities.
For patient-specific quality assurance, Thomas et al. [6] described in 2005 a thorough QA procedure making use of the vendor film analysis software that is still the standard procedure for most
installed units (Figure 12.1). Dose distributions resulting from the planned fluence are computed
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Figure 12.1 Illustrations of a typical patient quality assurance workflow using the quality assurance software provided with the Tomotherapy system (Accuray Inc.). (a), axial dose distribution of a
patient on a circular phantom; (b) solid water phantom with film; (c) recomputed dose distribution
in the phantom; (d) correspondence between computed and measured dose distributions in the
direction of arrow indicated in (c).
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in a cylindrical phantom supplied by the vendor (Virtual WaterTM phantom). The phantom is separated along its main axis into two identical parts, within which a film can be inserted. After phantom
setup and verification with the mega-voltage computed tomography (MVCT), the planned fluence
can be delivered. The resulting dose distributions measured by the film can then be compared with
the dose distribution computed in the same plane using gamma analysis software provided by the
vendor (or a third-party software). Typically, tolerances for dose difference and distance to agreement criteria are 3% and 3 mm, respectively. It is worth mentioning that ion chambers can also be
placed at several positions in the phantom for absolute point-dose measurements.

12.2 SPECIFICITIES OF GAFCHROMIC™ FILM DOSIMETRY FOR
THE TOMOTHERAPY SYSTEM

12.2.1 Film calibration
Films can be directly calibrated in the TomoTherapy beam quality. However, the specificities of the
TomoTherapy technology make this procedure less practical than with a C-arm Linac. Some studies
assume negligible dependence of the calibration curve with minor changes of beam quality [13,14],
which has been shown quantitatively valid by Marrazzo et al. [14]. However, another study found
deviations in gamma analysis results depending on the beam modality used for calibration [15].
Finally, GAFchromic films are ideally suited for high, hypofractionated dose delivery schemes
because of their wider dynamic range (superior to 40 Gy), whereas EDR2 films saturate at doses
higher than 8 Gy as it can be observed in Figure 12.2.

12.2.2 Film setup
In the Virtual Water phantom, film must be set up with care if the film is in sagittal orientation.
Artifacts may appear if the film is not properly clamped (Figure 12.3).
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Figure 12.2 Comparison between the dynamic dose ranges of radiographic (EDR-2) and
GAFchromicTM (EBT-3) films. Pixel values (PV) are plotted with respect to measured dose.
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Figure 12.3 Effect of the clamping of the film on the dose distributions. The effect of an insufficient clamping can be seen on the left part of the dose profile.

12.3 GAFCHROMIC FILM APPLICATIONS FOR TOMOTHERAPY

12.3.1 Published reports on the use of GAFchromic films
for patient specific QA
Marrazzo et al. [14] have established a comprehensive procedure for implementing external beam
therapy (EBT) film-based patient specific QA. Using a multichannel approach, passing rates above
98% were achieved for TomoTherapy plans for a 3%/3 mm gamma criteria (EBT3 films). Using
only the red channel, passing rates diminished down to 84%. Kairn et al. [13] have also reported
an excellent passing rate of 99% (EBT2) for a prostate treatment and the same criteria. Tessonier
et al. [15] have reported an average gamma-index of 95% for a 3%/3 mm criterion and a calibration
in a TomoTherapy beam (EBT3). However, the passing rate was only of 75% on average using the
film calibrated in an Elekta Synergy S (6 MV beam).
These studies generally use third-party software to perform the gamma analysis. However, the
delivery quality assurance (DQA) module of the TomoTherapy planning system has an embedded
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gamma-analysis feature. This solution has some limitations, among others: (1) the dose criterion is
global (in percentage of a dose given by the user); (2) there is no possibility to setup a threshold dose
(the entire film is analyzed); and (3) the registration process is manual.

12.3.2 Correction factors for reference dosimetry
Zeverino et al. [16] have considered EBT2 GAFchromic films to derive machine-specific correction
factors for reference dosimetry of TomoTherapy beams with ion chambers. According to the authors,
EBT2 films were suitable because they have no beam quality dependence between a TomoTherapy
beam and a 6-MV beam from a conventional linear accelerator (here Varian 2100C/D). Uncertainties
on the determined dose were computed and equaled 0.6%. The obtained quality correction factors
with respect to a cobalt beam for Exradin A1SL, PTW Semiflex, and PTW PinPoint are in agreement
with a more recent study based on comprehensive Monte Carlo simulations [17].

12.3.3 Other applications of GAFchromic film dosimetry
Nobah et al. [18] have also reported an original study with GAFchromic EBT3 film in which they
measure the dose delivered by the imaging system of the TomoTherapy unit, which is a MVCT with
the imaging beam energy reduced compared with the treatment beam (3.5 MV nominal energy
compared with 6 MV for the therapeutic beam). Films were calibrated in a C-arm Linac (4 MV
photon beam). The red channel of the scanner was used. Dose ranges between 0.5 and 1.8 cGy were
measured for various tumor locations and found consistent with published data.
Avanzo et al. [19] measured the skin dose delivered by the TomoTherapy system using EBT films.
EBT films were calibrated in the TomoTherapy beam. In general, they observed an overestimation
of the dose at the skin by the TomoTherapy treatment planning system (TPS) (9.2% ± 2.6% [one
standard deviation]).

12.4 CONCLUSIONS
GAFchromic films are well suited for TomoTherapy devices. They can be used for any commissioning
or mechanical check previously developed using radiographic films. However, the tissue-equivalence
and wider dynamic range of GAFchromic films such as EBT-2 give them a strong advantage for
dosimetry, including applications in reference dosimetry.
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13.1 INTRODUCTION
Small fields are hallmarks of advanced radiation treatment such as stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS)
involving the delivery of a high radiation dose to the lesions within the brain as well as extracranial lesions [1–3]. Stereotactic body radiotherapy has become one of the most used techniques for
small lesions of lung, liver, pancreas, spine, nodes, prostate, and many other nonoperable tumors
[4–10]. There are a number of radiotherapy devices that have been used to deliver small radiation
fields. The most common are high-energy linear accelerators, CyberKnife®, Gamma Knife®, and
TomoTherapy® units. Detailed information on these devices is not provided here; rather discussion
on small fields produced from these devices is elaborated.
The dosimetry of very small X-ray fields is challenging for many reasons including lack of lateral
electronic equilibrium, source occlusion, large-dose gradients, the size of detector in respect to
the field size that leads to volume averaging effects and the nonwater equivalence of the particular
detectors [11–13]. There have been many investigations into the choice of appropriate radiation
dosimeters for relative dosimetry measurements such as depth doses, profiles, and output factors
(OFs) in very small X-ray fields [14–16]. The detectors studied have included very small ionization chambers (pinpoint chambers), diodes, diamond detectors, plastic scintillator dosimeters, and
radiochromic film (RCF) [14,17,18]. The incorrect choice of detector can result in up to 30%–60%
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difference in relative OF leading to radiation accidents [19,20]. These detectors require significant
amount of correction factors that have been reported particularly for very small field sizes [21–23].
RCF is one of the choices for dosimetry that has great potential for small-field dosimetry. This
is due to very high spatial resolution, near tissue equivalence, readily available in radiation oncology clinics, cost effectiveness, and requires minimal equipment for readout. For this reason, RCF
has been the subject of significant investigation for small-field dosimetry. This chapter provides an
overview of RCF in small fields used in advanced radiation treatments such as SRS and stereotactic
body radiotherapy.

13.2 INTERNATIONAL APPROACH—INTERNATIONAL
ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
The difficulty of dosimetry in small fields has been realized by most organizations [11,24,25].
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) provided a frame work for dosimetry in small fields
[11] with speculation of providing code of practice and detector-specific data [26]. This provided
method for the determination of reference dose in situations when the standard reference field
10 × 10 cm2 condition cannot be realized as the case for modern technological machine that has
machine-specific reference field (fmsr).
f msr
f msr , f ref
Dwf msr
,Qmsr = M Qmsr • N D ,w ,Qo • k Q ,Qo • k Qmsr , Q

(13.1)

where:
Dwf msr
, Qmsr is the absorbed dose at a reference depth in water in the absence of the detector at its
point of measurement in a field size specified by fmsr and beam quality Qmsr msr stands for
machine-specific reference
M is the measurement reading by the detector (corrected for variations in environmental
conditions, polarity, leakage, stem correction, and ion recombination corrections)
fref denotes the conventional reference field in dosimetry protocols for which the calibration
coefficient of an ionization chamber in terms of absorbed dose to water is provided by a
standard laboratory
Q is the beam quality of fref
fmsr is the machine-specific-reference field
ND, w is the chamber-specific calibration coefficient in terms of absorbed dose to water for 60Co
kQ, Qo is the chamber-specific beam quality calibration factor
On the contrary, the last terms in Equation 13.1 being the k values are not readily available and
more so there are variability in the literature data.
For small fields, the ratio of the detector readings is not equivalent to the ratio of doses and so a
correction factor, k, is needed that was introduced by Alfonso et al. [11], which was the first small
dosimetry field formalism by IAEA. The ratio of the readings for the particular small field and the
reference field can be described as shown in Equation 13.2:
 M Qfclin
Dwf clin
, Qclin
clin
=
 f msr
Dwf msr
M
 Qmsr
, Qmsr
where:
D is the dose
M is the detector reading

 f clin , f msr
 k Qclin , Qmsr


(13.2)
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fclin is the clinical field different from fmsr
k is the correction factor that depends on Q, f, detector, and machine (focal spot)
For the sake of simplicity, Francescon et al. [23] defined correction factor, k Ω, as follows:
 Dwf clin
,Q
, f msr
k Ω ≡ k Qf clin
=
 f msr clin
clin ,Qmsr
D
 w ,Q msr

  M Qf msr
msr
  f clin
M
  Qclin





(13.3)

Equations 13.2 and 13.3 are the same except simplified to k Ω as defined by Francescon et al. [23]
due to many functional forms with dependence on many parameters as shown in the following that
had been a subject of intense research over a decade. Hence, acquiring the values for k Ω(machine,
focal spot, detector, detector orientation, depth, and fclin) is the subject of many research papers and
international task groups, and work is constantly being reported and modified.
Ionization chambers had been the backbone for radiation dosimetry. However, when field size
decreases to smaller values compared with the range of secondary electrons, electronic equilibrium
cannot be established and Bragg–Cavity theory cannot be used. There had been surge of literature
[27–34] searching the solution in such situation. For ionization chambers, the correction factor k Ω
can be derived as follows:

, f msr
k Ω ≡ k Qf clin
clin , Qmsr

 L  w

  ⋅ Pfl ⋅ Pgrad ⋅ Pstem ⋅ Pcell ⋅ Pwall 
 ρ air


 f clin
=
w
 L 

  ⋅ Pfl ⋅ Pgrad ⋅ Pstem ⋅ Pcell ⋅ Pwall 
 ρ air


 f msr

(13.4)

where L ρ is the restricted stopping power ratio of water-to-air, and the other parameters are perturbation corrections due to the different components of the ionization chamber. It is noted that the
parameters Pgrad ≡ Pρ ⋅ Pvol accounts for perturbations due to density and volume effects [35].
There are a large number of publications that have emerged over a decade providing k Ω values
for most detectors especially microdetectors that can provide meaningful dosimetry. These references and data are compiled in IAEA technical report series (TRS)-483 [26]. On the contrary, this
report does not address RCF dosimetry that might be best suited for small fields. The k Ω data for
RCF are not available in published papers [18,36–40]. These papers discussed only the relative dose;
the profiles, and depth dose data compared with other detectors.

13.3 RADIOCHROMIC FILM FOR SMALL-FIELD DOSIMETRY
Commissioning and periodic quality assurance of SRS, Gamma Knife, CyberKnife, TomoTherapy,
intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT)
that use small fields require radiological parameters that include percent depth dose (PDD), tissue maximum ratio (TMR), profiles at various depths for off-axis ratio, and OF need to be verified
along with isodose. Detectors as described in TG-106 [41] may be too large for small field and hence
RCF is a good selection. As compared with detectors and microdetectors, RCF data have paucity.
In fact, IAEA TRS-483 [26] even does not provide any reference to RCF for small field. The performance of the GAFchromic™ external beam therapy (EBT3) film, thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) chips, the microdiamond, and other solid-state detectors for small-field dosimetry was
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performed by an intercomparison across 30 Italian radiotherapy centers [42] and concluded that
EBT3 film, TLD chips, and microdiamond detector were all suitable for small-field dosimetry. This
is consistent with a number of other experimental and Monte Carlo studies when the various detector dose measurements are compared with dose to water [43–47].
Rather than describing individually how to acquire PDD, TMR, off-center ratio (OCR), and OF,
a generic approach is taken and references are provided. Francescon et al. [23] provided a detailed
approach for various detectors for these parameters that can be used for comparison with RCF.
Caution is taken that RCF should be placed in water to eliminate air gap. Films should be dried and
scanned with every precaution as discussed in Chapter 3. Here, we provide some seminal work on
RCF regarding these parameters that can be adopted for accurate dosimetry.

13.3.1 Mexican work— national lead in mexico
One of the first publications using GAFchromic film to take measurements for small field was that
of Garcia-Garduno et al. [37]. This work reported on the use of GAFchromic EBT film to commission a Monte Carlo model for a dedicated Novalis® linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, and United States of America) for relative dose distribution. Monte Carlo simulations of
radiation transport were performed using the BEAMnrc code. GAFchromic EBT, first generation
of this type of RCF film was used. The Novalis linear accelerator was equipped with Brainlab conical collimators with diameters in the range of 4–20 mm with 6-MV X-ray beam. This work deserves
particular mention because it showed the ability to commission a Monte Carlo model using solely
RCF as its main radiation detector for very small X-ray beams. By using RCF film, PDD, TMR,
profiles, and OF were measured and compared with various other detectors for small fields with a
very high degree of accuracy. They also compared the calculation grid size from a planning system
and corresponding values of dose-volume histogram (DVH) from other detectors. Comparison is
made throughout this chapter with the work published by this leading team.

13.3.2 French work— national standard in france
The first national study that compared a wide range of commonly used detectors for the dosimetry of
SRS was from the French study published by Bassinet et al. [14]. The relevance of this work was underpinned by support from the French national standards lab and was set up as there was no metrological
reference dosimetry for these small beams. In this work, relative OFs were determined using a range of
active and passive detectors with radiation beams generated by a CyberKnife unit, a Novalis linear accelerator equipped with the Brainlab M3 microMLC and circular cones and a Varian Clinac 2100 linear
accelerator equipped with the M3 microMLC attachment. Two types of passive dosimeters were used
being GAFchromic EBT2 film and lithium fluoride (LiF) microcubes (1 mm cube). Small field sizes were
defined by either microMLC down to 6 × 6 mm2 or circular cones down to 4 mm in diameter.
There was excellent agreement found between the relative OFs measured with the EBT2 and LiF
microcubes for all field sizes. They determined that both the EBT2 RCF and lithium fluoride (LiF)
microcubes did not require any correction factors and as such were selected as the reference dosimeters. Correction factors for the active detectors (solid-state diodes, miniature ionization chambers,
and natural diamond detectors) were then calculated using the doses measured with the EBT2 film
and LiF microcubes. Correction factors varied between detectors ranging from up to 4% for some
of the diode detectors and up to 20% for the PTW PinPoint ionization chamber as has been noted
in references from various detectors [26].
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13.3.3 Australian work— extrapolation technique
As discussed earlier, volume averaging in detector is one of the biggest problems in small-field
dosimetry providing significant large k Ω factor. This has been attempted to be resolved using RCF as
shown by several investigators [14,48]. On the contrary, the region of interest (ROI) in scanning and
analysis has significant impact on the optical density and thus dose that gets even harder in small
fields. Due to high resolution, RCF-generated beam profiles could be taken as standard to account
for the shape of the small field or by performing full geometry calculations using Monte Carlo methods to obtain correction factors [21,49]. However, Monte Carlo simulations can be used as has been
performed by various investigators [21,42,49–52]. However, it is an arduous task requiring a full
model of the treatment machine, a process not readily available to many radiation oncology departments and thus experimental approaches are more palatable in which RCF can play important role.
In this context, various studies have been performed using film for small-field dosimetry [45,53,54].
An experimental extrapolation technique using GAFchromic EBT3 film that can potentially eliminate the volume averaging effect in small-field dosimetry has been proposed by Morales et al. [55].
This technique consists of varying the size of the ROI within the scanned area of the film. A method
is presented which uses a zero-area extrapolation technique utilizing high-resolution scanning to
determine the final relative OFs for very small fields that will be elaborated here.
A single lot RCF EBT3 film was used for all relative OFs measurements in this work. All pieces
of film were used and handled in the process outlined in the AAPM TG-55 report [56] and as
described in Chapter 3 of this book. It has been shown that EBT3 film possesses a minimal X-ray
energy dependence [57,58] and therefore should have a minimal impact on OF assessment at small
field sizes using 6-MV X-rays. All films were analyzed using a PC desktop scanner and ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health, USA) software on a PC workstation at least 24 h after irradiation to
minimize effects from postirradiation coloration [59]. An Epson 10000XL dual lens system desktop
scanner (Epson, NSW, and Australia) using a scanning resolution of 1200 pixels per inch was used.
The images produced were 48 bit RGB color images and analyzed with the red component of the
signal making the final pixel density values 16 bit information [60]. A control film was scanned
with every experimental film in the same position for each measurement. The resulting scans were
then corrected for any interscan variations based on the control films’ result compared with the
average result in a technique similar to that used by Lewis et al. [61].
The dose delivered to each experimental film was calculated by creation of a calibration dose
response curve for the GAFchromic EBT3 film using standard fields of 10 × 10 cm2 at given applied
dose levels. This was performed because of the known, nonlinear relationship of net optical density
to dose response of EBT3 GAFchromic film when scanned using an Epson10000XL desktop scanner. The net-optical densities were calculated for each film piece using circular ROI in ImageJ software. The circular ROI was centered on the cone-produced radiation field. The relative OFs versus
diameter size were plotted in a curve. A best fit extrapolation technique was applied to the results to
determine the zero-area OF utilizing a second-order polynomial or linear function based on cone
size and data requirements. Figure 13.1 shows the measured values for relative OF when different
circular ROI ranging from 0.1 to 1.8 mm are used for the analysis in ImageJ.
The figure also shows the extrapolation estimate of the relative OF for a zero volume or area
calculation that was found to be 0.651 ± 0.018 and 0.971 ± 0.017 for the 4 and 25 mm Brainlab
cones, respectively. The extrapolation was performed using a second-order polynomial line of best
fit to provide the best estimate at zero-volume OF. The variation in measured OF with different
ROI areas is expected to change because of a number of reasons including profile shape of the beam
and light-scattering properties within the scanner and film. The uncertainty values quoted in the
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Figure 13.1 Measured and extrapolated output factor of a 4 and 25 mm Brainlab cone using
GAFchromic™ EBT3 film with various sizes of ROI analysis areas. As the ROI decreases, slowly
output increases, which is more visible in small cone compared with the large cone. (Redrawn from
Morales, J.E. et al., Med. Phys., 43, 4687–4692, 2016.)

figure and text are the standard deviation in measured results comparing the nine experimental
films assessed for each cone size measured. These values combine both type A and type B errors
associated with setup and dose delivery uncertainty along with experimental film-analysis errors
combined. These results are in agreement with data provided by Garcia-Gurduno et al. [62] using
four other detectors along with EBT and EBT2 films.
Effect of ROI can also be visualized in beam profile as shown in Figure 13.2. It shows an example of net-optical density profile for one 4-mm cone as measured by EBT3 film at a resolution
of 1200 DPI that is the average of nine EBT3 film measurements. The central axis region of the
profile is also shown in more detail to highlight both the variation in net-optical density and the
uncertainty or noise level with the film scan for this typical measurement. In terms of very small
ROI analysis, the user should make multiple measurements using different films to minimize the
impact of selecting a small ROI for analysis around either a noise peak or trough, thus skewing the
measured dose level either high or low by the magnitude of the noise which in our case was found
to be between 0.5% and 1.5%.
The EBT film ROI extrapolation technique is compared with the data from microdiamond that has
been advocated for small-field dosimetry in many publications [21,42,43,64–67]. Figure 13.3 shows
the comparison, and inset data show percent difference indicating that EBT data with ROI extrapolation provide nearly identical data to within ± 1.5% over a range of the cones used in Brainlab.
For small fields that are almost entirely penumbral and thus nonflat area at the center of the
field, the selection of ROI size in planar measurements can significantly impact the measurement
result. Therefore, obtaining a series of ROIs of different diameters will enable extrapolation to the
zero volume to obtain the true OF as shown in Figures 13.1 and 13.3.
The importance of dosimetric accuracy for very small-field relative OF that lies both in planning data as well as experimental dose verification. Although planning computer grid sizes are
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Figure 13.2 Measured net-optical density profile for a 6-MV SRS X-ray beam: (a) 4-mm cone and
(b) 25-mm cone. These profiles were taken as the average of nine EBT3 film measurements. The
inset in the figure includes details of the center of the beam for both cone. (Adapted from Morales,
J.E. et al., Med. Phys., 43, 4687–4692, 2016.)

often larger than the submillimeter measurement size in this work, they still require an accurate
relative dose factor for each cone as their defined value. For example, the Brainlab iPlan treatment
planning system utilizes an adaptive grid resolution down to 0.5 mm. By utilizing the extrapolation technique, as shown by Morales et al. [55], the relative output factor for the very small fields
such as a 4 mm cone can be accurately measured and used for dose calculation in the treatment
planning system.

13.3.4 Scanning resolution
RCF has been used more extensively for the determination of small field size relative OFs as shown
in Table 13.1 from various investigators over a long span of time. It shows the different DPI resolutions used in various small-field dosimetry studies [37,39,68–72]. The maximum DPI so far has
been 150 (Table 13.1), and none of them used extrapolation techniques except [55]. The 150 DPI
resolutions may be appropriate for cone sizes up to 10 mm and above; however, X-ray beams with
dimensions less than 10 mm and microbeams require higher resolution. With caution, multiple
film, higher DPI, and extrapolation technique can provide satisfactory results for output measurements in small field; thus, one can measure k Ω for any detector when compared with RCF.
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Figure 13.3 Relative output factor measured using PTW-60019 microdiamond and EBT3 films data
extrapolated to zero ROI for Brainlab cones. Differences between these two detectors are very
small (inset curve). (Data from Morales, J.E. et al., Med. Phys., 43, 4687–4692, 2016.)
Table 13.1 The scanning resolution (DPI) used across studies for small-field dosimetry
Study and year

Film type

Resolution DPI

Year

Wilcox and Daskalov [68]

EBT

75

2007

Garcia-Garduno et al. [37]

EBT

100

2010

Kairn et al. [69]

EBT2

72

2011

Aland et al. [70]

EBT2

75

2011

Huet et al. [39]

EBT2

150

2012

Fiandra et al. [71]

EBT2,EBT3

72

2013

Moignier et al. [72]

EBT3

150

2014

Morales et al. [45]

EBT3

150

2014

13.4 RADIOCHROMIC FILM APPLICATION IN SMALL-FIELD
PARAMETERS RELATIVE DOSIMETRY
A number of groups have used RCF for relative dosimetry measurements of percentage depth
doses, TMRs, and off-axis profiles. Garcia-Garduno et al. [37] used GAFchromic EBT film within
a water phantom for the dosimetry of small X-ray beams with diameters ranging from 4 to 20 mm
on a Novalis linear accelerator. The film dose measurements consisted off-axis ratios, TMRs, and
total scatter factors measurements and were compared with full Monte Carlo calculations using the
BEAMnrc/EGSnrc Monte Carlo code. They found that the agreement between the EBT dose data
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Figure 13.4 Comparison of off-axis ratios for three different small cones measured with four
different detectors. GAFchromic EBT and EBT2 data are also shown that are indistinguishable
from other data. (Adapted from Garcia-Garduno, O.A. et al., Med. Phys., 41, 092101, 2014.) Similar
data compared to Monte Carlo simulation and EBT can be found in Garcia-Garduno, O.A. et al.,
Radiother Oncol., 96, 250–253, 2010.)

and Monte Carlo calculations was good and with differences of less than 2.7%. Figure 13.4 shows
the EBT measured and Monte Carlo calculated profiles for all field diameters.
Morales et al. [73] determined surface doses for small-size circular collimators as used on a
Novalis linear accelerator. Surface doses were measured using GAFchromic EBT3 film positioned
at the surface of a Virtual Water phantom for circular collimators with diameters ranging from 4 to
30 mm. The structure of the EBT3 film is such that the active layer is very close to the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) skin dose depth of 70 μm. The film measurements
were compared with Monte Carlo calculations performed using BEAMnrc/EGSnrc with a detailed
geometric model of the linear accelerator. The agreement between EBT3 measured and calculated
was better than 2.0%. From these results, they concluded that GAFchromic EBT3 film was an accurate dosimeter for surface dosimetry.
Chan et al. [74] used GAFchromic EBT2 film for measurement of depth doses and profiles for
commissioning of iPlan in a Novalis system for field sizes ranging from 1 × 1 to 10 × 10 cm2. All
measurements were performed in polystyrene phantoms. These doses were compared with those
measured with an EDGE diode detector and calculations in the treatment planning system. They
concluded that EBT2 was an excellent dosimeter; however, such validity using edge detector without proper k Ω is questionable. The measured planar dose distributions had pass rates of better than
98% passing rates and 95% with a set of 2%/2-mm dose and distance to agreement (DTA) criteria
for all square fields and all patient treatment fields less than 5 cm.

13.5 DOSIMETRIC VERIFICATION—END-TO-END TESTING
The study by Esparza-Moreno et al. [75] looked at the dosimetry of very small SRS fields as used
for the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia. This work studies the commissioning dosimetry data set
obtained from Kodak X-OMAT V2 film and from GAFchromic EBT2 film. A total of 23 patients had
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dose calculations measured using both types of film and the relative isodoses compared. They found
that there were differences in the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 35 and 40-Gy isodose
lines that was of importance for doses to the brainstem. They concluded that there were statistically
significant differences between the two calculated dose distributions that different types of film will
small but significant differences in dose distributions.
Kim et al. [76] used GAFchromic EBT2 film for end-to-end testing during the commissioning
of a Novalis Trilogy linear accelerator. In this report on commissioning, they found that measured

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(e)

(g)

Figure 13.5 End-to-end test using Lucy 3D QA phantom: (a) treatment plan developed on phantom CT scan, (b) an exposed irradiated GAFchromic EBT film, (c) plan dose distribution, (d) film
dose distribution, (e) gamma-index image with 3% dose difference and 1-mm distance to agreement (95% of pixels passed within ROI), (f) horizontal dose profiles, and (g) vertical profiles. (Redrawn
from Kim, J. et al., J. Appl. Clin. Med. Phys., 13, 124–151, 2012.)
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doses at the isocenter had differences from the planned values of 0.8% and 0.4%, respectively, when
measured with a small volume ionization chamber and GAFchromic EBT2 film. The gamma pass
rate, measured by EBT2 film, was 95% (3% and 1-mm DTA) for their analysis. Figure 13.5 shows
the results of the film measurements when performed inside of the Lucy phantom for a set of test
SRS plans.

13.6 SUMMARY
RCF provides unsurpassed high resolution and superior 2D dosimetric information compared with
any other types of detectors. If proper precautions for handling as discussed in Chapters 2–3 are
adapted, RCF could provide suitable PDD, TMR, profiles for use in any SRS system or devices for
small fields. The PDD and TMR can be satisfactorily derived on the basis of the precautions as discussed in extrapolation section. However, there are still inconsistencies in OF measurements as we
lack the better understanding of the correction factor k Ω. Nonetheless, being a tissue-equivalent detector, RCF should provide accurate dose in small fields which many of the publications [46,47,78–80]
have advocated for several type of devices. It is our conviction that k Ω is nearly unity exactly similar to other tissue equivalent detectors such as plastic scintillator [46,81–89] and microdiamond
[21,43,44,64,65,67,90]. Additional research is needed to eliminate conflicting results and remarks
as shown by several researchers [37,38,91] about the use of film.
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14.1 INTRODUCTION
Electron beams have found various clinical applications including treatment of superficial diseases.
The limited penetration depth of high-energy electrons enables uniform coverage of shallow targets while simultaneously sparing normal tissues underlying the treatment site. Although electron
beams have many promising applications, accurate dosimetry can be challenging primarily due to
steep dose gradients near a patient’s surface. Radiochromic film has proven to be highly valuable in
electron-beam dosimetry for characterizing dose distributions largely due to its ability to provide
high spatial resolution among other characteristics.
Dose distributions can be mapped in many cases using point dosimeters such as thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) and diode detectors; however, tracing distributions point-by-point can
be labor intensive and time consuming in certain applications in which many sets of treatment
parameters are investigated. Moreover, certain applications of electron beams require dosimetric
measurements in highly atypical conditions in which conventional dosimeters and protocols may
no longer be applicable. Film is appealing for many of these applications as it provides visualization
of dose distributions across a large dynamic range with high spatial resolution while also providing
a permanent record.
Beyond these general features, radiochromic film has been largely shown to be only moderately energy dependent for high energy (>6 MeV) electron beams [1–5]. For example, Su et al. [1]
irradiated GAFchromic™ EBT films to 150 cGy for electron energies spanning from 6 to 22 MeV.
Mean optical density (OD) values within the irradiated films deviated by less than 4% relative to
the mean-value spanning all films for each energy. In addition, they measured limited response
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dependence on fractionation (<3% variation for different fractionations) and dose rate (<2% variation for dose rates up to 600 MU per min), among other parameters including measurement depth
and cone size. Beyond these desirable response characteristics, film can also be readily embedded
into both phantoms (including water) and treatments. Moreover, handling radiochromic film is
relatively straightforward, not requiring chemical processing as in the case of radiographic film.
Various investigators have successfully shown that GAFchromic films can be used satisfactorily
and uniquely in electron-beam dosimetry [5,6]. In this chapter, we provide an overview of several
exciting applications of electron beams in therapy in which radiochromic film has contributed
substantially to dosimetry. We first discuss applications of radiochromic film in investigating dose
calculation platforms for electron beams. For each of these applications (in which dosimetry must
be performed under highly unique conditions), film contributes significantly to diverse aspects
of the treatments ranging from commissioning to in vivo dosimetry. We then summarize the
role of radiochromic film in facilitating reliable delivery of several types of treatments including
the following: (1) total skin electron radiation therapy, (2) modulated electron radiation therapy
(MERT), and (3) intraoperative electron radiation therapy (IOERT).

14.2 DOSE CALCULATION VALIDATION
Verification of dose-calculation platforms is a pervasive application for many types of dosimeters.
Radiochromic film, however, has been particularly useful in evaluating dose calculations of electron beams in which spatial resolution is highly valuable for probing steep-dose gradients. For
example, Coleman et al. [7] used film as an experimental benchmark in comparing electron beam
dose calculations performed both via Monte Carlo (MC) and the Fermi–Eyges algorithm. They
particularly investigated dose calculation of electron-boost treatments delivered to breast-cancer
patients following whole-breast photon irradiation (with interest in assessing variation in calculated dose to the ipsilateral lung and left ventricle). These boosts delivered 16 Gy—in addition to
the 45 Gy during the whole-breast treatment—in 2 Gy fractions prescribed to the 80% isodose
level. Planning systems at the time largely relied upon the Fermi–Eyges algorithm as implemented
by Hogstrom [8] for its simplicity despite MC being more realistic by modeling-relevant physical
interactions.
Although dose calculations could be directly compared, film measurements were also performed. Older-generation film (GAFchromic MD-55) was inserted between slabs defining the
chest of an anthropomorphic phantom (Alderson RANDO) with the film edge cut to conform to
the chest surface. The phantom itself was positioned on a breast board at an angle of 10.5° relative
to the couch. Likewise, the gantry was rotated to ensure normal incidence of the electron beam
on the phantom surface. A computed tomography (CT) scan was performed prior to delivery to
orient the field relative to a set of radio-opaque markers within the phantom. The left chest wall
of the phantom was ultimately irradiated to 70 Gy (maximum) with a 5 × 7 cm2 electron beam at
12 MeV. Figure 14.1 shows depth–dose curves along the central axis of the beam obtained from
both MC simulation and film measurement. Film measurement and MC calculation results agreed
within 3%/3 mm gamma criteria across the entire film, thus providing confidence (particularly
when supplemented by diode measurements also shown in Figure 14.1) in the MC calculations for
subsequent evaluation of the Fermi–Eyges algorithm.
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Figure 14.1 Comparison of depth-dose curves both calculated (via Monte Carlo simulation) and
measured by Coleman et al. along the central axis of water-equivalent plastic and an anthropomorphic
phantom for 12 MeV electrons. (Adapted from Coleman, J. et al., Int. J. Radiat. Oncol., 621–628,
2005. With Permission.)

More recently, Vandervoort et al. [9] used film heavily for evaluating a commercial MC algorithm for electron-beam calculation. In particular, film (GAFchromic EBT) supplemented diode
measurements performed in water for benchmarking the performance of the XiO electron MC
treatment planning software developed by Elekta in a heterogeneous phantom. The phantom developed for these measurements was designed to model the geometry of the trachea and spine [10]. The
phantom consists of a 4.7 cm thick slab of muscle-substitute material (MS-11) that is 15 × 15 cm2
in size. A 2.5 cm hole runs along the length of the slab through its center just below its surface (to
simulate the trachea). A set of four hard-bone equivalent plastic disks (1 cm thick and 2.5 cm in
diameter) spaced by 0.5 cm were placed underneath the hole to simulate the spine. The composite
phantom was placed on 12 cm thick solid water slabs that were 30 × 30 cm2 in size.
Films were placed both directly between the composite phantom and slabs and 1 cm below the
composite phantom. Films were irradiated by 9 and 17 MeV electron beams, whereas XiO electron
MC was used for calculating dose to the anatomy simulated by the phantom. Figure 14.2 compares
isodose plots produced both from calculation and measurement directly below the spinal disks
for 17 MeV electrons. The distributions agree reasonably across most of the films with failure in
gamma analysis—using 3%/2 mm criteria—observed mostly at the boundaries between different
materials. The good agreement between calculation and film (with over 98% of pixels deemed passing using 3%/2 mm criteria for all measurements) provides confidence in the dose calculation.
For electron-therapy applications discussed in the following, film allows for verification of
planned dose (both in vitro and in vivo). Film particularly facilitates dose validation by allowing
fast and accurate data acquisition with high-spatial resolution.
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Figure 14.2 (a) Comparison of calculated (XiO EMC) and measured (radiochromic film) isodose
lines following irradiation by a 9 MeV electron beam to 200 MU immediately below a set of hardbone equivalent disks in a phantom modeling the spine and trachea. (b) Gamma analysis obtained
using 3%/2 mm criteria for the data in (a). (c) Average field profiles within the dashed-blue lines are
shown in (a) and (b). (Vandervoort, E.J. et al., Med. Phys., 41, 21711, 2014. With Permission.)

14.3 TOTAL SKIN ELECTRON THERAPY
Total skin electron therapy (TSET) is a technique that is most frequently applied to the treatment
of mycosis fungoides, a cutaneous T-cell lymphoma. Given that lesions are predominantly confined to the first few millimeters of the skin, low-energy electron beams (~2–9 MeV) are highly
effective for treatment due to their limited penetration depth. A challenge in applying TSET
toward treatment of mycosis fungoides, among other whole-body, superficial diseases, is identifying a suitable patient and beam setup for ensuring uniform application of an electron beam
across the entire area to be treated (which in the case of mycosis fungoides can include the entire
skin). In addition, quality assurance must be rigorously performed to verify the repeatability of
irradiations across the large treatment areas.
Large-area beam performance must be first characterized prior to implementing a linear accelerator for application to TSET, and then monitored periodically for constancy to be confident in
the dosimetric results of treatments. As outlined in Task Group 30 of the American Association
of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM TG-30) [11], given the highly extended source-to-skin distance
(SSD) typically used for these treatments (~300 cm) and the concomitant beam current required
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to maintain adequate dose rates in this setup, identifying suitable dosimeters and protocols for
beam calibration and monitoring requires serious consideration. Although institutions have
adapted dosimetric protocols—such as TG-51 [12]—that rely on (plane-parallel) ionization chamber measurements for TSET dosimetry, radiochromic film has enabled more comprehensive two-
dimensional measurements.
For example, in 2010 Schiapparelli et al. [13] developed absolute dosimetry for an implementation of TSET on a linear accelerator (Varian 2100 C/D) by combining measurements from a planeparallel ionization chamber and radiochromic film (GAFchromic EBT-1). Similarly to other TSET
implementations, the authors produced 6 MeV electron beams with a 36 × 36 cm2 field size at
isocenter, ultimately yielding an approximate dose rate of 2500 cGy per min at isocenter in a high
dose rate mode of operation. Irradiation was performed with the gantry rotated to 90° (i.e. beam
line parallel to floor) to allow adequate distance (SSD > 350 cm) for geometrically broadening the
field to uniformly cover a patient. A patient would stand on a wooden rotating platform behind a
1 cm thick 200 × 100 cm2 acrylic slab that degraded the electron beam energy from its nominal
value of 6 MeV to between 3 and 5 MeV.
Patients are typically treated with TSET using a variation of a technique—referred to as the
Stanford technique in deference to the origin of TSET at Stanford University—that combines
multiple beam angles in an effort to achieve more uniform irradiation [14]. Most commonly, two
beams are used with one directed in the patient’s superior direction and the other toward the
inferior direction. Meanwhile, the patient rotates on the treatment platform either continuously
or in discrete steps. Figure 14.3 indicates the core components of the TSET setup implemented
by Schiapparelli et al. (among other institutions) and identifies a coordinate system for reference.
Schiapparelli et al. used radiochromic film for both identifying an optimal-beam geometry and
performing thorough quality assurance for ensuring uniformity and repeatability. Figure 14.4
summarizes film measurements from their optimization experience. Film strips (2 × 2.5 cm 2)
lining a plastic sheet at the treatment plane along the patient’s axis (i.e., y-axis) were first irradiated with a dual-beam setup at various tilt angles for the beams. Relative dose measured along
films was then compared for the angles considered. As shown in Figure 14.4a, the optimal tilt
angle was measured to be 19°. Shallower angles produced maximal dose along the beam axis with
measurably less dose at ±80 cm (i.e., typical patient height) in the superior and inferior directions.
Treatment
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Figure 14.3 (a) Simplified side view (with coordinate definitions) of TSET geometry used by
Schiapparelli et al. among others. (b) Schematic of dual-beam arrangement implemented for
ensuring uniform dose within a field size comparable to a patient’s dimensions. (c) Top-down view
of turntable indicating six incident beam angles (achieved by rotating turntable) for uniformly
irradiating a patient’s surface. (Adapted from Schiapparelli, P. et al., Med. Phys., 37, 3510, 2010.
With Permission.)
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Figure 14.4 (a) Film-measured dose profiles along the y-axis (as indicated in Figure 14.3) for different angles α used in dual-beam irradiations. (b) Isodose lines (left) measured on the treatment
plane using radiochromic film strips (as shown on the right). (c) Histogram summarizing percent
differences between film-measured doses on the surface of a cylindrical phantom (with its proximal
surface on the treatment plane) and the mean dose applied to the surface. (d) Variation (indicated
by dashed lines) in percent depth-dose curves measured using films pressed between two cylindrical phantoms that were irradiated by a dual-beam, six-position TSET procedure. (Adapted from
Schiapparelli, P. et al., Med. Phys., 37, 3510, 2010. With Permission.)

In contrast, steeper angles yielded a pair of measured maxima offset from the central axis (with
the apparent asymmetry being a consequence of scatter from the floor in the inferior direction).
After configuring an optimal dual-beam geometry, the in-plane dose uniformity was measured
at the treatment distance using radiochromic film. Film strips (2 × 2.5 cm2) were arranged in a grid
on a 180 × 60 cm2 surface at the treatment position. As shown in Figure 14.4b, measured dose was
highly uniform across the plane with a mean relative value (normalized to the measured value at
the origin along the beam axis) of 97% ± 5%. Film was likewise used for measuring percent depth
dose (PDD) curves in both single- and dual-beam geometries for the sake of comparison with percent depth ionization curves measured using an ionization chamber in plastic (PMMA). Depths
where measured curves reached 50% of their maximal values (R50) were in agreement for both
ionization chamber and film.
Film was lastly used for characterizing a Stanford-type irradiation combining two beams in six
phantom geometries. Films were wrapped around the diameter of a CT phantom (32 cm diameter)
to measure surface dose. The phantom was setup coaxially with the treatment platform and then
offset away from the beam to position its proximal surface on the treatment plane. In addition, films
were sandwiched between identical cylinders at various angles relative to the central axis to measure
cumulative PDD curves for a typical treatment. Figure 14.4c summarizes the distribution of dose
differences between measured values on the phantom surface and the mean dose. Figure 14.4d lastly
shows the range of PDD curves measured across all films.
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Of critical importance, radiochromic film confirmed calibration factors that were determined
using ionization chamber measurements for relating skin dose (defined as the mean dose along a
circle near a cylindrical phantom surface) following irradiation by dual beams in the six patients’
orientations to dose measured at a calibration point for a single, horizontal beam. First, dose at the
calibration point in dual-beam geometry was related to the dose in a geometry using a single horizontal beam by a factor A. This factor was determined by the ratio between PDD values for the two
configurations at the calibration point. Then, the dose at the calibration point for the dual-beam
geometry was related to the skin dose by another multiplicative factor B. This factor was derived by
dividing the cumulative skin dose measured (using film) in the six configurations to that measured
for a static dual-beam geometry.
The TSET geometry and delivery protocol varies by institution, partially because linear accelerators must be adapted to the application (from more routine external beam treatments).
For instance, rather than using a multibeam configuration (à la Schiapparelli et al. [13]) for ensuring
uniform coverage of a patient, Reynard et al. [15] integrated a custom flattening filter consisting
of aluminum, lead, and plastic into the gantry head for a Varian Clinac 21EX. Moreover, rather
than positioning a patient in discrete orientations relative to the beam, Reynard et al. continuously
rotated their treatment platform in an effort to ensure more uniform coverage of the skin. In addition, boost electron fields were applied for supplementing the dose to areas that might be shielded
from the prescription dose (such as the palms of the hands and soles of the feet). These institutionspecific approaches to TSET require thorough, multidimensional dosimetric characterization.
Again, film (GAFchromic EBT) was used for measuring surface dose and PDDs, and results
were compared with plane-parallel ionization chamber measurements (and in turn used for identifying calibration factors). Films were also placed at various positions on a humanoid phantom
(Rando phantom) to search for locations in which the applied dose deviated substantially from the
prescription. These measurements showed that delivered dose agreed with prescription (200 cGy)
to within ±10% for all locations except an anterior point on the neck.
Beyond phantom-based characterization of under-dosed areas like the work of Reynard et al.
[15], film has served as an in vivo dosimeter for TSET treatments. For example, Gamble et al. [16]
used film to measure dose in the inframammary folds of patients being treated for inflammatory
and multinodular breast cancer (using the six-position Stanford-based technique) with long-term
interests in applying film toward assessing dose in areas that might be under dosed during treatment of mycosis fungoides. Although treatments are designed to optimize uniformity in electron
fluence, certain areas such as the inframammary folds could be under dosed because of self-shielding.
By monitoring dose to these problematic areas across a fractionated regimen, supplemental fields
could be subsequently prescribed accordingly. Prior work has suggested that these supplemental
fields could be critically important toward minimizing the likelihood of disease relapse [17].
Gamble et al. [16] adhered double-layer GAFchromic MD-55 film (~50 × 110 mm2) to a pair of
patients for three fractions of a thirty fraction regimen, being sure to include a set of irradiations
spanning all six configurations. Patients were treated to 35 Gy on the skin using a degraded 6 MeV
beam from a linear accelerator (Varian 2100C). Lithium fluoride TLDs were placed on the films for
the sake of comparing measurements. TLDs had been more conventionally used for in vivo dosimetry of TSET treatments; however, film should provide more comprehensive two-dimensional
information [18]. As disease was limited to the contralateral skin for both patients, large dynamic
ranges were measured. Absolute film dose was inferred by constructing a calibration curve for
optical densities by exposing a set of films to known doses.
Figure 14.5 shows isodose curves obtained from film measurements for both patients (with
percentage dose normalized to prescription). The gradient in dose from the inframammary fold
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Figure 14.5 Sample radiochromic film measurements recorded by Gamble et al. with films placed
in the inframammary folds of two patients being treated for breast cancer using a TSET protocol.
Upper images show isodose curves, whereas lower figures show percent-dose curves along vertical
lines indicated on isodose plots. (a) Patient 1, (b) Patient 2 (Adapted from Gamble, L.M. et al., Int. J.
Radiat. Oncol., 62, 920–924, 2005. With Permission.)

to the skin beyond the fold is immediately evident from two-dimensional data. Percentage dose
profiles extending outward from the folds show that substantial areas receive less than 50% of the
prescription dose. For example, the isodose line in bold for the second patient defines the area in
proximity to the fold that receives less than 40% of the prescribed dose. This area indicated by film
measurements could subsequently be used for defining a boost field to the fold. Data points on the
percentage dose curves show TLD measurements at discrete locations. Nearly, all points agree to
within indicated uncertainties with the profiles extracted from film.
Bufacchi et al. [19] similarly positioned films (GAFchromic EBT) on four patients undergoing
TSET to monitor dose uniformity. Twenty positions were considered, and TLDs were again positioned on top of films for the sake of comparison. Treatments were performed at a highly extended
SSD using a PMMA-degraded 6 MeV electron beam from a linear accelerator (Varian 2100 C/D).
The Stanford-based dual-beam, six-position protocol was used.
Figure 14.6a indicates the points of measurement on the patients. Beyond just allowing for
dose monitoring, the average measurement spanning the first six locations (across the belt) at the
beginning of treatments was used to accurately determine the monitor units required for delivering the prescribed dose. Figure 14.6b summarizes percentage difference between film and TLD
measurements for all positions considered. In contrast to the work of Gamble et al. [16], substantially higher deviation is observed between TLD and film measurements, although percentage
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differences are within 10% for 85% of measurements. These deviations are largely attributed to the
variations in patients’ surfaces. Such variations should arguably be better captured by film that
can be conformed accordingly to a patient’s surface.

14.4 MODULATED ELECTRON RADIATION THERAPY
MERT is a promising approach for producing more conformal dose distributions than conventional electron therapy while maintaining the advantages of electron therapy over photon-based
treatments for treating superficial targets. Energy modulation allows for better localization of dose
deposition at the target volume, whereas intensity modulation ensures dose uniformity across the
volume. Electron beam modulation (both in energy and intensity) has historically been accomplished using patient-specific bolus that is positioned in proximity to a patient’s skin [20]. Largely
because of the inconvenience of using bolus—both in terms of fabrication and implementation
during treatment—modulation using bolus is typically limited to several segments per treatment.
More recently, automated devices have been investigated for application of MERT. Several
designs have been considered for electron-specific multileaf collimators (MLCs). These devices are
typically appended to the gantry head of a linear accelerator in the applicator tray and positioned
closely (within a few centimeters) to the patient’s surface. Alternative approaches have adapted
existing MLCs for photon therapy to electron beam treatments. Utilizing these MLCs simplifies
delivery by not requiring additional hardware and allows for the combined application of electrons
and photons in treatment. On the other hand, machine constraints associated with photon-specific
MLCs—such as a minimum distance from MLC to patient—can hinder modulation effectiveness for electron therapy. Radiochromic film has been instrumental in developing both of these
approaches to MERT in which two-dimensional dosimetry with high spatial resolution is of the
utmost importance for developing confidence in the dose delivered by a highly modulated beam.
For example, Salguero et al. [21] applied film toward assessing the feasibility of adapting photon
MLCs toward the application of MERT to the irradiation of the chest wall in the treatment of postmastectomy breast cancer patients. The authors particularly applied MERT using a linear accelerator (Siemens PRIMUS) that included an MLC with 29 opposed leaf pairs. The distal distance
to the MLC from the radiation focus was approximately 36 cm, and the width of the shadow cast
by most pairs at the isocenter was 1 cm. The minimum SSD allowed by the apparatus was 50 cm.
Simulation of electron interactions in the MLC—which had not been implemented in commercialtreatment planning systems—required the authors to develop an MC platform for dose calculation.
This platform (1) identifies beamlet-based electron fluences for considered energies, (2) calculates
dose contributions from each beamlet to all voxels within a volume of interest and configures
beamlet weights according to delivery constraints, (3) sequences fluences into segments, and then
(4) r eoptimizes weights upon re-calculating dose using fully defined segments.
To verify deliveries prepared by the in-house planning system, both an ionization chamber
array and radiochromic film were implemented for mapping dose distributions. The array consisted of 27 × 27 plane-parallel ionization chambers with 5 mm spacing between each chamber.
Array measurements were compared with simulated dose of the air cavities within the chambers.
As conversion of dose-to-air to dose-to-water is energy dependent and the beam spectrum varies spatially chamber-to-chamber, determination of dose-to-water would be prohibitively time
consuming for quality assurance. In contrast, two-dimensional distributions at higher spatial
resolution could be directly measured using film (GAFchromic EBT) embedded in a solid water
phantom irradiated perpendicularly by the electron beam. Films were irradiated at depths of 0.5,
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1.5, and 2.0 cm with absolute dosimetry being performed by a single plane-parallel ionization
chamber positioned at 1.6 cm depth. These combined measurements then allowed for quality
assurance through the assessment of gamma analysis (3 mm/3%) applied to relative dose distributions and differences in absolute point dose measurements (<3%). Dose calculation in solid
water was approximated by identifying stopping powers corresponding to the mean energies at
the phantom surface for each segment.
Figure 14.7a shows relative isodose lines measured at 1.5 cm depth using both the ionization
chamber array and radiochromic film for a plan considered. Film measurements provide finer
detail due to film’s higher spatial resolution and also allow for gamma comparison (right) with dose
calculations generated by the planning system. Figure 14.7b compares DVH curves generated by
dose calculation for MERT for the plan shown in Figure 14.7a with the more conventional approach
of using shielding blocks (or a static MLC configuration) for modulation. For four patients considered, MERT generally produced more uniform coverage of planning target volumes (PTV) while
also reducing dose to the heart and lung in some cases. With plan verification provided by film
measurements, MERT delivered using photon MLCs presents a promising approach for improving
chest-wall irradiation in breast cancer treatment.
Salguero et al. [22] later demonstrated the application of radiochromic film to patient-specific
quality assurance of MERT applied to the treatment of shallow head and neck tumors. As in their
prior work, photon MLCs were used for modulation, and treatment planning was performed using
an in-house system. Initial validation of their MERT planning system in application to head and
heck targets again used a commercial two-dimensional ionization chamber array. A plan was constructed for treating a synthetic PTV embedded within a pair of adjacent organs-at-risk as illustrated
in Figure 14.8a. This artificial treatment volume required four segments including three energies
(9, 12, and 18 MeV). Figure 14.8b outlines planned and delivered dose distributions at two depths
with delivered measurements being performed again using an ionization chamber array.
Although chamber array measurements demonstrated the feasibility of delivering MERT using
photon MLC segments defined using an in-house dose calculation engine, the spatial resolution
provided by the array was insufficient for quality assurance of actual clinical plans. The isodose
comparisons in Figure 14.8b were constructed by overlapping measurements and calculations to
minimize local error in the region of highest dose. Measurements with higher spatial resolution
might indicate non-negligible deviation in this region that could have meaningful clinical impact.
Especially for clinical cases including steep dose gradients and highly irregular geometries, higher
spatial resolution is critically important for quality assurance. In addition, ionization chambers
might not be applicable for clinical cases including steep dose gradients in which lateral electronic
equilibrium might not be satisfied.
Four plans were considered for film-based delivery verification including cases of (1) recurring
squamous cell carcinoma in the oronasal region following radical surgery, (2) parotid mucoepidermoid carninoma with infiltration in the right preauricular region, (3) basal cell carcinoma in
the right ear, and (4) diffuse large B-cell lymphoma of the parotid gland. Figure 14.9a outlines
calculated isodose distributions for the third case considered. Isodose lines from film measurements at three depths within a solid water phantom are shown in Figure 14.9b. General agreement
is evident in comparing calculated and measured distributions; however, some deviations are
apparent that are hidden by the coarser resolution provided by the ionization chamber array. Film
measurements enabled quantitative verification through gamma analysis (3 mm/3%). In combination with absolute point dose measurement using a single chamber, radiochromic film measurements thus allowed for quality assurance of the highly modulated fields delivered for MERT
by photon MLCs.
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Figure 14.8 (a) Geometry considered by Salguero et al. for evaluating the feasibility of delivering
MERT using photon MLCs to head and neck targets. The L-shaped red volume represents the PTV,
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between calculated and measured (using ionization chamber arrays) dose distributions at two depths
for a MERT plan derived using the geometry in (a). (Adapted from Salguero, F.J. et al., Phys. Med.
Biol., 55, 1413–1427, 2010. With Permission.)

Likewise, radiochromic film has been critically important in verifying plan deliveries for MERT
applied using an electron-specific MLC (more specifically a few-leaf electron collimator or FLEC).
The FLEC was designed as an accessory to be appended to a linear accelerator in the tray at the base
of an electron applicator. A first-generation device developed by Al-Yahya et al. [23], as shown in
Figure 14.10, consisted of two pairs of copper leaves oriented perpendicularly. The leaf thickness
was chosen to be 1.2 cm to balance electron stopping power and bremsstrahlung yield. Although
the photon jaws are configured to provide beam collimation, the leaf width was chosen to be suitably wide (3.0 cm) to suppress electron leakage beyond the field size defined by the leaves. The
device was configured to fit in a 15 × 15 cm2 Varian applicator, ultimately allowing for a peak field
opening of 8 × 8 cm2 and positioning of the opening within a few centimeters of a patient’s surface.
Each leaf can be individually positioned via computer control of stepper motors, with encoders
being implemented for closed-loop feedback of position.
Prior to integrating the FLEC device into treatment planning and actual treatments, device
parameters are needed to be optimized as a function of FLEC configuration (with each opening
being deemed a fieldlet). For every fieldlet (1) output was maximized while (2) the width of the dose
penumbra was minimized, and (3) the percentage dose beyond the defined field edge was minimized. MC simulation allowed for these characteristics to be predicted for a given geometry, and
radiochromic film measurements enabled high-resolution confirmation of simulated results. Beam
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Figure 14.10 Schematic (left) with photograph (right) of FLEC device developed by Al-Yahya et al.
for MERT delivery. (Adapted from Al-Yahya, K. et al., Med. Phys., 34, 4782, 2007. With Permission.)

profiles for various photon jaw openings and FLEC-defined field sizes were measured using film
(GAFchromic HS) at 2.8 and 1.5 cm depths in solid water for 18 and 9 MeV beams, respectively.
Absolute dose was inferred from film measurements using the well-established protocol of Devic
et al. [24] where a calibration curve is constructed from a polynomial fit to a set of films irradiated
to known doses.
Figure 14.11a shows beam profile comparisons between film measurements and MC calculations at 9 and 18 MeV beam energies for a square FLEC opening of 6 cm with jaw openings of 6, 7,
and 8 cm. Al-Yahya et al. [23] devised a notation in which beam energy, jaw opening, and FLEC size
are specified in a format such as 18J8C6 for an 18 MeV beam with 8 cm jaw opening and 6 cm FLEC
size. For both energies considered, beam profiles show that larger jaw openings provide higher
outputs and sharper penumbra, but worse off-axis leakage. Again, radiochromic-film measurements showed good agreement with MC calculation and importantly contributed to identifying
suitable choices of jaw openings for given FLEC-defined field sizes. Figure 14.11b compares planar
measurements and calculations for both several individual FLEC fieldlets at 2.8-cm depth and a
composite distribution for the combined fieldlets at 3- and 5-cm depths. Measured and calculated
isodose lines were generally in agreement, except near the periphery of the film in which leakage
dose is likely problematic.
Radiochromic film (EBT3) has been recently used to evaluate the delivery accuracy of a clinical
plan using the FLEC device [25]. An in-house treatment planning system was used for devising a
FLEC-based MERT treatment for a patient who had undergone whole-breast irradiation for invasive ductal carcinoma. The prior treatment first irradiated the left breast to 42.56 Gy in 16 fractions
and then applied a conventional electron boost to 10 Gy in four fractions. Although the MERT
plan was constructed for this patient simply for the sake of evaluating delivery accuracy, in principal MERT could be considered as a candidate for more effective administration of the boost. The
beamlet-based inverse planning constructed a plan for delivering a prescription dose of 2.78 Gy to
95% of the PTV.
Planned and delivered dose distributions were compared using a 30 × 30 × 12 cm3 solid water
phantom. The planned delivery was first recalculated onto the phantom, and then the plan was
delivered to a film placed at 2 cm depth in the phantom. Of note, the multichannel dosimetry
technique developed by Micke et al. [26] was applied to measurements to extract any nondosedependent contributions from measured signals. The plan included 196 FLEC segments at energies
of 9, 12, 16, and 20 MeV. Figure 14.12 compares planned and delivered dose both for a constituent
energy in the plan (16 MeV) and the cumulative plan. Film measurements were used for calculating
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a gamma passing rate at 2 cm depth. Gamma passing rates for 3 mm/3% were above 97% except at
the lowest energy considered (9 MeV) in which the applied dose was substantially lower than other
energies. Vector shifts were identified for all films to produce a qualitatively minimal subtraction
image between planned and delivered dose. For all energies (and the composite plan), these shifts
were less than 2 mm in magnitude.

14.5 INTRAOPERATIVE ELECTRON RADIATION THERAPY
IOERT applies ionizing radiation directly to both a tumor site and resection margins during a surgical intervention. IOERT typically delivers a single, concentrated dose to a site either just before or
after surgical removal of a tumor. In contrast to photons, electrons allow for the dose to be more
precisely delivered to the tumor site depending upon the penetration depth. To date, IOERT has been
predominantly applied to breast and pelvic treatments either directly preceding or following surgery.
In fact, breast and rectal cancers are the diseases most frequently treated by IOERT in Europe [27].
Given the high doses typically applied during IOERT treatments (~25 Gy), in vivo dosimetry
is critically important for verifying dose delivery. The significance of in vivo dosimetry for IOERT
is enhanced by the fact that treatment planning for most treatments relies solely on manual calculations. These calculations depend on measurements—including size and shape of the region to
be treated—performed upon visualizing the target during surgery. Although preoperative CT scans
have been applied to IOERT planning, these images do not reflect anatomical changes that occur during surgery [28]. Intraoperative imaging has been proposed for more realistic planning, although CT
imaging during surgery presents logistical obstacles that might prevent widespread implementation
in the foreseeable future. In the absence of planning images, manual calculations typically specify
dose prescription to the 90% isodose level as determined by profiles measured in a water phantom
under various beam conditions (including beam energy and applicator diameter and bevel angle).
A challenge in performing in vivo dosimetry during IOERT is identifying a dosimeter that can
accurately characterize dose across irregular geometries without perturbing the radiation field
while maintaining sterility in proximity to the surgical area. The high-dose rates administered during IOERT treatments also complicate calibration dosimetry. Conventional protocols using planeparallel ionization chambers often cannot be applied because of uncertainties in ion-recombination
factors associated with high dose rates [29]. Radiochromic films are well suited to the unique challenges presented by IOERT, including high spatial resolution and dynamic range, low dependence
on both electron energy and dose rate, and low dependence on incident beam angle. Consequently,
film has been applied to both in vitro and in vivo measurements for IOERT.
Ciocca et al. [30] applied radiochromic film to in vivo dosimetry for IOERT in treating earlystage breast cancer. In particular, film was used to assess delivered dose to a majority of patients
(35 of 54) who were treated for early-stage breast unifocal carcinoma exclusively by IOERT immediately following quadrantectomy or wide excision. Prescription for these patients was 21 Gy at the
depth of 90% isodose. Dose was delivered at nominal beam energies of 5, 7, and 9 MeV by a mobile
linear accelerator (Hitesys Novac7) that was capable of producing up to 0.09 Gy per pulse at 5 Hz,
thus enabling prescription delivery within 2 min. Round acrylic applicators were used for harddocking beam collimation to the tumor bed. Applicator diameters varied between 4 and 8 cm, and
applicator ends were either perpendicular to the collimation axis or beveled at 22.5°.
Two radiochromic films (GAFchromic MD-55-2) cut into 1.5 × 1.5 cm2 pieces were wrapped
in a sterile envelope and placed on top of the surgical bed at its center prior to docking the applicator. Surface dose was extracted from these films by first determining the mean OD within a
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1 × 1 cm2 window centered on the films. Dose was then obtained using a calibration curve that
was constructed from measurements in a solid phantom at the depth of maximum dose for 6 MeV
electrons. Entrance dose—defined here as the dose at depth of maximum dose—was ultimately
determined by applying an experimentally determined correction factor to the measured surface
dose. Ciocca et al. [30] estimated the overall uncertainty in dose measurements to be approximately
4%. Contributions to uncertainty in the measurements included film calibration and various correction factors applied to OD measurements. Figure 14.13 summarizes the observed differences
between measured and expected doses for all patients considered. The mean difference in entrance
dose spanning all patients was 1.8% ± 4.7%. From the measured distribution, Ciocca et al. [30]
defined thresholds beyond which certain actions should be taken for quality assurance. For example, deviations of 7 and 10% were identified as thresholds for confirming film calibration curves
and electron beam calibration, respectively.
More recently, Severgnini [31] et al. performed in vivo film dosimetry with radiochromic film
(GAFchromic EBT-3) for verifying the alignment of shielding disks in breast IOERT treatments.
In this study, 37 breast cancer patients were prescribed an IOERT-based boost of 10 Gy in a single
fraction prior to conventional whole-breast radiotherapy (50 Gy in 25 fractions). For most patients,
8 cm diameter shielding disks—consisting of a 3 mm layer of copper sandwiched between two
PMMA layers—were positioned between the residual breast and the pectoralis fascia to protect tissues underneath the target volume (including the heart and lungs).
Films were fixed to both faces of the disk, allowing for dose distributions to be measured both
just below the target volume and immediately above the tissues that should be protected from
irradiation by the disk. More specifically, the average absolute dose was estimated within a 2 cm
diameter in the center of the exposed area of the upper film. Likewise, images of the lower film were
used for measuring transmission across the shield. Calibration curves were generated for the film at
6 and 9 MeV beam energies in a water-equivalent phantom with a 10 cm collimator perpendicular
to the phantom surface. Measurements were performed at a reference depth both with 5 × 5 cm2
film strips and an ionization chamber.
10
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Figure 14.13 Histogram of observed deviations between measured and expected entrance doses
delivered during IOERT in the treatment of 35 breast cancer patients. (Adapted from Ciocca, M.
et al., Radiother. Oncol., 69, 285–289, 2003. With Permission.)
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Figure 14.14a shows an example image generated by measurement of the upper film for a single
patient. In this case where the film dimensions exceed the field size (6.5 cm), the shield is seen to
be misaligned with the treatment field as evident by overlapping a 6.5 cm diameter circle with the
measured field. In fact, beam area beyond the shield can be inferred from the image to be 4.9 cm2.
Moreover, the average dose inferred from the upper film is measured to be 4% less than the expected
dose. Excluding two patients, the measured average dose spanning the cohort agreed to within 4%
of the prescribed dose. In addition, the dose measured on the lower film was less than 40 cGy for all
patients (confirming the effectiveness of the shield when properly aligned). Based on observed misalignment for several patients, Severgnini et al. [31] modified the shielding setup to include an elastic
band that is wrapped around the assembly and subsequently stitched to the pectoralis fascia prior
to treatment to prevent slippage of the disk. For 21 patients in which this modified setup was implemented, the field area beyond the shield was reduced (relative to the other 16 patients) from a mean
value of 7.3 cm2 to just 3.6 cm2. For eight of those patients (with an example being shown in Figure
14.14b), the shield was setup such that the incident field was contained entirely within the shield.
Film has similarly been instrumental for in vivo dosimetry of IOERT applied to pelvic treatments. For instance, Krengli et al. [32] used radiochromic film for assessing rectal dose in a study
investigating the feasibility of IOERT for prostate cancer treatment. Between 2005 and 2008, 38
patients with locally advanced prostate cancer were treated with IOERT prior to radical prostatectomy and lymph node dissection. Radiation was delivered by a linear accelerator (IntraOp
Mobetron) using electron energies between 9 and 12 MeV. Prescription for all patients except three
was 12 Gy to the 90% isodose level. Any patient whose pathology indicated extracapsular extension
or positive surgical margins were to receive postoperative radiation therapy.
The target volume was irradiated with beveled collimators (at angles between 15°and 30°) with
diameters ranging between 4.5 and 6.5 cm. To identify a suitable choice for beam parameters,
an urologist first exposed the prostate and placed a stitch on the bladder neck for guiding the positioning of the collimator to the target volume. Ultrasound imaging of the prostate—particularly
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Figure 14.14 (a) Example of film-measured misalignment between copper shield and electron
beam during breast treatment via IOERT. (b) Example of good alignment between shield and
beam as evident from the beam being completely captured by film measurement. (Adapted from
Severgnini, M. et al., J. Appl. Clin. Med. Phys., 16, 1–9, 2015. With Permission.)
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the diameter in the anterior–posterior direction and distance between the prostate surface and
anterior rectal wall—was used for choosing a specific collimator diameter and bevel angle.
An underlying rationale for performing IOERT prior to prostatectomy is to allow for prostate
tissue to shield the anterior rectal wall from being directly irradiated. To evaluate dose to the rectum, four radiochromic films were affixed to the surface of a rectal probe that was 12 cm in length
and 2.5 cm in diameter. Mean doses to these films were interpreted as doses to the anterior rectal wall (3.9 Gy), left and right rectal walls (1.1 and 1.4 Gy), and posterior rectal wall (0.1 Gy).
The range in measured dose to the anterior rectal wall spanned from 0.4 to 8.9 Gy. The large
difference between measured doses to the anterior and posterior walls indicated that the rectum
was within the steep dose fall-off of the incident field.
As a final example of the application of film to IOERT, Costa et al. [33] used radiochromic film
to thoroughly assess variation in dose distributions in pelvic IOERT treatments for an assortment of treatment parameters. Pelvic IOERT treatments typically require beveled applicators,
with 30°and 45° bevels being the most commonly used. As the irradiated surface is often somewhat irregular, the applicator sometimes cannot be docked flush with the surface. Costa et al.
[33] explored film measurements in a solid phantom to assess changes in dose distributions that
result from irregular treatment surfaces (leading to poor applicator coupling). Radiochromic
film (GAFchromic EBT3) allowed for dose distributions to be feasibly measured with high spatial resolution for various combinations of treatment parameters while simulating poor docking
between applicator and surface.
A challenge in measuring beam profiles in a solid phantom along the field direction (or more
precisely, perpendicular to the phantom surface first encountered by the incident radiation) is that
air gaps between the film and phantom can induce artifacts in dose distributions. To minimize air
gaps, films were pressed at the center of a set of 16 solid phantom slabs. Clamps applied pressure to
acrylic plates that sandwiched the slabs. In one configuration, an old film was placed between the
center-most slabs. This film included a slot that defined a gap for loading a film to be irradiated for
a test measurement. Both films were fixed to the slabs by adhesive tape. In a second configuration,
the slotted film for inserting films for measurement between slabs was replaced by a 1 cm thick
bolus (30 × 30 cm2) whose elasticity was hypothesized to enable better conformity between an
inserted film and adjacent surfaces.
Measurements were performed on a linear accelerator (Varian Clinac 2100 C/D) that included
a hard-docking system for cylindrical applicators. Various applicator diameters (6, 7, and 8 cm),
bevel angles (0°, 30°, and 45°), and beam energies (6, 9, and 12 MeV) were considered. Percent
depth dose curves were measured along a line perpendicular to the phantom surface that intersects the central axis of a given applicator. Figure 14.15a compares PDD curves for measurements
performed with a nonbeveled 10 × 10 cm2 applicator using the different setups outlined earlier.
Poor agreement was observed (particularly at shallow depth) between diode measurements in
water and film simply pressed between phantom slabs. In contrast, good agreement was obtained
at all depths for the configuration using bolus, whereas dose measured at some shallow depths
is slightly low for the setup using slotted film presumably because not all air gaps could be suppressed. As exemplified in Figure 14.15b, deviation between film and diode measurements could
be quantified via gamma analysis. For all applicator diameters, bevel angles, and beam energies
considered, gamma values were less than one using 2%/2 mm criteria at all depths between 2 mm
and the depth in which dose reaches 10% of its maximum value. In addition, the percent difference
between film and ionization chamber (in water) doses obtained along the central axis at the depth
of maximum dose was at most 3%.
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Figure 14.15 (a) Comparison of PDD curves measured (for a conventional applicator) by a diode in
a water tank and film in a solid water phantom with various arrangements, including being directly
pressed between phantom slabs (EBT3), sliding between slabs via a cutout in a film that is sandwiched between the slabs (film set-up), and being clamped between slabs with flat bolus on one
face of the film (bolus set-up). (b) PDD curves (with associated gamma values for comparison to
diode measurements) recorded with the bolus set up in “a” for 0°, 30°, and 45° bevel angles on an
8 cm applicator. (Adapted from Costa, F. et al., Phys. Medica., 31, 692–701, 2015. With Permission.)

Two-dimensional distributions could ultimately be imaged from films irradiated for PDD
measurements. Figure 14.16a shows reference distributions, whereas Figure 14.16b shows distributions measured for cases designed to simulate clinically realistic scenarios. For the more realistic measurements, two pieces of bolus were prepared on top of the slabs. A concave hole was
prepared between the bolus pieces to simulate a male sacral bone. Film was positioned between
these additional pieces of bolus with a cut-out that conformed to the hole. The particular configurations shown in Figure 14.16b include (1) two beveled applicators positioned over the hole and
(2) a beveled applicator oriented at an incline by resting on an additional, adjacent piece of bolus.
All shown distributions were normalized to the dose at the depth of maximum dose measured
on corresponding reference distributions. Comparison of distributions in Figure 14.16 provides
clinical insights into the consequences of irregular treatment surfaces. For example, the uppermost distribution in Figure 14.16b appear to be shifted forward and lengthened relative to its
counterpart in Figure 14.16a. Similar effects appear to be present for the other distributions as
shown in Figure 14.16b.
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Figure 14.16 (a) Film-measured dose distributions for irradiation by 9-MeV electrons with 45° bevels and 6 (upper) and 8 (lower) cm applicators.
(b) Dose distributions with similar, beveled applicator, but with a convex cutout introduced into bolus positions on top of the solid phantom. (Adapted
from Costa, F. et al., Phys. Medica., 31, 692–701, 2015. With Permission.)
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14.6 SUMMARY
Radiochromic film has contributed extensively to the development and implementation of diverse
electron-beam therapies. In this chapter, we discussed applications of radiochromic film to dose
calculation validation for electron beams, TSET, MERT, and IOERT. Radiochromic film has served
important roles in all of these applications.
Film measurements spanning large areas support commissioning of TSET. In addition, radiochromic film is well suited for in vivo dosimetry during TSET as it can be adhered to surfaces
that might be underdosed following treatment. Radiochromic film supports quality assurance of
MERT treatments in which modulation can produce sharp dose gradients. Likewise, radiochromic
film supports quality assurance of IOERT through in vivo measurement of extremely high, singlefraction irradiations.
In these applications among others, radiochromic film can provide PDDs and other profiles
in irregular fields with minimal corrections for beam energy, dose rate, and angle of incidence.
Moreover, radiochromic film has unique applications in characterizing complex electron fields in
which other dosimeters might be impractical.
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15.1 INTRODUCTION
Particle beam started at Berkley California in late thirties, but its clinical implication was not
realized till the concept was proposed by Wilson [1] in 1946. Its full scope did not realize till the
beginning of this century when multiple centers started operating clinical proton beam in the United
States of America. Due to particle beam unique characteristics with Bragg peak and finite range, it
provides attractive choice for patient treatment. In general, the skin dose (entrance dose) is relatively
low and no dose beyond the range of the particles (Figure 15.1). The first center in the United States
of America was built soon after World War II at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. A detailed account of the Harvard Cyclotron is presented in a book by Richard
Wilson [2]. After 40 years, first synchrotron-based proton beam therapy center was built in Loma
Linda Medical Center California, followed by a commercial proton device at Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston in 2001. Indiana University in Bloomington converted its cyclotron for clinical
use during 2003 with addition of ion beam application (IBA) gantry thus becoming third center
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Figure 15.1 Proton beam depth doses of various energies are shown with different ranges. Note
the entrance dose (surface dose) and Bragg peak (maximum dose) and sharp dropoff representing
the range of the beam. When these curves are added with proper beam weights, they produce
a resultant depth dose known as spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP). Most patients are treated with
SOBP with variable width depending upon the tumor size.

in the country. At present time, there are closed to 35 proton centers operational treating various
types of diseases. The growth of proton beam in United States of America is exponentially rising as
shown from the reference [3].
Proton beams in general are divided into three classes: (1) passive scattered beam, (2) uniform
scanning beam, and (3) pencil beam for spot scanning and intensity-modulated proton beam
therapy. Dosimetry of scattered beam is relatively simple as beam characteristics (depth dose, profiles and output) can be measured with ion chambers. Even though ion chamber measurements are
time consuming but treated as gold standard. For uniform scanning ion chamber measurements
takes long time and could be prohibitive as each data point should be collected for entire sweep. This
is similar to dynamic wedge in a photon beam in which a multidetector array should be used. With
development of multilayer ion chamber [4], data collection becomes relatively easier; however, this
detector is extremely expensive and requires periodic calibrations.
Small proton fields and pencil beams are considered a separate class in which dosimetry is even
much more complex. The typical Bragg peak loses its unique characteristics as the field size is
reduced [5]. Also the detector size could be comparable with field size or spot size, thus unable to
measure dose from standard detectors.
Film dosimetry provides unique opportunity to map 2D dose, thus saving significant amount of
time. Radiochromic film (RCF) is attractive for dosimetry as discussed in many chapters for photon
beams, and thus its utility in proton beam is worth exploring which is discussed in this chapter.

15.2 BRAGG PEAK CHARACTERISTICS
Every particle as it travels has energy related to kinetic energy. As they travel in medium, they lose
energy and speed. This slowing process produces high linear energy transfer (LET) and thus high
dose. For heavy charged particle such as proton, the rate of LET is significant and at the end of its
journey produces a peak called Bragg peak [6]. Bragg peak is unique and characteristic of heavy
charged particle. It is only a few millimeters in widths, and there is no dose distal to Bragg peak
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(Figure 15.1). The position of Bragg peak also defines the beam energy and range that will be discussed briefly in the following section.

15.2.1 Stopping power and range
Bragg peak is unique to the particle beams and directly associated with loss of energy in medium
as known as stopping power. The concept of stopping power was first introduced by Bragg and
Kleeman [7,8]. Bethe and Bloch [9,10] provided a general equation for energy loss by charged
particle in medium as given by Equation 15.1. This equation is also adopted by International Com
mission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)-49 [11].
dE 4 πN Are 2me c 2 Z 2   2me c 2β2  2 
=
z  ln 
 −β 
β2
A   I (1 − β2 ) 
ρdx


(15.1)

where dE/dx is the energy loss per unit path length known as stopping power or LET, ρ is the
density of the medium, E is the particle energy (MeV), NA is Avogadro’s number, re is the classical
electron radius, me is the mass of electron, c is the velocity of light, z is the charge of the particle,
Z is the atomic number of medium, A is the atomic mass of the medium, β is the relative velocity
(v/c) of the particle, and I is the ionization potential of the medium, that is, energy needed to ionize
molecule or atom of the medium.
The rate of energy loss is directly related to energy of the particle at a point in space. There are
empirical equations providing link to LET and range [12]. Thus very closed to its range, it provides
significant energy loss; thus, the dose is very high. This behavior of energy deposition is known as
Bragg peak as shown in Figure 15.1.
Particle range, R, is inversely proportion of stopping power (dE/dx) and more importantly
given as
E

R=

∫ (dE /dx )
dE

(15.2)

0

Range has many definitions depending on the observation and measurements [13,14]. For clinical
use, continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) is often used as shown in Equation 15.3. For
a monoenergetic proton energy, range in a specific medium is precisely known and tabulated in
ICRU-49 [11] based on the integration as shown in Equation 15.3.
E max

RCSDA =

∫
0

  S −1 
    dE
 ρ  



(15.3)

For billions of protons used in clinical use, the probability of interaction is statistically distributed;
thus, there is energy straggling that also creates range straggling which is described elsewhere [3].
The straggling process creates fuzziness in the range in which measurements could be uncertain depending upon the detectors. It is important to emphasize that the CSDA approximation
is not a good model for proton beam. For simplicity, it can be calculated analytically as shown in
Equation 15.4 using a quadratic equation. Various other models also have been suggested that are
also empirical in nature [12–14].
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Figure 15.2 A polynomial fit as shown in Equation 15.4 for range energy relationship in water.

R = aE + bE 2

(15.4)

where a and b are fitting parameters equal to 0.033 cm/MeV and 0.0005 cm/MeV2 respectively as
shown in Figure 15.2.

15.2.2 Spread out Bragg peak
Due to narrow curve (Figure 15.1) of the Bragg peak, it is not suitable for clinical use unless pencil
or spot scanning is used. Currently, most centers use broadened beam by scattering the pencil
beam. Such broadening is performed by passive scattering using single or double scatterer. The
range broadening is performed by modulating wheel by adding many layers of different energy
proton beam or mixing many Bragg peaks with selective weighting as shown in Figure 15.1. The
spread out Bragg peak (SOBP) provides tumor coverage in depth. One should appreciate that
depending upon the modulation for creating broader SOBP; the surface dose is significantly
increased.

15.3 DOSIMETRIC DIFFICULTIES
Characterizing beams for clinical use rely on the measured depth dose and profiles that form the
isodose curves. Due to permutations of beam energy and SOBP, these data sets could become
extremely large in which point-by-point measurements become labor intensive and time consuming in a costly proton center. In such situation, film provides unique opportunity for quick 2D dose
map. However, selection of the film and irradiation techniques along with readout must be carefully addressed.
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15.4 OUTPUT
Output is a general term defined as dose/monitor unit (MU) for a beam and field. Output is
calibrated for a reference condition in which typically it is maintained to be 1.0 cGy/MU. The calibration is provided with reference ion chamber that is periodically calibrated using a standard protocol such as ICRU-78 [15]. The doses in every other energies, fields, and depths are related to the
reference condition and are called relative output factor. The calculation of MU is then performed
empirically and verified by measurements [16,17]. For broad beams, this method works well; however, for small fields, the shape of depth dose changes rapidly, and there is no well-defined Bragg
peak [18,19]. This creates unique problem in which dosimetry is uncertain. RCF can be used to
quantify dose in small fields with caution [20].

15.5 RADIOCHROMIC FILM DOSIMETRY OF PROTON BEAM
Use of RCF in proton beams has been cited since 1997. The earlier version of RCF,MD has been
attempted by several investigators [21–24] and MD-2 by Piermattei et al. [22] for low energy proton
beam used for ocular melanoma treatment. When HD-2 film became available, it was attempted
for use in proton beam dosimetry [25]. Recently external beam therapy (EBT) series of films have
been used with limited success [26–40]. Many difficulties need to be overcome, which is discussed
for accurate dosimetry in proton beam.

15.5.1 Film orientation
Film orientation plays an important role in radiation dosimetry due to radiation interaction causing polymerization in RCF. Zhao and Das [31] studied this effect in the context of depth dose
measurements. Recent study [40] on EBT and RTQA films performed with proton beam provides
technical challenges and its solution for 2D dosimetry. In general, RCF can be exposed in two orientations, perpendicular and parallel. Due to cost associated with RCF film, perpendicular exposure requires a lot of film and not preferred. It is shown that the parallel orientation is superior as
one can get entire 2D data set from one single film; however, the air column creates artifact when a
solid phantom is used as shown in Figure 15.3. To avoid such problem beam can be angled 2°–3° or
the film can be kept in water; however, Borowicz et al. [40] recommended 5°. Ajomandy et al. [27]
provided method for exposing these films with one set of film holder that can be used in water. RCF
dosimetry in proton beam is more sensitive to experimental setup and hence care has to be taken
as discussed in literature [27,31,40].

dap = 11 cm

Proton
(a)

Small film piece (4 × 4 cm)
Long film strip (5 × 25 cm)

Proton
(b)

Figure 15.3 EBT film exposure in parallel orientation in two different beam angles. In parallel, orientation exposure minimum air gap (a) as well as at least 2°–3° gantry angle should be maintained (b).
(Adopted from Zhao, L. and Das, I.J., Phys. Med. Biol., 55, N291–N301, 2010. With Permission IOP.)
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Figure 15.4 Streaking effect due to air column in circle indicating distal tail area behind Bragg
peak. (Courtesy of Aswin Hoffman Dresden, Germany, 2016.)

Effect of air gap in solid phantom has significant problem in proton beams. The air provides
channel for proton beam to travel freely even with multiple scattering, and it creates fuzziness and
broader Bragg peak as shown in Figure 15.4. Such interpretation in complex geometry could be
difficult; hence, for accurate dosimetry, mainly in water phantom should be preferred.

15.5.2 Air gap
Like radiographic films that create large perturbation [41] in electron beam due to variation in
fluence, RCF gives similar response when used in solid phantom. Zhao and Das [31] showed that
air column significantly distorts proton beam depth dose as shown in Figure 15.5. The entrance as
well as Bragg peak gets distorted and so SOBP is skewed up. To remove such distortion, air from
the phantom should be eliminated, which can be achieved by putting the film in water with aid of
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Figure 15.5 Depth dose measured with various amounts of air in the path compared to ion chamber measurement. Note that a large air gap provides significant underdose in the entrance side of
the depth dose curve. A minimum air gap or exposure in water is preferred. (Adopted from Zhao, L.
and Das, I.J., Phys. Med. Biol., 55, N291–N301, 2010. With Permission IOP.)
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Figure 15.6 Scanning electron micrograph of EBT2 film (a) before and (b) after 5-Gy irradiation.
The polymerization is clearly visible with disappearance of trough and valley. (Adapted from Zhao, L.
et al., IFMBE Proceedings, 39, 1164–1167, 2012.)

film folder. Care also should be taken to give enough width so that water leakage in film should not
cause additional perturbation.

15.5.3 Temporal response
Radiochromic film response is dependent on the polymerization of the chemical bonds producing
color, the process is time dependent. This has been studied in photon beam by Andres et al. [42] and
in proton beam by Zhao et al. [30] The film polymerization is a slow process that takes long time.
Zhao et al. [30] provided two-exponential function for a full saturation reading. Alternatively, at
least a minimum of 12 h should be given before film is scanned. It is also a good practice to allow
the same time between calibration and experimental film postirradiation readout. Figure 15.6 shows
the impact of polymerization on the molecular bond.

15.5.4 Linear energy transfer dependence
LET is positional dependence in the particle beam. As the energy reduces, LET increases several
order of magnitude as shown by Anferov and Das [43]. Figure 15.7 shows the LET versus depth
information in a pristine Bragg peak, and Figure 15.8 shows the LET variation in broad beam
(SOBP) and with different ranges. It shows clearly that LET effect is important. These observations have been also observed by many on cell survival [44–46]. On the contrary, these cannot be
measured with ion chambers. Additionally, using RCF dosimetry these observations get lost due
to LET dependence.
Polymerization of molecular bonds in the RCF is energy dependence. In proton beam, energy
of the particle is variable and assumed to be losing energy continuously based on continuous slowing down approximation. In such situation, energy is highest at the surface and zero at range of
the particle. Thus at Bragg peak the energy is lowest and may have highest effect. This was clearly
shown by Zhao and Das [31] that energy response is dependent on the position of the Bragg peak.
Figure 15.9a shows the variation of film and ion chamber measured depth dose in various energy
beams. One could correct the LET dependence by empirical equation. By using correction, depth
dose is in good agreement with ion chamber data as shown in Figure 15.9b.
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Figure 15.7 Monte Carlo simulated Bragg-peak and corresponding LET. (Adopted from Anferov, V.
and Das, I.J., Int. J. Med. Phys. Clin. Eng. Radiat. Oncol., 4, 149–161, 2015.)
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Figure 15.9 (a) Pristine Bragg peak of various energies. Solid line represents ion chamber and data
points represent EBT2 film. (b) When LET correction is applied to the EBT2 films, ion chamber and
film data are in good agreement. (Adopted from Zhao, L. and Das, I.J., Phys. Med. Biol., 55, N291–N301,
2010. With Permission IOP.)

15.6 CONCLUSIONS
Radiochromic films can be used for complex dosimetry in proton beam, either to save time for
commissioning beam data for depth and profiles or for small fields; however, the following precautions must be taken.
●●

●●

Standard precautions as discussed in previous section for variability in batch, age, lot size
should be properly taken.
For readout, frequency, position, and orientation on scanner should be maintained.
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●●

●●

●●

●●

Air gap between film and phantom during irradiation should be avoided. The best choice is to
expose film in water.
Parallel versus perpendicular film orientation provides different response and hence calibration
and measurement should be performed in the same orientation.
Polymerization is time dependent. At least 12 postirradiation should be given or mathematical
expression described by Zhao et al. [30] should be applied for proton beam.
LET dependence should be properly accounted which is energy dependence as described by
several investigators [6,12,31,36].
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16.1 INTRODUCTION

16.1.1 Physics of dose build-up in megavoltage
photon beams
The build-up region and its concomitant skin-sparing effect are one of the most distinct characteristics of megavoltage photon beams. This gradual build-up of dose absorption from the patient
surface with depth originates from the two-step process of dose deposition in megavoltage photon
beams. In all photon beams, the absorbed dose is not deposited by the photons itself, rather by
287
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Figure 16.1 The build-up of absorbed dose with depth for a 6-MV photon beam. The build-up
region and the depth of the dose maximum are depicted. The broken curve is affected by the finite
active volume of the ionization chamber.

the secondary charged particles generated during photon-tissue interactions. As these secondary
electrons predominantly travel forward in the beam direction while depositing their energy, the
electron fluence and absorbed dose rise steeply from the tissue–air interface toward the depth of
the dose maximum (dmax). The region between the surface and the depth of the dose maximum is
generally referred to as the build-up region (Figure 16.1) and exhibits, by nature, a lack of charged
particle equilibrium (CPE). The extent of this build-up region increases with the range and energy
of the secondary charged particles and thus varies with the megavoltage energy spectrum.
In clinical practice, the skin-sparing effect of the build-up region is compromised by the presence of backscattered radiation from the patient and contaminant photons or electrons from
outside the patient [1]. This contaminant radiation consists of head scattered photons, mainly
originating from the flattening filter, and electrons generated in the treatment head or in the traversed air column [2,3].

16.1.2 The clinical relevance of the build-up dose
16.1.2.1 SKIN-DOSE DETERMINATION
First, accurate knowledge and determination of build-up doses in megavoltage photon beams are
essential in the clinical management of the patients, especially the skin toxicity.
As illustrated in Figure 16.2, human skin is a complex organ composed of two layers:
the epidermis and the dermis. The epidermis is the most superficial layer with a thickness
between 0.020 and 0.100 mm in most body sites, though this may greatly vary with the anatomical region considered, between patients and with age [4,5]. The outermost epidermal layer
primarily consists of dead cornified cells that are shed through normal desquamation. These
detached cells are continuously replaced by mature skin cells originating from an underlying
single layer of stem cells, generally referred to as the basal cell layer. The dermis underlies
the epidermis and is considerably thicker (1–10 mm [4]). Not only it consists of intersecting
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Figure 16.2 Structure of the human skin. (Modified from Marieb, E.N. and Hoehn, K., Human
Anatomy and Physiology, Pearson Education/Benjamin Cummings, London, 2008. With Permission.)

collagen bundles but also contains hair follicles, glands, nerves, lymphatic conduits, and blood
vessels supplying nutrients and support [6].
In literature, both acute and late radiation-induced skin reactions have been reported. Acute
skin toxicity primarily originates from damage to the basal cell layer in the epidermis [4]. As the
stem cells in this layer are sterilized, they are prevented from proliferating and repopulating the
epidermal layers. This process might result in dry or moist desquamation and has been reported
for absorbed doses from 20 to 25 Gy when delivered in 2 Gy daily fractions [7]. In response to the
epidermal damage, erythema might develop as a secondary inflammatory response in the dermal structures [4]. At higher doses, more severe radiation skin reactions include ulceration, hemorrhage, and necrosis. Late skin reactions, on the other hand, are defined as radiation-induced
changes present beyond 90 days of treatment. They might include telangiectasia, atrophy, fibrosis,
edema, alopecia, and ulceration [4].
In skin dosimetry, the recommended depth for dose determination varies with the effect considered. The International Commission on Radiological Protection and the International Commission
on Radiation Units and Measurements generally recommends skin-dose assessments at 0.07 and
1.0 mm depth for epidermal and dermal effects, respectively [4,8]. As previously mentioned, however, skin-layer thickness might vary considerably with the anatomical region, age and even between
patients. In this respect, Devic et al. [9] suggested to measure build-up doses at a wide range of
depths and to extract the relevant skin dose at a case-specific depth defined by a radiation oncologist.
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16.1.2.2 SUPERFICIAL TARGET VOLUMES
In megavoltage photon radiotherapy, accurate dosimetry in the build-up region also plays a major
role in the treatment of superficial target volumes. The skin/build-up dose is a complex function of
many parameters: beam energy, field size, beam angle, source-to-surface distance, beam modifying devices, immobilization accessories, and couch top in the beam line. Target volumes extending
close to the skin, mainly occur in the treatment of breast, chest wall, and head-and-neck cancer. In
these cases, adequate target coverage requires a boost of the inherently limited build-up doses. Such
an increase in superficial doses is generally achieved through the application of bolus material [10]
or through tangentially incident photon beams [11].

16.2 THE VALUE OF RADIOCHROMIC FILM DOSIMETRY IN
THE BUILD-UP REGION
The available knowledge on skin and superficial target doses in clinical practice strongly relies on
accurate build-up dose measurements for two reasons. First, the absorbed dose in the build-up
region depends in a complex manner on a wide range of treatment parameters as described earlier.
Second, modern treatment planning systems often fail to accurately predict superficial doses, as
dose calculations are complicated by the steep dose gradient, lack of CPE, and presence of contaminant radiation in the build-up region, and more so, the calculation grid used for dose calculations as shown by Akino et al. [12]. In literature, discrepancies of up to 25% between build-up dose
measurements and treatment planning system (TPS) calculations have been reported [13–16]. Even
Monte Carlo simulations rely on measured data to validate the simulations and unveil neglected
particles contributing to surface doses [17].
Build-up measurements, however, are evenly complicated by the physical characteristics of
the build-up region. The steep dose gradient, lack of CPE, and presence of contaminant radiation
require the detector to have a high spatial resolution combined with a low-energy dependence but
more so a window-less detector. For these reasons, radiochromic film has been extensively used as
a build-up region dosimeter, as it has a high spatial resolution and a low spectral sensitivity in both
photon and electron beams [18]. Although these investigations mainly focused on the determination of the build-up dose in single beams, radiochromic film has also been shown to be a valuable
tool for entire-treatment skin-dose verifications as discussed in the following.

16.2.1 Single beam build-up depth– dose gradient analysis
16.2.1.1 FILM POSITIONED ON A FLAT PHANTOM SURFACE
Given the tissue-equivalence of radiochromic film, it is natural to mount a film piece on top of a flat
phantom surface in order to assess superficially absorbed doses as shown by Butson et al. [19] and Devic
et al. [9]. In this orientation, radiochromic films allow one to measure absorbed doses at a very small
effective depth of measurement. As illustrated in Figure 16.3 for various film types, the minimal effective depth of measurement depends on the film structure and composition. For megavoltage beams, the
center of the active layer can be taken as the effective point of measurement. The resulting effective depth
of measurement is then obtained as the radiological distance from this center point to the film entrance
surface. For all types of radiochromic film, the thicknesses and mass densities of the substrate, coating,
protection, adhesive, and active layers are specified by the manufacturer and as shown in Chapters 2 and
3. Note that, for the asymmetrically structured external beam therapy (EBT)2 film, the effective depth of
measurement will also depend on the side of the film facing the beam source [20].
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The resulting effective depths of measurement are indicated in Table 16.1 for various film
types and are generally slightly higher than the nominal skin depth of 0.07 mm recommended
by the International Commission on Radiological Protection and International Commission
on Radiation Units and Measurements [4,8]. For this reason, Devic et al. [9] proposed fieldsize dependent correction factors for various film types, listed in Table 16.1, to convert the
Table 16.1 Studies assessing surface and build-up doses using radiochromic film on top of and
parallel to a phantom surface. The effective depth values are as reported in the references.
Type of
radiochromic
film

Phantom
characteristics

Orientation of
film relative to
beam axis

MD-55-2
MD-55-2

Flat phantom
Flat phantom

Perpendicular
Perpendicular

MD-55-2

Perpendicular and
oblique

MD-55-2

Hemicylindrical
chest-wall
phantom
Flat phantom

MD-55-2

Flat phantom

Perpendicular

HD-810
XR-T
HS
EBT
EBT

Flat phantom
Flat phantom
Flat phantom
Flat phantom
Flat phantom

Perpendicular
Perpendicular
Perpendicular
Perpendicular
Perpendicular

EBT

Perpendicular and
oblique

EBT2

Curved
anthropomorphic
phantom
Flat and curved
phantoms
Curved
anthropomorphic
phantom
Flat phantom

EBT3

RANDO phantom

EBT2
EBT2

Perpendicular

Perpendicular and
oblique
Perpendicular and
oblique
Perpendicular

All angular
incidences
(kV cone-beam CT)

Effective depths of
measurement (mm)
0.17
0.175, 0.525, 0.875,
1.225, 1.575
stacking 5 films
0.17

0.17
1.17 (adding
solid-water sheet)
0.181
2.54 (adding 2-mm
thick sheet)
0.004
0.157
0.153
0.153
0.153, 0.459, 0.765,
1.071, 1.377, 1.683,
1.989, 2.295
stacking eight films
0.153

0.115
1
0.115
3, 6, 11 (adding
bolus sheets)
0.115
(substrate down)
0.254
(substrate up)
0.186
(not reported in
Reference)

Reference
[23]
[24]

[25]

[21]

[22]

[9]
[9]
[9]
[9,26]
[27]

[28]

[20]
[12]

[29]

[30]
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measured dose values into the dose at the nominal skin depth of 0.07 mm. These correction
factors amounted to approximately 15% for 6-MV photon beams for the investigated film types
(Table 16.1). As illustrated by other authors [21,22], a further increase in the effective depth of
measurement can be obtained by positioning build-up material, such as solid water slabs or other
films, on top of the measurement film.
As illustrated in Table 16.1, radiochromic films positioned on a flat phantom surface have
been extensively used in build-up region dosimetry for various applications. Butson et al. [23],
for example, employed MD55-2 radiochromic films to assess central axis, off-axis, and peripheral
skin doses at 0.17 mm water equivalent depth in 6-MV, 10-MV, and 18-MV photon beams. At the
central axis, skin doses amounted to 15.5 to 22% of the dose at dmax, depending on the beam energy.
Peripheral doses were found to increase with field size. The same radiochromic film type, supplemented by an Attix Model 449 parallel plate ionization chamber (RMI, Middleton, WI), was also
employed to assess the clinically relevant effect of an unintended air gap under bolus material for
perpendicular and obliquely incident beams [31]. Air gaps were found to produce minor decreases
in surface dose at perpendicular incidence. The largest reduction in surface dose, being 10%, was
measured for a 6 MV (8 × 8)-cm2 field at 60° angle of incidence with a 10-mm gap. Butson et al. [21]
compared superficially absorbed doses in 6-MV photon beams with or without two types of treatment couches in the beam line. Absorbed doses were estimated at the basal cell layer (0.17 mm
water equivalent depth), and at the deeper edge of the dermis (1.17 mm water equivalent depth,
obtained by positioning the film at a 1-mm depth in solid water [32]). Both the absorbed doses at
the basal cell layer and dermal layer were found to increase substantially for beams traversing the
treatment couches. This increase was the most pronounced for the carbon fiber/Mylar treatment
couch compared with the tennis string/Mylar couch. Using EBT film pieces positioned on a flat
solid water phantom, Bilge et al. [26] evaluated the absorbed dose at the central axis at 0.0153-mm
depth in 6- and 18-MV photon beams. These superficially absorbed doses, normalized to the dose
at dmax, were shown to decrease with energy and increase with field size. Nakano et al. [20] not
only measured the superficially absorbed dose in 6-MV photon beams using EBT2 film pieces
positioned on a rectangular phantom but also extended this method to a cylindrical phantom. For
films positioned on the cylinder surface at large angles with respect to the beam axis, these measurements demonstrated the important contribution to the superficially absorbed dose of laterally
scattered radiation from material inside the phantom. In their phantom study using EBT2 film,
Akino et al. [12] came to the same conclusion for oblique beams.
A particularly remarkable application of radiochromic films positioned on a phantom surface
is the use of a radiochromic film stack as a three-dimensional build-up dose detector. This method
was first introduced by Butson et al. [24], who positioned a stack of five MD-55-2 film pieces on
top of a solid water phantom to measure the absorbed dose at effective depths of measurement
between 0.175 and 1.575 mm. Considering the nonlinearity of the depth–dose gradient in the buildup region, a second-order polynomial extrapolation was then applied to determine the absorbed
dose at more shallow depths. Using this method, the extrapolated surface dose agreed within 4%
with the Attix parallel plate chamber surface ionization (normalized to the dose and ionization at
dmax, respectively). More recently, Chiu-Tsao et al. [27] employed a stack of eight EBT radiochromic
films to measure absorbed doses between 0.153 and 2.295 mm depth in 6 and 15 MV photon beams.
In contrast to the study by Butson et al. [24], solid water slabs were now placed around the film stack
on top of the phantom. Extrapolation of these measurements to zero depth was performed using
a square root of a linear function and a linear function for 6 and 15 MV beams, respectively. The
obtained results generally agreed well with previously published percentage depth–dose data from
parallel plate chamber and ultrathin thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) measurements.
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16.2.1.2 FILM PERPENDICULAR TO THE PHANTOM SURFACE
Although build-up region dosimetry using radiochromic films mounted parallel to a phantom
surface has extensively been documented in literature, the opposite is true for the use of radiochromic films in a perpendicular orientation with respect to the phantom surface. In these studies,
radiochromic films are generally mounted between the slabs of a stacked phantom and are
positioned in a parallel orientation with respect to the beam axis. For build-up region dosimetry,
the most important advantage of this orientation is the potential to measure the dose in the complete
build-up region, rather than at one specified depth.
Paelinck et al. [22], for example, combined the parallel and the perpendicular orientation of the
film and concluded that radiochromic film is able to measure the dose in the build-up region accurately, irrespective of its orientation with respect to the beam axis. More recently, De Puysseleyr
et al. [33] positioned radiochromic films perpendicularly to the phantom surface to evaluate the
build-up doses in standard and flattening filter free (FFF) megavoltage photon beams.
An important disadvantage of radiochromic films irradiated in this orientation, however, is the
restriction to measurement depths greater than 1 mm. Optical densities within the first millimeter
from the film edge cannot be analyzed as they might be affected by the mechanical pressure during film cutting by the user or during manufacturing [34], as discussed in Chapter 3. In addition,
potential air gaps between the film and phantom slabs might result in measurement inaccuracies
on the central axis. Such inaccuracies should be avoided by a meticulous phantom design or by
positioning the radiochromic films slightly off the central axis [35].

16.2.2 Entire-treatment skin-dose verification (phantom
and in vivo)
Besides the evaluation of skin and build-up dose in a single beam, radiochromic film has evenly
shown to be a valuable detector for entire-treatment skin-dose verification, in both phantom-based
and in vivo evaluations. In these applications, radiochromic films integrally measure the superficial doses deposited by beams entering the tissue, as well as by beams leaving the patient in this
region (exit dose).
Almberg et al. [28], for example, compared the superficially absorbed doses at 0.153 mm depth
for 4 different breast cancer treatment techniques. To that purpose, EBT radiochromic film strips
were taped on an anthropomorphic phantom. This approach demonstrated similar superficial
doses for conventional and tangential intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) treatments
but detected much lower skin doses for a 7-field intensity-modulated radiation technique including nontangential fields. Similarly, Akino et al. [12] evaluated the superficially absorbed dose for
four different breast cancer treatment techniques and compared the obtained measurements with
treatment planning data. The EBT2 radiochromic film strips were positioned at various depths
between superflab layers positioned on a humanoid acrylic phantom. As a consequence, superficial
doses were analyzed at the surface and at 3, 6, and 11 mm depth. This approach allowed one to
demonstrate that the superficially absorbed dose (at 3 mm depth) differed considerably from the
treatment planning system dose calculations for all techniques.
In literature, radiochromic film-based entire-treatment skin-dose verification has also been
extended to in vivo applications. The most widespread application in this respect includes the
measurement of skin doses by radiochromic film strips during total skin electron therapy [36].
Additional information related to electron beam can be found in Chapter 14. For megavoltage
photon beams, Rudat et al. [37] used EBT3 radiochromic film pieces to perform in vivo skin-dose
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measurements for patients treated with three different breast cancer treatment techniques. To that
purpose, small radiochromic film pieces (3 × 3 cm²) were positioned on the skin at three predefined
positions (medially and laterally) on the irradiated breast or chest wall. This approach allowed
one to demonstrate that a 7-field intensity-modulated radiation technique resulted in considerably
smaller skin doses compared with tangential beam IMRT or 3D conformal radiotherapy.

16.2.3 Angular response
There is no evidence that radiochromic film produces an angular response [38]. Therefore, it is used
as a reference in various studies that assess the angular response of other detectors, for example
[39], and that measure superficial dose from oblique beams [12,20,25].

16.2.4 Comparison with other detectors
In build-up region dosimetry, possible alternative approaches to radiochromic film dosimetry include
the use of extrapolation chambers (EPC), fixed-separation parallel-plate ionization chambers, microdiamond detectors, metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) or TLD or optically
stimulated luminescence dosimeter (OSLD). However, a direct comparison between radiochromic
film and other detectors is often complicated by small differences in the effective depth of measurement, which becomes of major importance in the steep dose gradient of the build-up region.
For build-up region dosimetry in megavoltage photon beams, EPC dosimetry is generally considered the golden standard [40–42]. In these chambers, the cavity ionization can be extrapolated
to an infinitesimally small cavity volume by varying the distance between two parallel collecting
electrodes, in order to eliminate the effects of electron fluence perturbations arising from the presence of the air cavity in the medium [43]. These chambers usually have a very thin entrance window
allowing for an effective depth of measurement as small as 0.0075 mm (Böhm EPC type 23392,
PTW Freiburg). However, as EPC measurements are often cumbersome and time-consuming to
use, few authors have compared EPC and radiochromic film measurements. For 6-MV photon
beams, Devic et al. [9] compared EPC measurements at 0.069-mm depth with radiochromic film
measurements, using pieces of various types of radiochromic film positioned on top of a solid water
phantom (Table 16.1). Dose differences of approximately 15% between EPC and film dosimetry
were noted and were attributed to the differences in effective depth of measurements. De Puysseleyr
et al. [33] compared EPC with EBT2 radiochromic film measurements in flattened and unflattened
photon beams at depths beyond 1 mm. To that purpose, radiochromic films were positioned in a
solid water slab phantom in a parallel orientation with respect to the beam axis. Excellent agreement between film and EPC data was found. A similar conclusion was drawn in a dosimetric study
of a patient immobilization device for radiotherapy [44], as illustrated in Figure 16.4.
Fixed-separation plane-parallel chambers are more practical to use but suffer considerably from
perturbations of the electron fluence in the cavity volume. These perturbations mainly originate
from electrons scattered from the cavity side and back walls and result in an overestimation of the
ionization of up to 15% [41–43]. These effects need to be corrected or minimized by optimizing
the chamber design, featuring a small cavity height with respect to the electrode diameter and
a sufficiently large guard ring [45]. In this respect, the most widespread type of fixed-separation
plane-parallel chamber is the Attix ionization chamber. For this chamber, both Devic et al. [9] and
Butson et al. [24] demonstrated good agreement with radiochromic film measurements when taking the differences in effective depth of measurement into account. Compared with radiochromic
film, however, both extrapolation and fixed-separation plane-parallel chambers are less suitable for
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Figure 16.4 Comparison between absorbed dose in the build-up region as measured by EBT2
radiochromic film and extrapolation chamber (EPC) dosimetry for a 10 × 10 cm² 15-MV beam without (open) and with a 10-cm thick support cushion (foam) in the beam line. (From De Puysseleyr,
A. et al., Phys Med, 32, 758–766, 2016.)

use with curved phantom surfaces or obliquely incident beams, which are both important determinants of build-up dose.
On the other hand, TLD, optically stimulated, and MOSFETs can easily be positioned on curved
phantoms or patients. Therefore, they are mainly used on anthropomorphic phantoms or for in vivo
skin dosimetry. Jong et al. [46], for example, compared EBT2 radiochromic film measurements at
the surface of a cubic solid water phantom to measurements with a MOSFET-based detector. This
latter detector consists of a radiation-sensitive MOSFET dye with submicron thickness covered in a
Kapton pigtail strip. In this study, EBT2 film measurements were approximately 3%–4% (normalized to the dose at dmax) higher compared with the MOSFET measurements. These differences were
attributed to the differences in effective depth of measurement between both detectors, equaling
0.07 vs. 0.115 mm for the MOSFET-based and EBT2 detector, respectively.

16.3 SPECIFIC PRECAUTIONS IN USING RADIOCHROMIC
FILM DOSIMETRY IN THE BUILD-UP REGION
In literature, some specific precautions in using radiochromic film as a skin or build-up detector
have been described along with the general precautions provided in Chapter 3.
First, it is important to note that most applications described previously use radiochromic films
cut into small pieces or strips to measure absorbed doses in the build-up region. The use of films cut
to small sizes is particularly relevant for in vivo applications, in which very small film pieces might
be required for measurements on, for example, the eye of a patient [47]. For this reason, multiple
authors have investigated whether the optical densities near the cutting edge of the film pieces are
affected by the mechanical pressure during film cutting [34,47,48]. For EBT radiochromic film, Yu
et al. [34] found that optical density disturbances generally remain limited to a 1-mm wide area
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around the film edge, even though artifacts up to 8 mm from the cut were observed in the worstcase scenario. Similarly, Avanzo et al. [48] reported artifacts up to 1.7 mm away from the edge of
EBT2 film pieces. For EBT2 and EBT3 radiochromic film, Moylan et al. [47] evaluated the dosimetric accuracy of film pieces with a size between 5 × 5 mm² and 10 × 10 mm². They concluded that,
for both EBT2 and EBT3 radiochromic film, a film size as small as 5 × 5 mm² provided accurate
dosimetric results when averaging dose values over a region of interest (ROI) of 2.1 × 2.1 mm².
The use of larger ROIs resulted in a considerable uncertainty increase, which was attributed to the
inclusion of pixels near the film edge in the ROI. The use of a smaller ROI evenly resulted in less
accurate dose values and increased the uncertainty. In general, most authors recommend not to
analyze the optical densities within 1 to 2 mm of the film edge, depending on the film type and
cutting method considered.
Second, radiochromic film dosimetry in the steep-dose gradient of the build-up region requires
careful interpretation of the effective depth of measurement. As mentioned earlier, this depth
depends on the film type and structure, and, for the asymmetrically layered EBT2 film, on the
orientation of the film.
Finally, it is important to avoid potential disturbances caused by air gaps between the radiochromic film and surrounding tissue or phantom material. When mounting film on curved surfaces,
such air gaps are generally avoided by using small film sizes and by carefully taping the film edges
to the phantom surface or patient skin [28]. For films positioned in a slab phantom in a parallel
orientation with respect to the beam axis, the impact of air gaps can be minimized by a meticulous
phantom design or by positioning radiochromic films slightly off the central axis [35].

16.4 EXPLOITING THE ASYMMETRIC LAYER GEOMETRY
OF EBT2 RADIOCHROMIC FILM FOR ASSESSMENT OF
SKIN-DOSE AND STEEP-DOSE GRADIENTS
EBT2 film had to be carefully positioned on the surface of a phantom [20] due to its asymmetric layer configuration. But the asymmetry could also be exploited to measure at two different
depths using the same film batch [29,49]. In a further step, De Wagter et al. [29] conceived a
method to determine the superficial longitudinal dose gradient. They measured a gradient of
32%/mm in a 6-MV (10 ×10cm2) field, whereas the highest measured value previously reported
is 20%/mm [23].
Although EBT2 is no longer commercially available, its successor EBT3, which intrinsically has
the same dosimetric properties [50], is available in an unlaminated configuration. The layer configuration concerned is illustrated in Figure 16.3. The user can add extra layer thicknesses to create
multiple measuring depths with film pieces from a single-film sheet. The unlaminated EBT3 film
was already used to determine the dose enhancement of gold films for kV X-rays [51].

16.5 SUMMARY
Exploiting its high spatial resolution, tissue equivalence and low-energy dependence, radiochromic
film was shown to be an accurate and valuable skin and build-up dose detector in both megavoltage
photon and electron beams. Although most applications focus on the determination of the buildup doses in single beams, radiochromic film has also been shown to be a valuable tool for entiretreatment for skin-dose verifications.
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For build-up region dosimetry, some special precautions regarding the use of radiochromic film
are required. In this respect, it is recommended to carefully consider the effective depth of measurement, not to analyze the optical densities near the film edge and to avoid the presence of air
gaps around the film during irradiation.
One remarkable application of unlaminated radiochromic film is to exploit its asymmetric layer
structure to measure the absorbed dose at two different depths in order to determine the superficial
longitudinal dose gradient.
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17.1 INTRODUCTION
In vivo dosimetry is an essential tool in quality-assurance programs. It is important to check the
dose delivered to patients undergoing radiation treatment to avoid over or underdosing in areas
in which assurance of planning accuracy may be needed. Radiochromic films are uniquely able to
measure not only point doses but also two-dimensional maps of applied doses in vivo to a patient.
In this section, we will briefly discuss the qualities of an ideal dosimeter and some of the processes
and typical applications of radiochromic films to in vivo dosimetry techniques.

17.2 THE IDEAL DOSIMETER—PROPERTIES
Except for calorimetry, no other dosimeter directly detects absorbed dose delivered by ionizing
radiation [1]. The quantity measured by the dosimeter, for example, ionization, thermal, or chemical changes, and others has to be converted into absorbed dose. The relation of these quantities
to absorbed dose can be defined by a number of characteristics by which dosimeters can be compared. Relative to other dosimeters, the ideal dosimeter compares favorably for all of these features.

17.2.1 Accuracy
Accuracy is the most important feature of any dosimeter used for in vivo dosimetry, that is, the
ability to correctly indicate the true value of the quantity being measured. It is a measure of the
collective effect of errors in all of the parameters that influence the measurement, including both
systematic and random errors. Systematic errors will not be reduced by repeated measurement and
systematically shift the measured result in one direction. Stochastic errors however can be reduced
by multiple measurements as they result from random variations that may go in all directions [2].

17.2.2 Precision
The precision of a measurement specifies the reproducibility of the result under identical conditions
and can be estimated from the data obtained in repeated measurements [2]. The dosimeters precision is usually stated in terms of a standard deviation. The ideal dosimeter for in vivo dosimetry has
a small standard deviation.

17.2.3 Detection limit (sensitivity)
The detection limit is defined as the lowest dose detectable for a certain dosimeter type. Some dosimeters are more sensitive to low-dose compared with others, and these detectors can be useful for in
vivo dosimetry, especially in low-dose measurements such as under shields or out of the primary field.

17.2.4 Measurement range
The dosimeters’ ability to measure very low to very high doses with a high precision and accuracy makes
it extremely useful for in vivo dosimetry. The range of doses that may need to be quantified is extremely
large (10–10,000 cGy), especially in radiotherapy applications, and the ability of one dosimeter to measure doses over this entire range is extremely valuable. The low-dose limit is usually defined as double
the background reading (i.e., the reading obtained without radiation present) [3]. The upper limit of
the range is usually imposed by a decrease in sensitivity to an unacceptable value, for example, through
exhaustion of the supply of atoms being acted upon by the radiation to produce the reading.
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17.2.5 Linearity with dose
Ideally, the response of the dosimeter should be linearly proportional to the radiation dose, or in
other words, constant dose sensitivity throughout its measurable range. This characteristic is not
essential, however, as long as the dose response is reproducible. A linear dose response does however enable faster processing of results and may reduce the likelihood of errors [1].

17.2.6 Dose-rate dependence
The ideal dosimeter, if being used to measure integrated dose, should be independent of the delivered dose rate within the range of dose rates to be encountered. The upper limit usually occurs
when charged particle tracks are created close enough together in space and time to allow the ions
to interact before they are detected by the dosimeters [3].

17.2.7 Energy dependence
The energy dependence of the dosimeter is defined as the change in response of the dosimeter due
to changes in radiation beam quality. The ideal in vivo dosimeter has minimal change in dose
response with radiation energy. This is important for in vivo dosimeters in which the dosimeter
may be measuring the dose from a specific radiation quality, which may be different than the beam
quality used during calibration in a reference condition.

17.2.8 Spatial resolution
As delivered dose can be expressed as a point quantity, the ideal dosimeter should be able to measure the dose to an extremely small volume (approaching a point) [2]. The size of this volume is usually limited by the ability of the dosimeter to create a measurable signal of a significant level above
background (detection limit). Spatial resolution becomes particularly important in regions of high
dose gradients and small radiation fields.

17.3 IN VIVO DOSIMETRY REQUIREMENTS/RADIOCHROMIC
PROPERTIES
Radiochromic film is a practical media for in vivo dosimetry as it performs well when compared with
the list of ideal characteristics. In particular, for in vivo dosimetry, the energy dependence and spatial
resolution qualities of radiochromic film are standouts amongst its competitors such as thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD’s), optically stimulated luminescence dosimeters (OSLDs), or in vivo diodes.
Part of any in vivo dosimetry process is the preparation of a protocol to formally develop a
routine procedure to follow for film preparation, irradiation technique, and readout analysis. The
development and routine use of this protocol is essential for accurate and reproducible in vivo
dosimetry with radiochromic films.
●●

●●

Film choice: The first requirement for in vivo dosimetry is knowing the dose-level requirements of the measurement and selecting the appropriate film type for analysis. The radiochromic film range provides many film types that can measure doses of the order of a few cGy up
to 50 Gy. The choice of a right film is the first step in this process.
In vivo mark up: The films should be marked for appropriate positioned or orientation when on
the patient to allow for accurate alignment with predicted dose evaluation from your planning
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●●

●●

●●

●●

computer. This can be performed before packaging the film, or sometimes it is more appropriate
to mark the film (packaging) after placement on the patient with reference to the patient anatomy.
Packaging: Once the film is selected, the film must be packaged appropriately to protect the film
from damage as well as from patient contamination as discussed in Chapter 3. All in vivo dosimeters should be packaged and covered with some kind of protective material such as plastic wrap
or equivalent when used in vivo. Extra wrapping or protection may be needed for sites in which
bodily fluids are present.
Collection of standards: Following an in vivo dosimetry procedure, standard doses should be
collected to produce a calibration curve to compare the results with. The collection of these data
is essential due to the nonlinear nature of the films response and the time difference between the
in vivo irradiation/readout process, and the calibration irradiation/readout process is critical to
ensure the highest level of accuracy for dose assessment. Although these times can be different,
corrections may need to be applied to results to improve dose-measurement accuracy.
Cleanliness: The films must be cleaned appropriately before analysis to remove any dirt, oil,
or contamination fluids to provide optimal dosimetry assessment. Of course, these types of
procedures should be performed whilst wearing appropriate personal protection, for example,
gloves. The scanner used to analyze the film must also be appropriately clean and free from
dirt or hand oils, sticky tape marks, and others as discussed in Chapter 4.
Scan resolution and area selection: As radiochromic film has a high intrinsic detection resolution, the film can be used for assessment of dose in high-dose gradients as well as areas in
which uniform dose is delivered. The appropriate selection of scanner resolution is needed to
match the requirements of the procedure being performed. For example, to assess an in vivo
dose estimate to the center of field of a large electron field will only require a low scanning
resolution and a high scanning resolution will not provide any extra data but only make the
in vivo dose-assessment process harder, whereas the assessment of dose at a field edge near a
critical structure, such as an eye, would benefit from a high-resolution scanning. Again, these
types of decisions are dependent on the situation, and the medical physicist should use common sense to match the requirements to the job at hand. Similarly, if a point-dose assessment
is required, a smaller piece of radiochromic film is all that is required, whereas if you are trying to assess the dose delivered over an entire field, a larger film will be appropriate.

As mentioned earlier, the essential process for in vivo dosimetry is the development of a protocol
and sticking to it. These protocols may vary, depending on the type of in vivo dosimetry required.
For example, dosimetry protocol using radiochromic external beam therapy (EBT3) film and an
Epson 10000XL desktop scanner for total-body irradiation (TBI) point-dose assessment. Using
such a protocol allows the user to streamline the in vivo dosimetry process as well as minimize
errors that may be created by ad-hoc dosimetry processes.

17.3.1 TBI dosimetry using EBT film and a template system
A simple-to-do process as described in the following could facilitate optimum in vivo dosimetry
that is accurate and time saving. There may be many ways to do in vivo dosimetry, but this is the
author’s choice as it has been tested and proven to be accurate and reliable.
1. First, tape the radiochromic film to the grid template using sticky tape on both sides (Figure 17.1).
2. Cut the film into strips with the grid template still attached.
3. Remove the grid template and sticky tape the naming template to the bottom of each strip
with a small overlap of the tape onto the radiochromic film.
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Figure 17.1 Example of film orientation and cutting template. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

Figure 17.2 Packaging requirements for TBI dosimetry with radiochromic film. (Courtesy of Martin
Butson.)

4. Cut the EBT film into squares for TBI dosimetry (Figure 17.2).
5. Place each TBI film (2 per packet) in between the TBI wax bolus and place inside a labeled
TBI plastic bag.
6. Prepare dosimeters for all fractions required.
7. Irradiate the standard films to the given doses of 0 cGy (control), 150 cGy, 180 cGy, 200 cGy,
250 cGy, and 300 cGy for calibration.
8. Perform film calibration and patient dose analysis using the Epson scanning procedure
described in the following section.

17.3.2 Epson scanner procedure for readout of TBI films
The TBI films can be scanned and analyzed using the Epson scanner for direct input into the TBI in
vivo dose-assessment calculation worksheet. The procedure for scanning is given as follows.
1. Place the TBI black cardboard template on top of the Epson Scanner with the star marking in
the top left-hand corner of the scanning plate.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17.3 Scanning template for in vivo process. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

Figure 17.4 Irradiated film on template. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

2. Place the TBI films on the template windows in the positions marked for the appropriate film,
for example, Right hand film 1 (RH 1) in the RH 1 window. Place film with appropriate orientation
and face up (Figure 17.3).
3. Perform a scan of the whole scanner region using the standard settings on the Epson scanner,
that is, film positive, 48-bit color, thumbnail off, 72 DPI, no color correction, professional
mode, and tiff image. Copy the scan into the patient folder with appropriate naming convention, for example, Patientname_Fraction 1 (Figure 17.4)*.
4. Open ImageJ to perform film analysis.
5. Open the appropriate image file (Figure 17.5).
6. It is important to note that the image is showing the RED channel results, and this is indicated by the red writing and information in the top left-hand corner of the image. The green
or blue channel will have green or blue writing and names, respectively (Figure 17.6).
*

As the image is a transmission scan, it will appear “flipped” when viewed in Image J (mirror image).
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Figure 17.5 ImageJ analysis of film template. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

Figure 17.6 Selecting rechannel analysis. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

(a)

(b)

Figure 17.7 Region of interest manager in ImageJ analysis. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

7. Now that the appropriate image has been selected, you will need to apply a region of interest
manager (ROI Manager) and template for the TBI film. Thus, follow the sequence as below,
Select Analyze -> Tools -> ROI Manager.
8. The ROI Manager panel will appear. Select “More” -> “Open”. Then select the TBI_
Dosimetry.zip template (Figure 17.7).
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9. Click “Show All” to reveal the ROIs to analyze. Make sure that ROIs lie within the windows
and do not include a region with marker writing (Figure 17.8).
10. Select “Measure” and a Window will be created with the results for mean pixel density and
standard deviation for each region. Select: Edit -> Select “All” then “Edit” -> Copy to select all
data (Figure 17.9).

Figure 17.8 Created region of interests. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)

Figure 17.9 Pixel value data capture in ImageJ. (Courtesy of Martin Butson.)
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Paste these data in the appropriate worksheet in the TBI patient Excel spreadsheet (e.g., FX 1 worksheet for fraction 1 film data or the film-calibration worksheet for calibration films). The excel
spread sheet will automatically calculate optical densities and populate all other data including the
patient film dose results page.

17.4 OTHER RADIOTHERAPY APPLICATIONS

17.4.1 Low dose
The knowledge of the dose delivered to sensitive structures under shields in radiation therapy is
critical in determining the risk of late complications. Treatment-planning systems have historically
not been able to accurately predict this dose, and often an in vivo dose measurement is performed.
Traditionally, TLDs have been used for this purpose due to their small size. However, in recent
years, radiochromic film has been shown to provide an accurate and reproducible measure of the
dose beneath these shields [4,5].
Butson et al. [4] showed that measurements made with radiochromic EBT films match predicted
doses at the center of an eye shield irradiated with 50 and 150 kVp to within 2%. The results of the
study showed that, compared with TLDs, the radiochromic films had the added advantage of being
able to measure a two-dimensional dose map under the eye shield. This allows the radiochromic
films to give a prediction of not only the dose to the lens but also the cornea and retina.
Chiu-Tsao and Chan [5] performed a feasibility study using EBT film and a prototype lowdose film, which has a higher inherent sensitivity to measure dose at peripheral points outside
of primary 6-MV photon beams. The dose measured by the radiochromic film devices was then
compared with the dose measured by an ionization chamber under identical conditions. General
agreement (within 5%) between the radiochromic films and ionization chamber was found in the
study at 15-cm off axis. The results of this study confirm the accuracy of radiochromic films in
measuring low doses in megavoltage photon beams, demonstrating their suitability to be used for
low-dose in vivo measurements.

17.4.2 Conventional dose
Not only is the knowledge of the dose delivered to sensitive structures important in radiotherapy
applications, but also dose to the target. There are instances in radiotherapy in which the target may
be at or close to the surface of the patient, and in these instances the accuracy of the dose predicted
by the planning system cannot be guaranteed. It is therefore useful to have a dosimeter that can be
used in vivo to confirm that the target is being irradiated with sufficient dose to achieve the desired
reaction. The properties of radiochromic film, such as its excellent spatial resolution, small effective point of measurement, and high sensitivity, make it ideal for this purpose. There have been a
number of publications that have demonstrated the effectiveness of radiochromic film for the purpose of validating the prescribed dose close to the surface of a patient [6–14]. The majority of these
publications center specifically on breast and head-and-neck applications of radiotherapy. Details
of surface and buildup dose are presented in Chapter 14.
Alashrah et al. [15] compared radiochromic MD-55 film with TLD and Monte Carlo methods in predicting surface dose for a 6-MV photon beam. The results of the study showed that
both MD-55 film, and TLD were able to predict the surface dose to within 1% when compared
with Monte Carlo.
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Radiotherapy treatments of the breast are often performed using parallel opposed tangent
fields to avoid delivering too much dose to the lung and heart of the patient. Due to this beam
configuration, a combination of entrance and exit dose may result in unnecessarily high dose to
the skin. Several studies, including those by Almberg et al. [7], Price et al. [10], and Rudat et al.
[13], successfully utilized radiochromic film to compare superficial skin doses in breast-cancer
radiotherapy using conventional and intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) techniques.
Despite minor differences in techniques used in each study, the conclusions were the same, that
is, the use of IMRT beams for tangents in breast-cancer therapy does not significantly change
the dose to the surface of the breast. This demonstrates the applicability of radiochromic film for
measuring in vivo surface dose in breast-cancer therapy.
Radiochromic film can also be utilized to estimate the dosimetric effect of immobilization
devices in breast-cancer therapy. Thermoplastic casts are often employed in breast-cancer therapy
to secure the breasts, maintain setup reproducibility, and limit the presence of skin folds. However,
these thermoplastic casts may also effectively act as bolus, increasing the dose to the skin of the
breast by bringing the maximum depth dose closer to the surface. Kelly et al. [7] successfully demonstrated that EBT films can be used to determine the change in surface dose due to the addition
of a thermoplastic cast. The study showed that one particular thermoplastic cast increased the dose
at the surface of the breast by up to 45%.
Head-and-neck radiotherapy-treatment plans also consist of high-dose regions close to the
surface of the patient, and despite many recent advances in treatment-planning system dosecalculation algorithms, there remains considerable dosimetric uncertainty in the surface and
buildup region in head-and-neck-treatment plans. Therefore, as for breast-cancer radiotherapy
treatments, there also exists a need for measurement to confirm the prescribed dose close to
the surface of the patient. Several studies have been published in recent years that have utilized
radiochromic film for this purpose. Chung et al. [8] used GAFchromic™ HS film to estimate
the dose to the surface of an anthropomorphic phantom for head-and-neck-treatment plans
for two different planning systems. The study concluded that both treatment-planning systems
overestimated the dose to the surface of the phantom by 7.4%–18.5% within the first 2-mm depth.
Qi et al. [11] performed a similar study on an anthropomorphic phantom comparing EBT films
with metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) and an ionization chamber.
The study found general agreement within measurement uncertainty for all three detector types.
When comparing with the treatment-planning system predicted dose, each detector showed an
overestimation of up to 8.5% within the first 5 mm by the treatment-planning system.

17.4.3 High dose
Stereotactic body radiotherapy has been introduced in recent years for the treatment of medically
inoperable patients with early stage non small-cell lung cancer, liver, pancreas, and spinal cord.
Treatments are delivered using a hypofractionated schedule with fraction doses as high as 7–20 Gy.
At this dose level, skin toxicity is a critical tolerance point, and attempts are made to spread this
skin dose using noncoplanar beam setups. It is common practice, however, to perform in vivo
measurements to quantify the skin dose, due to the planning system limitations mentioned earlier.
Holt et al. [16] performed skin-dose measurements using EBT2 films, mounted on the surface of
an anthropomorphic phantom to determine the skin dose when changing the treatment technique
from IMRT to volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT). The group found that the measured
skin dose for both IMRT and VMAT was the same on both the dorsal and ventral regions of the
phantom, within experimental uncertainty. No correlation between the measured skin dose and
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dose predicted by the treatment-planning system was found, again demonstrating the limitations
of treatment-planning systems in predicting skin dose and underscoring the need for a dose measurement with a suitable dosimeter such as radiochromic film.

17.4.4 Niche applications of GAFchromic™ film for
in vivo dose measurements
The properties of GAFchromic film, its sensitivity and dose response range, energy independence,
good spatial resolution, and flexibility, make it an excellent choice for in vivo measurement. In
particular, its ability to give dose information over a broad, two-dimensional area is valuable and
unique amongst most common dosimeters.
On account of this, radiochromic film has found use in an extensive range of in vivo applications. Not only is it being used across the range of routine clinical measurements already discussed,
it has also found use in a number of more niche applications.
As outlined already, radiochromic film is commonly used for measuring skin dose in vivo, in particular, in radiotherapy of the breast [17]. Film has also found a very specific in vivo application here
in measuring directly the impact of tissue expanders on the radiotherapy treatment of patients who
have previously had such a device implanted. These tissue expanders typically contain a high-density
rare-earth magnet, which leads to a reduction in transmission of the beam that passes through the
magnet, and create a localized dose reduction at skin surface. Srivastava et al. [18] provided extensive data on dosimetry; however, surface dose was not evaluated. Gee et al. have used EBT3 film
to measure in vivo the effect of these magnets on the skin dose and consistently measured these
localized dose reductions in 15 out of 16 patients on whom the measurements were performed [19].
Figure 17.10 [19] shows how a two-dimensional dose map measured using radiochromic film can
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Figure 17.10 2D map of dose reductions caused by a breast tissue expander as measured by
radiochromic film. (Adapted from Gee, H.E. et al., J. Med. Imag. Radiat. Oncol., 60, 138–145, 2016.)
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ascertain such variations in dose and provides the confidence in dose delivery. The significance of
film as an in vivo dosimeter is seen by comparing these measurements with similar work performed
by Damast et al. [20] using TLDs to quantify the dose reduction to skin caused by an expander. In
measurements across six patients, only one set of readings clearly indicated the presence of a local
dose reduction, even though the effect had previously been verified ex vivo in a solid water phantom.
This illustrates the significant advantage conveyed by film’s capability for two-dimensional measurement and also describes here the findings for Figure 17.10.
In another application to breast radiotherapy, two different types of radiochromic films have
been used to verify intraoperative radiotherapy breast treatments both with megavoltage electrons
as well as kilovoltage photons [21–22]. A more extensive discussion on electron beam can be found
in Chapter 14. In the study by Avanzo et al. [22], this included placing films wrapped in sterile envelopes into the excision cavity, and on the shielded pectoralis fascia, as well as on the skin. Again,
radiochromic film is uniquely suited to complex treatment situations such as these in which 2D
dosimetric map is needed.
The versatility of radiochromic film has also led to its use in in vivo measurements for both
TBI treatments and total skin electron therapy, in which achieving dose homogeneity can be a real
challenge [23–25]. Monitoring the delivered dose each fraction allows quantification of underdosed
regions to be detected so that they can be accounted for in subsequent fractions. Other niche areas
using radiochromic films within radiotherapy include, but are not limited to, brachytherapy [26–
29], stereotactic body radiotherapy [30], and TomoTherapy® [31] that has been discussed in various
chapters in the current book.
Although radiochromic films have not found any significant use within diagnostic or therapeutic nuclear medicine applications, they have been used to assess dose from radioactive sources such
as phosphorus-32 for hemangiomas [32] and liposome transport of Rhenium-186 [33]. In summary,
radiochromic film has been used for many beneficial dosimetric comparisons and analysis requirements in niche areas of medical dosimetry.

17.5 DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATIONS
The use of radiochromic film in diagnostic applications has increased significantly over the last
decade [34–41], and a discussion can be found in Chapter 5. This is largely due to the fact that
radiochromic film is now being recognized as one of the premier dosimeters for measurement of
skin dose, of which there is substantial interest in diagnostic applications such as cardiac catheterization. The quantification of entrance surface dose is vital in diagnostic applications to be able
to quantify the subsequent lifetime-attributed risk of cancer incidence due to the patient being
exposed to radiation from a particular procedure.

17.5.1 Imaging and skin dose
Several studies published recently have made use of radiochromic film for in vivo measurements
to determine the dose to the skin during diagnostic studies. Loader et al. [34] used radiochromic XRCT film to measure the radiation distribution and magnitude of the skin dose from a CT
coronary angiography. They found that the skin dose remained broadly constant (7–9 mGy) when
averaged over the circumference of a phantom. Gotanda et al. [36] used a similar approach with
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EBT film to measure the skin-dose distribution during a pediatric CT examination of the head. The
study concluded that the GAFchromic EBT film was able to reliably predict the maximum (skin)
dose during pediatric CT head examinations.
Multislice CT scanners allow the estimation of the effective dose to the patient from the doselength product parameter, the value of which is displayed on the CT console during acquisition.
This method only represents an approximation based on standard circular phantoms and ignores
the actual size of the patient. De Denaro et al. [38] however made use of radiochromic XR-QA films
to derive the effective dose to the patient during CT acquisitions and found that the effective dose
predictions as made by the film were extremely reliable.
Due to the increased use of radiochromic film in diagnostic applications, efforts have been made
to optimize film for kilovoltage energies typical of these diagnostic procedures. One example of
this is the development of cHXR film, which has a sensitivity one order of magnitude larger than
the XR film typically used in diagnostic applications. Gorny et al. [42] have published a study that
shows the HXR film could be calibrated with a precision of 1% over the exposure range and with an
X-ray beam spectrum relevant to diagnostic CT examinations.

17.5.2 Fluoroscopy
Monitoring of skin entrance dose radiation exposure during lengthy interventional procedures
is common due to the potential for skin injury [43]. Chu et al. [40] performed a study in which
GAFchromic XR films were placed on the skin of 20 patients and attempted to relate the measured skin dose to the fluoroscopy duration and dose-area product, both of which are readily
available real-time measurements. The study found that there was a weak correlation between
skin dose and dose area product (DAP)/fluoroscopy duration and concluded that determination of skin dose during fluoroscopic procedures should be made from direct measurement
[40]. They published a further study in which skin-dose measurements made with the XR films
were used to develop dose indices that may be used as a predictor for skin injury due to cardiac
catheterization procedures [41].
Giordano et al. [37] also found a good correlation between maximum skin dose and DAP/
fluoroscopy duration using GAFchromic XR films. The authors of the study concluded that
the AP values as derived from skin-dose measurements using radiochromic films were suitable for online skin dosimetry and may therefore be used to avoid radiation-induced skin dose
injuries. These derived DAP values may also be used to compare local values against published
reference levels.

17.6 SUMMARY
Radiochromic films are available in various types and suitable dose range that can be used in radiation
oncology and diagnostic radiology applications for monitoring in vivo dosimetry. Some applications
are skin dose in breast, head and neck, groin, exit dose, hypofractionated treatment such as stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), extended distance treatment such as total body irradiation (TBI),
total skin electron irradiation (TSEI), and intraoperative and in diagnostic applications. The level
of accuracy in doismetry can be improved by selecting the appropriate film type for the application
required and following guidelines for accurate dosimetry procedures as outlined in this book.
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18.1 INTRODUCTION
The accurate planning and treatment of radiotherapy patients in accordance with a treatment p
 rotocol
has been shown to impact treatment outcome and patient’s survival [1]. External audits of treatment
plan quality and dosimetric accuracy are therefore very important tools in radiotherapy. Multicenter
audits are used by radiotherapy centers and auditing institutions to provide valuable information on
the accuracy and reliability of radiotherapy treatment-planning and delivery systems and processes.
Audit results can be used by audited centers to validate or improve their systems and processes. This
is especially important in centers where new treatment techniques are being introduced, and staff
are unfamiliar with new processes [2]. The value of audits in the radiotherapy treatment qualityimprovement process is indicated by the improvements in treatment-delivery accuracy that have
been observed when centers are audited more than once [3–6].
With the power of their collected data, audits can uncover larger trends and problems relating to
radiation therapy planning system algorithms or delivery systems [7,8]. When results are aggregated
and published by auditing bodies, the benefits of the audit are extended to unaudited radiotherapy
centers, who are able to modify and improve their local procedures based on audit recommendations.
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Audits are also frequently used by clinical trials administrators as part of the credential of
radiotherapy centers for participation in specific trials [9]. Audits are used in this context, because
it is especially important that the treatment outcomes arising from the trial interventions are
associated with the doses that were actually delivered by those interventions [10]. For clinical trials
to produce valid results, the centers contributing to them need to be demonstrably capable of planning treatments that follow the trial protocol and delivering treatments that are dosimetrically and
geometrically matched to their treatment plans [3,10].
As radiotherapy-treatment planning and delivery technologies have become more s ophisticated,
the deliverable dose distributions and the treatment plans that produce them have become more
complex and modulated, to effectively treat targeted tumors while sparing surrounding healthy tissues [11]. At the same time, there has been a widespread increase in the adoption of stereotactic
techniques, in which hypofractionated doses are used in combination with reduced margins, and
where the geometric accuracy of the treatment delivery carries increased importance [12]. When
implementing these techniques, or running a trial investigating their effects, it is especially important to use a radiation dosimeter that allows multidimensional dose measurements to be obtained
with a high spatial resolution while simultaneously providing an indication of geometric accuracy.
Radiochromic film (RCF) is ideal for this purpose (see Chapters 8 and 9).

18.2 FILM CHARACTERISTICS AND LIMITATIONS
The choice of detector in an audit setting depends on the required accuracy, spatial requirements,
reading uncertainty, costs, and whether 1D, 2D, or 3D information is required. RCF is well suited
to use in multicenter audits of radiotherapy treatment-planning and delivery, especially when measurements of dose distributions or evaluations of geometric accuracy are required. This is because
RCF is well known to produce reliable measurements of two-dimensional dose distributions, which
can be compared with planned dose distributions and checked against alignment marks drawn
onto the film, to confirm treatment-delivery accuracy.
Additional advantages of using RCF for multicenter audits include the following:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Pieces of RCF are lightweight, easy to pack, and inexpensive to send through the mail, m
 aking
them easy to use for remote audits (such as optically stimulated luminescence dosimeters
(OSLDs), thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) and alanine, but unlike ionization chambers
and diodes).
RCF can be used to make multidimensional measurements of the geometric distribution of
dose (unlike OSLDs, TLDs, and alanine).
RCF can be directly marked to indicate intended alignment and cut into large and small
pieces, or cut to fit specific phantoms (unlike radiographic film).
Measurements made using RCF do not need to be corrected for influence quantities such as
temperature, pressure, or humidity (unlike ionization chambers) and do not need to be corrected using temperature-dependent factors (unlike diodes).
RCF can be used to obtain measurements that are accurate enough to detect meaningful dose
variations (see Section 18.4).
RCF is very thin and is approximately tissue equivalent, which means that several
pieces of film can be placed within one phantom and used to make measurements in
different planes simultaneously [13,14], because the presence of each piece of film has a
negligible effect on the dose measured by each of the other pieces of film (unlike OSLDs
and TLDs).
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●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

With appropriate selection of scanning resolution and handling of noise, RCF can be used to
measure small-field dose without volume averaging (unlike most other types of dosimeter).
With appropriate calibration, RCF can be used to make accurate measurements of the doses
used in standard radiotherapy fractions [15,16] as well as the much higher doses used in
hypofractionated (stereotactic) radiotherapy [17,18], without saturation.
RCF displays no detectable angular dependence (unlike OSLDs, radiographic film, and many
electronic point dosimeters) making it suitable for use in measuring doses delivered using
rotational or arc-based modalities, as well as for use in making measurements at different
orientations relative to the beam axis (e.g., measuring depth–dose profiles).
The dose response of RCF shows minimal energy-dependence in the megavoltage range
(unlike radiographic film, TLDs, and some types of diode dosimeters), making it straightforward to use at different depths in different types of phantoms.
When planning or completing a measurement using RCF, it is not necessary to carefully avoid
regions of high-dose gradient (unlike point dosimeters). Rather, film can be specifically used
for the purpose of measuring high-dose gradients [16].

The only other dosimetry system that offers advantages similar to these is gel dosimetry, which has
seen limited clinical adoption [3].
There are, however, challenges associated with the use of RCF for dosimetry audits which are as
follows:
●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

RCF is a non-reusable and comparatively expensive dosimeter.
Except in cases in which film is used to obtain a qualitative indication of the location or shape
of an irradiated region, RCF does not provide an immediate result.
RCF must be calibrated using a range of doses that extend substantially above and below the
maximum and minimum doses that are expected to be delivered in the audit.
Point-dose measurements made using RCF may be subject to higher uncertainties than dose
measurements made using carefully positioned ionization chambers or diodes.
Although relatively insensitive to spectral variations within the megavoltage range, RCF has
a noticeably different response when irradiated by beams in the kilovoltage range [19–21].
This slight energy dependence may affect measurement accuracy in audits in which the
nominal beam energy is allowed to vary between centers. (Methods for managing this effect
are discussed in Section 18.3.4.)
Unlike TLDs and OSLDs (which are both used routinely in personal dose-monitoring
programs), RCF is not well suited to measuring low doses (such as imaging doses or doses
more than 20 cm outside the radiotherapy beam), due to dramatically decreased signal-tonoise. When planning the use of RCF for an audit where low doses are expected, repeated
irradiations or scaling up of the planned irradiation dose should be considered.
As RCF continues to darken with time (albeit at a decreasing rate), days and weeks after
irradiation, some uncertainty may be introduced into film-audit results by the long periods of
time over which audits are conducted and the unpredictability of the timing at which irradiated films may be returned to the auditor for analysis. (Methods for managing this effect are
discussed in Section 18.3.4.)
Different types of RCFs display different levels of sensitivity to optical and ultraviolet light.
For example, when exposed to bright light (1500 lx) for a period of 2 h, GAFchromic™ EBT2
film was found to darken by an amount equivalent to a 6.1-cGy exposure, whereas older
EBT film was found to darken by an amount equivalent to a 11.9-cGy exposure [22]. However,
all RCFs should be kept in light-tight packaging as much as possible.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18.1 Example of RCF: (a) used in an IMRT audit setting inside a head-and-neck phantom
and (b) by IROC Houston.

RCF has been successfully used in many postal audits by the Imaging and Radiation Oncology
Core (IROC) Houston Quality Assurance Center (formerly the Radiological Physics Center) in
the United States [23,24] (see Figure 18.1). It has been used for onsite auditing in the United
Kingdom [18,25] and introduced in several ad-hoc audits in Australia and New Zealand
[14,26,27].
Successful application of the formidable advantages of RCF, so that accurate and valuable
results can be obtained from radiotherapy audits, requires that care is taken to ensure that the
film is prepared, handled, irradiated, and analyzed appropriately. Considerations beyond those for
general use of RCF as discussed elsewhere in this book need to be made when film is used in an
audit. These pertain to the circumstances of an audit that can involve extended and unpredictable
transportation including air travel, variable time lines, a range of staff handling the film, and to
the implications of the results of the film-based measurements in an audit. The methods by which
the use of RCF can be managed, within the audit context, are discussed throughout Section 18.3.

18.3 FILM PREPARATION, HANDLING, AND ANALYSIS

18.3.1 Devising methods and writing instructions
Multicenter audits are, by definition, major projects. Audits can involve large numbers of people with
different equipment, local procedures and levels of experience, and who may be separated by great
distances.
The completion of an audit therefore requires detailed planning and active project management. All audit procedures should be well documented. A quality-management system according
to international standards is highly recommended.
The purpose of the audit must be clearly defined and should be documented as part of a comprehensive project plan. Resources (equipment, staff, travel, etc.) required for the audit should be
evaluated and documented, and a timeline for completing all the steps in the audit process should
be drafted. The timeline should nominate dates for the completion of specific milestones, while
making generous allowance for potential delays. A risk analysis may also help one to identify critical tasks and improve the efficiency and deliverability of the audit.
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Human research ethics approval is also required from all participating centers, if the audit
involves the use of patient information (including planning CT images).
Expressions of interest from potential participating centers should be sought early in the planning process, and formal commitments to participate should be obtained before the audit begins.
When undertaking a well-resourced audit, or an audit involving a small number of radiotherapy
centers within one city or state, it may be possible for auditors to visit all centers in person, carrying
all phantoms and dosimetry equipment, and either supervising or completing all measurements
personally [28,29]. In these cases, the auditor “ensures the consistent and accurate execution of the
audit procedure among the participating centers” [29].
In many cases, however, it is not possible or desirable for auditor to visit each center in person. In
these situations, audit materials and instructions are mailed to the participating centers and mailed
back to the auditor after measurements are completed.
Whether the audit is completed in person or remotely, auditors and participating centers must
be supplied with clear and detailed instructions for completing the measurements required by the
audit. The provision of clear and complete instructions helps one to ensure that all measurements
are carried out correctly and consistently, and that the film is handled appropriately. Staff at audited
centers should also be provided with honest and specific estimates of the time commitment, and
especially the linear accelerator (Linac) time commitment, required by the audit.
The overall methods by which audits are undertaken depend on the goals of those audits. Kron
et al. [30] proposed an audit-stratification system that has subsequently been adopted for use by the
Australian Clinical Dosimetry Service and is increasingly used to categorize dosimetry audits.
The following three levels defined in this system (I, II, and III [30]) are also useful for describing the
importance of RCF measurements in dosimetric audits:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Level I dosimetry audit: The level I audit involves Linac output measurements under reference
conditions [3,30]. The use of film in a level I audit is unlikely, unless the audit is specifically
focused on small field dosimetry.
Level II dosimetry audit: This audit involves measurements of dose distributions in simple
(planar) phantoms, with and without density heterogeneities [3,30]. RCF is not widely used in
level II audits but has the potential to be adopted for use in measuring dose distributions downstream of density heterogeneities and in explaining anomalous point-dose measurements.
Level III dosimetry audit: This audit involves full end-to-end testing of the radiotherapy chain,
including measurements of complex dose distributions in humanoid phantoms [3,30]. Level III
audits are often used in the credentialing process for radiotherapy centers entering clinical
trials [3,14,31]. The use of RCF to provide detailed and accurate measurements in level III
audits is well established [3,13,14,32,33].
Geometry audit: RCF is very well suited to use in audits of the geometric reliability of
radiotherapy treatment-delivery systems, as it allows two-dimensional dose planes from
multiple static images to be summed together and recorded for remote evaluation. RCF
can be used to record and intercompare the results of isocenter tests such as star-shots
and Winston-Lutz tests, or to evaluate the consistency of collimation systems on Linacs
at different centers [34].
Relative-dosimetry audit: RCF may be used without calibration, to compare levels of fluence
modulation produced by different treatment-planning (and especially inverse-planning
optimization) systems or to evaluate the geometric accuracy of radiotherapy treatment
delivery, with absolute dose measurements (traceable to primary standards) either made
using other dosimeters or not made at all.
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●●

Evaluation of local quality assurance (QA) process: Local film quality-assurance processes may
also be evaluated via audits, where centers are either required to scan and analyze their own
measurements of test fields, or to analyze samples of preirradiated film, and provide their
results for intercomparison and evaluation.

In all cases except the last, all film preparation, scanning, and analysis are done by the auditor.
However, auditors may also advise audit participants to attempt to replicate the audit measurement, to confirm the result, and as a means to evaluate their local film-dosimetry techniques.
Different audits require the use of very different film-irradiation setups and analysis techniques.
Despite the differences between the goals and specific methods used by different audits, it is possible to make several suggestions that broadly apply to the use of RCF for radiotherapy auditing:
1. The film calibration and analysis method used by the audit should not be dependent on
users irradiating their film on the expected measurement date or sending their film back
to the auditor immediately after irradiation. More generally, the film calibration and analysis method used by the audit should not be dependent on all film being scanned the same
amount of time after irradiation (see Section 18.3.4).
2. If possible, the audit procedure should be designed to be similar to routine clinical procedures, to increase the likelihood of compliance and also make the audit more indicative of
clinical reality.
3. It should be understood that audit participants may not be familiar with RCF and the care
that is required when handling it. Instructions to participants should provide clear guidance
on the handling of the film (keep the film out of the light as much as possible, keep the film
away from dust, touch the film only at the edges, keep the film out of the bunker and away
from radiation sources when it is not being irradiated, etc.).
4. Understand that different centers in different geographical areas use different conventions
when describing directions in relation to the Linac. When describing the setup of the phantom
for irradiation, try to use standard medical terms (such as toward the superior end of a headfirst supine patient rather than local conventions such as in the gun direction or toward the
south) when describing directions. Alternatively, diagrams and photographs may be used as
well as (or instead of) text-based directions (Figure 18.2). Video-based instructions, distributed electronically or made accessible online, should also be considered.
5. Be aware that different calibration conventions are used by different centers [35,36]. Some
centers use isocentric calibrations (1 MU is 1 cGy at 10-cm depth in water at 90-cm source-tosurface distance (SSD), or similar) and some use SSD-based calibrations (1 MU is 1 cGy at the
depth of maximum dose in water at 100-cm SSD, or similar). This will result in different doses
being measured at different centers for the same number of MU. If the delivery of specific
doses is required by the audit, then this difference should be taken into account when recommending the number of MU to be used (Figure 18.2).
6. When the measurement method has been finalized and the instructions for audited centers
have been drafted, feasibility testing of the proposed method should be undertaken. This testing should include inviting uninvolved physicists (including physicists who have not previously
performed film-dosimetry measurements) to attempt to follow the audit instructions. Auditors
should respond to any problems or points of confusion by appropriately revising the method
and/or clarifying the instructions.
7. A pilot study should be undertaken to provide an indication of expected results and to assist
in the selection of tolerances on audited parameters (see Section 18.4 for further discussion
of the selection of tolerances).
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SMALL FIELD FILM AUDIT
Thanks for volunteering to help with our film audit of small
field collimator reproducibility. This work will investigate the
variation in collimator positions and resultant output factors
for small fields across various systems.
The 6 requested irradiations should be able to be performed
within 20 minutes. The experimental conditions are pictured
on the next page. The following steps describe the set-up:

Summary:
5 cm backscatter material
Film at isocentre
5 cm build-up material
Deliver approx. 120 cGy each field
Irradiations taking approx.
20 minutes per machine

1.
2.

Place the backscatter on the couch and use a calibrated front pointer to set this to 100 cm SSD.
Place the marked film on the phantom and align the centre of the film to the crosshairs. Ensure the
film label (e.g. “A1”) is facing ANT and is located in the target (couch)/B (right) corner.
(i.e. nearest the left foot of a head first supine patient).

3.

Carefully place the included 1 cm of RW3 build-up material on top of the film.

4.
5.

Place an additional 4 cm of water equivalent phantom material on top of the existing 1 cm build-up.
Ensure that the ODI reads 95 cm (or within your tolerance). If there is disagreement, check
again with your front point before continuing.

The film should be kept in a cool dark location before and after irradiation. A temperature indicator is included
in the package – please record the indicator colour on the measurement form. Remember to remove film from
the bunker when not being irradiated.
Included is 1 cm of RW3 water equivalent material, to be placed directly upstream of the film. For the
remaining 4 cm of build-up material and the 5 cm of backscatter material, please use whatever waterequivalent material is available within your department, with preference given to RW3 (Goettingen water 3).
6 pieces of film will be irradiated for each linear accelerator, listed on the attached form.
We want approximately 120 cGy delivered to each piece of film. We ask each centre to calculate the number
of monitor units required using measured output factors (and TPR data, where necessary), if possible:
MU = 120 cGy/OF

OR

MU = 120 cGy/(OF * TPR)

Where the centre has not accurately measured the output factor and/or TPR data for the field sizes of interest,
we recommend the use of the following MU:

Figure 18.2 Example of a simple set of instructions provided for use in a geometry audit that was
conducted in Australia in 2015. Note that these instructions briefly describe the purpose of the
study, provide text-based instructions on making the required measurements, and provide participants with general advice on film handling. These instructions were provided along with a form
for recording results (and errors) and a page of diagrams clarifying the film and phantom setup.
(Document drafted by Emma Inness and Paul H. Charles.)

8. Audit participants should be given the contact details of one or more of the auditors, who will
take responsibility for providing advice and clarification regarding the audit process or the
measurement method.
9. Audit participants must be encouraged to record and report problems or errors in the irradiation of the audit films. Space to record errors or deviations from the audit instructions should
be provided on all audit data-recording forms.
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10. Auditors should accept that audit participants will make mistakes and be vigilant for these
during analysis. It is expected that out-of-tolerance audit results arise from problems with the
treatment-planning or delivery systems, but out-of-tolerance results may also be caused by
user error.

18.3.2 Cutting and labeling of film
When undertaking a dosimetry audit using RCF, every aspect of the measurement process must be
carefully planned, starting from the selection, cutting, and labeling of the film.
The type of RCF to be used for the audit should be selected with careful consideration of the
purpose of the measurement (as well as the expense, robustness, and other features of the film).
Some audits require accurate dosimetry measurements, and therefore require the use of a film
designed for dosimetry purposes [14,37], whereas other audits may permit the use of a film that is
designed for qualitative evaluation [34]. When evaluating a specific type of RCF for suitability as
an audit dosimeter, it is important to check the manufacturer’s recommendations and review the
recent literature for analyses of the film’s properties or suggestions for its use. It is also advisable to
specifically evaluate and commission the film and scanning system to be used for the audit [38] (see
Chapter 4). Audit-specific demands to be investigated include temperature and light dependency of
unexposed film and of film exposed to range of relevant radiation doses as well as post-irradiation
darkening effects at different dose levels.
Given the importance and visibility of audits and the potentially large quantities of film
required, it may be possible for an auditing organization to communicate directly with the manufacturer and ask for special consideration in terms of additional quality checks during manufacture or for larger batches of film with a similar sensitivity to be delivered to them.
The selection of the film readout system, or scanner, is also an important consideration, when
planning an audit. When selecting a reader, not only the size of film to be scanned needs to be
considered but also the uniformity of readout across the film area and its potential dependency
on film orientation. It might be advantageous to obtain a reader with a larger film bed or wider
scan width and only use the central part of the latter for increased uniformity in response. Use of a
cutout for reproducible film placing is recommended [39] (Figure 18.3). Custom-build film readers

(a)

(b)

Figure 18.3 Example of (a) cutting pattern and (b) scanning frame, used for preparing film for
distribution as part of the geometry audit described in Figure 18.2.
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are another option for audit operations with specific needs, such as a large audit volume. The IROC
Houston Quality Assurance Center uses a reader based on a charge-coupled device camera and
a light-emitting diode (LED) light box from Photoelectron Corporation (North Billerica, MA).
The reader shows high reproducibility in measurements, features simple operation and produces
images that need minimal corrections. The software used for the evaluation of the images was also
developed by IROC Houston, to meet the specific needs of the IROC program.
Film can be costly, so when a large number of measurements are planned, it is especially important to optimize the film-cutting pattern, with consideration for the measurement method to be
used for the audit. If the audit involves a two-dimensional measurement of a dose plane, then it is
important to decide whether the film should be cut to encompass only the treated area or whether
doses to out-of-field regions are also important to the audit. If a particular phantom is to be used
for the audit, then the geometry of that phantom may dictate the cutting pattern [13]. Alternatively,
if the audit involves the measurement of a large number of disconnected dose points, then it may
be necessary to cut the film into a large number of small pieces.
In all cases, RCF should be cut with care to avoid or minimize delamination of the film layers [40] that may be exacerbated by rough handling during transit. Clean and sharp scissors are
highly recommended. Laser cutting devices and services are available. If a commercial phantom is used, laser cut film sold by the phantom manufacturer might be used [41]. The nature
of the audit and the need to acquire as much information as possible in a single exposure may
make laser cutting a sensible proposition for an auditing organization. The areas of film lost
through cutting and due to marking and labeling of the film need to be considered in the planning of the irradiation.
Reference marks, including an indication of orientation, should be written onto the film surface
before cutting. Each piece of film should be given a different mark, so that the specific pieces of film
sent to each center and irradiated for each measurement can be tracked. These marks should be as
clear and unambiguous as possible, as they must be understood by all users. Avoid labeling with
visually similar characters (e.g., avoid using both letter “O” and numeral “0”), and ensure that all
labels are asymmetric (e.g., use “A.” rather than just “A”) to make orientation instructions easier
to interpret. Alignment marks, such as dots or pinpricks indicating the intended position of Linac
cross wires or lines indicating the intended placement of the film within a phantom, may also be
needed. The accuracy of the position marking will directly impact the achievable positional accuracy of the audit and its uncertainty.

18.3.3 Packaging for a postal audit
One of the advantages of using RCF for dosimetry audits is that it can easily be packaged and
mailed to distant locations, so that audits can be undertaken remotely. The film may be sent while
contained within the phantom, or packaged with the phantom, or without any phantom at all.
Placing the film within the phantom and then sending the entire phantom to the user
involves some financial cost (which may be borne by the auditing organization, a clinical trial
administering institution, or the audited center), some risk of damage or loss of the phantom
(which may be mitigated by paying for insurance and/or a courier service), and the possibility
that measurement results may be slightly affected by film-compression effects [42]. However,
this method allows the auditor to control the positioning of the film within the phantom and
removes some opportunities for user error. This method is especially advantageous when the
placement of the film within the phantom is complex or unfamiliar to users and when the geometric accuracy of the irradiation is a measured parameter in the audit.
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For example, the IROC Houston Quality Assurance Center, which maintains one of the largest dosimetric audit programs in the world, ships RCF prepared for use and placed inside tissue
equivalent dosimetry inserts that are designed to be placed inside accompanying phantoms [13,33].
These inserts generally contain film that is cut and positioned to allow measurements to be made in
two intersecting planes and marked to allow the position of any measured high-dose region to be
compared with the planned location of the treatment target [13].
When simpler measurement geometries are used, or when multiple measurements at the
same position are required, the advantages of shipping the film inside the phantom are reduced.
In these situations, it may still be advantageous to ship all or part of the measurement phantom with the film, if the audit requires control over the specific phantom material used for the
measurement. For example, a recent Australian audit of small field-collimation reproducibility
shipped a 1-cm thick sheet of water-equivalent plastic (RW3, PTW Freiburg GmbH, Freiburg,
Germany), with each set of measurement films, and instructed users to place the RW3 directly
upstream of the film, whereas the remaining water-equivalent plastics that were used to construct the 10-cm thick phantom needed for the measurements were supplied by the audited
centers, according to their local resources (see Figure 18.2). Alternatively, it may be worth
creating a cassette to load the film into. This allows staff at audited centers to handle film with
ease and ensures protection of the film at all times.
Auditors may choose to ship the film without any phantom material at all. In these cases, careful instructions should be given to users, regarding the phantoms or materials and geometries to
be used for the measurements, and audit participation should be limited to those centers that have
access to the equipment required to set up the measurements as instructed.
Many radiotherapy centers own or have access to similar equipment, including waterequivalent plastic slabs, lung- and bone-equivalent materials, and more-or-less humanoid
phantoms. The International Atomic Energy Agency’s (IAEA) summary recommendations
for commissioning and quality assurance of radiotherapy treatment-planning systems (IAEA
TEC-DOC 1583 [43]) recommend the use of a particular thorax phantom (the CIRS IMRT
thorax phantom, model 002LFC, Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, Norfolk, USA),
and this has led to numerous centers purchasing that same phantom [44], or one very similar.
The CIRS 002LFC thorax phantom is routinely used for the IAEA’s own international radiotherapy treatment-planning audits [29].
Whether RCF is shipped within, with, or without the measurement phantom, it needs to
be carefully packaged, for protection from damage including superficial damage (scratches,
abrasions), structural damage (bending, folding), exposure to ultraviolet light, exposure to
radiation (X-ray screening, flights), and overheating. Therefore, the following precautions
should be taken when mailing or couriering RCF (Figure 18.4):
●●

●●

●●

●●

Avoid scratches by using careful packaging, including the use of nonabrasive envelopes
around the film.
Avoid bending by securing the film within the package, using appropriate packing so that other
objects do not move around within the parcel, and using sufficient padding and wrapping to
ensure that the contents of the parcel are not damaged by objects outside the parcel.
Minimize light exposure by using light-tight packaging and instructing users to keep the film
out of the light as much as possible.
Monitor and correct for unintended radiation exposure by sending a reference piece of film
that should be kept with the measurement films at all times, but not irradiated during the
measurement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18.4 Photographs showing (a) film returned from pre-audit pilot study, with aluminum foil
used as light-tight packaging and (b) temperature history indicator card showing questionable
thermal history (temperature indicator should be blue or black but was instead striated with red
lines). This result indicated further action needed to be taken to protect the film from heat; the
audit was rescheduled for a cooler time of year.
●●

●●

Monitor for exposure to high temperatures by including a vendor-supplied temperature card
inside all packages.
Carefully extract the film from the phantom and/or package and inspect it for damage, after
the return from the audit. For possible further analysis, the film should continue to be stored
in a dark environment.

All audit participants should be asked to supply a delivery address and phone number. It may be
advisable to write to all participants at their nominated delivery addresses, before dispatching
the film, to verify that correspondence is received within an appropriate time frame. Packages
sent to individuals at large institutions may be subject to delays at internal mail rooms or loading
docks.
In preparing for the audit, it may also be advisable to test the packaging of the film by sending a sample package containing spare film to and from a distant location. A subsequent visual
inspection of the film and its packaging will allow issues with film packaging to be identified
early. This test may also provide a valuable indication of the duration of delays that may be
encountered during transit.

18.3.4 Control of calibration and measurement
conditions
Reliable RCF measurements require the irradiation and scanning conditions of the measurement
and calibration films to follow a consistent protocol. Ideally, the measurement and calibration films
should be irradiated using the same beam and scanned the same amount of time after irradiation.
However, control over beam quality and scanning time can be lost during a postal audit. Although
the calibration films may be irradiated and scanned under controlled conditions at the central
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auditing site, the measurement films are likely to be irradiated at different times using different
radiation sources and then sent back at different amounts of time after irradiation.
If audit instructions require all centers to use the same nominal beam energy for their film
irradiations, then the small in-field variations in beam energy (arising from differences in primary
beam quality, collimator scatter, or phantom heterogeneity) should not be expected to have an
appreciable effect on the results of the film-dosimetry measurements, due to the film having an
approximately energy-independent response in the megavoltage range [45].
However, some level III audits may allow treatments to be planned by the participating
centers using any available megavoltage energy. For example, Gillis et al.’s multicenter IMRT
audit involved centers that used nominal beam energies ranging from 6 to 20 MV [46]. Across
an unusually broad energy range such as this, some energy dependence may be observable in
the response of RCFs, especially if low doses are used for the measurements [21]. An energydependent response may also be observed if RCF is used in audits of superficial radiotherapy
treatments (in the kilovoltage range). In such cases, it is important to perform film calibrations
using beam qualities that are as similar as possible to all of the beam qualities used for the
measurements. If this is not possible, then the use of a film calibration and analysis method
that minimizes energy dependence (such as that proposed by Tamponi et al. [47] and applied
by Peet et al. [21]), or the use of a correction for energy dependence [21], would be advisable
(Figure 18.5).
For some audits, it may not be possible to avoid variations in development time, that is, the
time between film exposure and digitization. The polymerization of the active component in RCF
continues after irradiation, at a decreasing rate. RCF may stabilize sufficiently for routine clinical use within hours after irradiation [48], leading to variations of just 0.5% if film samples are
scanned an hour apart after 24 h of development [49]. However, if development times differ by
weeks or months, as may occur during an audit, then the resulting measurement uncertainties
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Figure 18.5 Percentage difference between net optical density for photon beams with different
nominal energies (70 kVp, 300 kVp, and 10 MV) and net optical density for nominal 6-MV photon
beam, in which net-optical densities are measured using GAFchromic™ EBT3 film. Note that differences between results for nominal 6- and 10-MV beams are generally within 2%, whereas differences
increase substantially for kilovoltage beams. (Data courtesy of Samuel C. Peet; From Peet, S.C. et al.,
Med. Phys., 43, 5647–5652, 2016.)
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may become unacceptable. There are several methods that can be employed to minimize this
uncertainty which are as follows:
1. Providing each audited center with additional film pieces and instructions on performing
calibration irradiations, and requesting that each center performs a calibration at approximately the same time that they irradiate the measurement film [50]. This method has several
obvious disadvantages, including the expense of the additional film, the additional Linac time
needed for completing the calibration, the increased opportunities for user error, and the loss
of an independent dose check.
2. The irradiation, to a known dose, of a piece of reference film, at the same time as the irradiation of the measurement film [37]. This practice follows the dosimetry protocol proposed by
Lewis et al. [48], wherein the calibrated dose is scaled to bring the measured dose values of the
reference films to their actual value.
3. Scanning the calibration film repeatedly, after multiple development times, and analyzing
each measurement film using the calibration scan acquired at the appropriate time. Note that
scanning the film multiple times can cause additional darkening of the film, possibly up to
1% [51]; so this uncertainty should be weighed against the uncertainties arising from different
development times, before this method is adopted.
4. Limiting the doses used in the calibration and measurement to the comparatively low-dose
range, in which the RCF response is approximately linear, and then using the film to make
relative dose measurements only. This removes the need for calibration irradiations, but
potentially limits the value of the film measurements, and leads to the requirement for
a second dosimeter to be used to measure dose in Gy.
Film is often used as a relative dosimeter, with absolute dose measurements (traceable to primary
standards) performed using other dosimeters. Dosimeters that can be cross calibrated with reference ionization chambers and are suitable for postal audits include thermoluminescence [52] and
optically stimulated luminescence dosimeters [53] and alanine [54,55]. In addition to absolute dose
determination, these other dosimeters may also be included in film audits to allow imaging dose to
be measured and taken into account, for example, by attaching TLDs to the exterior of the phantom
and removing them after imaging, prior to the audit irradiation [23,33].

18.3.5 Film analysis
Analysis of films from an audit needs to be based on a well-established and tested protocol.
Development of the protocol should begin by assessing the radiation modality under controlled
conditions and evaluating the film-scanning technique to be used for the audit, with consideration
to scanner warmup and other spatial and temporal variations in scanner output (see Chapter 4),
the possible need to scan each piece of film several times, and the need to transmit the scanned
film image to the analysis software using a standard, lossless format, such as tiff. The details of the
protocol should be informed by comprehensively commissioning the film, the scanner, and the
procedures used for the scanning and analysis, which should be treated as a combined system and
kept constant [39]. Decisions on which color channel(s) and algorithms to use for the dose conversion should be based on local testing of published methods.
As discussed in the previous Section 18.3.4, postal audits often use a separate, absolute dosimeter placed adjacent to the film in the phantom. Conversion of the film signal to dose will be based
on the batch-specific dose response of the film, as established in the commissioning, with normalization to the dose from the absolute dosimeter at the point of contact.
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Generally, it will be necessary to perform smoothing of the film-based two-dimensional dose
data. The specifics of the filter to be used and its parameters will depend on the film type and the dose
distribution recorded in the audit. They should be determined and their impact should be tested as
part of the audit design.
If the film-based dose data is to be compared with the corresponding dose plane from the
treatment-planning system, then specific and detailed export instructions need to be given to
the audited sites regarding the export of a dose plane. Alternatively, the entire three-dimensional
dose distribution can be exported and send to the auditing organization (or reference center),
where the auditors then extract the required dose plane(s).
In order to complete the required comparison, the two dose distributions need to be aligned.
This should be done in the analysis software using the positional markers (pin pricks or others)
used. Using automatic alignment can be considered as a trouble-shooting tool. It might be necessary
to exclude some pixels from the analysis, for instance, because of markings or labeling on the film.
Software tools should be available to do this efficiently and with documentation of the omitted pixels.
Various approaches can be used for the comparison of measured and calculated dose. Commonly,
a gamma analysis is done [56]. The selection of the gamma criteria depends on a multitude of factors, including the clinical site and treatment/trial goals. Another key factor is the accuracy of the
detector. Global 3%/3 mm gamma (threshold 10%–20%) are commonly used criteria for measurements performed with ion chamber and diode arrays [6]. These criteria may be too stringent when
used for a postal audit relying on TLD/film measurements, in which the accuracy of the detectors
adds a significant component to the total uncertainties (see Section 18.4).

18.4 MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES AND TOLERANCES
Most dosimetric audits are undertaken with the aim of identifying whether specific types of
radiotherapy treatments can be delivered accurately. Audits that contribute to the credentialing
of radiotherapy centers for participation in clinical trials are particularly focused on identifying whether the centers can accurately plan and deliver treatments according to trial protocols.
All these audits require a threshold for reporting failure; a tolerance value that defines the limit
beyond which the difference between the planned and measured dose becomes unacceptable.
The question to be answered by each dose measurement is, Is the difference between the planned
and measured dose less than the tolerance value allowed by this audit? It is therefore very important that the tolerance value chosen for use in the audit takes account of the uncertainty in the
measurement [37].
The selection of acceptance thresholds is one of the most critical aspects of an audit. Thresholds
will depend on technical factors, as can be estimated with an uncertainty analysis, as well as on
nontechnical factors, such as the circumstances of the audit and the implications of a false-negative
or a false-positive result.
RCF measurements are affected by the same sources of uncertainty when they are used in
dosimetry audits as when they are used in any other context. These include film and scanner non
uniformity effects, scanning noise, and calibration uncertainty. As discussed in Section 18.3.4, the
use of RCF for dosimetry audits may also be subject to additional uncertainties arising from
differences between the irradiation conditions used for the calibration and for the measurements
and differences in film development time. When film is used for remote audits, additional
measurement setup uncertainties may also need to be considered.
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Palmer et al.’s report on the planning and management of a multicenter audit of high-dose-rate
brachytherapy treatment delivery provides an example of a detailed uncertainty budget for a film
audit [37]. Relevant sources of uncertainty were listed by Palmer et al. as applicator reconstruction
(2.25%), planned dose calculation (AAPM TG-43) (0.5%), high-dose-rate brachytherapy equipment (source strength 0.4% and dwell position 1%), and film dosimetry (calibration dose delivery
on a Linac 0.5%, calibration fit 0.5%, film position 0.9%, energy dependence 1.5%, phantom scatter
0.5%, and film scanning 0.2%), for a total uncertainty of 3.2% (one standard deviation) or 6.4%
(two standard deviations) [37]. Based on their uncertainty budget, Palmer et al. suggested that a
clinically relevant deviation from the intended dose distribution could be assessed using a gamma
evaluation with criteria of 5%/3 mm [37].
Uncertainty budgets for the use of RCF may produce different results depending on which
particular type of RCF is used, how the film is used, which uncertainties are investigated, what
methods are used to investigate those uncertainties, and how conservatively the results are interpreted. Examples of total uncertainties for megavoltage photon beam dosimetry using RCF that
have been explicitly derived from uncertainty budgets cover a wide range, including 0.55% [57],
0.9% [39], 1.6% [58], 2.8% [49], and 4% [59].
In practice, the achievable accuracy of film-dosimetry measurements arising from an audit may
be substantially different from the level of accuracy predicted by the uncertainty budget analysis
[37]. Consequently, when planning a dosimetry audit using RCF (or any other dosimeter), it may
be advisable to undertake a local measurement reproducibility study or a small pilot audit, to more
reliably identify the magnitude of uncertainties affecting the specific measurements that will be
used in the audit [13,20,33,37].
For example, after pilot audits at two centers showed that almost all measurements (for four different treatments delivered at each center) agreed with planned doses at more than 97% of points
when a gamma evaluation with 3%/3 mm was used, Palmer et al. tightened their gamma evaluation
criteria from 5%/3 to 3%/3 mm and set a threshold for investigation at 80% [37].
The pilot audit conducted and subsequently validated by Molineu et al. [13,60], in preparation
for their audit of IMRT head- and neck-treatment planning and delivery [33], led to the adoption of
two levels of criteria. A 7%-dose criterion for points located within the target and 7%/4 mm gamma
evaluation criteria over the entire dose distribution.
Healy et al. similarly used a trial run of a method proposed for use in credentialing centers
for participation in an IMRT-based clinical trial [14]. Healy et al. observed that when a gamma
evaluation was performed using 7%/4 mm criteria, their RCF measurements were found to agree
with the planned dose planes at 100% of points [14]. Healy et al. ultimately selected 5%/3 mm as
the gamma evaluation criteria for use in their credentialing audit, as these produced very high
agreement (greater than 98%) under the controlled conditions of the trial run, while also allowing
regions of difference between the planned and measured doses to be identified [14].
It is advisable that the planning of a dosimetry audit using RCF (or any other dosimeter) should
include a comprehensive evaluation of the magnitude of all foreseen uncertainties that may affect
the measurement results, in combination with some form of pilot study, to identify useable and
informative tolerance values for audited parameters. For longer running audits, tolerances should
be evaluated over time and adjusted to identify true outliers.
Finally, the tolerances allowed by the audit must take into account the known uncertainties in
radiotherapy treatment-dose calculations, which may include uncertainties of up to 3% in homogeneous media [61], as well as the overall goal of treating the patient using a dose that is accurate
to within 5% [62].
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18.5 REPORTING OF RESULTS
At the completion of a set of audit measurements for a particular radiotherapy center, that center
should be supplied with a report describing the results of the audit. This requires the preparation
and use of a standard report form for the audit.
The report form should incorporate all significant details of the audit. In addition to all relevant
dates, these include information about the audited organization, technical details about the planning
system and delivery system used, and delivery parameters. Specifics about the audit should include
a description of the tests performed, type of detectors and locations, serial numbers of devices and
batch number of the film, information on how the reported parameters were calculated or determined, and criteria for the evaluation of the results and the final condition of the test (pass or fail).
The use of images to illustrate results is recommended (see Figure 18.6). The images that are
available or desirable for this purpose will vary and depend on the specifics of the audit. If a gamma
analysis has been used, then a gamma map (a two-dimensional display of the calculated gamma
distribution) should be supplied. One-dimensional dose and dose-difference profiles, orthogonally placed through a central point, can also be used to illustrate the level of agreement between
planned and measured dose distributions.
Results from any other measurements, such as absolute dosimeters, should also be reported separately.
An example for a postal audit that uses film and TLD is the Stereotactic Ablative Body
Radiotherapy lung-audit developed in Melbourne, Australia [63]. Figure 18.7 shows the phantom and
film exposed to small fields. The objective of this part of the audit is to assess small field dosimetry and
the ability of the planning system to predict penumbra and output of the small field in the presence of
an inhomogeneity. The use of TLDs for point-dose assessment complements the film results.
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Figure 18.6 Example of images useful in reporting audit results. In this image, taken from the
Verisoft software (PTW Freiburg, Germany), panels (a) and (b) show the dose plane measured with
film and the calculated dose plane from the treatment plan, respectively. Panel (c) shows dose profiles, and panel (d) shows the gamma map.
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Figure 18.7 Mail-able phantom with RCF to test small-field dosimetry in the context of SABR [63].
Phantom design (a), phantom with RCF exposed to a 3 × 3 cm2 field within a cork inhomogeneity
(b), and travel case for the phantom (c).

If the audit is being completed on behalf of a third party, such as a clinical trials administering
organization, then that organization should also be supplied with the result of the audit. The level
of detail required in this report (what, if anything, more than a statement of pass or fail, is required)
should be agreed between the auditor and the third party prior to the commencement of the audit.
Willingness to agree to this sharing of information should be a condition of participation in the
audit. The audit data must be anonymized (including the removal of the names and locations of
all institutions and individuals, including staff and patients) before it can be shared more broadly,
including via scientific publication.

18.6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
RCF is well suited to use in radiotherapy audits because it is lightweight and easy to send through
the mail, can be marked and cut to size, shows negligible angular dependence and a small spectral
dependence, is approximately tissue equivalent, and provides accurate two-dimensional dose measurements with a high spatial resolution.
The successful use of RCF to produce accurate and valuable audit results requires that care is
taken to ensure that the film is prepared, handled, irradiated, and analyzed appropriately. This
requires careful management, planning, and implementation of all aspects of the audit.
Specifically, managers of a RCF-based audit should
1. Clearly define the purpose of the audit and plan all aspects of the audit with reference to that
purpose.
2. Adopt a measurement or analysis procedure that accounts for variations in development time
among film returned from different centers (or include an appropriate uncertainty in the audit
tolerance).
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3. Adopt an analysis procedure that accounts for any large differences in beam quality between
the calibration and measurement irradiations (or include an appropriate uncertainty in the
audit tolerance).
4. Draft a set of instructions to participants that uses standard medical terms or diagrams and
photographs to give directions for measurement setup, specifies the dose or MU to be used,
includes guidance on film handling for participants who lack prior experience with RCF,
and encourages recording and reporting of measurement errors.
5. Undertake feasibility testing of the audit method and instructions, preferably with assistance
from physicists who have not previously performed film-dosimetry measurements.
6. Consider including another type of dosimeter with the film, to verify the accuracy of film
measurements of dose in Gy, to provide a measurement in Gy in audits in which film is
only used for relative dose measurements, or to account for imaging dose delivered during
phantom setup.
7. When preparing film for use in the audit, optimize the cutting pattern, cut with care to avoid
delamination, and label the film thoughtfully (including alignment marks if necessary) to aid
in film setup, tracking, and analysis.
8. For remote audits, consider sending the film inside the phantom if the film setup is especially
complex or if the geometric accuracy of the irradiation is an audited parameter and consider
sending the film with a specific part of the phantom if the audit requires control over a
particular aspect of the measurement.
9. Package film carefully to avoid scratches, bending, and light exposure. Monitor for exposure to
high temperatures.
10. Complete a thorough uncertainty analysis and/or use a pilot study to inform the selection of
appropriate tolerances on audited parameters.
If the audit is well planned and thoughtfully documented, then recommendations for participants
are simple and few:
1. Follow all audit instructions (including basic film handling instructions) closely, even when
instructions differ from local film dosimetry practices.
2. Always raise questions of auditors when instructions seem ambiguous and seek advice from
auditors when confused.
3. Always advise auditors of known errors made during phantom setup or film irradiation.
4. Try to irradiate and return film in a timely manner.
In the future, it is possible that three-dimensional dosimeters (such as dosimetry gels [3]) may
take the place of two-dimensional dosimeters in some audit applications. Currently, the use of the
Linac’s built-in electronic portal imaging device (EPID) is emerging as a promising audit option.
The use of EPIDs adds flexibility to the audit process by eliminating the need for any materials to
be shipped or for staff to travel [64].
Increases in the use of competing audit techniques such as the EPID (or other dosimeters) might
lead to decreases in the use of RCF. Alternatively, increases in the global participation in audits,
arising from the availability of new audit techniques and technologies, might lead to increases in
the overall use of RCF for auditing purposes. Thus far, RCF has proven to be a useful tool for postal
and clinical trial dosimetry.
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19.1 INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron radiation has unique properties but has not yet found wide use in medicine. This is
perhaps not too surprising; the main reason is that synchrotrons are scientific research tools in a
research facility setting, not a clinical environment. Furthermore, of the 50 or so synchrotrons
worldwide, fewer than six have the capability to handle human patients. However, synchrotron
radiation has shown promise for both diagnostic and therapeutic applications [1,2]. There are
several features that make this type of radiation unique for many applications as varied as crystallography in bioscience, forensic analysis, and advance material research P340. Given the usefulness of X-rays in many parts of medicine, it is not surprising that synchrotron radiation is being
explored for medical applications such as radiography and radiotherapy.
Synchrotron radiation or synchrotron-generated radiation (commonly abbreviated to SR) spans
the electromagnetic spectrum, including X-rays. SR is produced by changing the direction of the
339
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Figure 19.1 Aerial view of the Australian synchrotron in Clayton indicating its dimensions.

charged particles orbiting a storage ring at relativistic speeds as shown in Figure 19.1. Compared
with conventional X-rays, synchrotron radiation is coherent, inherently collimated and extremely
high in dose rate. Table 19.1 shows a comparison of synchrotron and conventional X-rays.
The relativistic electron beam is maintained in circular orbit, in a storage ring via focusing and
steering magnets. In practice, generation of X-rays from electron beams is performed using bending magnets or insertion devices such as undulators and wigglers [3]. So-called third-generation
synchrotrons are electron accelerators with storage rings in which the electron beam can be maintained for several hours. Figure 19.1 shows an aerial photograph of the Australian Synchrotron in
Clayton, near Melbourne. The energy of the SR depends on the energy of the electron beam and
the strength of the fluctuating magnetic field that forces the directional change on the beam, which
in turn generates the SR beam down a beamline and into an experimental hutch [2]. Insertion
devices known as wigglers and undulators with magnetic field strengths of several Tesla are used
to generate X-rays useful for medical applications (>10 keV). Figure 19.2 schematically illustrates
the generation of the X-ray beam. It is worth noting that most electron synchrotrons have many
beamlines with different photon energies for different applications ranging from infrared to visible,
UV, and X-rays.
The very high dose rate of the synchrotron beam allows one to select monoenergetic beams using
crystal lattice reflection with still acceptable dose rates. Such monoenergetic beams are used in radiographic imaging applications of SR. However, a substantial portion of synchrotron radiotherapy and
radiobiology studies use a polychromatic X-ray beam in which the raw or white wiggler beam is filtered by a set of absorbers (e.g., graphite, aluminum, copper) to remove the very low energy X-rays,
typically less than 30 keV. The filtered or pink beams can have very high dose rates, in the region of
10 kGy/s or 600 kGy/min compared with 10 Gy/min in standard linear accelerator.
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Table 19.1 Comparison of the physical properties of synchrotron and conventional X-radiation
Conventional X-rays

Synchrotron radiation

Comments

Generation

X-ray tube with
cathode and anode

Undulator or wiggler in very
high energy electron
storage ring (GeV)

Typical energy

30–300 kVp

5–200 keV

Conventional X-rays described
by maximum acceleration
potential

Typical dose
rate

2 Gy/ min (therapy)
Variable
(diagnostic)—
fluoroscopy: 1 mGy/
min

106 Gy/min

Beam current and focal spot
adjustable in diagnostics—
exposures typically very short
except fluoroscopy and CT

Coherence

No

Yes

Field size

>20 × 20 cm2 @
50 cm

<1 × 5 cm2 @ 20 m

Homogeneity/
flatness

Reasonable

Substantial roll-off in vertical
direction c.f. horizontal

Divergence

Large

Very small

Electron storage ring (several GeV)

Synchrotron radiation

Bending magnets or
insertion devices - strong
(>1T) magnetic fields

Figure 19.2 Schematic illustration of a synchrotron storage ring and the X-ray extraction location.
A combination of focusing and steering magnets (quadropoles and sextupoles) maintains the
electron beam orbit. Bending magnets or insertion devices (wigglers and undulators) are used to
generate synchrotron radiation which is channeled into an experimental hutch, thus constituting
a beamline.

Due to such high dose rate, traditional radiation detectors are not suitable for dosimetry. The
objective of the present chapter is to explore why and how radiochromic film can be used for
dosimetry in medical applications of synchrotron radiation. A lot of research on dosimetry has
been performed. The chapter is part of a book on radiochromic film to provide innovative and
up-to-date information on such dosimetry. As such features of the film are only described as they
are specific and relevant to synchrotron radiation. The main focus of the chapter is a description
of synchrotron radiation and the challenges it poses for radiation dosimetry. It will be discussed
where the special features of radiochromic film can address some of the challenges of intense doserate dosimetry. Reference to some preclinical and clinical studies will be also provided.
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19.2 SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

19.2.1 Synchrotrons in medicine
The modern third-generation synchrotron facilities are spread around the globe and include the
Advanced Photon Source (Chicago, USA), the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility or ESRF
(Grenoble, France), and the Australian Synchrotron Facility (Melbourne, Australia) shown in
Figure 19.1. These facilities maintain relativistic electrons in orbit around a storage ring that has
a diameter comparable with a football stadium (110 × 50 m). Much of the research conducted at
synchrotrons relates to X-ray diffraction and scattering mainly used for protein crystallography,
small angle X-ray scattering, X-ray absorption, or X-ray fluorescence of material samples including
biological samples.
Only a minority (less than 10) of synchrotron facilities have dedicated beamlines for medical
applications; however, this number is growing quickly as many applications have been identified ranging from diagnostic imaging to radiotherapy applications. For diagnostic applications,
k-edge subtraction imaging has been one of the first applications used on human subjects [4]. High
contrast images are acquired using a contrast medium with high atomic number and delivering
radiation just above and just below the k-edge. A subtraction of the two images demonstrates the
location of the contrast agent with exquisite spatial and contrast resolution. Of particular, interest
for diagnostic imaging is also phase contrast imaging that utilizes the special properties of coherence and monochromatism to generate images that would not be possible with other modalities
[5]. Figure 19.3 shows an example for a phase contrast image of the lung of a rabbit pup acquired
at the SPRING 8 synchrotron in Japan.
Phase contrast is particularly powerful in demonstrating density contrast on a microscopic scale
and in images in which other contrast options are limited. Not surprisingly, it has been of particular interest for lung [5,6] and breast [7,8] imaging. A research group led by Prof. Stuart Hooper from
Monash University in Australia has been particularly active in reporting advances in lung imaging

(a)

(b)

Figure 19.3 Phase contrast X-ray image of the lungs of a rabbit pup delivered at term and imaged
(a) before the onset of lung aeration, when the airways are liquid-filled and (b) 1 h after the onset
of air breathing. The trachea and the margins of the lung lobes can also be observed. (https://user.
spring8.or.jp/sp8info/?p=3051—reproduction courtesy by the authors R Lewis and S Hooper.)
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using synchrotron phase contrast imaging with applications in neonatal care [9,10]. The developments of phase contrast imaging using synchrotron radiation also show an interesting effect:
because phase contrast was considered useful commercial vendors developed methods to generate
images with the similar features without the cost of a synchrotron [11].
For radiation therapy, several approaches have been taken to use the special features of synchrotron radiation. One can maximize the local energy deposition by the tuning the X-rays to deliver
radiation just above the k-edge of the absorption spectrum for a high-Z element or compound
(e.g., iodine). This approach has been used by using iodinated contrast solution as well as gold
nanoparticles [12,13]. A French team led by the Grenoble University Hospital (CHU) in partnership with the University of Grenoble and the ESRF are in the middle of a Phase 1 clinical trial of
stereotactic synchrotron radiation therapy (SSRT) for metastatic brain tumors [14]. To date, a total
of twelve cancer patients have received a single 5-Gy fraction of SSRT to their tumors. For the SSRT
technique, a monochromatic and uniform X-ray beam (80 keV) is used for the irradiation, and
patients also receive iodine contrast to assist with localized dose enhancement around the tumor
as has been described by many investigators for a variety of conventional sources [15,16,17]. Given
the more tightly controlled X-ray energy with large dose rates, this should be a very promising
technique [13,18,19]. The patients at the ESRF receive conventional radiotherapy fractions in the
local CHU clinic as well. There are strict inclusion criteria for the patients on the trial. The first
publications that specifically describe the trial are expected by 2017.

19.2.2 Microbeams
Microbeam radiotherapy (MRT) using synchrotron-generated X-rays is a novel, preclinical form
of radiotherapy that promises significant advantages over conventional methods if successfully
translated to clinical practice. A useful review of the preclinical MRT literature was published
recently (2016) by Smyth et al. [20]. An earlier review (2010) was reported by Brauer-Krisch et al.
[21,20]. For the synchrotron MRT technique, the high flux, polychromatic X-ray beam from
the synchrotron is segmented into a lattice of narrow, microplanar beams, 25–50-μm wide and
separated by 200–400 μm. Figure 19.4 shows the image of a piece of radiochromic film (HD-810)
that had been exposed to a microbeam. For comparison, the dose distribution of a broad beam is
shown as well. Typical in-beam radiation doses are 300–800 Gy, with doses in the valley between
the microbeams of the order of 5–20 Gy. This MRT technique is only practical on a synchrotron.

1 mm

Figure 19.4 Comparison of microbeam (left) and broad beam (right) exposure as assessed
with HD-810 radiochromic film.
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Conventional X-ray sources do not possess the necessary physical properties of very high flux rate
with minimally divergent beams to produce these microbeam wafers of radiation.
At the ESRF in France and the imaging and medical beam line (IMBL) in Australia, MRT is
delivered by scanning the sample (e.g., rodent, cells, dosimeter) vertically through the microplanar
beam [22,23]. The absorbed dose to the sample is then an function of the motor scan speed; a slow
scan delivers a higher dose than a fast scan.
The heterogenous dose distribution and high dose rate of MRT results in distinctly different
biological responses within targeted tissues when compared with conventional radiotherapy. MRT
challenges a number of fundamental radiobiology paradigms. Evidence from preclinical models
achieve tumor control despite the fact that only a small proportion of the tumor receives peak
microbeam doses. Normal tissues however, even serial organs, appear to tolerate MRT far better
than conventional radiotherapy (CRT), presumably due to repair of tissue damaged by peak doses
and by undamaged adjacent tissue receiving valley doses.

19.2.3 Dosimetric challenges
The unique imaging and potentially revolutionizing treatment possibilities with beams created by
a synchrotron have been accompanied by the development of first principles dosimetry systems
for this unique irradiation system [24,25]. In addition, the use of the synchrotron has enabled new
insight into spatial response of ionization chambers on a microscopic level leading to explanations
of their performance as tools for reference dosimetry on a macroscopic level [26].
MRT is the most prominent example for the dosimetric challenges posed by the radiation
that can be produced by synchrotrons [14,27,28]. When several hundred Gy are delivered using
kilovoltage photons with minimal divergence in less than a second, dose can be meaningfully
specified within several micrometers.
As in complex intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) dose distributions, the dosimetry associated with MRT is determined by dose and dose distribution (in the case of MRT on a
micrometer scale). These components include the in-beam or peak dose, the valley dose (between
adjacent microbeams), and the integrated dose (the dose averaged over the entire irradiation area)
[29]. The so-called peak-to-valley dose ratio (PVDR) in MRT is related to biological effect and
determined by the following: (1) the collimator geometry (i.e., the microbeam width and the centerto-center spacing), (2) the overall size of the MRT array, (3) the energy of the incident X-ray beam,
and (4) the density and the depth of the materials in question.
Dosimetry for imaging applications is also challenging as imaging using monochromatic X-rays
has the potential to perform high quality imaging at comparatively low doses. When performing dose measurements, it is also important to consider any element’s k-edge of which for X-ray
absorption is in the range of interest. As such it is prudent to avoid radiochromic film doped with
high-Z materials to enhance sensitivity [30].

19.2.4 Dosimetric opportunities
When considering synchrotron radiation, one should also appreciate the benefits it can bring to the
scientific field of dosimetry. This also applies in the context of radiochromic film dosimetry. The
very high dose rate in synchrotron radiation allows researchers to test variations in dose response
with dose rate. However, the high brilliance also allows the use of monochromators to extract only
a narrow bandwidth of X-ray energy, typically with a full width half maximum of less than 1%
of the selected energy. These monoenergetic X-rays are well suited to test radiation detectors for
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variations of response with X-ray energy. Kron et al. [31] used this method to investigate a large
number of dosimeters, including MD-55 and MD-870 films. They found an under-response of
the film compared with water between 20 and 50 keV. This is similar to fat and compatible with
the elemental composition of radiochromic film consisting mostly of hydrogen and carbon. These
results were later confirmed for MD-55 film by Nariyama et al. [32]
EBT film was studied by Brown et al. [33] using 25, 30, and 35-keV X-rays from a synchrotron.
They found that EBT3 demonstrated a remarkable improvement in variation of dose response with
energy compared with the older versions of film.

19.3 RADIOCHROMIC FILM FOR SYNCHROTRON DOSIMETRY
For synchrotron irradiation, radiochromic film has several potential applications with high spatial
resolution and the immediate visibility of the dose distribution is of particular relevance [34]. Film
is used for assessment of complex dose distribution, for example, in microbeams and often exposed
at the same time as other targets to verify the dose delivery. It is significant to note that it is not just
film that can verify synchrotron radiation but that synchrotron radiation can also be used to verify
the properties of radiochromic film. Testing for dose and dose-rate dependence is something in
which synchrotron radiation can assist as well as in assessing variations of response with radiation
quality using monoenergetic X-rays [31]. The high spatial resolution of radiochromic film makes it
a useful choice for a precise measurement of the irradiated area. Such measurements are important
when conducting reference dosimetry in which accurate knowledge of the volume (and ultimately
mass) of media irradiated is critical to absolute dose measurements [35,22].

19.3.1 Film types and principles of dosimetry
As discussed in Chapter 2, radiochromic film has undergone a rapid transition from one type of
film to the next, and many improvements have been made since the publication of an American
Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) task group report [36] that provided information
of radiochromic film used in radiotherapy. Different films are available for different applications
ranging from single emulsion low sensitivity films with high spatial resolution to highly sensitive
films with high-Z material doping to enhance sensitivity and dual emulsion films.
Radiochromic film dosimetry is attractive because the film is self-developing, and readout can
be performed using desktop scanners designed for photographic and other common applications.
This makes film dosimetry despite the relatively high cost of the film itself overall cheap and easy
to set-up. The radiochromic film dosimeter needs to be seen as the combination of film, readout
device (scanner), and analysis software, and procedures need to consider the scanner and its
limitations as much as the film material [37,38].
The accuracy of film dosimetry is limited by the consistency of the thickness of the active film
layer and of the thickness of the support material around the active layer. Although the optical density (OD) of the active layer changes as a function of dose, the OD of the supportive layer remains
constant, independent of dose. As only the combined OD of all layers can be measured, several
methods have been used to manage the small spatial nonuniformities of the active and the supportive layers in the calculation of the dose received by the film. Double irradiation is the time-honored
method [39] and a process that can even be refined by using multiple exposures [40]. Multichannel
analysis on the other hand is based on the differences in change of OD with dose for different colors
of light [41,42]. Several commercial software packages are available to support radiochromic film
dosimetry and its dose response characteristics.
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The HD, MD, and EBT variations of radiochromic film have been used to measure the characteristic
of microbeam dose distribution. The EBT3 variety of radiochromic film is popular in the radiotherapy
clinic and has a working dose range of about 0.2–5 Gy [43,44]. However, it has also been shown to
be useful for the higher dose levels beyond 20 Gy that are characteristic for novel stereotactic radiotherapy procedures [45]. This EBT film has been used to measure the valley dose in MRT; however,
the uncertainties reported in 2008 by Crosbie et al. [27] were on the order of ±25%, which is too high
for a clinical purpose. The other common type of radiochromic film is MD-55 and a newer variation
MD-V3. This film type has a nominal working dose range of about 2–80 Gy and is particularly good
at relative dose measurements such as assessing area profiles of the synchrotron X-ray beam.
The HD varieties of radiochromic film (HD-810 and more recently HD-V2) have a practical dose
range from about 20–1000 Gy. This makes them the most commonly used types of radiochromic
film for synchrotron MRT dosimetry [46]. The HD films are often used to measure the microbeam
peak dose in which the peak dose is on the order of hundreds of Gy in the peak. The HD film is not
so useful at simultaneously measuring the valley dose, except if one exposes the film to very high
peak doses (>2000 Gy), thus saturating the peak region but delivering measureable valley doses of
tens of Gy. The newer HD-V2 films have an improved, flatter spectral response to X-ray photons with
energies less than 100 keV compared with the older HD-810 films, which exhibited also a marked
variation in response with energy. The HD-V2 films possess a more homogenous/uniform active
layer with less variation in response for the orientation of the film (i.e., portrait vs. landscape).
A disadvantage of HD-V2 film compared with the older HD-810 film is increased statistical noise.
The images of the HD-V2 films appear dirty to the eye when scanning with the microscope at high
resolutions (Figure 19.5). The origin of the dirtiness appears to be in the silicone grains that have
been added to the film by the manufacturer to counter the effects of the Newton Rings interference
patterns. These dispersing grains work well when high spatial resolutions are not required. However,
for MRT dosimetry, the addition of these grains and the resulting increase in statistical noise is
counterproductive because its effects are on a similar scale as typical microbeam features as seen in
Figure 19.5.
Figure 19.6 shows a comparison of the dose response of three film types for microbeam dosimetry. The differences in dose response curve can be clearly seen not only in the dose range on the
vertical axis but also in the shape of the dose response curve. The dose response for EBT3 and MD
films can be fitted using a single exponential (y = a exp(bx)), whereas HD film was better approximated using a Rodbard curve (y = a + (b – a)/(1 + (x/c)d).
25 μm

175 μm

Figure 19.5 Microscope image of HD-V2 radiochromic film showing the microparticles embedded
on the surface of the film to avoid the formation of Newton rings.
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Figure 19.6 Comparison of the dose response of three types of radiochromic film with synchrotron
radiation. The horizontal axis shows the intensity of transmitted light on a 14-bit scale. The curves
show the best fit using the equations given in the text.

19.3.2 Variation of response with X-ray energy
As with most kilovoltage X-ray dosimetry methods, variations of detector response with radiation
energy is important as the effective atomic number will affect the detector response. This variation in
response is because of varying degrees of photoelectric absorptions and Compton scattering effects.
Here synchrotron radiation provides a unique tool to probe the variation of response with energy
because synchrotron radiation is of sufficient flux to filter out a wide range of mono energetic beams
through crystal refraction. This has been used to study several detectors and develop a mathematical
formula to describe dosimeter response with energy [31,47].
Also studied radiochromic film that was found to be closer to fat than water equivalence. This was
confirmed by Nariyama et al. in 2002 for MD-55 [32].

19.3.3 High- and low-dose measurement
Synchrotron radiation dosimetry is challenging because the dose range of interest is rather large.
On the low dose side, one of the main advantages of mammography using synchrotron phase
contrast imaging, is the potential for dose reduction [48]. The hope is to obtain high-quality diagnostic images with mean glandular doses below 1 mGy.
However, microbeam radiation is probably the most important challenge as high and low
doses need to be assessed at the same time and in close proximity as can be seen in Figure 19.5.
As the peak valley dose ratio is considered one of the key parameters to determine the efficacy of
microbeam treatment [49,50], it is important to asses both peak and valley dose at the same time.
An elegant method has been used by Crosbie et al. [27] who used two types of radiochromic film
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in combination, albeit with too high an uncertainty in the EBT film. A modified double exposure
technique could also be used to deliver high and low doses to just one film type (HD-V2) as a
function of sample scan speed; a fast scan speed for measurable peak doses (e.g., 50 Gy or 150 Gy)
and a slow scan speed (100 times slower) for high but measureable valley doses (e.g., 50 Gy), with
both fields delivered to HD film.

19.3.4 Spatial resolution requirements
Synchrotron radiation is characterized by X-rays with energies between 5 and 200 keV. The typical secondary electron range after these photons interact with matter by photoelectric or Compton
interactions, is of the order of several tens of µm [51]. This is essential to ensure sharp edges of radiation beams and the spatial dose patterns that are characteristic for microbeams. The corollary of this
is that any dosimeter used for determination of dose distributions must have a spatial resolution of
the order of micrometers, which is hard to achieve.
The increased sensitivity afforded by the dual emulsion is not generally required for synchrotron
experiments using microbeams; single emulsion films such as HD 810 are preferable. Also the evaluation technique becomes critical as discussed in the next section. The flatbed film scanners, which
are commonly used for radiochromic film evaluation in radiotherapy, do not have the required
spatial resolution. Therefore, microscopes are often the preferred option for evaluation.
Given the extreme dosimetric requirements in terms of dose range and spatial resolution, not
many alternative detectors are available. Of mention are gels [52] and Presage [53,54] dosimeters
that allow for three-dimensional dosimetry. A shortcoming of radiochromic film is that despite
the fact that the film is self-developing, dosimetry using radiochromic film is not real time. As
such semiconductor devices such as the dose magnifying glass developed by the University of
Wollongong [55] are likely to also play a role in the future.

19.4 EVALUATION METHODS
Conventional densitometers and most film scanners do not have a spatial resolution sufficient to
determine dose distributions created by microbeams. The Joyce-Loebl 3CS microdensitometer has
served as an unofficial gold standard of film densitometry for MRT. However, the optomechanical components in these microdensitometers are highly sensitive, making reproducibility between
different operators almost impossible. This is where optical microscopes as discussed earlier have
a clear advantage [46]. Figure 19.7 shows the experimental setup of a confocal microscope for film
evaluation. The film is attached to a microscope slide as can be seen in the figure and an automated
scanning of the film across the field of view of the microscope can be achieved relatively quickly.
Crosbie et al. first reported on using an upright microscope with a charge coupled device (CCD)
camera to photograph the MRT-irradiated films [27]. The spatial resolution of a typical life sciences
microscope with an x10-objective is greater than 1 µm. When coupled with a high-quality, high
bit-depth camera, an LED light source, and a motorized stage, the entire irradiated region of the
film can be photographed as a true 2D digital image with high spatial resolution.
Nariyama et al. [56] reported in 2009 on the use of a microscope with various band pass filters to measure the OD distribution of radiochromic films exposed to synchrotron-generated
microbeams. The authors reported their measured peak-to-valley dose ratios and obtained good
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations. More recently, Bartzsch et al. [46] provided a comprehensive account of how they use a Zeiss AxioVert microscope to perform microdensitometry of
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Camera
Radiochromic film
mounted on microscope slide

Figure 19.7 Inverted optical microscope (Olympus IX83) setup for evaluation of radiochromic film
at RMIT University, Melbourne. The camera on the bottom left of the top figure is a 16-bit black and
white camera (Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0) with very high sensitivity.

MRT-irradiated films. It is important to note that microscope-based densitometry is nontrivial
and also requires careful setup, corrections, and an understanding of the interplay of light source
(spectral response, uniformity) and camera response.
Figure 19.8 shows a summary of characteristics of different microscopes for evaluation of film
in comparison with the more conventional flatbed scanner (Epson 700) that is commonly used in
radiotherapy departments.
Microscope-based methods of densitometry offer an advantage over the more traditional
methods of microdensitometry because one obtains a full 2D digital image that can be subject to
further image-processing techniques. The microscope method lends itself nicely to automation
and batch processing of multiple images using (typically) in-house scripts or macros running
in computer programs such as MATLAB ®, Python, ImageJ, and so on. The scripts can perform
all the necessary corrections to the images and produce plots of peak and valley doses within a
few minutes.
The spatial resolution offered by the J–L microdensitometer is on the order of 10 µm based on
modulation transfer function evaluation [46,27]. This resolution is adequate for sampling of microbeams measuring 25 µm. The microscope method of densitometry, however, provides an order of
magnitude greater resolution than the microdensitometer (and comes at a cost of large file sizes on
a computer, typically hundreds of MB). With the microscope method, the grain size or rather the
dimensions of the monomer crystals in the film itself becomes the limiting factor in determining
spatial resolution. Bartzsch et al. [46] estimated the grain size of HD-V2 radiochromic film to be
about 2 µm based on measurement and subsequent analysis.
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Figure 19.8 Unpublished comparison of different microscopes with a flatbed scanner for evaluation
of radiochromic film (microscopes courtesy of Monash Medical Imaging). Shown here are results for
HD-V2 film.

It is now a common practice in clinical radiotherapy to use color scanners for evaluation of
radiochromic film in order to extend the dose response curve and provide a potential measure of
emulsion thickness. Color can also improve the evaluation of microbeam exposed films as can be
seen in Figure 19.9. However, it is important to weigh up the additional information afforded by
the three colors against the better bit depth often given by monochromatic scanners as illustrated
in Figure 19.10.

Black and white camera
Fluorescence microscope

Bright field microscope

Black and white
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Black and white camera with color filters

Red filter (Cy5) Green filter

Color camera

Blue filter

Red channel
Bit depth 8 bit
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Bit depth 8 bit
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Figure 19.9 Evaluation of film using different color channels: visual comparison of images acquired
from radiochromic film using different microscopic evaluation techniques.
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Figure 19.10 Profiles acquired of a radiochromic film exposed to a microbeam irradiation.
Shown on the left are profiles using three different color channels. The figure on the right shows
the difference in scan using 8- and 14-bit depth. The potential for dose resolution can be seen at
the two vertical axes.

19.5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, there is no existing type of radiochromic film which could be considered perfect for
synchrotron MRT dosimetry studies. If a new version of radiochromic film were to be created for
synchrotron microbeam applications, then it would have the following properties:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

A flat energy response for X-rays with a mean energy above 50 keV
A working dose range of 0.5–500 Gy
Low statistical noise (removal of the silicone grains)
Homogenous coating of the active layer so that film orientation is not critical
Symmetric active layer with respect to the front and rear faces of the film (EBT3)
The option of small cuts of film that can be attached to a glass microscope slide

Some of them are already realised in HD-V2 films, but a new dose range and the silicone grains
would need to be implemented. However, it is fair to say that the excellent spatial resolution and
overall tissue equivalence afforded by radiochromic film is a good match to the challenges posed
by synchrotron dosimetry, particularly in the context of Micro Beam Therapy. It will be interesting
to see how film and its evaluation techniques develop in the years ahead; no doubt all of radiation
dosimetry stands to benefit.
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20.1 INTRODUCTION
Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in between x-rays and
visible light, that is, between 40 and 400 nm. The UV spectrum is broadly divided into vacuum
UV (40–190 nm), far UV (190–220 nm), UVC (220–290 nm), UVB (290–320 nm), and UVA
(320–400 nm). Solar radiation is our primary natural source of UV; however, artificial sources
can include, but are not limited to, tanning booths, black lights, curing lamps, germicidal lamps,
mercury vapor lamps, halogen lights, high-intensity discharge lamps, fluorescent and incandescent
sources, and some lasers and welding apparatus.
Vacuum UV, far UV, and UVC are almost never observed in nature because they are absorbed
completely in the atmosphere. Germicidal lamps are designed to emit UVC radiation because of
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their ability to kill bacteria. Overexposure to UVC can cause corneal burns, which is commonly
referred to as welders’ flash or snow blindness.
UVB is a highly important form of UV for biological applications as it has enough energy to
cause photochemical damage to cellular DNA, yet not enough to be completely absorbed by the
atmosphere. UVB is needed by humans for synthesis of vitamin D but also causes harmful effects
such as erythema (sunburn), cataracts, and development of skin cancer. Individuals working
outdoors are at the greatest risk of UVB effects. Most solar UVB is blocked by ozone in the atmosphere; however, reductions in atmospheric ozone cause increase in UVB intensities in various
parts of the world.
UVA is the most commonly encountered type of UV light. UVA exposure has an initial pigmentdarkening effect (tanning) followed by erythema if the exposure is excessive. Atmospheric ozone
absorbs very little of this part of the UV spectrum. UVA exposure has been associated with toughening of the skin, suppression of the immune system, and cataract formation. UVA light is often
called black light. Most phototherapy and tanning booths use UVA lamps.
Protection from UV is provided by clothing, polycarbonate, glass, acrylics, and plastic diffusers
used in office lighting. Alternatively, sun-blocking lotions can offer protection against UV exposure.
Dosimetry is essential to quantify the amount of radiation and to control deleterious effect of UV
light. This chapter provides the use of radiochromic films for UV dosimetry.

20.2 USE OF RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
Exposure guidelines for UV radiation have been established by the American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists [1] and by the International Commission on Nonionizing
Radiation Protection [2]. Handheld meters to measure UV radiation are commercially available;
however, they only give a point exposure measurement and do not necessarily measure a personal
UV exposure to a certain part of the body or biological system. An in vivo radiochromic film
detector could, however, be worn close to the site of interest and integrate the exposure level over a
given time period to fully and accurately assess UV-exposure levels.
People are constantly exposed to natural or artificial UV radiation in different ways, unintentionally or intentionally, at their workplace or in their spare time. Both quantity and quality of
exposure are crucial for the induction of beneficial or detrimental photobiological UV effects.
Quantification of the individual level of UV exposure requires personal UV dosimetry due to a
permanent change of the position of people to UV sources. There is a strong wavelength dependence of action spectra of the different UV-induced photobiological effects on human beings or
biological systems. A suitable personal-dosimeter system has to respect this fact by supplying a
spectral response identical to the action spectrum in question; in this case, measurements are
independent of the spectral irradiance of the UV source or changes in the spectrum (e.g., spectral
irradiance of the sum). Actually, this means that a special sensor is necessary for each investigated
photobiological effect. However, it is difficult to develop physical, photochemical, or photobiological sensors with spectral responses identical or nearly identical to the respective action spectra. In
addition such sensors have to fulfill basic requirements to UV sensors in general and to personal
dosimeters in particular. To this extent, various radiochromic film detectors have been developed
to match specific types of action spectra for assessment of UV exposure in specific measurement
conditions. A few of these will be briefly discussed in the following.
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20.3 COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE FILMS

20.3.1 Polysulphone films
Polysulphone films have been used in UV assessment for more than 40 years [3]. Polysulphone
films were first introduced to monitor UV radiation in 1976 by Diffey and Davis [4] and are the
most commonly used films in human-related exposure assessment to solar UV exposure and its
health impacts [5]. The polysulphone polymer undergoes a UV-induced photodegradation when
exposed to UV. Polysulphone’s action spectra match quite well with that of erythemal responses
of human skin when it is made approximately 30 to 40 micrometers thick [6]. Polysulphone
polymer structures contain aromatic rings and are the cause for the high absorption of UV
radiation [7].
The degradation causes changes to the absorption properties of the polysulphone film, and
specifically, measurement can be made at the wavelength of 330 nm [3] to assess exposure levels
matched to human erythema response. The highest sensitivity is recorded in the UVB wavelengths and falls quickly for wavelengths greater than 300 nm. There is no response to wavelengths
greater than approximately 330 to 340 nm [8]. Polysulphone films have been used extensively for
the quantification of erythemal UV exposure. Some examples include, but are not limited, to the
following: exposure of infants to UV [9], investigations of outdoor worker’s solar exposures [10],
and exposure of outdoor cyclists [11].
As polysulphone films are quite thin, they are normally attached or mounted onto a frame that
can be worn as a badge on any area of concern for personal UV-exposure measurement.

20.3.2 Phenothiazine/Mylar radiochromic films
To perform UVA dosimetry, one option is the use of radiochromic phenothiazine with a Mylar
film covering. Phenothiazine [12] is known to have a response to both UVA and UVB; however,
by the incorporation of a Mylar film covering, the UVB component can be removed [13]. To produce
the film, manufacturers cast the phenothiazine directly onto the Mylar film to create a radiochromic
film sensitive to UVA radiation only if the UV source passes directly through the Mylar but can
also measure both UVA and UVB if the film turned around to the Mylar is directly behind the UV
source. Absorbance changes are measured in the wavelength region of approximately 370 nm to
assess UV-exposure levels.

20.3.3 GAFchromic™ film products
Although GAFchromic™ film products have been specifically developed for the measurement of
ionizing radiation such as photons, electrons, and protons, they also exhibit sensitivity to UV radiation
due to polymerization of the chemicals. These properties were discussed by Niroomand-Rad et al.
[14]; however, Butson et al. [15] provided quantitative data on the UV exposure versus absorbance
color change relationship for MD-55-2. The GAFchromic film product range has changed considerably over the past 15 years and each film type has exhibited different UV sensitivities. Normally, a
reduced sensitivity to UV has been provided with each new interaction of the GAFchromic family as
the company attempts to minimize the effects of UV radiation or ambient light on ionizing radiation
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dosimetry. Various studies have been performed to evaluate these responses. In 2010, Butson et al.
[16] investigated the UV exposure response of GAFchromic external beam therapy (EBT) film as
well as EBT2 film in 2013 [17]. In 2014, Chun et al. [18] performed similar studies for EBT3 film, and
Katsuda et al. [19–20] investigated UV response of GAFchromic XR-RV3 and XR-SP2 films as well as
utilizing UV wavelengths for uniform preexposure of EBT films for dosimetry purposes.

20.4 ULTRAVIOLET ACTION SPECTRA
AND RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
An action spectrum is defined as the rate of change/reaction of some form of physiological activity
compared with the wavelength of the incident light [21]. In relation to UV radiation action spectra,
for biological reactions, it defines a parameter function that describes the relative effect of energy at
different wavelengths in producing a certain biological response. These effects may be at a molecular
level, such as DNA damage or erythema response of skin through to effects on a whole organism,
such as plant growth. An action spectrum is used as a weighting function for the UV spectrum in an
integration of the monochromatic UV irradiance.
Some specific medically useful action spectrum includes, but is not limited to, the following:
1. The Commission Internationale de l’\’Eclairage (CIE) action spectrum for erythema (reddening of
the skin due to sunburn), proposed by McKinlay & Diffey in 1987 [22] and adopted as a standard
by the Commission Internationale de l’\’Eclairage (International Commission on Illumination).
The erythemal UV index is integration between 280 and 400 nm of the UV irradiance at
ground level, weighted with the erythemal action spectrum.
2. Erythemal action spectrum, which has been determined by Parrish et al. 1981 [23], is shown
in Figure 20.1 and was parameterized by Bernard and Seckmeyer in 1997 [24].
3. The mammalian nonmelanoma skin cancer action spectrum [25], which lies between the
erythemal and DNA-damage action spectrum, shows a sine-like wavelength dependency
between 340 and 400 nm.
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Figure 20.1 Action spectrum for Erythemal response. (Adopted from Parrish J.A. and Jaenicke K.F.,
J. Invest. Dermatol., 76, 359–362, 1981.)
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Figure 20.2 Action spectrum for cataract formation. (Adopted from Olanrewaju, M. et al., Invest.
Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci., 42, 2596–2602, 2001.)

4. The melanoma induction in platyfish-swordtail hybrids action spectrum [26], which shows a
more significant UVA component than other action spectra.
5. The cataract formation action spectrum that is shown in Figure 20.2, used to evaluate damage
to eyes from UV radiation [27].
Madronich et al. [28] show some other useful action spectra. It is important to note that the action
spectra only give an indication of the relative wavelength dependency of biological effects. The
actual biological response is determined by the actual dose, that is, the UV irradiance weighted with
the action spectrum integrated over the wavelength range and the exposure time. This principle is
similar to photon radiation response of certain organs or tissues during radiotherapy. It should also
be noted that the dose-response relation may not be linear [29].
As these action spectra can vary considerably; the type and sensitivity of the radiochromic films
used to measure UV radiation becomes very important. The dose or exposure response of the
film compared with the action spectra of the biological or medical measurement being made will
determine its accuracy, or limitation as such. A few examples of films that have been used for UV
radiation exposure include, but are not limited to, polysulphone film, polyphenylene oxide (PPO)
film, and the GAFchromic EBT film range. Some of these films will be discussed and reviewed for
their UV radiation-exposure measurement characteristics in this chapter.

20.5 FILM UV SENSITIVITY RESPONSES
Film sensitivity is defined as the measured net optical density (OD) per the radiation exposure
that caused the OD change [30–31]. A number of studies have been undertaken to investigate the
sensitivity of radiochromic films for measurement of UV radiation.
Butson et al. [32] reported the feasibility of using EBT2 film for measurement of solar UV. It was
shown that when exposed to UV from the thick laminate side (underside), the EBT2 film exhibits
a measurable sensitivity to solar UV. The absorption peaks were observed at 585 and 636 nm. The
results were analyzed with band pass wavelengths of 30 nm with centers at 535, 585, and 635 nm.
The exposure response curves of these films are presented in Figure 20.3. The results indicate that
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Figure 20.3 Sensitivity response of EBT2 film to various band passes of analysis shows the ability to
vary the response of the film to UV exposure. (Adopted from Butson, E.T. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 58,
N287–N294, 2013.)

different sensitivities can be produced, depending on the analysis technique. Higher sensitivities
can be achieved as wavelengths get closer to the absorption peaks. It was also shown that the EBT 2
film begins to saturate when the exposure level reaches to 60 J cm −2 [32].
Aydarous et al. [31] characterized the EBT3 films for UV dosimetry. It was demonstrated that
the sensitivity decreases as the UV exposure increases. Figure 20.4 shows sensitivity curves of
EBT3 film as a function of UV radiation dose for wavelengths 254, 302, and 365 nm. It was shown
that the EBT3 film is more sensitive to wavelengths of 302 and 365 nm. Nonetheless, the highest
sensitivity for UVB radiation occurs at low levels of exposure (<10 J/cm2). Their results show that
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Figure 20.4 Sensitivity curves for EBT3 films exposed to UVA, UVB, and UVC radiation. (From
Aydarous, A. et al., Radiat. Eff. Defect. S., 169, 249–255, 2014.)
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the EBT3 film is approximately 10 times more sensitive to UVA and UVB compared with UVC and
the sensitivity response of the film may vary depending on the densitometer used to readout the
film OD [31].

20.6 FILM DOSE/EXPOSURE RESPONSE
To have a personal UV dosimeter, the wavelength response of the dosimeter should be similar to
the erythemal action spectrum of human skin, and also the dosimeter should have a monotonic
response as UV dose increases [4]. Over the years, different types of radiochromic films and their
responses to UV radiation have been investigated, including polysulphone film, PPO, GAFchromic
MD-55-2, EBT, EBT2, and EBT3 films [31,33–40].
Davis et al. [6] investigated the dose and wavelength response of polysulphone film for UV
dosimetry. The film was irradiated at five levels of radiation, ranging from 0.056 to 0.337 mW/cm 2,
which is equivalent to 250, 500, 750, and 1000 mJ/cm2 dose at a wavelength of 305 ± 5 nm. The
resultant ∆A330 (the changes in absorbance measured at 330 nm) at each dose was within the experimental error of 5% of each other, indicating that the dose–response of the film is independent of
dose rate [33].
Kolari et al. [34] evaluated the dose–response and accuracy of polysulphone film badges for
monitoring UVB radiation using spectroradiometric measurement of the radiation source [34].
Parisi and Kimlin [36] used filtered and unfiltered polysulphone dosimeter for measurement of
solar UV for a period of 3–6 days. They showed that a filtered polysulphone allowed measurements
of approximately 100 minimum erythmal dose for a change of 0.35 in optical absorbance at 330 nm
[36]. In the CIE report, polysulphone film has been considered as a practical personal dosimeter
for UV radiation, which after exposure to the spectral range of 250–330 nm shows an increase in
absorbance at 330 nm [41].
Kollias et al. [7] investigated spectral sensitivity of the polysulphone films using a series of monochromatic lights (±2 nm). They also compared the polysulphone-effective solar radiation (using
solar UVB data obtained from polysulphone films) with the erythemally effective solar radiation
(using data obtained from spectroradiometer). It was shown that the polysulphone films can be used
to predict the erythema risk of solar UVB. It was also presented that measurements of solar UVB
with polysulphone films were strongly correlated with the measurements with a spectroradiometer
(R2 > 0.95) [35]. The dose–response curves of polysulphone film measured as ∆A330 to different
bands of UVB radiation is presented in Figure 20.5.
Butson et al. [40] used MD-55-2 film for the measurement of UVA and UVB, in addition to visible
and infrared radiation. It was demonstrated that MD-55-2 radiochromic film responds mainly to
broad-band UVA radiation. The coloration from UVB, visible and low-level infrared radiation, was
almost negligible as shown in Figure 20.6 [40].
GAFchromic EBT film was evaluated by Butson et al. ([64] for the measurement solar UV
radiation). It was demonstrated that color change of the film (changes in OD) is reproducible
within ±10% at 5 kJ/m2 UV exposure, under various solar radiation conditions [10].
Evaluation of EBT3 GAFchromic film for UV radiation dosimetry by Aydarous et al. [75]
showed that EBT3 film has higher level of sensitivity for absorption peak of 633 nm compared with
582 nm. It was also demonstrated that the exposure response curves to UVA and UVB were nonlinear. These curves showed saturation after approximately 8 h of exposure, which is equivalent to an
intensity of approximately 60 J/cm2. The response curve of the EBT3 film to UVC radiation, however,
remains unsaturated up to 300 J/cm2 [31].
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Figure 20.5 Dose–response of polysulphone film measured as ∆A 330 (the changes in absorbance
measured at 330 nm) to different bands of UVB radiation ranging from 280 to 320 nm. (From
Kollias, N., Photochem. Photobiol., 78, 220–224, 2003.)
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Figure 20.6 The response of MD-55-2 GAFchromic™ film to broadband UVA, UVB, visible, and
infrared radiation. (From Butson, E.T., Phys. Med. Biol., 55, N487–N493, 2010.)

20.7 SOLAR/PERSONAL UV EXPOSURE
AND RADIOCHROMIC FILMS
UV radiation produced by the Sun or solar UV is the single most significant source of UV radiation
and can reach a person on the ground from three sources, directly from the sun, scattered from the
open sky, and reflected from the environment [42]. The level of UV is strongly dependent on many
factors that include place on earth, time of day, humidity, pollution level, and season [43]. An example of the average incident levels around the world is shown in Table 20.1 that reports average UV
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index values per month. The UV index is an international standard measurement of the strength of
sunburn-producing UV radiation at a particular place and time. The calculations are weighted in
favor of the UV wavelengths to which human skin is most sensitive, according to the CIE-standard
McKinlay-Diffey erythemal action spectrum [44].
The level of UV exposure can also vary because of ground and building surfaces including type
of paint, concrete or metallic surfaces. Clothing and eye wear also vary the level of UV exposure to
a human thus causing significant variations in the amount and place of UV exposure we receive.
As such, personal UV dosimetry is an essential tool to increase knowledge based on the abovementioned factors that influence UV exposure rates. Although UV detectors such as radiometers
[45] are accurate devices for exposure measurement, they are often bulky and not suited for in vivo
measurement of UV radiation exposure.
This type of measurement has been the field of radiochromic films for many years [46–49],
and they have provided the medical and scientific world with significant data to establish known
exposure levels for humans as well as other biological organisms.
Some commonly used photoactive chemical dosimeters that are used to create UV radiochromic
films are PPO [50] and polysulphone [51]. PPO has seen many uses in UV-exposure measurement
from underwater UVB assessment [52] through measurement of UV exposure of school teachers
on playground duty [53].
Polysulphone radiochromic films have been extensively used and tested and have found usefulness
in measurement of UV exposure in topics as wide as exposure during tropical beach holidays [54]
through shade levels provided by certain tree types [55].
Other less commonly used photoactive chemicals are phenothiazine [56] that has been used as a
solar UVA dosimeter [57]. Other chemicals that are used for UV detections are 8-methoxypsoralen
[58] for DNA damage of human skin [59] and nalidixic acid [60], used to assess UV-exposure levels
associated to melanoma induction [61].
In recent years, GAFchromic films have also been used for the measurement of UV exposure
mostly for UVA wavelengths [62–66]. By combining products together, other films have been created
to match specific action spectra for the required measurement site. As an example, Turnbull et al.
[66] conducted measurements utilizing a dual-layer dosimeter made from a sheet of polysulphone
and a sheet of nalidixic acid (in a polyvinyl chloride matrix) in an attempt to match the action
spectra for melanoma induction. This work was enhanced by Wainwright et al. [67] and used to
simultaneously measure both erythemal and vitamin D effective UV exposure.

20.8 AMBIENT LIGHT EFFECTS IN THE CLINIC
Different light sources have various levels of UV light, which may result in undesirable effects in the
clinic when using radiochromic film for dosimetry. In many radiation therapy clinics around the
world, radiochromic film dosimetry is frequently used for evaluation of radiotherapy dose received
by the patient for a particular treatment. As mentioned in previous sections, different dosimetry
films are available to use in the clinic. The commercially available GAFchromic MD-55-2, XR
type T and type R, EBT, EBT2, and now EBT3 films are widely used for this purpose.
There are many factors that influence the radiochromic film dose–response, which may introduce
dose readout errors [68]. One of these factors is susceptibility to ambient light and scanner light. This
is because the active layers of the radiochromic films are sensitive to UV light. This sensitivity varies
amongst the different types of radiochromic films based on the manufacturing of the film.
Many studies [68–75] presented the response characteristics of radiochromic dosimetry film
by UV light exposure. Results from these studies vary because the measured UV sensitivity is
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dependent upon the type of film under investigation and the UV source. Although the studies indicate that a short exposure of radiochromic films to room light during the measurements will not
have a significant impact on the radiation dosimetry, proper care and handling is still recommended
to eliminate UV contamination.

20.8.1 Room lights
There are many types of indoor lighting. The majority can be categorized into tungsten incandescent bulbs, tungsten halogen incandescent bulbs, fluorescent tubes, compact fluorescent lamps
(CFL), and light emitting diode (LED) lights. Although LED light might emit UV, it is considered
low level compared with fluorescent and CFL.
There are characteristic differences between spectra emitted by incandescent lamps and fluorescent lamps because of the different principles of operation. The UV emission of incandescent lamps
with tungsten filament is limited by the temperature of the filament and the absorption of the glass.
Incandescent tungsten filament bulbs may emit radiation as short as 280 nm [76]. Tungsten halogen
incandescent bulbs can emit UVA and UVB wavelengths. Some older models or fixtures with damaged or missing filters may also emit UVC as short as 200 nm [76].
For florescent lights, the UV content of the emitted spectrum depends on both the phosphor and
the glass envelope of the fluorescent lamp. Most of the photons that are released from the mercury
atoms have wavelengths in the UV regions at wavelengths of 253.7 and 185 nm. These are not visible
to the human eye, so they are converted into visible light through fluorescence. The UV photons are
absorbed by electrons in the atoms of lamp’s interior coating, causing an energy jump then drop
with emission of a further photon that has a lower energy at wavelengths visible to the human eye.
Both daylight and cool-white fluorescent lamps may emit UVA and UVB radiation as short as 280 nm.
Occasionally, the 254-nm mercury line is detected in the emission of a fluorescent source [76].
Some single-envelope CFLs emit UVB and traces of UVC radiation at wavelength of 254 nm,
which is not the case for incandescent lamps as tested by Khazova et al. [77], in which 9 out of 53
single-envelope CFLs and none of the double-envelope lamps emitted UVC at 254 nm. The UV
spectral irradiance for three CFLs is shown in Figure 20.7 for a double-envelope lamp and for
single-envelope lamps. Experimental data show that CFLs produce more UVA irradiance than an
incandescent tungsten lamp. Furthermore, the amount of UVB irradiance produced from singleenvelope CFLs, from the same distance of 20 cm, was about 10 times higher than that irradiated
by an incandescent tungsten lamp [78].
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Figure 20.7 UV emission spectra of three CFLs (lamp one is double envelope, whereas lamps two
and three are single envelope). (Reproduced from Khazova, M. and O’ Hagan J.B., Radiat. Prot.
Dosim., 1–5, 2008. With permission.)
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20.8.2 Scanner lights
The most popular commercially available scanner for analyzing the radiochromic films is the
following EPSON scanners. There are several models that come with different types of light sources.
Different light sources mean that they will have different levels of UV light; however, due to the very
short time of exposure to light while scanning, the effect of exposure is very minimal.
●●
●●
●●

V330: White LED
V700: White cold cathode fluorescent lamp. IR LED for Digital ICE
10000XL: Xenon gas cold cathode fluorescent lamp

20.8.3 Sunlight
Sunlight is attenuated as it travels through the earth’s atmosphere. This means that all radiations
with wavelength below 290 nm are filtered before it reaches the earth’s surface [79]. Of the UV
radiation that reaches the Earth’s surface, more than 95% is the longer wavelengths of UVA, with
the small remainder UVB. There is essentially no UVC. The fraction of UVB that remains in UV
light after passing through the atmosphere is heavily dependent on cloud cover and atmospheric
conditions. Figure 20.8 shows the UV spectra of different ambient light sources.

20.8.3.1 SENSITIVITY OF RADIOCHROMIC FILMS TO UV LIGHT
As mentioned earlier, the sensitivity of radiochromic dosimetry films depends on the type of film.
Butson et al. [72] studied the response of MD-55-2 film to UVA and UVB from fluorescent and solar
light, in which results showed that MD-55-2 responds almost exclusively to UVA with negligible
coloration from UVB [72]. Figure 20.9 shows the OD as a function of UV exposure from fluorescent
and solar UVA.
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Figure 20.8 UV spectra comparison between different ambient light sources. Solar spectral irradiance (thick gray line), other lamps measured at 20 cm: tungsten incandescent (…....), tungsten
halogen incandescent (--- ---), fluorescent light (-----), and CFL (---. ---). (Reproduced from Sayre, R.M.
et al., Photoch. Photobiol., 80, 47–51, 2004. With permission.)
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Figure 20.9 Response of MD-55-2 to fluorescent and solar UVA. (Reproduced from Butson, M.J.
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Figure 20.10 Curve fitting of net OD to UV light exposure time. (Reproduced from Tokura, S. et al.,
IFMBE Proceedings, 25, 273–276, 2009. With permission.)

Tokura et al. [73] tested the sensitivity of the EBT film using fluorescent light with peak wavelength of 352 nm. Figure 20.10 shows the curve fitting of net OD to UV light exposure time.
Butson et al. [71] also tested the sensitivity of EBT film for solar exposure under different climatic
conditions. Figure 20.11 shows the results for the change in the net OD when exposed to solar UV
under different climate conditions.
EBT2 has decreased sensitivity to ambient fluorescent light compared with EBT as investigated
by William et al. [70]. This is due to the inclusion of the yellow dye in the manufacturing of the
EBT2. The testing by William et al. was done for unexposed films as well as films that had already
started polymerization as per Figure 20.12.
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Figure 20.11 Comparison of the UV exposure versus darkening of EBT film under various climate conditions. (Reproduced from Butson, E. et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 55, N487–N493, 2010. With permission.)
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Figure 20.12 Sensitivity of EBT and EBT2 films to fluorescent light. (Reproduced from Williams, M.
and Metcalfe, P., 4th SSD Summer School: Concepts and Trends in Medical Radiation Dosimetry,
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20.9 SUMMARY
As radiochromic films are sensitive to UV radiation, they can also act as a UV dosimeter. The film
properties including the active layer and materials used in the films construction all play roles in
the sensitivity and wavelength response of the radiochromic film to UV radiation.
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